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Pre-amble: How many words are too many?

To my beloved mother Maria, without you I would have never go so far in my studies…

Let me guide you, my beloved friends and readers, to the events leading to my enlightenment on the question “How many words are too many?”

A while ago I was attending one of my doctoral school classes in Nancy and I was pretty interplead by the expression of the needs, in terms of training in statistics, expressed by myself and my PhD fellows that could have been a matter of a few words. One ten minute speech might have been a story of a very few words, “I do not know how to exploit the data I gathered for my thesis and I desperately need help”. This event refreshed my memory of participating in an earlier conference, where sometimes the same person has to do an one-hour speech every year… It would be so much easier to say “I do not have anything new to add to what I said the last time I had to do this bloody early speech”. Indeed, dear friends and readers, many fundamental feelings and thoughts can be expressed with very few words, and sometimes words are not even necessary. You can express disgust with “ugh”, surprise with “wow”. You can look in some peoples’ eyes and you will just know exactly what they mean.

As any person aspiring to be a scientist, I would like to see myself as a person of few words, but this is far from the truth… I become lyric and talkative when I begin to speak even though sometimes I just stay home with my thesis, saying nothing at all. Writing PhDs does not drive people especially social beings…

In my case, writing or speaking translates my deepest inner feelings and thoughts to the outer world, (this is how I get so easily so complicate…). I have a restless mind, which goes up and down, not always in a useful manner; this explains my need for writing essays, research papers, and so forth. They are expressions of my disordered way of thinking and sometimes, somehow, help me find the satisfaction of organizing parts of the chaos in my mind. It is all about a self-absorbed and personal exercise, my writing. My writing is directed towards people that appreciate dialogue and those that read my essays or research papers at best, I do admit it.

I believe that writing has to do with the way we deal with passion in our lives (one should have convictions in a lifetime…). Passion has a different effect on each human-being. When I get emotional, I cannot stop speaking non-sense, while some people stay wordless… the same goes for my writing. I am so afraid that I will be misunderstood that I will always try to get into the details with a certain risk of loosing the big picture I sight. Thankfully, Professor Walliser was always there to correct my systematic deviations into the details and to help me find my way when I lost myself in the translations. Otherwise,
my thesis would have reached so many more pages. Once again I will take advantage of this occasion to thank him for the tremendous work he did with me over all these years.

To resume, the fundamental question when one cuts down justification, inner introspection, and useless explanation, does not need many words. One can simply say “I love you” or “international performance is important” by using three or four words. The rest simply justifies these words, puts them into a context in order to make sure the message is correctly transmitted. For instance, “super flou” words could explain why it is important to study the impact of SMEs’ information activities on their international performance and this is what my introduction stands for.

If we use too many words, people stop reading or listening. Fidel Castro was well known for his 7-hour speeches that no one remembers anymore. I guess that when one writes dissertations or essays that are too long, no one bothers to read them anymore except the people that have to. Nonetheless, if you do not use enough words, the context is lost and the significance is misunderstood. I deeply believe that correctly transmitting messages through written format is not only an academic challenge, but also an interpersonal matter. How many misunderstandings exist between people because of the lack of communication or due its excess?

Well, all this digression helps me emphasize that the question that blew my mind at the end of my thesis was “How many words are too many?”, or more precisely: “What is the optimal number of words one needs to use to justify a message without risking that the reader wouldn’t sink in a sea of words or the reader would not get the message correctly due to a lack of words? (sadly, completely complicated again…).

If you ever have an answer to this question, which is one of my many unanswered questions thanks to the American Army, Bill Gates and the Internet, you can always send me an e-mail to enlighten the bearings of my deepest knowledge. And if you don’t, life goes on and there is always someone to blame: Gandhi, Berlusconi or Martin Luther King…
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Résumé

**Main objectives and theoretical ground of the study**

The Absorptive Capacity (AC) and the Knowledge-Based View (KBV) perspectives have generated significant scholarly interest across a large number of disciplines over the last decade. Despite this important scholarly interest, both the AC and KBV literature streams have focused primarily on technology-intensive and dynamic industries, aiming to primarily model innovation on the basis of technological and R&D knowledge absorption. As a result, knowledge and information relating to an organization’s international market environment were mainly ignored, even though their utmost importance for foreign business development is overall emphasized within the international marketing literature. Especially in the case of SMEs, it is often suggested that in order to handle the international market place turbulence, they shall better manage information and develop superior knowledge and capabilities relative to the management of foreign operations (Kuivalainen and Bell 2004). This dissertation aims to address this gap in the literature and provides two major contributions. First, a conceptualization of the AC of export information adapted in the case of SMEs is proposed, based on Zahra and George’s (2002) re-lecture of the AC concept. Second, insights from the AC, marketing, international business, market orientation (MO) and knowledge management literature were combined to develop a framework for describing the export information state evolution in SMEs and its impact on their international performance.

The point of departure of this research was the general belief relative to the critical importance of firms’ capabilities and skills to manage foreign market-related information in order to better perform and compete in international settings. As a result, it was implicitly postulated that the more SMEs are skilled in terms of export information exploitation, the higher levels of international performance they will achieve in foreign market settings. In order to answer the research question, three underlying research questions had to be addressed: (1) the conceptualization and the operationalization of the process of export information exploitation in SMEs and (2) of the international performance construct, and (3) the modelisation of the influence exerted by the process of export information exploitation in SMEs upon their levels of international performance.

The analysis of the relevant literature in the field led to the conclusion that the AC concept best captures the process of information exploitation at the firm level of analysis. As a result, the main assumption guiding this research was that SMEs’ efficiency in terms of export information exploitation is reflected through their levels of AC of export information. In order to best describe the relationship between firms’ information activities and organizational performance, the analysis of the literature review brought into light six main theoretical frameworks approaching the relationship existing between information and
organizational performance. It was concluded that the KBV perspective represents the most appealing theoretical framework in the case of the present research mainly because of its integrative power and its dynamic character. Furthermore, in order to link the AC to business performances under a KBV perspective, Zahra and George’s (2002) framework was used. The authors propose a theoretical model describing the impact of firms’ AC levels on their organizational performance. Zahra and George (2002) conceptualized AC as a dynamic capability, which exists as two sub-sets of potential (PACAP) and realized AC (RACAP). The PACAP is driven by the previous experience of the firm and the quality of the exposure to information sources within its external environment (the two constitutive dimensions of PACAP’s antecedents). While PACAP (information acquisition and assimilation) has a direct impact on RACAP, only RACAP (information transformation and exploitation) has a direct impact upon organizational performance. Recapitulating, the three main research propositions advanced by Zahra and George (2002), representing the stepping-stones of this research model were the following:

| Pi: PACAP’s antecedents, previous experience and exposure to information sources, positively and significantly impact a firm’s success in developing PACAP. |
| PiI: A firm’s PACAP levels, levels of information acquisition and assimilation, positively and significantly impact RACAP’s development (information transformation and exploitation). |
| PiII: RACAP development levels positively and significantly impact a firm’s degree of organizational performance. |

After having operationalized PACAP’s antecedents, PACAP, and RACAP in the specific case of exporting SMEs, these three main research propositions were declined into ten underlying research propositions, building the research model describing the influence of the AC of export information in SMEs upon their levels of international performance.

**Research methodology**

The causal nature of the research question led us to the retaining of a quantitative methodology. Nonetheless, taking into account the preponderant qualitative and multi-dimensional nature of information, a first qualitative preliminary research has been undertaken aiming to explore whether the use of insights from the KBV, MO and AC literature for describing the impact of the evolution of export information state in SMEs on their levels of international performance was consistent with the managerial perceptions. To this end, 24 semi-structured interviews were realized with French and Romanian SMEs’ managers. Furthermore, based on the literature review and the preliminary qualitative investigation, a questionnaire was developed. The questionnaire was pre-tested with several scholars and 12 SMEs’ managers in order to make sure that the questions were best understood by potential respondents. The final survey instrument, which was modified after the pre-test, was sent to the
managers of exporting SMEs from the steel industry. Data gathered (107 usable questionnaires) was exploited by means of descriptive analysis and allowed for a first general overview of the characteristics of companies in the sample in terms of AC and international performance levels. Furthermore, the PLS path modeling method has been retained to test the research propositions and subsequently the quality of the measurement instruments used to capture the constructs in the research model.

**Results of the study**

Both qualitative and quantitative approaches have been used in order to answer the research question. The preliminary qualitative research aimed to check the consistency of the emitted theoretical assumptions with the managerial view. An additional aim of the qualitative study was the identification of the export information sources perceived as “rich” by SMEs’ export managers and which are used on a current basis by the latter. The qualitative study suggested that foreign clients and customers, agents, trade fairs, Chambers of Commerce and Industry, export market research and Internet are the main export information sources considered as “rich” by SMEs’ managers. The preliminary qualitative investigation provided as well insights into the reasons evoked by SMEs’ managers for explaining their preference in terms of export information sources. SMEs’ managers mainly mention information sources’ richness attributes, such as information reliability, contacts facility, and the interactivity with information sources for explaining why they prefer certain information sources instead of others. Regarding the use of export information, several ideas came out of the interviews: managers learn by means of responding to the acquired export information, they use information for undertaking export decisions and for grasping new business opportunities in export markets. In light of these findings, it can be concluded that elements from multiple theoretical frameworks can explain export information processing in SMEs (e.g. the organizational learning theory, the market orientation perspective, the entrepreneurial framework, or the decision-making theory). SMEs’ managers mainly acquire export information concerning clients and competitors. Besides clients and competitors, on a less extended scale, enterprises access marketing mix-related information and rarely general foreign market-related information.

The factors enhancing export information use according to the managerial vision were also investigated. Managers generally state that their previous foreign market knowledge and export experience helps them better exploit the new incoming export information. Furthermore, the efficiency of several information assimilation procedures, such as the coordination, communication, information transfer and integration, centralization and formalization were explored specifically. The coordination and the information transfer and integration procedures appear as barely formalized in SMEs. Most of the managers interviewed state that formalized information integration procedures are almost non-existent in SMEs. Coordination efficiency does not appear as a generic feature characterizing the SMEs.
interviewed; in “bigger” SMEs, coordination is less efficient. When asked what drives them competitive in export markets, both French and Romanian managers interviewed mainly mentioned their competences in terms of product development and more largely the general export know-how of the company.

Overall, the findings of the qualitative research seem to confirm the theoretical assumptions mobilized for building the research model. More precisely, managers seem to support the idea that information flows nurture foreign market-related knowledge levels. They also believe that their levels of export experience determine their efficiency in terms of export information acquisition and assimilation. These empirical results are in line with Zahra and George’s (2002) assumptions that the access to information sources and the previous experience of firms are antecedents of their capacity to efficiently acquire and assimilate information. Furthermore, the role of information in designing organization response was widely supported by the interviews. Moreover, several managerial statements also show that firms seem to learn on the basis of the ongoing strategic or tactical actions implemented for responding to environmental shifts, and in this way build foreign market competences that finally seem to enhance their levels of performance in foreign markets. Resuming, the results obtained through the qualitative research support the idea of the influence of PACAP’s dimensions on RACAP relative to information use in response to foreign market shifts and competence building. Moreover, according to the managerial vision, it is finally their foreign market-related know-how that drives them competitive in foreign settings. As a result, the research proposition emitted concerning the impact of the positional advantage of SMEs in terms of foreign market-related competences on their degree of international performance seems to be consistent with the managerial vision.

Concluding, it can be suggested that overall the empirical results issued from the qualitative phase seem to support the research model built on theoretical ground. Nonetheless, because of the qualitative nature of the research, these results can be regarded as more suggestive rather than conclusive. The research propositions’ test has been realized by means of the quantitative research that has been further carried out. 107 usable questionnaires were obtained from exporting SMEs operating in the steel industry yielding a response rate of 19,10%. The quantitative study allowed for a descriptive basis of a general overview of the AC characteristics of companies in this sample and their international performance levels. The companies interviewed seem to be rather successful exporters, they are bigger and more internationally involved than the average company in the population and high levels of AC also characterize them.

PACAP’s antecedents appear as fairly developed. Very few “beginners” in exporting play a role in this sample. Most of enterprises in the sample operate in a relatively important number of foreign countries. SMEs interviewed employ mainly basic foreign presence modes to sell their products abroad such as
direct and indirect exporting. Nevertheless, one third of the companies use associative modes or have established subsidiaries abroad for exporting their products. More than half of the enterprises interviewed have an export department, which is testimony of their engagement towards the development of international activities in their company. This feature is also supported by the results attesting that companies interviewed register high levels of international orientation. Generally, an important number of employees are dealing with the development of their firms’ international activities. The export experience of these employees, called “export employees”, can be judged as rather “rich” in terms of complementarity, variety and length.

The richness of information sources they use in order to inform themselves concerning foreign markets appears generally slightly above-average concerning most of the relational information sources such as the clients, agents-distributors, and participation at trade fairs. Average levels of richness characterize Chambers of Commerce and Industry, export marketing research, and the Internet. The only information source registering richness levels below the average are competitors. As a result, it was concluded that they cannot be considered as a rich export information source and could not be further included for the research propositions test-related analysis.

Regarding the levels of PACAP of companies in the sample, they appear as fairly developed in terms of assimilation practices, they coordinate rather efficiently and they perform well in terms of knowledge transfer and integration. The export information acquisition dimension is less developed than the assimilation dimension. Companies interviewed are only slightly more informed concerning foreign markets, compared to their main competitors. They seem to privilege the collection of export information concerning foreign clients and product-related information.

In terms of RACAP, the SMEs interviewed score highly above-average in terms of export responsiveness capacity (information transformation dimension). They perform generally slightly above-average in terms of international marketing competences compared to their main competitors in foreign markets. They register the higher levels of positional advantage in terms of foreign networking competences and international product development, and the lowest levels of positional advantage for the international marketing management-related competences.

The descriptive results also allowed for an overview concerning the international performance levels companies attain in foreign markets. Responding managers appear rather satisfied with the evolution of the main export objectives over the past year, they perceive themselves as fairly competitive, and compared to main competitors in foreign markets, they rate themselves as slightly superior in terms of attaining export objectives abroad. Their progression in terms of export sales and profits over the last three years is important as well. Their foreign sales appear as slightly more profitable than the domestic ones.
The estimation of the causal relationships of influence with PLS path modeling (XLSTAT software) in this research model led to the validation of nine out of the ten research propositions composing the research model. The results suggest that the AC perspective of Zahra and George (2002) is an appealing and efficient framework for exploring the dynamics associated with export information processing in small firms and their impact upon SMEs’ international performance levels. The three research propositions emitted with respect to the impact of PACAP’s antecedents on PACAP are entirely supported. The richness of export information sources, the real export experience of SMEs, and the richness of the international experiences of export employees positively and significantly influence the efficiency of export information acquisition in small firms. The positive impact of PACAP upon RACAP has found as well empirical support. Export information acquisition and the assimilation practices, namely knowledge transfer and integration and coordination efficiency, determine the export responsiveness capacity of SMEs. In order of importance, the main determinant of the SME’s export responsiveness capacity is the efficiency of knowledge transfer and integration practices followed by the coordination capacity of small firms and the richness of the export information sources. Regarding the impact of the determinants of the SMEs’ positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences, a strong impact of the export responsiveness capacity of small firms can be observed. The results suggest that by means of responding and taking corrective action in order to better manage foreign market shifts, firms appear to build superior levels of positional advantage in terms of foreign market-related competences compared to their competitors. The real international experience of small firms also significantly and positively impacts the degree of positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences that SMEs achieve in export markets. Surprisingly, the richness of the export experiences of export employees does not have a significant influence upon the positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences. Finally, the impact of RACAP on the international performance of SMEs is highly significant. Detaining a positional advantage in terms of foreign market-related marketing competences drives firms to be more successful in international settings. This result suggests that the main KBV assumption is strongly validated by the current study. The exporting SMEs attain high levels of international performance if they achieve superior levels of positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences compared to their competitors in foreign settings.
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INTRODUCTION

The emergence of globalization and knowledge management seems to be the result of the increasing complexity of the new business environment, where worldwide exportation accounts for more than 10% of global economic activity (International Monetary Fund 2001; World Bank 2001). It is worth to be noted that world trade has increased 16-fold between 1950 and 2000, and international trade flows relative to GDP (Gross Domestic Product) have doubled between 1970 and 2000 (OECD 2005). As a result, exportation has become worldwide a major source of national income, as well as a source of growth and survival for many micro, small, medium, and large enterprises. This phenomenon is especially preponderant in Europe, where the political evolutions seem to enhance the internationalization of enterprises. European firms are confronted with both opportunities and threats due to the suppression of commercial barriers and the emergence of Eastern European countries over the last years. The introduction of new markets to conquer can be seen as an opportunity, while human resources that are well trained at a low cost could pose as a threat. Because of the new countries entering into the European Union, European enterprises will be further exposed to international competition. Regardless of size, European enterprises will have to revise their priorities and deeply modify their organization and ways of functioning because the increase of competition in the European market. Nowadays, these reasons force the exporting SMEs (small and mid-sized enterprises) to learn faster and adapt more efficiently to the continuously changing business environment. The continuously decreasing costs of transports and communication enhance as well the SMEs’ international development (Knight and Cavusgil 1996). Thus, the SMEs count on the penetration of foreign markets in order to assure their development or their very survival in the new market environment, which is increasingly more complex and dynamic. As a result, firms must increase their ability to gather information in order to react appropriately to environmental changes (Conant et al. 1990).

In a global economy, the capacity to manage information and knowledge related to foreign markets is believed to be of utmost importance. As Czinkota (2000, p. 22) suggested: “information and its management is even more important in the international setting, where entirely new parameters and environments are encountered”. This proposition especially holds true for SMEs; they are more sensitive to changes of economical-political order due to their lack of resources, information, knowledge and qualified personnel (e.g. Holmlund and
Kock 1998; Riddle and Gillespie 2003). As a result, for SMEs one of the most widely cited barriers to export is the lack of access to export information concerning the export process, procedures and paperwork, general foreign market information, as well as potential clients or suppliers (e.g. Bell 1992; Dichtl et al. 1994; Moini 1995). Moreover, information is increasingly becoming a component in product fabrication at the same level as technical development or raw materials. Even though scholars unanimously recognize the key role of export information in achieving international performance, a relatively reduced number of empirical studies exist on the subject. However, the evidence from the empirical studies undertaken until now is frequently contradictory and no clear conclusions can be drawn with respect to the impact of firms’ export information activities on their levels of international performance. Scholars like Souchon et al. (2003) have stressed the fact that multiple methodological and theoretical shortcomings characterize this research field, and that “while our understanding of information use has certainly increased since the 1980s, little evidence exists of the relationship between utilization of information when making marketing decisions and business performance” (Souchon et al. 2003, p. 1). Thus, the purpose of this dissertation is to further explain and get additional insights into the relationship existing between the evolution of the export information state of exporting SMEs and the level of performance they achieve on international markets. Within the next section, the relevance of the research question, namely the relationship existing between the evolution of the export information state of exporting SMEs and the level of performance they achieve on international markets, is discussed.

1 The relevance of the research question

Increased globalization of trade has led a growing number of firms to search beyond their traditional domestic markets and focus on high-growth export markets not only to expand but also to ensure their very survival. As a result, the role of exporting in a firm’s activities has become increasingly important. Its recognition is reflected by the fact that the area of export information behaviors of firms and their impact on export performance has been gaining increased attention among policymakers, academics, and managers.
1.1 Academic relevance

Export performance is now, more than ever, of academic relevance. However, little is still known about the determinants and the measurement of export performance. However, the definition and the study of the determinants of export performance (e.g. Samiee and Anckar 1998; Cavusgil and Kirpalani 1993; Sousa and Alserhan 2002) or factors contributing to export performance have received notable research attention (e.g. Aaby and Slater 1989; Cavusgil and Zou 1994; Zou et. al 1998; Sousa 2004). Scholars are still far from a basic agreement among each other. The impact of export information state of firms on their levels of international performance remains a topic that is not overly explored (Ramangalahy 2001). Most scholars state that an effective method for reducing perceived risk and creating a greater feeling of security regarding foreign markets is the acquisition and use of foreign market information about environmental conditions, market characteristics, and marketing mix elements (e.g. Johanson and Vahlne 1977, 1990; Leonidou and Katsikeas 1997). This dominant assumption of the export information literature stems from the Galbraithian view of information as an uncertainty reducer. Indeed, most of the scholars seem to agree upon the crucial role of export information. Information collection provides a means of detecting opportunities and threats in foreign markets (Moorman 1995) and more generally for reducing uncertainty and risk inherent to the internationalization process (McAuley 1993; Hart and Tzokas 1999). Information assists firms in improving marketing expertise, enhances international customer orientation, adopting market driven strategies, and ultimately achieving positional advantage (Seringhaus 1987; 1933). Additionally, information is crucial in designing, implementing, and monitoring successful export marketing policies and planning (Diamantopoulos et al. 1990; Souchon et al. 2003). Export information is widely believed to impact the export performance of companies (e.g. Denis and Depelteau 1985; Kleinschmidt and Ross 1986; Seringhaus 1993; Souchon and Diamantopoulos 1999; Souchon and Durden 2002; Julien and Ramangalahy 2003; Andersen 2006).

Notwithstanding the importance of export information activities and their overall recognized impact upon the international success of companies, this stream of literature received disproportionately little empirical interest (Leonidou and Katsikeas 1997). Academics have begun to explore the export information activities of enterprises and their relationship with international performance since the seminal work of Johanson and Vahlne (1977) and Reid (1981). In spite of the growing research interest, very little is still known about this topic.
Therefore, more research in the field is needed and this dissertation aims to respond to this need.

1.2 Managerial relevance

From the managerial point of view, export performance is considered as an important tool to boost corporate growth, ensure company survival, and strengthen competitive edge in a highly competitive international marketplace (Samiee and Walters 1990; Terpstra and Sarathy 2000). The literature on export barriers reveals that managers perceive the lack of information and knowledge as a major barrier for expanding in foreign markets (e.g. Leonidou 1995; Leonidou and Adams-Florou 1999; Leonidou 2004).

From the managerial standpoint, the first aim within this study is to provide a detailed description of the characteristics of French SMEs in terms of export information and knowledge management practices, their level of competences, export implication and export performance. This overview could help SMEs’ managers evaluate their company in comparison to their domestic competitors in export markets. In addition, through this study, it is aimed to provide recommendations for SMEs’ managers regarding how to efficiently manage export information activities for creating international market-related knowledge and competences, which they lack so frequently.

The study also seeks to evaluate the impact of a large number of international performance determinants and their dynamics upon SMEs’ levels of foreign market performance. Based on the results of the study, SMEs’ managers can better understand which are the mechanisms that drive them successful in foreign markets operations. Moreover, they can decide how to manage their foreign markets’ operations in order to achieve higher levels of international performance. More precisely, they could get additional insights into how to manage the export information search activities, their level of international marketing competences, the internal mechanisms of adjustment of the organizational structure to foreign markets operations, or their levels of international responsiveness, etc.

Finally, the current research combines both quantitative and qualitative methodologies. Exporting SMEs’ managers can gain additional insights through the qualitative study concerning the way their domestic competitors more broadly approach the way they do business abroad, why they prefer some export information sources to others, and how they conceive the improvement and sustainability of their international activities.
1.3 Relevance for policy-makers

Nowadays, all governments in the world are concerned with increasing exports for improving the commercial balance as well as sustaining economic growth and development. Thus, almost every government in the world creates support development programs at the national and regional level for enhancing training and providing information or financial aid for supporting the exporting activities of firms (Gencturk and Kotabe 2001). As a result, the study of the impact of SMEs’ export information state upon their levels of export performance should have strong implications for policy-makers. They could gain insights within the determinant factors for SMEs’ international performance and design more suitable support programs for enhancing knowledge and information management within SMEs.

2 Dissertation structure

Beyond the introduction, this dissertation is organized into two parts and seven chapters.

First part: Literature review

The first part presents the literature review composed of three chapters. In chapter I, exporting SMEs are defined. Second, a critical literature review of the empirical research work undertaken on the impact of export information activities upon the firms’ international performance levels along with presenting several propositions of future research directions in the field are presented. Chapter II begins by defining information. Chapter II then proceeds to describe the main theoretical frameworks, namely contingency theory, decision-making theory, organizational learning theory and market orientation theoretical advancements, resource based view (RBV) of the firm, and entrepreneurial field theoretical advancements, explaining the link between information and organizational performance. Next, a discussion around the common and divergent points of the reviewed theories is realized along with a critical analysis of the forces and weaknesses of the reviewed theories when approaching the relationship between a firm’s information processing activities and organizational performance.
In the fourth part of chapter II, the main perspectives approaching information conceptualization are presented. The only perspective approaching information activities under a managerial angle and at the firm level appears to be the absorptive capacity of information (Cohen and Levinthal 1990). Lastly, in the fifth part of chapter II, based on Zahra and George’s (2002) article, a generalized business performance model linking the absorptive capacity concept to business performance is proposed. The main research propositions are emitted.

Within Chapter III, the research model is developed. The generalized business performance model, inspired from Zahra and George’s (2002), is adapted in the case of exporting SMEs while taking into account their structural and behavioral specificities. The measurement scales used in order to capture the main constructs within the research model are presented in Chapter IV.

**Second part: research methodology and results of the study**

Three chapters describing the research methodology, the results and conclusions, along with the implications, the limits and future research avenues of the study compose the second part of the dissertation.

In the first part of chapter V, the choice of the level of analysis and the methodology employed is explained. In the second part of chapter V, the results of the qualitative interviews undertaken with exporting SMEs managers are presented. In the third part of chapter V, the results of the questionnaire pre-test are reported.

Chapter VI describes the results of the quantitative study undertaken with exporting French SMEs from the steel industry. First, the descriptive analysis of the enterprises interviewed is presented. Second, the validation of the measurement scales used for capturing the main constructs comprised within the research model are presented.

In chapter VII, the test of the research propositions is exposed along with the presentation of the conclusions, limits, implications, and prolongations of the study.
PART I. LITERATURE REVIEW

CHAPTER I. THE IMPACT OF EXPORT INFORMATION UPON THE INTERNATIONAL PERFORMANCE OF SMEs. EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE

Introduction to Chapter I

Increased globalization has led a growing number of firms to search beyond their domestic markets and focus on high-growth export markets not only to expand, but also to ensure their very survival. The key role of export information is widely believed to assist them in their international expansion and have impact upon the export performance of companies (e.g. Denis and Depelteau 1985; Kleinschmidt and Ross 1986; Seringhaus 1993; Souchon and Diamantopoulos 1999; Souchon and Durden 2002; Julien and Ramangalahy 2003). The empirical literature focusing on the link between international performance and the export information processing in organizations dates back to the 1980's. Since then, relatively numerous studies on this topic have been published. However, in spite of these research efforts, not only is there a lack of synthesis of this stream of literature, but also a lack of agreement in the conceptualization and operationalization of export information processing behaviors of firms.

This chapter reviews the literature focusing upon the relationship between export information and export performance based on 37 empirical studies published since the pioneering work of Rosson and Ford (1982). The chapter is organized in five sections. First, exporting SMEs are defined and their managerial and information behavior specificities are presented. Furthermore, an introduction will present the criteria used for a study to be eligible for inclusion in the current review of literature as well as the review methods. The descriptive properties of the 37 studies selected are summarized and evaluated along four dimensions: (1) fieldwork characteristics (country of study, industrial sector, and firm size), (2) sampling and data collection (sample size, data collection method, response rate, non-response bias, key informant, and unit of analysis), (3) statistical analysis and (4) theoretical considerations (the use of a grounded theory for building the research model and the use of research hypothesis or propositions).

Third, export information and export performance measures employed in the literature are analyzed. The fourth section includes findings of the studies reviewed with respect to the relationship existing between export information behaviors and international performance. Lastly, in the fifth section, the findings are discussed in detail along with directions for future research.
I.1 Defining exporting SMEs

Before getting any further into the current dissertation, the exporting SME must be defined. The SME concept in itself is a controversial subject of discussion among researchers and policy makers. For this reason, it is important to delineate SME’s definition from the beginning. The literature provides a wide plethora of possible definitions of SMEs but no common agreement exists yet among scholars or policy-makers. Nonetheless, two main types of criteria can be retained to define SMEs: (1) quantitative or objective and (2) qualitative or subjective. The quantitative criteria can be expressed in terms of the number of employees, amount of wages and salaries paid to the personnel, total fixed assets, total capital, and total sales (Turker and Kavut 2004). The qualitative criteria may be expressed in terms of the independence of the management (whether the owner and the manager are the same person), the extent of the property rights of the owner or manager, centralization in terms of decision-making, the negotiation power of the enterprise in supplies and sales, and the risks level taken by the owner of the enterprise (Turker and Kavut 2004). It is worth noting that quantitative criteria use prevails over the qualitative criteria, which are less employed by academics. However, quantitative criteria are not the same across countries, industrial sectors, and governmental programs (Turker and Kavut 2004). The most widely used qualitative criteria generally reflect the property rights over the enterprise or the centralization in terms of decision-making. Guilhon (1998) proposed the controllability criteria in order to distinguish SMEs from large organizations. Filion (1990) observed that operating a choice between choosing qualitative and quantitative criteria should be done with respect to the context of reference of the studies.

Eurostat and the majority of the European countries consider enterprises with less than 250 employees to be an SME. In 2003, the European Union (E. U.) actualized the definition of SMEs. According to the recommendation n° 2003/361/CE, an SME represents any enterprise with less than 250 employees and a turnover of less than 50 million euro or a balance sheet not exceeding 43 million euro per year (Journal Officiel de l’U. E. 2003). Among the SMEs, the E. U. further distinguishes the difference between micro-enterprises and small enterprises. A micro-firm has less than ten or ten employees and a balance sheet of less than two million euro. A small enterprise has less than 50 employees and a balance sheet with less than ten million euro (Journal Officiel de l’Union Européenne 2003).
When it comes to the definition of exporting SMEs, different concepts are used within the literature to indicate companies that extended their activities of production and/or sales beyond the national borders. The notion of “exporting SMEs” can be seen as a rather common expression used in the literature for referring to SMEs that develop international activities under various direct and indirect modes of presence abroad (Doole and Lowe 2004; Muhlbacher et al. 2006) such as direct or indirect exporting, franchising, licensing, piggy- backing, joint ventures, strategic alliances or by creating subsidiaries abroad, etc. Nevertheless, direct or indirect exporting constitutes the essential form of the SMEs’ implication abroad (e.g. Bell et al. 1992; Bell 1995; Coviello and McAuley 1999; Kuivalainen and Bell 2004). Several scholars specify that exporting refers to the sale of products and/or services beyond national borders under two main forms that include direct and indirect exporting (e.g. Miesembock 1988; Young et al. 1989). Direct exporting requires a greater implication of the exporting company and is accompanied consequently by a level of higher risk and a higher control over the development of the international activities (Walliser 2002; Muelbacher et al. 2006). Indirect exporting, on the other hand, implies the use of intermediaries (e.g. agents, representatives, distributors) that ensure the setting in the foreign market. Indirect exporting implies less risks but also less control over the international activities of the company.

In the actual European business environment, it becomes increasingly difficult to define what exporting actually means. This difficulty is due to the suppression of borders and duties between the E. U. member countries. For example, the question may arise whether it is more psychologically difficult for a French Alsatian enterprise to conduct business with a bordering German enterprise or one from the south of France. The south of France, although still French, may be more culturally quite different. Thus, for a company located in one of the border regions of France, it could be more difficult to work with a company from the south of France than with a German one. Often times, bordering countries have strong cultural similarities and people living in bordering regions speak the language of the two bordering countries.

During the current dissertation, the exporting SME is defined as an independent company and not the subsidiary of a larger company, with a maximum of 250 employees that realizes sales beyond national borders directly or indirectly.

Micro-firms, which consist of one to ten employees, have not been considered in this research. Numerous studies have emphasized the fact that these firms are less active in undertaking export information acquisition and use activities. Moreover, a firm’s small size
grants it specific characteristics because of the increased importance of the owner or manager’s role in comparison to bigger firms (Torres 2003). Management in micro-firms is generally qualified as highly centralized, even personalized, depending on the entrepreneur’s personality, values, psychological profile, and vision. All of these characteristics are seen through various facets of the daily management of a micro-company. Management style is traditional and conservative using short-term strategies that are rooted in a strong local economy (Auvolat 1999). Micro-firms are characterized by the dominance of the relationship between the owner and his company (Kotey and Meredith 1997), the convergence of functions, the preponderance of the intuitive management (Torrès et Plane 2003), and a subjective business perspective (Gueguen 2001). In regards to the flow of information within micro-firms, it tends to be naturally efficient and informal. Managers of micro-firms generally act under a “proximity perspective”, exporting to geographically close countries, developing “glocal” activities (Johanisson 1994) and co-existing in “internationalizing milieux” (Torrès 1998; Fourcade et Torrès 2001) where the proximity represents an inherent component in the definition of their export strategy. They also seem to rather react to the pressure of the surrounding environment instead of proactively coping with it, as their bigger counterparts are able to do (Gundolf 2004). Moreover, they inform themselves on foreign markets by means of “weak ties” which are close personal contacts (Torres 2003). For these reasons, micro-enterprises have been excluded from this analysis.

In conclusion, the current dissertation refers to exporting SMEs as independent firms (they are not subsidiaries of a bigger company). They are comprised of anywhere from 11 to 250 employees and have sales beyond the national borders either with or without the help of intermediaries.

I.1.1 SMEs’ specificities

Some scholars seem to indicate that with present day Information and Communication Technology (ICT) advancements, SMEs are beginning to resemble large enterprises (e.g. Leyronas and Torres 1996; Boutary and Monnoyer 2005; Boutary 2007). Nevertheless, most of the scholars agree that SMEs present specific features related to their organizational structure (e.g. Welch and Young 1982; Lang et al. 1997; Torrès 2003). Centralization of decision-making (Julien 1993, 1994; Brouthers et al. 1998; Torrès 1999), low formalization

---

1 Free translation from the French “milieux internationalisants”
(Julien 1994; D’Amboise 1995; Torrès 2000; Gueguen 2001; Torrès 2003), and scarcity in terms of resources and competences (D’Amboise 1995) seem to characterize most of the SMEs. The small size, centralized management (Julien 1990; 1994; 1998) and a low level of labor specialization (Marchesnay 1991; Mahé de Boislandelle 1996) characterize as well SMEs. They are simple, informal structures and they use direct internal and external information systems (Boutary 2000). SMEs’ strategies are intuitive, implicit, and short-term oriented (Torrès 2004). Communication is generally effective and barely formalized within these enterprises (Julien 1998; Torrès 2004) and information systems are very basic (Bili and Raymond 1993; Lang et al. 1997; Boutary 1998, 2000).

Frequently, within the manufacturing industries, SMEs are confined to sub-supplying to several main clients. Sub-supplying partly explains their scarce diversity in roles’ definition; managerial team members are generally polyvalent (Julien 1994; Machat 2003), assuming more functions at the same time. In SMEs, export departments frequently do not exist. It is generally the production or the marketing manager who deals with exporting activities. Due to the small size of an SME, the hierarchical distance is reduced (Machat 2003) and that explains the reduced number of employees dealing with information activities in SMEs. The main disadvantage, however, is that only a reduced number of people exchange points of view around the acquired information, therefore reducing information redundancy (Inkpen 1996). These features have implications for the information processing and the learning process in SMEs.

After drawing a generalized picture of SMEs’ specificities and information behavioral patterns, the second part of this chapter will further discuss the results of the studies dealing with the relationship between SMEs’ export information behaviors and the levels of international performance they attain in foreign markets.
I.2 The empirical evidence concerning the link between export information and international performance

The research work that focuses more generally on a firm’s export information behavior began in the 1960’s (Ramangalahy 2001). Furthermore, in the 1970’s, two important publications were initiated by Keegan (1974) and Johanson and Valhne (1977). Since then, several studies have been carried out, attempting to describe different aspects related to export information behaviors of enterprises and their link with international performance, and/or the contingency factors affecting the export information acquisition and use behaviors.

The pioneering study of Keegan (1974) was qualitative by nature and it aimed to conceive taxonomies of export information elements and export information acquisition modes. Additionally, other qualitative studies have been developed in the field. For example, Souchon and Diamantopoulos (1997) developed a taxonomy capturing firms’ behaviors in terms of export information use. Andersen (2006) also designed a qualitative study within the export information field for exploring the outputs of personal contacts as an information vehicle for acquiring information on export markets. Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, no qualitative study was carried out until recently in order to explore the relationship between SMEs export information activities and their levels of international performance. The field of research is strongly “quantitative”. The fact can be explained by the causal nature of the research question. Nonetheless, qualitative studies on the topic might have been useful in order to reveal dynamics related to the process of acquisition and use of export information by firms that are more difficult to capture within quantitative studies.

The research stream, covering the empirical (quantitative) contributions that explore the relationship between SMEs’ export information behaviors and international performance goes back to the pioneering work of Rosson and Ford (1982), followed by Cavusgil (1984a, 1984b), Denis and Depelteau (1985), and Kleinschmidt and Ross (1986).

Within this next section, the studies dealing with the impact of firms’ export information activities upon their levels of international performance are reviewed. Thirty-seven studies were identified on this topic. Among the 37 studies, only 16 studies focus specifically on the impact of firms’ export information activities on the international performance level. The rest of the studies approach the firms’ export information activities as a part of a broader research
Some general tendencies in terms of export information behaviors can be reported as characterizing SMEs.

The literature dealing with this specific field has often highlighted the preference of SMEs’ managers for informal export information sources acquired by means of direct observations and discussions (Fann and Smeltzer 1989; Fallery 1983): “small companies function by means of dialogue or direct contact” (Julien 1998, p. 35). Indeed, SMEs managers seem to prefer more personal, oral and abstract information sources (Daft et al. 1988; Smeltzer et al. 1988; Brusch 1992). The use of the social network for business purposes by managers is a stepping stone, ensuring the efficiency of the collaboration among enterprises (Froelicher 1999). In addition to being easy to contact, personal information sources are perceived as more credible and allow for the exchange around the collected information. Therefore, SMEs mainly possess qualitative information (D’Amboise 1995; Vidal 2003) and they mainly use their personal contacts in order to gather it. Generally, empirical research indicates that SMEs limit their activities of information acquisition to the immediate environment and more specifically to the market, competition, and technology (Brusch 1992; Daft et al. 1988; Johnson and Kuehn 1987; Smeltzer et al. 1988). The most popular information sources include customers, suppliers, agents or distributors, employees, friends, competitors, newspapers, bankers, accountants and reviews of businesses (Fann and Smeltzer 1989; Hartman et al. 1994; Johnson and Kuehn 1987). The empirical studies also report that the information management process is minimally developed or formalized in SMEs (Brusch 1992; Raymond and Lesca 1995). The collection, analysis, and diffusion of information rely on the manager (Julien et al. 1999) and it is ensured by means of mechanisms of mutual adjustment. In small companies, the owner or director mainly gathers information by means of dialogue and direct contact with members of the staff as well as with his clients and suppliers, thus gaining direct knowledge of their needs and tastes, or explaining the different aspects of his products (Julien 1998). The information systems are simple because they are based on close physical proximity between the SMEs’ managers and the main leading players in the environment.

Regarding information systems implementation in SMEs, Lang et al. (1997) and Vidal (2003) noticed that small firms use less sophisticated information systems. Information systems in SMEs context appear undersized and they need to be improved for successfully operating in foreign markets (Alvarez 2004). This characteristic is often interpreted as a consequence of the little interest SMEs’ executives generally express concerning the strategic value of information (Chapellier 1995).
In foreign markets, SMEs’ information behaviors do not differ much from the way they approach domestic markets. Smaller firms are consistently less active in gathering primary export market data than larger firms (Samiee and Walters 1990). Compared with larger firms, the information generation possibilities of export managers in SMEs are more limited. SMEs favor the use of networking and personal contacts over more formalized export information techniques as, for example, marketing research (e.g. Reid 1984; Samiee and Walters 1990; Seringhaus 1993; Crick et al. 1994; Boutary 1998; Hodgkinson and McPhee 2002; Andersen 2006). SMEs use national information sources rather than foreign information sources in order to inform themselves concerning foreign markets states (Hodgkinson and McPhee 2002; Voerman 2003). Export information is often gathered through personal contacts (Denis and Depelteau 1985), relying on the mutual interest supported by the exchange of information between firms (Uzzi 1999; Andersen 2006).

In the light of the statements above, it can be concluded that focusing on the relevance of more formal information techniques has little relevance in the case of the SMEs. With respect to the impact of export information practices upon their levels of export performance, it also appears that using less formalized information procedures are generally beneficial for the success of SMEs in foreign markets (Ramangalahy 2001). With respect to the information elements enterprises gather on foreign markets (e.g. information related to the general market characteristics, competition, clients, etc.), results are quite mixed. Relatively little is known about the impact of the organizational export information use on international performance (Souchon and Durden 2002). In order to get a deeper insight as to the influence of firms’ export information behaviors, within this next section, the studies dealing with the impact of firms’ export information activities on their levels of international performance are reviewed.

I.2.1 The scope of the review

The review focuses on the empirical literature published between 1982 and 2008 that explores the relationship between firms’ export information behaviors and export performance. To the best of knowledge, no important research work was undertaken before 1982 on the topic. For the inclusion in the present literature review, the studies that met the following four criteria were considered: (1) the examination of firms engaged in exporting, (2) the approach of exporting from a micro-business perspective, (3) the study of the link between export performance and export information behaviors either as a primary objective or as part of a
wider research problem and (4) the empirical nature of the study, data analysis report and statistical tests.

Recall that to the best of knowledge, no notable publications on the impact of firms’ export information activities on their levels of export performance using qualitative methodology was undertaken that have appeared in non-English or non-French publication outlets. The non-English or non-French publications have not been taken into account because these publications are not included in electronic data bases and foreign language skills are necessary to be able to read these publications.

The studies included in this literature review were identified by combining electronic and manual/bibliographic search methods. They led to the identification of 37 studies, yielding a sufficient sample for review purposes according to Sousa (2004). These studies were published in some of the most established journals in marketing and international business including: the Journal of Small Business Management (5 articles), the Journal of International Business Studies (5 articles), the International Marketing Review (4 articles), the Journal of International Marketing (2 articles), the Journal of Euromarketing (2 articles), the International Business Review (2 articles), and the Journal of Global Marketing (2 articles).

One article in each of the following reviews were also used: Entrepreneurship, Theory and Practice, FACEF PESQUISA, Journal of Strategic Management, Journal of Strategic Marketing, Journal of Marketing Management, R&D Management, Research in Marketing, Decision Sciences, European Business Review, International Journal of Management, Journal of Management, Small Business Economics, Journal of Asia Pacific Marketing and Revue Internationale des PME. Three doctoral dissertations undertaken on the topic were also included in the present literature review from the Netherlands, Canada and France. Two of the authors of the dissertations published more journal articles resuming their work, namely Boutary (1998, 2000) and Voerman (2003). Thus, both the dissertation and the journal publication were cited. Nonetheless, they were considered as a single study since the theoretical and empirical content reported in the article is very similar to the dissertation.

I.2.2 Characteristics of the studies under review

As the findings of empirical studies tend to be idiosyncratic according to the research methodology (Leonidou et al. 2002), it is essential to examine the methodological aspects of the studies included in this review. The design of our literature review is inspired from
Sousa’s (2004) literature review on the international performance measurement for describing the characteristics of the studies reviewed. Similar to the study conducted by Sousa (2004), the studies were evaluated in terms of: (1) fieldwork characteristics (country of study, industrial sector, and firm size), (2) sampling and data collection (sample size, data collection method, response rate, non-response bias, key informant, and units of analysis), (3) statistical analysis, and also added are (4) theoretical considerations (the use of a grounded theory for explaining the research model and the use of research hypothesis or research propositions). Table 1 from Appendix 1 summarizes the descriptive properties of the 37 studies selected for review purposes.

It is worth to note that the analysis was not exclusively limited to the studies undertaken on SMEs (as defined in the previous section I.1) for mainly three reasons. The first reason is that there are not many studies conducted in the field. The second reason is that even though they did not specifically aim to focus on SMEs, it can be observed from the sample composition that there are mostly SMEs in each sample of the reviewed studies. The third reason is that the definition of SMEs varies along the geographical location of the studies. For example, a study conducted in the United States of America (U.S.A.) will account for enterprises with less than 500 employees for SMEs, whereas in Europe, SMEs are considered to have less than 250 employees.

Although most research on the impact of export information-related behaviors on international performance was conducted in the U.S.A., an increasing number of studies have been carried out in other countries. Of the studies reviewed, 10 took place in the U.S.A., followed by Canada and the United Kingdom with six, and New Zealand, the Netherlands, France, China and Austria with two studies each. In the following countries a single research study has been conducted: Scotland, Denmark, Norway, Cyprus, Brazil, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, Sweden, Belgium, Switzerland, Norway, Sweden, Australia, Chile, Turkey and Finland.

Three important observations have to be made about the geographic focus of the studies under review. First, five of the studies reviewed conducted their research by collecting data from more than one country. The study of Dominguez and Sequiera (1993) collected data from Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua. The authors did not check for cross cultural differences in terms of information behaviors from one country to another but instead assumed that these South American countries are characterized by a homogeneous cultural basis. The study of Seringhaus (1993) was conducted in Canada and Austria. Seringhaus (1993) checked for cross-country differences in terms of firms’ export information
behaviors. In addition, both studies, namely the one of Souchon and Durden (2002) and the one of Voerman (2003) were conducted in more than one country. The study of Souchon and Durden (2002) was conducted in New Zealand and the U.K. The study of Voerman (2003) exploited data from Austria, Belgium, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Norway and Sweden. Voerman (2003) checked for cross-cultural differences regarding export information behaviors of firms among these countries. The study of Morgan et al. (2003) was conducted in China and the U.K; the authors tested their research model in both countries without exploring specifically for cross-national differences. Second, the bulk of the research was conducted in more developed countries perhaps because most researchers were affiliated with institutions based in these countries. Third, 11 studies restricted their analysis to specific regions within a given country. Five of the “regional studies” were conducted in the U.S.A., three in Canada, and one in Brazil (Sao Paolo area), France (eastern France) and in the U.K. (Welch).

The vast majority of the 37 reviewed studies involved samples drawn from multiple industrial sectors and put emphasis on the manufacturers or industry rather than consumer products. Only two studies focused on firms representing one industrial sector, namely the machine tool industry (MacPherson 2000), and the textile industry (Akyol and Akehurst 2003). Four other studies concentrated on two or three industries. Only one study specifically addressed the high-tech firms (Seringhaus 1993). The last approach allows for the control of industry-specific influences such as the type of product or level of technology.

Studies conducted in the 1980’s generally tended to use relatively small sample sizes sometimes with fewer than 50 firms. The size of the samples used in the reviewed studies ranges from 39 to one 1112 (the study of Voerman 2003, which can rather be seen as an exception). The average sample size is 176,85\(^{2}\) (standard deviation = 99,58, and median = 175). One should note that only 24 studies have used samples greater than 100 observations and seven studies used samples with 50 or less observations. Overall, sample sizes are larger in more recent studies in comparison to prior research.

The overwhelming majority of the 37 studies reviewed relied on postal data collection (33 studies). This number can be partly explained by the difficulties in physically reaching firms that are geographically dispersed. These difficulties are exacerbated in the case of cross-cultural studies where firms are located in different countries. Three studies employed personal interviews instead of a mail survey in order to collect data mainly to solve problems

\(^{2}\) The study of Voerman is considered as an “outlier”, so it was not accounted for in calculating the mean.
of distrust and access to respondents and in order to increase response rate due to the length of the questionnaire. Additionally, personal interviews are generally more appropriate for gaining deeper insight into the problem though more appropriate for exploratory and sometimes descriptive research. Personal interviews also provide a better alternative to surveys in terms of data reliability (Cavusgil and Zou 1994). In one study, the questionnaire was administered by fax (MacPherson 2000).

The studies reported response rates ranging from 10.7% to 88%. The average response rate is 34.32% (standard deviation = 15.63 and the median = 26%). In the case of cross-cultural studies, the average response rate was above 20%. An important number of studies did not check for non-response bias. Only 19 studies tested the non-response bias and one study provided rather unclear information concerning this matter. The study of De Luz (1993) was the only one that explains that on a descriptive basis, it seems that the characteristics of the enterprises interviewed are similar to the one in the total study population.

Since information is a “key ingredient” for successful decision-making, management should be considered a major force behind the initiation and development of firms’ information activities (Miesenbock 1988). Sixteen out of the 37 studies did not identify their source of information. Two of the studies by Ramangalahy (2001) and Spence (2003) did not provide clear information on this issue. For instance, Ramangalahy (2001) explained that the questionnaire was addressed to the manager of the company but failed to provide any additional information about the real respondents. In most studies, data was collected from the CEOs or the export managers (in six studies) or from the executives responsible for exporting activities or the marketing directors (in five studies). Less often, respondents are other executives of the company. Even though the general manager of the company frequently makes export decisions, the tendency to view firms as having only one decision-maker is misleading since decisions are often made by more than one person in the company (Leonidou and Katsikeas 1997).

The information processing specificity characterizing SMEs with respect to their larger counterparts is a generally accepted idea among scholars. Large firms generally have more resources to allocate information gathering and dissemination activities (Samiee and Walters 1990; Denis and Depelteau 1985; Crick et al. 1994). Despite this generally admitted idea, 17 of the reviewed studies provided no information concerning the firm size or any clear information. Of the nine studies that reported the size of the firm, most focused on the relationship between export performance and export information behaviors of small to medium-sized firms (SMEs). This can be partly attributed to the fact that smaller to medium-
sized firms play an important role in many economies since they often account for the largest part of the industrial base. Moreover, SMEs present specificities in terms of information processing behaviors (as it was already previously explained). Eleven studies addressed all ranges of sizes of firms and only the study of Boutary (1998, 2001) addressed only middle-sized firms; she defined the middle enterprise arbitrarily according to its size ranging from 100 to 200 employees. In relation to the firm size, only two important points are worth mentioning. First, the definition criteria differed among the studies (e.g. number of employees, annual sales). Second, because of the geographic focus of these studies, the meaning of the terms “small”, “medium”, and “large” varies greatly in an international context. In the U.S.A., SMEs account for less than 500 employees, whereas in the E.U. SMEs have been defined as having less than 250 employees since 1996. It can nevertheless be observed that in spite of the official definitions, some studies chose other criteria in terms of size. MacPherson (2000) mainly targeted firms with less than 20 employees and Boutary (1998, 2001) studied firms that had from 100 to 200 employees. Alvarez (2004) did not consider micro-firms within his analysis.

Most of the studies reviewed used the firm as the unit of analysis. In the case of using the firm as the unit of analysis, the export performance is assessed in the context of the firm's overall activities in international markets. This assessment of the international performance can be attributed to the greater willingness of key informants to disclose information at this broad level (Matthyssens and Pauwels 1996). This approach challenges the argument of Cavusgil and Zou (1994) and Cavusgil et al. (1993) in that the proper unit of analysis in export performance research should be the export venture as a single product or product line exported to a single foreign market. Firms may have more than one product line, and each of them may have different effects on export performance and the information activities carried out in foreign markets with this respect. Only two studies adopted export venture as the unit of analysis, namely the study of Madsen (1989) and the study of Cadogan et al. (2002). The study conducted by Rosson and Ford (1982) took the relationship between suppliers and foreign distributors as the level of analysis.

In comparing the principal method of analysis of the latest studies with older studies from the 1980's, one can observe that the level of statistical sophistication has changed. The majority of the more recent studies after 1995 use multivariate data analysis techniques such as factor analysis, cluster analysis, discriminant analysis, multiple regression analysis, and structural equation modeling (SEM). Mainly descriptive statistical techniques such as correlation and analysis of variance, T-tests, and Chi Square were employed more extensively in the early
stages. Despite the other methods of analysis, descriptive statistical methods prevail. Only 18 studies used explicative statistical techniques as regression analysis or SEM.

Among the reviewed studies, only three studies (Hart et al. 1994; Souchon and Diamantopoulos 1997; Walliser and Mogos-Descotes 2004) declare themselves as exploratory. However, the majority of the studies (19 studies) use descriptive statistics techniques.

Only 20 of the studies reviewed used research hypothesis. This relatively reduced number may also be explained by the exploratory nature of most of the studies. Out of the 37 studies reviewed, only three studies used a theory for grounding the research hypothesis. Of the three studies, two relied upon the resource-based view (RBV), namely the study of Ramangalahy (2001) and Julien and Ramangalahy (2003), and one used insights from the knowledge-based view of the firm (KBV), the study of Morgan et al. (2003).

It is worth to note that the number of studies specifically addressing the link between export performance and export information behaviors is reduced. During the last 26 years, only 16 studies have focused specifically on the relationship between international performance and firms’ export information behaviors. The remaining studies addressed the relationship between export performance and export information rather peripherically as a part of a more general research question.

Several of the studies specifically addressed the acquisition or use of export information by means of export assistance (Donthu and Kim 1993; Weaver et al. 1998; Diamantopoulos and Inglis 1988; Gencturk and Kotabe 2001; Spence 2003; Alvarez 2004; Wilkinson and Brouthers 2006) while three other studies focused on the export marketing research practices of enterprises (Cavusgil 1884a; Bijmolt and Zwart 1994; De Luz 1993). Additionally, other studies concentrated exclusively on export market intelligence practices (Mac Pherson 2000; Rosson and Ford 1982). Three of the reviewed studies pertain to the export market orientation literature, namely the studies of Cadogan et al. (2002), Akyol and Akehurst (2003), and Cadogan and Cui (2004). Finally, the rest of the reviewed studies addressed general export information related activities without highlighting specifically certain export information acquisition techniques.
I.2.3 The operationalization of the main constructs of the study: export information-related constructs and international performance

In this section, the way export performance and export information-related activities have been studied and operationalized will be further explained.

I.2.3.1 International performance measurement

Based on Table 1, one can see an evolution of the export performance measures over the years. Older studies generally only use objective or absolute measures of international performance such as the export sales ratio and export sales ratio growth. Studies that are more recent use both objective and subjective measures. Examples of subjective measures are the perceived progression of foreign sales profits compared to domestic markets, the perceived overall export development, the general satisfaction with exporting activities or the perceived achievement of strategic exporting goals, etc.

In the 1980s, objective measures were prevalent yet nowadays some scholars support the use of subjective over objective indicators (e.g. Katsikeas et al. 1997; Robertson and Chetty 2000). Scholars argue this preference by the facts that: (1) firms are reluctant to provide the objective data (Francis and Collins-Dodd 2000; Leonidou et al. 2002); (2) objective data is sometimes difficult to access, and thus it is uneasy to check for the accuracy of the reported financial export performance figures (Robertson and Chetty 2000), (3) managers are mainly guided by their subjective perceptions when making decisions (Madsen 1989), etc.

The general agreement among researchers is that both types of measures are equally important and should be used given the advantages of each of the two approaches and their complementary nature (Shoham 1998; Sousa 2004). Nonetheless, international performance measures generally vary from one study to another, making the comparison of the findings of different studies difficult. Table 1 refers to the measures used by the reviewed studies to capture the international performance construct.
Table 1. The measures used by the reviewed studies to capture the international performance construct

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>International performance measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rosson and Ford (1982)</td>
<td>PADR, FSLUK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavusgil (1984a)</td>
<td>EP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavusgil (1984b)</td>
<td>ESR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denis et Depelteau (1985)</td>
<td>ESVG, ESRG over the last 5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kleinschmidt and Ross (1986)</td>
<td>ESR and ESRG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamantopoulos and Inglis (1988)</td>
<td>ESR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madsen (1989)</td>
<td>ESG, TS and EP over the last 2 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koh (1991)</td>
<td>EPR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Luz (1993)</td>
<td>ESR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominguez and Sequeira (1993)</td>
<td>ESR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donthu and Kim (1993)</td>
<td>ESR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seringhaus (1993)</td>
<td>ESR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bijmolt and Zwart (1994)</td>
<td>ESP, REP, PED over the last 5 years, GS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hart et al. (1994)</td>
<td>ESR and EP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moini (1995)</td>
<td>ESR and ESRG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Souchon and Diamantopoulos (1997)</td>
<td>ESR, ESRG EP and REP, PSEO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaver et al. (1998)</td>
<td>EP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ogunmokun and Ng (1999)</td>
<td>ESR, ESRG, EP4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hart and Tzokas (1999)</td>
<td>ESR and EP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boutary (1998, 2000)</td>
<td>ESR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mac Pherson (2000)</td>
<td>ESR, ESRG over the last 5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeoh (2000)</td>
<td>ESR EP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gencturk and Kotabe (2001)</td>
<td>REP, ESRG, PSEG, OQM, CP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramangalahy (2001)</td>
<td>ESRG, ESR, REP, NEG, TSG, PTSG, PEG, PGEP, PC, PEN, PEV, ASG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cadogan et al. (2002)</td>
<td>PGEP, PGESR, PCESR, PCMS, PSNME, PMP, PSEP, PSMS, ESC, REP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

3 The study does not look explicitly at the link with EP, but draws an analysis between export intensity, profitability (frequent measures of international performance) and the usage of export information sources. For this reason, we enclosed it in the present literature review.

4 On the basis of these three indicators, high performing enterprises were defined as: exporting more than 10% of their sales, growing in terms of export activities, making profit out of export operations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s) (Year)</th>
<th>Formative index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Souchon and Durden (2002)</td>
<td>PGEP, PGESR, PCESR, PCMS, PCNME, PMP, PSEP, PSMS, ESC, REP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akyol and Akehurst (2003)</td>
<td>OPSE, PSEMS, PSEPS, PCEG, PGEP, PSNME, ESRG, ESVG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan et al. (2003)</td>
<td>AP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voerman et al. (2003)</td>
<td>ESR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spence (2003)</td>
<td>PACMK, PACEP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julien and Ramangalahy (2003)</td>
<td>IN, ESR, ESRG and EP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cadogan and Cui (2004)</td>
<td>PGEP, PGESR, PCESR, PCMS, PCNME, PMP, PSEP, PSMS, ESC, REP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walliser and Mogos-Descotes (2004)</td>
<td>ESR, PSET, PSEMS, PGEP, PSGP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alvarez (2004)</td>
<td>Distinction between sporadic and permanent exporters: permanent were considered those that exported three years consecutively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilkinson and Brouthers (2006)</td>
<td>PGESR, NC, OPEP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legend: Abbreviations used for export performance measures:**

- **AP** = Adaptive Performance
- **ASG** = Achievement of Strategic Goals
- **PSET** = Perceived Satisfaction with the Export Turnover
- **CP** = Competitive Position
- **CFP** = Current Financial Profitability
- **ESR** = Export Sales Ratio
- **EP** = Export Profits
- **RSP** = Relative Sales Profits (compared to domestic markets)
- **ESC** = Export Sales per Country
- **TES** = Total Export Sales
- **ESRG** = Export Sales Ratio Growth
- **ESVG** = Export Sales Volume Growth
- **FSLUK** = Foreign Sales Level of the United Kingdom
- **GSEA** = General Satisfaction with Exporting Activities
- **IN** = International Notoriety
- **OPSE** = Overall Perceived Success with Export
- **OQM** = Overall Perceived Quality of Management
- **PADR** = Perceived Accomplishment that has resulted from the manufacturer-distributor
- **PACMK** = Perceived Acquired Competence in terms of Market Knowledge
- **PACEPS** = Perceived Acquired Competence in terms of Export Process Skills
- **PCMS** = Perceived competitiveness in terms of the market share obtained on export markets
- **PCNME** = perceived competitiveness in terms of the rate of new market entry
- **PED** = Perceived Export Development
- **PEG** = Overall Perceived Export Growth
- **PEN** = Perceived Enterprise Notoriety
- **PESV** = Perceived Export Sales Volume
- **PGEP** = Perceived Growth in Export Profits
- **PGES** = Perceived Growth in Export Sales
- **GSEP** = General Satisfaction with Export Profitability
- **PSGP** = Perceived Satisfaction with Global Performance
- **PSMS** = Perceived Satisfaction with Market Share progression
- **PSNME** = Perceived Success with the Rate of New Market Entry
- **PMP** = Perceived Market Position (being a market leader, major or minor supplier within export markets)
- **PCEG** = Perceived Contribution of Exporting to firm Growth
- **PSEMS** = Perceived Satisfaction with Export Market Share
- **PSEP** = Perceived Satisfaction with Export Sales Profits
- **PSEO** = Perceived Satisfaction with Exporting Operations
- **PC** = Perceived Competitiveness of the firm
- **PCESR** = Perceived Competitiveness in terms of Export Sales Ratio
- **NEC** = Number of Exporting Countries
- **OPEP** = Overall Perceived Export Performance
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I.2.3.2 Export information study and measurement

In regards to the operationalization of export information acquisition and use, with four exceptions, studies generally provide clear information about the way measures of the concepts were assessed. As it follows, first presented are the operationalization of the most widely used measures for capturing export information related behaviors, which include the perceived frequency and usefulness of export information elements and information sources. Secondly, a classification of the measures capturing export information behaviors is to be proposed. Lastly, the third section will expose the taxonomies existing in the literature designed for describing export information acquisition and use.

I.2.3.2.1 The operationalization of the most widely used measures for capturing information related activities

The most commonly used measures for describing the use of information and information sources are their frequency of use and their perceived importance. The frequency of use of information sources was measured as a nominal variable with four modalities, which were “never”, “seldom”, “about twice a year” and “others” in Moini’s (1995) study; as a nominal variable with five modalities (“less than once a year”, “once or twice a year”, “three to four times a year”, “from six to ten times a year”, “more than ten times a year”) in Weaver et al.’s (1998); as a nominal variable with four modalities in Koh’s (1991) study (“none at all”, “less than once a year”, “once a year”, and “more than once a year”). Other studies assessed the frequency of use of export information as a subjective measure, operationalized as an interval variable measures on a 5-point scale, ranging from 1 = “rarely” to 5 = “very often” in Leonidou and Katsikeas’s (1997) study, as an interval variable, measured on a 4-point scale, ranging from 1 = “never undertaken” to 4 = “always undertakes”; as an interval variable in Seringhaus’s (1993) study, and also as an interval variable measured on a 5-point scale, ranging from 1 = “never use” to 5 = “always use” in Yeoh’s study (2000). One can notice the six different operationalizations in six different studies. Thus, it can be concluded that researchers have not yet reached an agreement on what exactly a frequently used information source is.

Another common measure within the literature is the perceived usefulness of information sources. Weaver et al. (1998) assessed the perceived helpfulness of governmental financial services. Similar measures were also used in other studies. Such examples are the perceived
criticality of information sources, assessed on a 5-point scale, ranging from 1 = “no importance” to 5 = “critically important” (MacPherson 2000), and the perceived importance of information sources, assessed on a 5-point scale ranging from 1 = “not important” to 5 = “very important” (Leonidou and Katsikeas 1997; Julien and Ramangalahy 2003; Walliser and Mogos-Descotes 2004), etc. Cavusgil (1984a) assessed the perceived importance of foreign market research by means of comparison with the domestic market research. He used a nominal measure with three categories that included “much less important than domestic market research”, “less important than domestic market research” and “equally important to domestic market research”.

One can observe that no clear agreement exists between researchers concerning the measurement of the frequency of use or of the perceived usefulness of information elements and information sources. Generally, the measures employed by the researchers are heterogeneous from one study to another and not easily classifiable. Despite the relatively important number of studies that have been concerned with export information in general, no uniformly accepted conceptualization and operationalization exists (Leonidou and Katsikeas 1997).

During this literature review, as many as 74 different export information indicators were discovered that were relative to both export information acquisition and use and export information processing. The large number of indicators show a lack of consensus with regard to both conceptualization and operationalization of the export information constructs. The large number of different export information measures also restricts the advance of the export marketing literature because it makes it hard to compare and contrast the findings from different studies (Leonidou and Katsikeas 1997).

I.2.3.2.2 Proposing a classification of the different export information related measures

Presently, no classification of the current measures employed by scholars to capture export information behaviors of enterprises exists. A classification is proposed into objective, subjective and hybrid measures according to the nature of the variables used to capture export information related behaviors, which are nominal for hybrid measures, ratio for objective measures, and interval variables for subjective measures.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Objective measures employed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rosson and Ford (1982)</td>
<td>Channel contact intensity between manufacturers and distributors measured by:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>▪ Number of letters exchanged bi-annually between manufacturers and distributors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>▪ Number of visits made to each other biannually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>▪ Frequency with which contact individuals interact with persons in the manufacturer/distributor's firm - other than the primary contact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denis and Depelteau (1985)</td>
<td>▪ Use of export assistance and other private information sources (number of public and private information sources used)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>▪ Participation at trade fairs and missions abroad (time spent at foreign fairs or on business missions abroad)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kleinschmidt and Ross (1986)</td>
<td>▪ Extent of use of information (number of information sources used) both public and private</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>▪ Participation in trade fairs and missions abroad (time spent at foreign fairs or on business missions abroad man/day/year)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamantopoulos and Inglis (1988)</td>
<td>▪ Use of export assistance (number of different export agencies used)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madsen (1989)</td>
<td>▪ A priori market research (number of information sources used and knowledge about market when starting exporting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>▪ Channel relationship (the amount of sales support to channel members)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>▪ Size of profit given to channel members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donthu and Kim (1993)</td>
<td>▪ Acquisition of information by means of outside export assistance (number of information sources used)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>▪ Extent of search for export assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bijmolt and Zwart (1994)</td>
<td>▪ Number of marketing research practices used within the company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mac Pherson (2000)</td>
<td>▪ Budget allocated to the market intelligence acquisition over the last five years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeoh (2000)</td>
<td>▪ Amount of information search</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gencturk and Kotabe (2001)</td>
<td>▪ Export assistance use (number of EA programs used out of 14 programs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>▪ Awareness of EA programs (how many programs are known out of 14 programs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spence (2003)</td>
<td>▪ General export knowledge (captured by the number of years of export experience, export intensity, number of trade missions the firm attended, diversification of export sales by country and region)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>▪ Market specific experiential knowledge (number of previous visits to the market and presence of turnover in the market)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voerman et al. (2003)</td>
<td>▪ The amount of export information collected in the home and export markets (the number of information sources consulted home and abroad out of 12 information sources)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilkinson and Brouthers (2006)</td>
<td>▪ Number of times firms accessed export promotion programs to assist in identifying agents and distributors over the last five years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>▪ Number of trade missions and trade shows the enterprise has attended over the last five years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 No clear information about the operationalization of this variable.
6 Ibidem.
7 These items are studied as marketing planning.
8 No information about this measure, it is supposed that it was operationalized as the number of information sources used by the company.
9 The classification of Souchon and Diamantopoulos (1999) and Hart et. al (1994) was used in order to assess the relationships between the acquisition of export information and international performance.
Objective measures refer to the indicators that are based on absolute values such as the number of public and private information sources used (Denis and Depelteau 1985), the budget allocated to the market intelligence acquisition (MacPherson 2000), the amount of sales given to channel members, the size of the profit given to channel members (Madsen 1989), etc. The objective measures used to capture firms’ export information activities are synthetically presented in Table 2.

Subjective measures refer to indicators that measure the perceptual or attitudinal elements such as the perceived importance and richness of export information elements and sources (e.g. Webb et al. 1994; Hart and Tsokas 1999; Walliser and Mogos-Descotes 2004; Ramangalahy 2001). Subjective information measures usually assess the perceived usefulness or importance of different information sources on 5-point scales although scales with a higher number of intervals were also employed. For instance, Donthu and Kim 1993 asked the respondents to rate EA information sources with a number between 0 and 20, where 0 = “seek no export assistance” to 20 = “seek all possible assistance”.

Subjective measures can be classified into uni-dimensional and multidimensional subjective measures. Uni-dimensional subjective measures capture only one aspect related to export information or information sources, for example, the rating of the overall perceived usefulness of information sources. Multi-dimensional subjective measures capture latent constructs as the richness of information sources referring to several aspects/dimensions of information sources such as contacts facility, information reliability, interactivity, information quantity and contact density (Ramangalahy 2001). Another multi-dimensional subjective measure is the information-elements’ richness that regroups the following dimensions: access opportunity (at the right time), pertinence (needs), instructive potential (enhancing the comprehension of foreign markets), the quantity, and the exclusivity of the possessed information (Ramangalahy 2001). Table 3 synthetically reviews the subjective measures used within the reviewed studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Subjective measures employed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Donthu and Kim (1993)</td>
<td>• Rating EA information sources with a number between 0 and 20, where 0 = “seek no export assistance” to 20 = “seek all possible assistance”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Seringhaus (1993)    | • Marketing research practices (5-point scale from 1 = "never undertaken" to 5 = "always undertaken")  
                        • Perceived importance of information sources (4 point scale from 1 = “not important” to 5 = “very important”) |
<p>| Hart et al. (1994)   | • Export information collection, assessed in terms of the perceived importance of export information sources, information elements and marketing research activities carried out by exporters, measured on a 5-point scale from 1= “least importance” to 5 = “most importance” |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moini (1995)</td>
<td>Export information use: to back up managerial hunches, to support their view, to take alternative actions and not take decisions without information measured by means of an agreement degree with four statements measured on 5 point Likert scale ranging from 1 = &quot;completely disagree&quot; to 5 = &quot;completely agree&quot;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Leonidou and Katsikeas (1997) | Export information sources use frequency measured on a 5-point scale, ranging from 1 = "rarely" to 5 = "very often"  
Perceived importance of information sources measured on a 5-point scale, ranging from 1 = "not important" to 5 = "very important" of 26 export information sources.

| Souchon and Diamantopoulos (1997) | Awareness of export information sources (agreement degree on a 5-point scale, ranging from 1 = "totally disagree" to 5 = "totally agree" with "we are aware of the following export information sources: …")  
Information overload (agreement degree with three statements, scale *ibidem* awareness)  
Export information use: immediate and future use, consideration and rejection, ignore (measured on a 5-point scale from 1 = "never" to 5 = "very often") |
| Weaver et al. (1998)    | Perceived criticism of analysis of competitors to exporting activities, measured on a 5-point scale, ranging from 1 = "strongly disagree" to 5 = "strongly agree" with several statements  
Perceived helpfulness of financial services from the government in exporting, the agreement degree with several statements measured on a 5-point scale, ranging from 1 = "strongly disagree" to 5 = "strongly agree") |
| Hart and Tzokas (1999)  | Export information sources used, measured on a 5-point scale, ranging from 1 = "not used at all" to 5 = "used to a great extent")  
Information elements collected, measured similar to export information sources  
Managerial use of information to back up hunches, take alternative decisions, ignoring MKR and not making decisions without MKR (statements measured on a 5-point Likert scale from 1 = “strongly disagree” to 5 = "strongly agree") |
| Mac Pherson (2000)      | Perceived importance of the EMI information sources, measured on a 5-point scale ranging from 1 = "no importance" to 5 = "critically important" |
| Yeoh (2000)             | Perceived usefulness of information sources, measured on a 5-point scale, ranging from 1 = "not useful" to 5 = "very useful"  
Frequency of information source use, measured on a 5-point scale, ranging from 1 = "never use" to 5 = "always use" |
| Ramangalahy (2001)      | Export information sources richness (6 information sources groups related to market and distribution, to supply, industry branch, institutional branch, internal sources and electronic sources) - assessed in terms of contact facility, information reliability, interactivity, information quantity and contact density on a 5-point scale, ranging from 1 = "very limited" to 5 = "very extended"  
Information richness (CFA on 33 information elements, yielding seven factors related to markets and clients, competition, products, prices, publicity, promotion, distribution, and general environment of foreign markets), assessed on a 5-point scale, ranging from 1 = “very limited” to 5 = “very extended” on the following dimensions: access opportunity (at the right time), pertinence (needs), instructive potential (enhancing the comprehension of foreign markets), and the quantity and the exclusivity of the possessed information |

---

10 The study does not look explicitly at the link with EP but draws an analysis between export intensity, profitability (frequent measures of international performance) and the usage of export information sources. For this reason, it is enclosed in the present literature review.

11 They multiply the frequency of use with the perceived importance of export information sources.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cadogan et al. (2002)</td>
<td>- The scale export market orientation (EMO), developed by Cadogan et al. (1999), composed by export intelligence generation (11 items), dissemination (18 items) and responsiveness to export information (18 items), assessed on a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 = “completely disagree” to 5 = “completely agree”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akyol and Akehurst (2003)</td>
<td>- The scale export market orientation (EMO), developed by Cadogan et al. (1999), composed by export intelligence generation, dissemination and responsiveness to export information, assessed on a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 = “completely disagree” to 5 = “completely agree”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan et al. (2003)</td>
<td>- Export informational knowledge: 4 items relative to customer knowledge in export markets, knowledge of competitors in export markets, information related to doing business in export markets, knowledge of distributors in foreign markets; measured on a 7-point scale ranging from “much worse” to “much better”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Souchon and Durden (2002) | - Export information acquisition, the scale of export information acquisition developed by Souchon and Diamantopoulos 1999: EMR, EA, EMI information sources assessed on a 5-point scale of frequency of use  
- Use of export market information: conceptual/instrumental and symbolic use, scale developed by Souchon and Diamantopoulos (1999)  
- Information use: immediate use, translation into practical action, ignore, stored for future use, measured on a 5-point frequency scale |
| Julien and Ramangalahy (2003) | - Perceived usefulness of six categories of export information types and six categories of information sources, measured on a 5-point scale, ranging from 1 = "not important at all" to 5 = "very important" |
| Cadogan and Cui (2004)  | - The scale export market orientation (EMO), developed by Cadogan et al. (1999), composed by export intelligence generation, dissemination and responsiveness to export information, assessed on a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 = “completely disagree” to 5 = “completely agree” |
| Walliser and Mogos-Descotes (2004) | - Perceived usefulness of different export information sources (Hart and Tsokas 1999 scale, assessed on a 5-point scale, ranging from 1 = "not important at all" to 5 = "very important")  
- Impact of gathering general background information (infrastructure, aid to exporting, social or political and economic background), measured on a 5-point scale, ranging from 1 = "not important at all" to 5 = "very important" |
| Souchon et al. (2004)   | - Export information use (symbolic and instrumental/conceptual (Diamantopoulos and Souchon's 1999 scale) |

Finally, hybrid measures can be defined as the measures that cannot be classified in objective or subjective measures. One important observation is that these measures could have in most of the cases been assessed by means of subjective measures. For example, some of them are measures for determining the frequency operationalized as a nominal variable. Some other examples include: frequency of information sources use, frequency of identifying and analyzing foreign markets (Cavusgil 1884a), frequency of international marketing research use, frequency of face-to-face contact with distributors or dealers (Koh 1991), frequency of informal visits to foreign markets (Moini 1995), and frequency of business travel (Weaver et al. 1998). One can imagine that these studies could have measured the frequency of use by means of a 5-point interval scale, as Yeoh did in his 2000 study, ranging from 1 = “never” to 5 = “always”.
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Other examples of hybrid measures were used by Cavusgil (1984a) such as the degree of formalization of foreign EMR (nominal variable with three categories: “informal, with no standard procedure”, “somewhat formalized process”, and “fairly formalized procedure”), the nature of data analysis (nominal variable with three categories “only simple techniques”, “moderate level”, “rigorous techniques”); or by Koh (1991) whom assessed the extent of marketing research use (nominal scale: “none at all”, “hazaphard”, “formal plan”) and the level of dealer support (nominal scale: “no support”, “moderate support” = advertising or training support, “strong support” = advertising and training support). These measures could also have been assessed by means of interval variables. For example, the degree of formalization of foreign EMR (Cavusgil 1984a) could have been assessed on a scale ranging from 1 = “not formalized at all” to 5 = “very formalized”.

Other hybrid measures were assessed by means of dummy variables such as the proximity to the market (Cavusgil 1984b), the systematic exploration of foreign markets (Cavusgil 1984b; Moini 1995), and marketing research use (De Luz 1993). Even more recent studies, such as the study of Ogunmokun and Ng (1999) assessed the structure and policy for researching the market by means of three dummy variables, which are the systematic method for exploring export possibilities, a formal structure for evaluating export opportunities, and a fixed policy regarding exporting activities. Also assessed were the frequency of foreign markets by means of a nominal variable in terms of whether the firms visit foreign customers more or less than two times a year, the types of information collected in foreign markets (socio-cultural trends, customer characteristics, costumer opinion or attitudes, behaviors, and market growth and segments) and the export information sources used to gather the information about foreign markets (annual reports, government publications, customers, etc.).

Boutary (1998, 2000) operationalized the information processing behaviors by means of nominal variables, capturing the sensitivity to information, the relationships with export assistance export bodies, the existence of the budget allocated for the search of information, evolution in terms of information processing, vigilance, and characteristics of acquired information which may include the professionalism of the provider, prospective character and confidentiality to name a few. The hybrid measures used by the studies comprised within this review are exposed in Table 4.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Hybrid measures used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Cuvusgil (1884a)      | - Perceived importance of EMR, assessed as a nominal variable with three modalities that include: “much less important than domestic market research”, “less important...”, “equally important...”
|                       | - Perceived complexity of EMR, assessed as a nominal variable with three categories that include “very simple”, “simple”, “complex”                      |
|                       | - Frequency of identifying and analyzing foreign markets, assessed as a nominal variable with three categories that include: “infrequently = less then once a year”, “occasionally = once a year”, “frequently = several times a year” |
|                       | - Degree of formalization of a foreign EMR, assessed as a nominal variable with three categories that include “informal, with no standard procedure”, “somewhat formalized process”, “fairly formalized...”       |
|                       | - Nature of the data analysis, assessed as a nominal variable with three categories “only simple techniques are analyzed”, “moderate level”, “rigorous techniques”   |
| Cuvusgil (1984b)      | - Proximity to the market (as a dummy variable: yes or no)                                                                                             |
|                       | - Systematic exploration of foreign markets (as a dummy variable: yes/ or no)                                                                           |
| Koh (1991)            | - Frequency of international marketing research use (nominal scale: “none at all”, "less than once a year", "once a year", "more than once a year")          |
|                       | - Extent of marketing research (nominal scale: "none at all", "hazaphard", "formal plan")                                                                |
|                       | - Frequency of face-to-face contact with distributors/dealers (nominal scale: "never", "once every 2 to 5 years", "once to twice a year", "at least quarterly"); |
|                       | - Level of dealer support ( nominal scale: "no support", "moderate support" Advertising or training support, "strong support" = advertising and training support) |
| De Luz (1993)         | - Marketing research use (model variable: yes or no)                                                                                                   |
| Dominguez and Sequeira (1993) | - Use of formal studies, informal studies and export promotion agencies (operationalized as a dummy variables)                                           |
| Moini (1995)          | - Frequency of informal visits to foreign markets (nominal variable, with 1 = “never”, 2 = “seldom” ..., 5 = “about twice a year”, 6 = “other”)            |
|                       | - Systematic exploration of foreign markets (nominal variable, with 3 modalities: “no”, "yes" or "other”)                                                 |
| Weaver et al. (1998)  | - Frequency of business travel ("less than once/year", “1 to 2 times a year”, “3 to 4 times a year”, “6 to 10 times a year”, “more than 10 times a year”) |
| Ogunmokun and Ng (1888)| - Structure and policy for researching the market: the systematic method for exploring export possibilities, a formal structure for evaluating export opportunities, and a fixed policy regarding exporting activities (dummy variables) |
|                       | - Frequency of foreign market visits for example( the number of visits per year)                                                                           |
|                       | - Collecting information about socio-cultural trends, customer characteristics, costumer opinion or attitudes, behaviors, market growth and segments, and sources such as annual reports, government publications, and customers (dummy variables) |
| Boutary (1998, 2000)  | - Information processing behaviors, assessed as dummy variables12:                                                                                     |
|                       |   - Sensitivity to information                                                                                                                          |
|                       |   - Access to foreign business publications                                                                                                             |
|                       |   - Relationships with export assistance export bodies                                                                                                  |
|                       |   - Existence and evolution of the budget allocated for the search of information and the evolution in terms of information processing                  |
|                       |   - Vigilance                                                                                                                                            |

Openness of information systems which means having a classification system of information, acquiring information according to needs, and buying information such as address lists, norms, confidential letters, and partnership research.

- Characteristics of the acquired information which include the professionalism of the provider, prospective character and confidentiality.

**Spence (2003)**

- Objective export knowledge which is the adaptation of marketing mix (product, price, place, promotion), assessed as dummy variables.

**Alvarez (2004)**

- Acquisition in regards to efforts in international business (dummy variables):
  - Promoting goods abroad
  - Improving the information system about external markets
  - Obtaining information from external clients

Legend: Abbreviations used for export information collection techniques:
EMR = Export Marketing Research
EMI = Export Market Intelligence
EA = Export Assistance

Of the different information-related indicators referenced in Tables 2, 3 and 4, 22 are objective measures, 28 are subjective measures and 30 are hybrid measures. It worth to be noted that the study of Boutary (1998, 2001) used 11 out of the 30 hybrid measures referenced. Moreover, the measures employed by Boutary (1998, 2001) have not been further employed by other studies. In terms of the frequency of occurrence, 14 of the studies used objective measures, 15 used subjective measures, and finally, 11 studies used hybrid measures. Three studies used both objective and subjective measures, two studies used subjective and hybrid measures, and only one study used both objective and hybrid measures for assessing firms’ export information-related activities. Only five of the conducted studies combined several types of measures, while nine studies solely used objective measures. Ten studies used subjective measures and six studies exclusively used hybrid measures.

It is worth mentioning that in the beginning studies between 1982 and 1993, the researchers used only objective and hybrid measures to capture firms’ related export information activities. Recent studies mainly use subjective measures.

I.2.3.2.3 Taxonomies of export information acquisition and use

While some scholars concentrated on studying the information elements and information sources one by one, others tried to develop measurement scales (taxonomies) for simplifying and reducing the important number of export information sources or elements. Such measurement scales exist for either measuring information elements’ acquisition, export information source use, or the use of export information within the organization.
Hart et al. (1994) developed a bi-dimensional measurement scale for the export information acquisition by classifying information sources into informal information sources (customers, distributor agents, and competitors visits, participating at trade fairs) and formal information sources (undertaking marketing tests, mail surveys and telephone interviews, information seminars). However, the perceived division of these same information collection vehicles into formal and informal instruments as perceived by companies in the U.K. (Hart and Tzokas 1999) was not confirmed in France. Instead, a three-dimensional structure of (the same) information vehicles emerged, made up of direct market information, distant information instruments and relational information as found in the study of Walliser and Mogos-Descotes (2004). This structure implies that the scale is not cross-nationally stable.

Souchon and Diamantopoulos (1999) developed a tri-dimensional information acquisition scale where information sources are classified into export market intelligence, export marketing research and export assistance information vehicles.

Export Market Intelligence (EMI) is an informal acquisition mode very similar to informal information sources found by Hart et al. (1994). EMI consists of gathering information on a continuing basis from the company’s staff abroad, customers, competitors, agents or distributors, and possibly with the occasion of participating at trade-fairs or conferences.

Export Marketing Research (EMR) can be distinguished from the other acquisition forms by its formalized, structured, and objective character. EMR can be carried out internally if the enterprise owns an in-house research unit and can also externalize to a specialized market research agency or a consulting company. EMR can be developed by commissioning to outside agencies, from marketing research conducted in-house, or from information purchased on a subscription basis.

Finally, Export Assistance (EA) is collected from governmental bodies, Chambers of Commerce, conferences, trade missions, embassies, trade associations, export associations, or banks. EA provides general guidance on export operations or special programs meant to aid and prepare exporters when visiting foreign markets or participating at international trade fairs (Seringhaus 1985). The stability of this tri-dimensional structure was assessed cross-culturally (Souchon et al. 2003) in a study based in five countries.

Yeoh (2000) developed new measures for information acquisition. He differentiates between personal sources (Internet, personal visits to foreign markets, contacts with foreign suppliers and distributors, foreign trade fairs and missions), quasi-governmental sources (Chambers of Commerce, government export promotion programs, foreign commercial attaches located in
overseas countries), and documented sources (trade publications, industry or trade associations, periodicals or newspapers).

The three classifications presented above can somehow be combined into formal information sources incorporating both export market research and export assistance or the quasi-governmental and documented sources of export information, and informal information sources which are very close to export market intelligence or personal export information sources.

Ramangalahy (2001) and Julien and Ramangalahy (2003), inspired from Porter (1980) used five categories to classify information sources related to foreign markets and distribution (customers, agents and representatives, retailers, and export marketing firms), supply interfaces (bankers and suppliers), the industrial sector (fairs, specialized journals and reviews, industrial associations and other firms), the institutional environment (government offices and publications), internal sources (database, employee, sales subsidiaries, and foreign missions), and electronic sources (private and public database, and the Internet). Notably, Julien and Ramangalahy (2003) did not empirically test the scale but used it a priori as a definition.

In conclusion, although researchers developed several taxonomies for information acquisition and use, it seems that no agreement has yet been reached for capturing the use of information sources. Some of the studies investigate the use of information sources by employing the scale developed by Souchon and Diamantopoulos (1999b) and classifying information use into symbolic and instrumental or conceptual use. Theoretically, the instrumental and the conceptual use as defined by Peltz (1978) or Rich (1977) are defined as separate dimensions of information use. In practice, it appeared that they were facets of a same dimension (Souchon and Diamantopoulos 1999). The instrumental use corresponds to the “specific decision or action that can be clearly designated” for the use of information (Peltz 1978, p. 349). It corresponds to the deterministic input-output approach of the rational use of information for decision-making. The conceptual use is the “knowledge for understanding” (Rich cited by Peltz 1978, p. 349). The conceptual use helps the users to broaden their general knowledge about a special issue. The symbolic use also known as a legitimative use (Petz 1978) refers to the use of information for legitimizing a decision that has already been made or a position that has already been taken (Knorr 1977 – cited by Peltz 1978, p. 351) based on the decision-maker’s instinct or “when information is distorted in order to support the decision’s maker opinion in the eyes of the subordinates, colleagues or superiors”
This type of symbolic use is surrounded by considerations that are, for example, more ethical as the distortion of information. The study of Souchon and Diamantopoulos (1997) considered other aspects of information use as the immediate or future use of export information, consideration, and rejection of export information and ignoring of export information. Hart and Tzokas (1999) used four items for exploring the managerial use of marketing research (MKR) which were to back up hunches, take alternative decisions, ignore MKR and not make decisions without MKR. These constructs were captured by the agreement degree of managers with several statements measured on a 5-point Likert scale from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”.

The heterogeneity of measures employed within the different studies for capturing the export information acquisition and use provides a testimony of the development and measures evolution over time. The main problem associated with this issue is that the results of different studies are difficult to compare. Out of the 37 reviewed studies, only five studies concentrated upon the collection of different information types from foreign markets. Several studies tried to design measurement scales for capturing the collection of the large numbers of possible information types relative to foreign markets under a reduced number of variables. Other studies, especially in the early years of researching, looked up the relationship between the acquisition of a certain number of information types and the international performance. For example, the study of Hart et al. (1994) assessed the perceived importance for export operations of 67 different information types. The factorial analysis performed upon the 67 information types revealed a three-dimensional structure consisting of a first factor called market feasibility that accounts for the competitive products available, international competition, buyers’ preferences, price trends, local competitors, buyers’ key purchase criterion and market size all in the export markets. The second factor called adaptation information is defined as ways to adapt current product for export and legal requirements in export market entry, exchange rate fluctuations and potential barriers to exporting. The third dimension is background information; it includes government aid to exporters, social or political background of export markets, economic background of the export market country, and the rate of transport infrastructure and market growth.

The same scales were employed in the study of Hart and Tzokas (1999), the factorial analysis revealed the same three-dimensional structure. One should be aware that the measurement scale used by Hart and Tzokas (1999) for assessing the same scales was slightly different. In their study, they assessed the frequency of the use instead of the perceived usefulness of the same background information. Nevertheless, one can observe that several items composing...
the market feasibility dimension - as the buyer preferences for example - could have logically pertained to the adaptation information dimension. The same observation can be made concerning the item “legal requirements” that could have pertained to the background information dimension. Seemingly, however, the three categories are not mutually exclusive and the delimitation among them is not very clear. Only one of the three dimensions highlighted by Hart and Tsokas (1999), namely the background information, was used within the study of Walliser and Mogos-Descotes (2004). They assessed the scale in terms of perceived importance as it was originally assessed in the study of Hart et al. (1994). The measure did not prove to be cross-culturally stable. It appears that in France, for example, the item relative to the perceived usefulness of the governmental aids to exporting had to be removed.

Furthermore, another measurement scale was developed by Julien and Ramangalahy (2003) that assesses the perceived importance of 25 information elements. The factorial analysis of the 21 items revealed five dimensions that include: (1) markets described through market prices, product potential and adaptation, new products, customer tastes and needs, general information, and promotional methods, (2) competition which is described through strengths, weaknesses, and strategies, (3) norms which include delivery times or services, standards and regulations, and import or export licenses, (4) opportunities such as potential customers, contacts, relations, and partnership possibilities, and (5) operations that include payment methods and contracts, transportation, distribution, commissions or profits and margins, customs operations, international trade and government assistance.

Cadogan et al. (1999) extended the market orientation construct to export markets. They designed a measurement tool for assessing the three dimensions of the market orientation construct on export markets, namely (1) export intelligence generation, (2) dissemination and (2) responsiveness. Export intelligence generation refers to the generation of key export market information relative to foreign clients and competitors and key elements in the export environment (e.g. technology, regulation). Export intelligence dissemination refers to the organizational mechanisms (e.g. communication, coordination) enhancing the export information diffusion through the organization. Finally, export responsiveness refers to the actions undertaken by organization based on the incoming export information gathered. Cadogan et al. (1999) designed 11 items for capturing the export intelligence generation, 18 items for the export intelligence dissemination dimension, and finally 17 items for export responsiveness. They were assessed on a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 = “completely disagree” to 5 = “completely agree”.
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I.2.4 The link between international performance and export information

I.2.4.1 The relationship between export information sources (acquisition and use) and international performance

In order to more easily describe the link existing between export information acquisition and use and international performance, the Souchon and Diamantopoulos’ (1999) classification of information sources will be used in regards to export assistance, export market research, and export market intelligence. Even though the three categories are not mutually exclusive, they allow the simplification in presenting the results of the reviewed studies. Table 5 provides a global overview of the main results of the studies reviewed.

I.2.4.1.1 The relationship between export assistance and international performance

The results reported in the export assistance (EA) studies can be characterized as mixed. With respect to the number of EA information sources consulted, Donthu and Kim (1993) and Gencturk and Kotabe (2001) found a positive link between the number of information sources (export assistance related) consulted and export performance. However, Denis and Depelteau (1985) found the relationship between the number of export information sources consulted and international performance insignificant.

Diamantopoulos and Inglis (1988) conclude that more export intensive firms consult relatively few export assistance information sources as a result of the learning effect. These firms are characterized by a higher internal capacity to cope with the complexity of exporting, in this way diminishing the need for external information sources.

Relatively few positive relationships were acknowledged within the literature between the use of EA related information sources and international performance. Nonetheless, the use of industry trade associations, the export country’s government agencies, and the attendance to information seminars are positively correlated with international performance in Hart et al.’s (1994) study. Some other studies report for these same afore-mentioned information sources insignificant relationships with international performance: for the use of export country’s government agencies (Leonidou and Katsikeas 1997), for industry trade associations (Seringhaus 1993 in Canada; Leonidou and Katsikeas 1997), for export country’s government agencies (Leonidou and Katsikeas 1997) or even negative associations for the use of industry...
trade associations (Seringhaus 1993, Austria) or the attendance to information seminars (Walliser and Mogos-Descotes 2004).

Most of the time, the direct association between EA information sources and international performance is insignificant. Collecting information from embassies, international agencies (Leonidou and Katsikeas 1997), domestic government agencies (Hart et al. 1994), government offices (Seringhaus 1993 in Canada; Leonidou and Katsikeas 1997), exporters associations (Leonidou and Katsikeas 1997), banks (Seringhaus 1993 in Canada; Hart et al. 1994; Leonidou and Katsikeas 1997), and Chambers of Commerce (Seringhaus 1993 Austria; Leonidou and Katsikeas 1997) is insignificantly correlated with international performance. It appears that sometimes some information sources seem to present negative relationships with international performance - such as Chambers of Commerce (Seringhaus 1993 in Canada), banks (Seringhaus 1993 in Austria), government offices (Seringhaus 1993, Austria), and financial government offices (Weaver et al. 1998). These associations with international performance can be explained by the fact that information provided by government and local agencies seem to be inadequate and somewhat far behind (Seringhaus 1993). Additionally, it seems that EA information is beneficial to companies in the beginning of exporting when more procedural information is needed. Afterwards, when companies gain more international experience, EA information becomes less useful (Souchon et al. 2003).

A more recent longitudinal study, undertaken by Spence (2003) in the U.K. brings additional insights with specific respect to trade missions’ exploitation. The author suggests that specific knowledge about targeted markets should be acquired prior to participating in the trade missions, that contact with the potential business partners should be made prior to the trade mission, and that business relationships should be maintained after trade fairs through visits and not only by means of communication technology. Spence (2003) also suggests that the beneficial results of trade missions’ attendances could rather be captured in the long run. Wilkinson and Brouthers (2006) observed that firms attending export promotion programs aimed to help with prospects abroad for agents or distributors, and the ones helping firms to participate in trade shows have a positive impact over export performance. The programs for aid in participating in trade missions have an insignificant effect upon export performance.

Aggregate level measures of EA sources, which sum up the use of various forms of EA information sources, as the formal information collection vehicles (Hart and Tzokas 1999) or the quasi-governmental information sources of Yeoh (2000) are positively influencing the

---

13 Informal information collection vehicles measures of Hart and Tzokas (1999) encompass both EMR and EA information measures.
international performance of firms. Voerman (2003) also found a positive association between the acquisition of export information by means of export assistance in foreign markets and international performance within her three year-long longitudinal study\(^\text{14}\). She also found that acquiring EA information in domestic markets does not have a constant or annual impact upon international performance. Ignoring EA information, storing it for future or immediate use leads to negative performance. On the contrary, the conceptual or instrumental use of EA leads to higher levels of performance (Souchon and Durden 2002; Souchon et al. 2004). Resuming, because empirical studies mainly report insignificant associations between EA information sources and international performance, it is difficult to draw a general conclusion on these findings.

I.2.4.1.2 The relationship between export market research and international performance

In the export success literature, several studies occupied themselves with the association between export market research (EMR) techniques and export performance. Donthu and Kim (1993), Dominguez and Sequeira (1993), Bijmolt and Zwart (1994), Hart and Tzokas (1999) and Yeoh (2000), all conclude that the extent to which firms use formal export market research techniques leads to higher levels of export performance. Moini (1995) also recommends formalized and active exploration of export markets as long as it is combined with informal visits to foreign markets. In Seringhaus’ (1993) study, undertaking market research abroad is positively correlated with the international performance of Canadian companies while it is non-significantly correlated with the international performance of Austrian ones. Nonetheless, few studies, such as the one of Madsen (1989), Koh (1991), De Luz (1991), Leonidou and Katsikeas (1997), found no significant influence of marketing research activities on the international performance of enterprises. Walliser and Mogos-Descotes (2004) found rather negative associations between formalized market research practices, which include test marketing and mail surveys, and international performance. In addition, there are also studies focusing on specific aspects of marketing research use. For example, considering marketing research for making alternative decisions or not making any decisions without considering market research first (Hart et al. 1994; Hart and Tsokas 1999), the instrumental or conceptual use of export information (Souchon and Durden 2002; Souchon et al. 2004) and also the immediate and future use (Souchon and Diamantopoulos

\(^{14}\) Voerman (2002) reported the results of the longitudinal study in her dissertation but she did not report the results in the articles published in 2004.
of EMR were positively associated with international performance. The non-use (Hart and Tsokas 1999) or the ignorance of export marketing research (Souchon and Diamantopoulos 1997) is negatively associated with international performance. Market research used to back up managerial hunches was positively correlated with international performance in the study of Hart and Tsokas (1999), but negatively correlated with international performance in the study of Hart et al. (1994). Several studies associated certain specific aspects of EMR which include export marketing evaluation, search for new markets, transport costs or methods, products tests, market entry options, market feasibility studies, buyer needs analysis, mail survey, and telephone interviews with international performance. Such examples are the studies of Seringhaus (1993), Hart et al. (1994), and Walliser and Mogos-Descotes (2004). Voerman (2003) found that consulting EMR information sources in both foreign and domestic markets positively impact the export performance of SMEs on a longitudinal basis. One can conclude that at the aggregate level, most of the studies support the positive impact of EMR on the international performance of firms.

I.2.4.1.3 The relationship between export market intelligence and international performance

The Export Market Intelligence (EMI) information sources seem to be the most popular information sources among exporters. The bulk of the literature focusing on investigating the use of EMI information sources acknowledges the success of these personal information vehicles among exporters (e.g. Reid 1984; Samiee and Walters 1990; Coviello and Munro 1997; Ellis 2000; Chetty and Holm 2000; Andersen 2006). As in the case of export marketing research, most of the empirical studies acknowledge their positive impact upon international performance. Such positive associations have been reported for trade fairs (Denis and Depelteau 1985; Kleinschmidt and Ross 1986; Seringhaus 1993 in Canada), visits abroad (Kleinschmidt and Ross 1986; Cavusgil and Naor 1987; Seringhaus 1993 in Canada; Moini 1995; Leonidou and Katsikeas 1997), client and costumer visits (Walliser and Mogos-Descotes 2004), business travel (Weaver et al. 1998), and participation in missions abroad (Denis and Depelteau 1985; Dominguez and Sequeira 1993; Leonidou and Katsikeas 1997). Information obtained by means of channel relationships such as distributor agents, international sales personnel, suppliers, channel, intermediary (Madsen 1989; Cavusgil 1884a) or personal contacts abroad (Leonidou and Katsikeas 1997) also positively impact international performance. Nevertheless, some of the studies report insignificant influences of these same information sources upon the international performance, for information acquired
by means of participation to trade fairs (De Luz 1993), visits abroad (De Luz 1993; Seringhaus 1993 Austria), clients or customer visits (Hart et al. 1994; Leonidou and Katsikeas 1997), participation in missions abroad (Seringhaus 1993 in Austria) or channel based information sources (Koh 1991, Seringhaus 1993 in both countries Canada and Austria, Hart et al. 1994; Moini 1995; Leonidou and Katsikeas 1997). In the meanwhile, no negative impact upon the international performance of SMEs was reported for the information sources mentioned above. The other impersonal information sources, which are included within the market intelligence information, report rather insignificant relationships with the international performance. It is the case of export information acquired from universities or polytechnics, computerized databases, and public or commercial libraries (Leonidou and Katsikeas 1997). Surprisingly, the use of the internal company reports seems rather negative for companies’ performances (Leonidou and Katsikeas 1997). Aggregate level measures of EMI sources such as the use of informal information collection vehicles (Hart and Tzokas 1999) and the personal information techniques of Yeoh (2000) are positively influencing the international performance of firms.

The studies of Souchon and Durden (2002) and Souchon et al. (2004)\(^\text{15}\) report that the instrumental or conceptual use of EMI has a positive influence upon the international performance of SMEs. Ignoring EMI export information is not significantly related to international performance while immediate use and storing EMI related export information appears to be a negative practice for achieving success in international foreign markets (Souchon and Diamantopoulos 1997). The longitudinal study of Voerman (2003) shows that acquiring information by means of EMI from both foreign and local markets have the strongest impact on export performance compared to EA or EMR information vehicles. At the aggregate level, one can conclude that EMI sources seem to have a positive impact on the international performance of the firms.

I.2.4.2 The relationships between other measures used to capture export information related behaviors and international performance.

The reviewed empirical studies also used some other measures for capturing aspects related to the acquisition and use of export information. Among these measures, several of them report a positive impact upon the international performance. Such examples are the amount of

\(^{15}\)Instrumental/conceptual use of export information positively influences the formalization of planning, negatively the speed; the speed and formalization of planning have a positive impact upon international performance.
acquired information (Yeoh 2000), the proximity to the export market (Cavusgil 1984b), the systematic exploration of foreign markets (Cavusgil 1984b; Moini 1995), the existence and evolution of the budget allocated for the search of information (Boutary 1998, 2000), the budget allocated for the export information intelligence acquisition over a five year time period (Mac Pherson 2000), the firm’s evolution in terms of information processing, the use of a classification system of the acquired information inside the company, and acquiring information according to the needs or the confidentiality of acquired information (Boutary 1998, 2000). Measures such as partnership research, professionalism of the information provider or the prospective character of acquired information are not significantly different between successful and less successful exporters (Boutary 1998, 2000). Voerman (2003) made a distinction between export information sources consulted abroad and those consulted within the domestic or national market. She observed that enterprises that consulted information sources on foreign markets were more successful than enterprises that consulted domestic information sources.

Three studies linked the export market orientation (EMO) to export performance directly. They all found empirical support concerning the aggregate impact of the three dimensions of EMO, namely export intelligence generation, dissemination and export responsiveness, on export performance (Cadogan et al. 2002; Akyol and Akehurst 2003; Cadogan and Cui 2004). A single study explored specifically the reliance between each of the three dimensions of the EMO and several export performance measures. Akyol and Akehurst (2003) have found that only the export responsiveness dimension has a positive and significant effect upon the export sales and export growth and the perceived satisfaction with the attainment of export objectives. Meanwhile, no significant impact was reported upon the competitive and overall export performance.

I.2.4.3 The relationship between the acquisition of different information elements on foreign markets and international performance

The studies of Hart et al. (1994) and of Hart and Tzokas (1999) show a positive influence of the perceived importance of background information on the international performance of SMEs. On the contrary, the study of Walliser and Mogos-Descotes (2004) found an insignificant influence of the background information on international performance. Moreover, the item relative to the governmental aid in exporting was found to be negatively
correlated with the international performance of the French SMEs. The study of Julien and Ramangalahy (2003) revealed that the perceived importance of markets, competition, and norms positively and indirectly impact SMEs’ export performances by enhancing their competitive strategy.

I.2.4.4 The studies examining the indirect relationship between information acquisition, its use and international performance

It is worth mentioning that generally studies assess the direct relationship between international performance and export information and that the empirical evidences are somehow contradictory. Very few of the cited studies, seven studies to be more specific, observed indirect effects of export information on international performance. The study of Seringhaus (1993) concluded that there is an indirect positive influence of the extent and frequency of the EMR use through the improvement of the pricing strategy, direct buyer strategy, and channel strategy that further enhance performance. However, one cannot be sure of this indirect effect since testing indirect relationships is mainly assessed by using Structural Equations Modeling (SEM); Seringhaus (1993) did not use SEM in his study. The study conducted in the U.S. by MacPherson (2000) also observed a positive correlation between the budget allocated to the collection of market intelligence over the last five years and the international design orientation of the product. The study did not report any direct impact of export market intelligence upon international performance but did report the impact of the international design orientation of the product upon international performance. Ramangalahy’s dissertation (2001) found a positive and indirect effect of the richness of export information sources and the quality of information collected on export markets upon the international performance of SMEs through the improvement of their competitive advantage. The study of Souchon and Durden (2002) concluded by using the SEM that the conceptual or instrumental export information use is a mediator between export information acquisition and international performance. The study of Morgan et al. (2003) found that export market informational knowledge impacts the marketing planning capabilities, which in turn impacts the marketing implementation capabilities, which have a direct impact upon the adaptative performance of export ventures. The study of Julien and Ramangalahy (2003) reported an indirect effect of export information acquisition on international performance by means of improving the competitive advantage of SMEs.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Main results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rosson and Ford (1982)</td>
<td>Channel contact intensity has an important impact upon international performance. The number of letters exchanged bi-annually between the manufacturer and the distributor is positively correlated with the perceived and real sales trend but not with the number of visits and other contact frequency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavusgil (1984a)</td>
<td>More profitable international firms place greater emphasis on EMR, engage in foreign market analysis more frequently and in more formalized ways using more rigorous data analysis and perceive EMR as more complex.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavusgil (1984b)</td>
<td>The proximity to foreign markets and the systematic exploration of foreign markets do not appear to have any influence upon the international performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denis et Depelteau (1985)</td>
<td>Attending trade fairs and missions abroad appear to be positively correlated with the geographical spread of export destinations. The number of export information sources consulted in foreign markets plays a minor role in the determination of the spread of export destinations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kleinschmidt and Ross (1986)</td>
<td>The authors did not provide any clear information with respect to the impact of firms’ export information activities on export performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamantopoulos and Inglis (1988)</td>
<td>More export-intensive firms consult relatively fewer export assistance agencies than the less export-intensive counterparts consult, and have lower export percentage sales from the total turnover of the company.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madsen (1989)</td>
<td>Informal export information techniques, namely the closeness of personal contact with foreign markets, and the channel relationships with agents and/or distributors, have a positive influence upon the export performance indicators. Meanwhile, formalized export information techniques such as market research have an insignificant impact upon a firm’s foreign market performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koh (1991)</td>
<td>The results suggest that there could be a positive indirect influence of the extent and frequency of the use of marketing research upon the international performance of firms through the improvement of pricing, direct buying and channel strategy. While pricing, direct buying, and channel strategy appear to be correlated with both international performance indicators and export information related measures, the export information related does not present significant positive correlations with international performance indicators.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominguez and Sequeira (1993)</td>
<td>Successful exporters use more formal market research techniques and deal directly with overseas clients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author(s)</td>
<td>Summary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seringhaus (1993)</td>
<td>There is a strong impact of the export marketing expertise use upon firms’ international performance levels. Meanwhile, the frequency of use of the marketing expertise does not appear as a strong antecedent of international performance. Companies from the two countries where the study has been conducted, Austria and Canada, exhibit differences with respect to the firms’ information behaviors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Luz (1993)</td>
<td>Market research use does not influence the level of a firm’s international success.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hart <em>et al.</em> (1994)</td>
<td>The collection of foreign market related background information, infrastructure and social or political background and key buyer's purchase information, is associated with higher export profits. The firm’s export ratio is positively associated with the use of the country’s government agencies, foreign embassies and Trade Associations to collect information related to foreign markets. The export ratio is also positively correlated with the use of several market research techniques such as mail surveys, interviews with buyers and information seminars, and with the perceived importance of the use of marketing research for taking or valuing export decisions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bijmolt and Zwart (1994)</td>
<td>Positive impact of the marketing research practices on international performance at the aggregate level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moini (1995)</td>
<td>Undertaking marketing expertise and systematic exploration of foreign markets, the frequency of informal visits to foreign markets and the efficiency of the foreign distribution network are elements positively related to the international performance indices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leonidou and Katsikeas (1997)</td>
<td>There is a general positive impact of the perceived importance of personal information sources such as foreign market visits and personal contacts and also the participation to trade missions upon international performance indicators. Firms exporting towards a larger number of countries inform themselves more by visiting the foreign markets, suppliers, salespeople and sales offices abroad.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Souchon and Diamantopoulos (1997)</td>
<td>The results suggest that ignoring export information is negatively correlated with international performance indicators. The immediate use of EMR information has a positive influence upon firms’ international performance levels while the immediate use of information stemming from EMI and EA related sources is negatively correlated with international performance levels. Meanwhile, when storing for future use, EMR is also positive correlated with high levels of export performance. Storing EA and EMI information appear to be negatively correlated with international performance. Enterprises having the feeling of being overloaded by the export information amount available to them are more likely to consider or reject export information and no relationship has been found with the rejection, non-use or immediate and future use of export information. Results also suggest that generally EMR and EMI export information is rather stored for future use or used immediately than rejected or ignored. EA export information is generally stored for future use and few companies consider, reject or ignore this kind of foreign market related information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Summary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaver <em>et al.</em> (1998)</td>
<td>The frequency of business travel in foreign markets and the perceived criticality of the analysis of the competitors on export markets have a positive influence upon the levels of international performance. EA associated measures as the perceived helpfulness of governmental financial services for exporting are negatively associated with international performance levels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boutary (1998, 2000)</td>
<td>Several hybrid measures used for capturing SMEs’ sensitivity towards export information, the information system openness, and sustained orientation towards information needs positively influence international performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ogunmokun and Ng (1999)</td>
<td>Significant differences exist between high and low involved exporters from the point of view of: the formalization of the structure and policy used for researching the market, the frequency of foreign market visits, some of the information sources and types collected in foreign markets, and the types of export information collected about socio-cultural trends, customer characteristics, customer opinion or attitudes, behaviors, market growth and market segments, sources, annual reports, government publications, or customers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hart and Tsokas (1999)</td>
<td>The successful U.K. exporters perceive as critically important export information collection by means of both formal and informal export information vehicles, and acquiring background information about the foreign markets they are exporting in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacPherson (2000)</td>
<td>Positive correlation between what the budget exporters allocate for gathering export market related information. The international design orientation ultimately has a positive impact upon a firm’s degree of international performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeoh (2000)</td>
<td>The international performance levels of firms are positively influenced by the frequency and the perceived usefulness of export information gathered through different information sources and by the amount of export information collected. A firm’s entrepreneurial orientation has been found to be positively associated with an extensive use of informal export information sources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramangalahy (2001)</td>
<td>The quality of information types and sources used to gather export information both positively and indirectly influence the international performance of SMEs through the enhancement of the competitive advantage of firms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gencturk and Kotabe (2001)</td>
<td>Positive impact of the number of export assistance programs used by firms on their perceived levels of competitiveness in foreign markets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cadogan <em>et al.</em> (2002)</td>
<td>EMO has a positive and significant impact upon the perceived and overall export performance, but not upon the export sales growth (the objective measure of international performance).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Souchon and Durden (2002)</td>
<td>Export information conceptual or instrumental and symbolic use is a mediator between export information acquisition from EMI, EA, EMR export information related sources and international performance.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Akyol and Akehurst (2003) | The aggregate measure of EMO has a positive impact upon all dimensions of export performance used (the objective measures: export sales and export percentage growth over 3 years, and the subjective measures: perceived satisfaction and competitive performance with the evolution of export objectives and overall export performance). When analyzed one by one, among the three dimensions of EMO, only the export responsiveness has a positive and significant effect upon the export sales, export growth, and the perceived satisfaction with the attainment of export objectives. Meanwhile, no significant impact was reported upon the perceived competitive and overall export performance.

Morgan et al. (2003) | Export market informational knowledge impacts the marketing planning capabilities, which in turn impacts the marketing implementation capabilities, which have a direct impact upon the adaptative performance of export ventures.

Voerman (2003)\(^{16}\) | The use of foreign market information sources, in terms of the amount, positively influences SMEs’ export performances. The strongest influence is exerted by EMI related information sources, followed by EMR and EA. Among the domestic information sources used to become informed about the foreign markets, only informal or EMI related information sources influence foreign market sales. The three-year long longitudinal analysis reveals the importance of using foreign market information sources while using domestic information sources for obtaining information about foreign markets does not impact SMEs levels of export performance every year. Several countries of origin effects have been also pointed out. Swedish and Norwegian companies consult less foreign and domestic information sources while Austrian companies lag behind with foreign information sources and Finnish firms consult the most important number of information sources both foreign and domestic. Also, the branch of industry companies belong to induces variations into the way enterprises acquire information about foreign markets. For example, enterprises in the metal industry consult more domestic sources than enterprises from the textile, furniture and electronics industry. On the contrary, firms from the textile and metal industry consult foreign information providers more often. Another salient element appears to be a firm’s size; smaller firms consult less information sources in both domestic and foreign markets. In addition, joint effects of the country and industry branch upon the number of information sources consulted were revealed within this study. Dutch and Swedish firms often use business consultants, the Chambers of Commerce and national trade fairs to gather export information while Finnish companies mainly consult their customers and Swedish companies especially use export clubs.

Spence (2003) | Specific knowledge about targeted markets should be acquired prior to participating in the trade missions. In addition, the contact with the potential business partners should be established prior to the trade mission’s attendance. Business relationships should be maintained after the trade fairs by means of personal visits not only by means of communication technology. The levels of general export knowledge that firms possess influence performance measures. Objective knowledge acquired before trade mission attendance influences relationship building with both foreign partners and with international performance measures as well.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Julien and Ramangalahy (2003)</td>
<td>There is an indirect effect of export information research in terms of the use of export information sources and collection of export information elements on international performance through enhancing SMEs’ competitive advantage on foreign markets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alvarez (2004)</td>
<td>Efforts in international business, process innovation, and the use of export programs positively contribute to the export performance levels of firms. Attending trade shows and missions do not affect the probability of exporting permanently but exporters’ committees show a positive and significant impact upon the continuity in exporting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cadogan and Cui (2004)</td>
<td>EMO has a positive and significant impact upon the international performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Souchon et al. (2004)</td>
<td>Instrumental or conceptual use of export information acquired from EMI, EA or EMR related sources positively influence the formality of planning and negatively influences the speed and formality of planning activities. The formality of planning activities positively affects international performance levels of companies. In conclusion, the impact of export information use upon international performance is indirect through the enhancement of the planning activity formalization within firms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walliser and Mogos-Descotes (2004)</td>
<td>Clients are of utmost importance as information sources in export markets. The use of clients as an information source promotes higher levels of objective measures of international performance. Negative relationships with international performance measures have been found in firms that expose higher appreciation of more formalized export information techniques such as test marketing, mail surveys, and participation at information seminars. The collection of the foreign market background information relative to the governmental aid to exporting was negatively correlated with both objective and subjective measures of international performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilkinson and Brouthers (2006)</td>
<td>Firms attending export promotion programs aimed to help them prospect foreign markets for agents or distributors and promotion programs aimed at helping firms participate in trade shows abroad have a positive impact over export performance. The aid programs for participating in trade missions have an insignificant effect upon export performance. Firms' technological resources are also performing better. Smaller firms who used available state promotion programs enjoyed greater success.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legend:** EA = Export Assistance, EMR = Export Market Research, EMI = Export Market Intelligence; EMO = Export Market Orientation
Finally, the study of Souchon et al. (2004) observed that the instrumental/conceptual use of export information positively influences international performance indirectly by enhancing the formalization degree of planning activities.

I.2.5 Discussion

Over the last 26 years, scholars emphasized the key role of export information for achieving international performance. This chapter presents a literature review of the empirical articles studying the relationship between export information acquisition and use, and the international performance of enterprises. The general conclusion of the current review is that research on this topic remains somewhat underdeveloped because until now no consensus exists about the conceptual and operational definitions of export information behaviors and international performance. The results of the different studies are rather disparate. Continuing with the existing literature, several shortcomings can be noticed that will be discussed hereafter.

I.2.5.1 Methodological shortcomings and future research avenues

From a methodological point of view, the size of the samples of the reviewed studies is rather small. Only 19 studies have used samples with over 100 observations and six studies used samples with 50 observations or less. It worth to be noted that for studies that reported small sample sizes, external validity and generality of conclusions can be questioned (Sousa 2004). Moreover, the sample itself may not be representative of the population and limits the use of adequate statistical analysis to test the relationships of influence. Therefore, specific conclusions are attenuated and should be regarded as suggestive rather than conclusive. Furthermore, studies should try to increase sample size.

Frequently, samples of the reviewed studies were drawn from a large pool of various industries. On one hand, this way allows a wider extrapolation of the results. On the other hand, previous studies reported differences among enterprises from different industries in terms of information behaviors and studies reporting results based on a sample composed of multiple industries most of the times ignored these differences. Focusing only on one industrial sector does not permit generalizing the results to other industrial sectors as it casts doubts on the external validity of the findings.
Another notable observation is that five of the reviewed studies drew samples from more than one country. The advantage of using this multi-country approach is that it provides a strong indication of the external validity of the results and allows the identification of cross-cultural differences related to the use of export information. Another observation is that 11 studies restricted their analysis to specific regions within a given country. This restriction can be explained by the size of the countries, which are mainly large countries such as the U.S.A., Canada, and Brazil to name a few. The restriction can also be explained by the fact that nowadays governments try to adapt and sometimes accord decision autonomy to regional governmental bodies in order to design export policies “sur mesure” by taking into consideration regional specificities. Another reason may be the fact that often times “regional cultures” may exist in one country. For instance, between the “French” and the “English” regions in Canada differences are expected to be quite evident and distinct.

Only 16 of the reviewed studies provide clear information concerning the size of the enterprises interviewed. The size has been widely acknowledged as a factor with an important influence upon export information activities (Samiiee and Walters 1990; Denis and Depelteau 1985; Hart et al. 1994). Bigger firms generally have more resources and can therefore allocate a more substantial budget to information collection. As a result, larger firms use more extensive and formalized information techniques when compared to smaller firms (Souchon et al. 2003). Thus, future studies should draw sharp distinctions regarding the size of the targeted firms.

Response rates in the reviewed studies can be considered as satisfactory. The average response rate is of 34.32% (standard deviation = 15.63 and the median = 26%). This percentage constitutes fairly high response rates since the average top management response rates are generally ranging from 15% to 20% (Menon et al. 1999). In the case of cross-cultural-studies, the average response rate was above 20%, which is quite high considering that collecting data from abroad is more difficult than from the country of origin due to the numerous obstacles that must be overcome in transnational research (e.g. Douglas and Craig 1983; Sousa 2004).

The majority of reviewed studies were not checked for non-response bias. Only 13 of the 37 studies provide information on this issue. It is surprising that many studies did not carry out such controls and cast some doubt on the representativeness of the samples and on the robustness of the data obtained. The same observation can be made concerning key informants. Even though the majority of the studies disclosed their key informants, 15 of the studies did not provide any information at all or provided unclear information. This instability
is considered an important issue since it is well known that not every employee or member of the management team can provide accurate information for studying export information activities. Future studies should consider these aspects of non-response bias and key informants as well.

Another shortcoming was the nature of the statistical analysis employed. Mainly descriptive statistical techniques such as correlation and analysis of variance, T-tests, and Chi-square analysis were employed though more extensively in older studies. Only 15 studies employed explicative statistical techniques making it difficult to further theory building and testimonies of the mainly descriptive nature of this research field.

**I.2.5.2 Theoretical shortcomings and future research avenues**

Despite the use of the firm level of analysis in the studies reviewed, only four studies built the research model based on a grounded firm theory, namely the resource based view of the firm (RBV) and one study integrated insights from the knowledge-based view (KBV) perspective. Although not mentioned in the rest of the reviewed studies, it seems that the contingency theory paradigm is the most prevalent. Generally, studies focus on the quantity and volume of information as a reducer of uncertainty, which is a basic premise of the contingency theory. Within the contingency theory, the information exploitation represents the “generic solution” proposed by numerous scholars for achieving performance (Laurence and Lorsch 1967; Thompson 1967; Aguilar 1967; Ackoff 1970; Ansoff 1970; Andrews 1971; Galbraith 1973; Porter 1986; Baumard 1991). The view of one of the pioneers of the uncertainty theory, Galbraith (1973), is especially highlighted. The emphasis is put on the quantity and volume of information in most of the reviewed studies. The observations made translate the relatively poor theoretical and methodological foundation of these studies. It is recommended that future studies should build research models based on a more solid theoretical basis in order to capture the impact of export information behaviors on international performance.

**I.2.5.3 Operationalization shortcomings and future research avenues**

**I.2.5.3.1 Shortcomings in terms of international performance operationalization**

In terms of modes of international performance assessment, the reviewed studies used objective or subjective measures or even both. Because the studies used different international
performance measures, it is difficult to compare the results. It seems however that the use of multiple measures of export performance is necessary in order to fully realize the strengths of each indicator and minimize the impact of their shortcomings (Evangelista 1994). The heterogeneity of international performance measures employed by the reviewed studies testifies to this problem and makes the comparison of results from one study to another difficult.

I.2.5.3.2 Shortcomings in terms of export information acquisition and use operationalization

When studies try to measure export information acquisition and use, they face several challenges that highlight the complexity of assessing these intangible constructs. The most frequently used measures by the researchers were the frequency of use and the perceived usefulness of information sources. Although many studies employed these measures, there is still not a clear picture of what a frequently used or an important information source represents. Even more, the perceived usefulness measure does not provide any indication about the real utilization of information sources. Important gaps might exist between perception and use of export information sources by managers. Moreover, most of the studies concentrate on a more or less important number of information sources also differing from one study to another.

As previously mentioned, a classification of the existing measures capture export information related behaviors into three main classes, namely objective, hybrid, and subjective measures can be suggested. Among the subjective measures, a distinction was made between uni-dimensional and multi-dimensional measures. Multi-dimensional measures were developed recently within the research work of Ramangalahy (2001) and Toften and Olsen (2003). It is important to stress the significance of these last measures aiming to capture multi-dimensional aspects related to information sources and information elements such as the quality of information and information sources. Information is rather an abstract, multi-dimensional construct difficult to capture by means of single measures. The use of specific types of information or information sources depends on several qualities they provide to end users. Therefore, general perceived satisfaction or usefulness indications are somehow insufficient for capturing the essence of the multi-facet information construct.

Another observation made is that among the perceptual or subjective measures, no relative measures have yet been used. Relative measures such as the frequency of use of information sources compared to competitors have the advantage of balancing managerial perceptions by
the means of the comparison to a reference. The main disadvantage of subjective measures is their subjective character; they are the result of the perception of the person answering the questionnaire. However, managerial perceptions are vital in the decision-making process. For example, it is very likely that a manager who perceives that the budget allocated to export information search for the last year was not sufficient, or believes that the main competitors allocate more resources to export information search, would increase the budget allocated to foreign market scanning for the next year. This example also proves the relative reliance existing between the two types of measures, subjective and objective.

Objective measures have been mainly used in older studies. One can observe that the use of subjective measures (19 studies) prevails over the use of objective measures (11 studies). There are several motives associated to the reduced number of objective measures employed by the researchers over the last years: (1) generally firms are somehow reluctant to provide objective data in general (Francis and Collins-Dodd 2000; Leonidou et al. 2002); (2) objective data, for example the amount of the budget allocated to information search, are not publicly available and thus it is impossible to check the data accuracy; (3) decision-makers are guided by their subjective perceptions rather than by objective figures (Madsen 1989); (4) difficulty in establishing a fixed reference point across firms since all firms do not function in the same way; firms might access the right information by several means, either more personal information or more formal information sources as marketing research that are more expensive and thus not requiring the same budget. Also, a firm might consult a relatively reduced number of rich information sources and acquire the right information easier than a firm accessing numerous but not rich enough information sources. Moreover, (5) using objective measures makes comparisons across businesses, especially in cross-country studies, difficult since there are differences in cross-national behaviors in terms of export information (Seringhaus 1993, Souchon et al. 2003).

In addition, the decision to allocate more resources and effort for acquiring export information depends on many contingency factors, for example:\footnote{For a complete review of the literature concerning the contingency factors affecting export acquisition information and use behaviours, see the study of Souchon et al. (2003).} (1) the export orientation of the company and the short or long-term orientation - a manager of a firm that focuses on the long term to increase the market share in a foreign market may allocate more financial and human resources to export information activities; (2) the size of the firm - managers of smaller firms allocate fewer resources and thus employ less formalized information acquisition techniques.

Nevertheless, objective measures have the advantage of balancing the subjectivity of...
managerial perceptions and it is believed that both types of measures, objective and subjective, are useful for capturing export information related behaviors. In terms of time frame, all the studies presented in Table 2 used objective information measures conceived in a static way but not taking past information-related actions into account. By means of using a dynamic orientation, the respondents could be asked to go back in time and report on the activities undertaken over the last three to five years. For instance, they could consider whether they increased or decreased the number of information sources they were using on export markets or whether they were allocating more or less people to make use of export information over the last three years. This type of assessment would allow the researcher to get an idea of the evolution of the information activities. In the meanwhile, dynamic oriented measures are based on managers’ recall capacity, thus, limiting the precision of the data gathered.

Under the name hybrid measures are grouped all the measures that cannot be enclosed either within the objective or within the subjective class. They were usually measured by means of nominal variables. A suggestion for the future is that researchers should give up the use of hybrid measures in favor of subjective measures operationalized by means of ordinal scales. The operationalization by means of ordinal measures leaves room for a more extended choice range for respondents and allows for the possibility of using more developed statistical techniques for testing a research hypothesis.

Whereas objective measures are meant to balance the intangible and complex nature of information, subjective measures such as the richness or quality of information sources are maybe more appropriate for capturing the multifaceted, complex and intangible nature of information. As a result, the use of both objective and subjective measures is also recommended, as they are complementary to each other. One should note that only five of the reviewed studies combine the use of objective, subjective and hybrid measures. It can be observed that until now, empirical studies have mainly emphasized quantitative aspects of information use, trying to answer questions on how frequently information sources are used, or how many information sources exporters use. Only two of the reviewed studies focused on more qualitative aspects related to the information and information sources. The first study, the study of Boutary (1998, 2000), emphasized the professionalism of the information provider or on some aspects related to the nature of the acquired information, its prospective character and the confidentiality of the acquired information. The second study, the study of Ramagalahy (2001), used subjective multi-dimensional measures for capturing information quality and information sources richness. The under-exploitation of the study of information
qualities could be argued by the theory of media invariance that suggests that all media provide equivalent information (Carlson and Zmud 1994, 1998). In spite of this position sustained by Carlson and Zmud (1994, 1998), most of the scholars in management literature agree with the fact that the qualities that information and information sources provide such as richness, value, utility and interactivity (Lawrence and Lorsch 1967; Wilensky 1967; Ramangalahy 2001) are critical for improving decision-making or leveraging the response to environmental changes. Future studies should explore more qualitative aspects related to the information sources used.

Another observation is that only recently, beginning with the study of Cadogan et al. (2002), scholars have considered the extension of the market orientation construct to export markets. These studies have the advantage of considering the organizational export information dissemination processes (e.g. communication, coordination) through the organization, and thus, enclosing the organizational dimension, which has been mostly neglected by previous studies in the field.

Although some progress has been made in developing theory and knowledge of the measures of export information acquisition and use compared to earlier studies, there is still a long way to go before it is possible to clearly delineate and achieve an agreement among scholars concerning the conceptualization of export information acquisition and use and to identify their dimensions. Several measurement scales capturing export information acquisition and use were developed and employed by empirical studies in the field. As one can notice in the previous section, the scholars do not agree upon the scales to be used. Therefore, they continuously develop new measurement instruments that also limit the comparison of existing results. It is an issue that should be further developed in the future.

I.2.5.3.3 Shortcomings of the study of the relationship between the behaviors in terms of export information acquisition and use and international performance

The link between export information acquisition and use and international performance was assessed by disparate measures that vary from one study to another. These variations partly explain the existing “pros” and “cons” for supporting the relationship between export performance and the three main classes of information acquisition techniques, which are EMR, EA, and EMI. Nevertheless, on the aggregate level, it seems that EMI and EMR are positively related to international performance, while EA appears as rather insignificantly related to international performance. However, clear conclusions cannot be drawn because of
the operationalizations of international performance on one side, and export information acquisition and use on the other side differ significantly from one study to another. The studies linking EMO to export performance seem to rather sustain the existence of a link between the aggregate measure of EMO and export performance. Nonetheless, it worth to be noted that the only one study explored one by one the reliance existing between the three dimensions of EMO and export performance (Akyol and Akehurst 2002). The authors found that only the export responsiveness dimension of EMO impacts positively several measures of export performance, while export intelligence generation and dissemination have no significant impact upon the export performance.

Another important issue is that generally the link between export information and international performance was studied as direct. Only recently have scholars begun to focus more extensively on indirect effects. In fact, the six existing studies that explore the indirect effects of export information upon international performance seem to shed some more light on how export information is used within the organization after its prior acquisition. Export information impacts international performance indirectly through the conceptual/instrumental use of information (Souchon and Durden 2002), through improving competitive advantage of firms (Ramangalahy 2001; Julien and Ramangalahy 2003) or through improving planning activities (Morgan et al. 2003; Souchon et al. 2004), and firms’ implementation marketing capabilities (Morgan et al. 2003). On a more descriptive basis, Seringhaus (1993) concluded that there is an indirect positive influence of the extent and frequency of use of marketing research and international performance through the improvement of pricing strategy, direct buyer strategy and channel strategy. In addition, MacPherson (2000) observed a positive correlation between the budget allocated to the collection of market intelligence over the last five years and the international design orientation of the product, which in turn impacts international performance. The two studies of MacPherson (2000) and Seringhaus (1993) did not use SEM thus it is difficult to be sure of the existence of the previously indirect effects reported upon international performance. In the future, more insight into the study of the indirect effects of export information activities upon international performance should be explored. In addition, researchers should employ SEM more frequently. This method allows for simultaneously estimating the measurement errors and structural relations of the model and enables multiple and interrelated dependence relationships between unobserved constructs to be estimated (Diamantopoulos 1999). Moreover, constructs can be both dependent and independent variables (Diamantopoulos 1999).
Another observation is that generally, the studies focusing on the link between international performance and export information rarely tried to ascertain the existence of mediating or interaction effects of firms’ characteristics and information behaviors on international performance. It seems that the literature on the contingency factors affecting the export information behaviors developed independently from the literature on the link between export information and international performance. There are studies, such as the study of Belich and Dubinski (1999) or the study of Souchon et al. (2003) that provided important insights into contingency factors but did not report the relationship existing between the interaction of export information contingency factors, export information behaviors and international performance. Such evidence would be interesting to report.

As a general conclusion for the present study, one can observe that scholars have used many different measures to assess both export information acquisition use behaviors and export performance making the comparison of the findings difficult and leaving room for inconsistency and confusion. It seems that the export information literature presents rather fragmented results and is not able to develop a widely accepted model or pattern regarding the impact of export information acquisition and use upon international performance thus limiting theoretical advancement in this field. A possible explanation is that the existing empirical studies, with three exceptions, did not use any grounded theories for developing research models.

Finally, only 16 studies over the last 26 years focused specifically on the relationship between international performance and firms’ export information behaviors. Notwithstanding the generally accepted belief of the key role played by export information processing activities for achieving international performance, this stream of research has received disproportionately less empirical attention compared to other determinant factors of international performance in exporting literature.

To conclude, although this research field has numerous shortcomings, the reduced number of existing empirical studies and the relative youth of the research field can explain them. Further research work should be carried out in the future on this research topic to develop more knowledge in the field.
Conclusion of Chapter I

Within the first chapter, the concept of exporting SME was defined and the importance of distinguishing between middle-sized firms and micro-firms when studying export behaviors was stressed. Because of the specific characteristics of micro-firms, scholars suggest they should be studied specifically (Torrès 2003).

Furthermore, the studies dealing with the relationship between export information and international performance were analyzed. Only 16 studies over the last 26 years specifically addressed the research question regarding the influence of export information behaviors upon the international performance levels.

The export information literature is mostly characterized by quantitative studies that are idiosyncratic from the point of view of the research methodology. Studies were analyzed through several features including general characteristics such as sample size, response rate, key respondents, non-response bias report, and statistical methods used, to name a few.

Most of the studies were undertaken in the U.S. Sample sizes seem to increase over time. Studies undertaken between the 1980’s and the 1990’s generally report sample sizes of less than 100 enterprises; recent studies generally employ larger samples and more developed statistical techniques such as SEM. Recent studies also disclose the key respondents more often and refer to response bias.

The study and operationalization of export information behaviors of firms were also described in terms of measurement and existing taxonomies developed within the literature. A possible classification of export information related measures was proposed based on the nature of the measures used to capture the constructs, distinguishing between qualitative, quantitative and hybrid measures. Additionally, a distinction between uni-dimensional and multi-dimensional qualitative measures was proposed. The general conclusion was that several types of measures, more specifically multi-dimensional measures such as information sources richness, capturing the best multi-faceted nature of firms’ information activities, should be used.

Theoretical features such as the use of a grounded theory for establishing research hypothesis or propositions, the exploratory, descriptive or causal nature of the study were also analyzed. It appears that most of the studies did not rely on solid, grounded theories in order to set up the research propositions; this explains the important number of studies exploratory by nature. Only three among the 37 studies reviewed relied on a grounded theory for establishing research hypothesis or propositions. In order to palliate this gap in the literature, the main theoretical frameworks and theories approaching the relationship between firms’ export information behaviors and business performance will be presented and discussed in chapter II.
CHAPTER II. A SYNTHESIS OF THE MAIN THEORETICAL ADVANCES
DESCRIBING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INFORMATION AND
PERFORMANCE

Introduction to Chapter II

The second chapter aims to define information, one of the main concepts, mobilized in this research. Thus, the first section II.1 defines information by introducing it under the semantic and syntactic perspectives. The difference with the concept of knowledge is also discussed.

After defining the concept of information in the second part of chapter II, section II.2, the main theoretical frameworks explaining the link between information and organizational performance are reviewed.

Furthermore, in section II.3, a critical analysis of the theoretical frameworks explaining the link between information and organizational performance is assessed. Similarities and differences among the theoretical frameworks are discussed along with the analysis on the application of the different research frameworks and perspectives for best capturing the relationship under study, which is the influence of information activities on organizational performance.

Finally, in section II.4, based on the previously drawn conclusions the generalized research model linking firms’ information activities to organizational performance is developed.

II.1 Defining information

Information is at the heart of numerous theories developed in various disciplines such as cybernetics, communication, marketing, sociology, cognitive psychology and economics. The numerous application fields of information partly explain the variety and the controversies existing in the literature with respect to information definition.

The etymology of the verb “to inform” has roots in the Latin word, “informare”, and its first synonym is “to learn”, implying the knowledge connotation of the word. In addition, according to Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, “to inform” is defined as “the communication or the reception of knowledge or intelligence”.

The information has seldom been clearly defined in spite of the fact that the concept of information is commonly used (Glazer 1991; Lesca and Lesca 1995), trying to define it is like walking on shifting sands (Bawden 2001). Even though there is no agreement concerning the
definition of information, it is usual to introduce information as having the two aspects “syntactic” and “semantic” (Nonaka and Takeuchi 1995; Jerez-Gomez et al. 2005).

II.1.1 Syntactic and semantic aspects of information

The syntactic aspect of information highlights the quantifiable character of information. One of the first “quantitative” definitions given to the word “information” stems from cybernetics. Norbert Wiener (1948) defined information in terms of thermodynamics as opposed to entropy. Entropy refers to the state of disorder whereas information measures the degree of order or organization of a system. Later on, in information and communication science, Shannon and Weaver (1959) defined information as a quantitative measure of the communication flow. They distinguished the elementary message and the sum of elementary messages that composes communication flows. They stressed the difference between the concept of information and the meaning of the message the information conveys. Information is stripped of any semantic value. It is dissociated from knowledge, which is the result of a creation process.

The semantic aspect of information refers to the qualitative character of information, the meaning, signal and learning potential information conveys. Nonaka (1994) defined information as a flux of messages or signals. Huber (1991) defined information as a structured assembly of data characterized by a meaning or a signal. In order to improve strategic planning methods, Igor Ansoff invented the concept and theory of weak signals in the mid-1970s. He defined strong signals as sufficiently visible and concrete information pieces, while weak signals are “imprecise early indications about impending impactful events” (Uskali 2005, p. 4). Ansoff claimed that enterprises need weak signal “mentalities.” At the same time, managers’ experiences are based on strong signals, strategic planning is based on information conveying strong signals as well. Thus, it is not always easy for managers to grasp weak signal’s sense. Ansoff’s theory of weak and strong signals has received a growing interest since then and some of the researchers name information conveying weak signals as “signe d’alerte precoce” (Castagnons and Lesca 2000; Lesca 2001). Reviewing Ansoff’s theory, Lesca and Blanco (2002) defined the weak signals as fragmentary information with low visibility, ambiguous meaning, and low usability and relevance.

Beyond signals, some of the scholars have highlighted the learning potential of information. For instance, Nonaka (1994) stressed the new meaning information brings along with respect
to a given phenomenon. This new meaning, which is context-bound, provides a new basis for the interpretation of events, enabling the comprehension of facts not understood *ex ante*. Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) acknowledged the importance of the semantic perspective and highlighted the role of information in knowledge creation. According to them, it is the meaning and the quality of information that enhances the understanding of new situations, based on the knowledge accumulation over time. Several authors have suggested that information represents an input for knowledge creation (e.g. Cohen and Levinthal 1990, 1994; Huber 1991; Argyris 1993; Nonaka 1994; Nonaka and Takeuchi 1995; Choo 1999). If information is an input for knowledge creation, the two concepts cannot be regarded as an equivalent (Huber 1991; Nonaka 1994; Jerez-Gomez *et al.* 2005) and a distinction should be made between the two concepts.

**II.1.2 The distinction between information and knowledge**

When it comes to the distinction between information and knowledge, scholars have adopted a so-called “*hierarchical view*” which is: data → information → knowledge (e.g. Dretske 1981; Malchup 1983; Davenport and Prusak 1998). Data are raw numbers and facts, information is processed data and knowledge is authenticated information (Dretske 1981; Malchup 1983; Vance 1997). The hierarchical view rarely survives scrupulous evaluation (Jerez-Gomez *et al.* 2005). For example, Tuomi (1999) argued that the hierarchy data → information → knowledge is actually reversed. Knowledge must exist before information can be formulated and before data can form information. Thus, raw data does not exist and every piece of data has already been influenced by the knowledge that led to its identification. Knowledge can be transformed into information by articulating, verbalizing, and structuring knowledge. Information becomes data when it is assigned to a fixed representation and standard interpretation. Tuomi’s view can be criticized by accepting that knowledge does not exist outside of an agent, namely the knower (Fahey and Prusak 1998; Tuomi 1999). Hence, knowledge is the result of cognitive processes triggered by the inflow of new stimuli (Jerez-Gomez *et al.* 2005). In a similar vein, Huber (1991) deemed that information indicates a structured whole of data conveying a meaning, whereas knowledge is a product or result generated by processing information. Similarly, Glazer (1991) defined information as an organized body of data in a given context conveying a certain meaning.
Alavi and Laidner (2001) observe that to effectively distinguish between information and knowledge, authors should not focus on the content, structure, accuracy, or utility of the supposed information or knowledge. They should rather distinguish knowledge as information possessed in the mind of individuals, in other words, personalized information, which may or may not be new, unique, useful, or accurate in relation to facts, procedures, concepts, interpretations, ideas, observations and judgments.

Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995, p. 58) note that “information provides a new point of view for interpreting objects and events,” whereas “knowledge unlike information is about beliefs and commitment. Knowledge, unlike information, is about action.” Stehr (1994, p. 120) observed that the interpretive skills of the knowledge creator are essential in overlapping contextual circumstances since “information merely reflects the products from which it is abstracted and it is used to set an action into motion.” The active involvement of an agent is fundamental to knowledge creation, while information has more of the characteristics of a public good (Jerez-Gomez et al. 2005).

For Malchup (1983), information is a flow of data or signals that nurtures change and structures knowledge. Dretske (1981) accepts the idea that by means of information processing, knowledge can be created. One can supplement the distinction between these two concepts, based on the position defended by Nonaka (1994), by specifying that information rely on a fact or an amount of facts with different degrees of complexity whereas knowledge relies on a process or an activity. Schultze (2000, p. 6) also concluded that “knowledge is closely related to action” and Stehr (1994) defined knowledge as the capacity to act.

There are also some other authors sustaining the hypothesis that information is the lowest form of knowledge, objective facts (Wikstrom and Norman 1994), or codified knowledge, facts data, and declarative or publicly available knowledge (Kogut and Zander 1992). Indeed, it is appealing to believe that information is very close to the tacit knowledge like Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) and Polanyi (1966) define it. Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) have dichotomized knowledge into two types: tacit and explicit. Polanyi’s (1966, p. 4) observation that “we can know more than we can tell” alludes to the tacit dimension of knowledge. Tacit knowledge is embedded in its possessor and can only be acquired through experience or imitation. “Indwelling” is used to conceptualize the means through which confrontation with the environment produces specific attributes of knowledge accumulation at the individual level. It is tacit knowledge, not codifiable, and thus not transferable through formal language. Conversely, explicit knowledge is objective, sequential, and digital (Nonaka and Takeuchi
It is acquired from books, lectures, social exchanges and other formalized and non-formalized means as information.

Table 6. Summary of some of the distinctions operated between information and knowledge

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Knowledge</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Kogut and Zander (1993) | • Know-how, recipes, practices, accumulated expertise and skills  
• Procedural knowledge  
• Tech (craft knowledge) | • Codified knowledge, facts, data  
• Declarative knowledge  
• Log that is publicly available |
| Drucker (1993)         | • Embodied in people                                                      | • Represented in books and databases            |
| Davenport and Prusak (1998) | • Originates in the minds of people  
• Applied in the minds of people | • Contextualized, categorized, calculated, corrected and condensed data that makes a difference  
• Message usually in the form of written, audible or visual communication |
| Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) | • Stock  
• Related to action | • Flow  
• Input for knowledge creation |
| Wikstrom and Norman (1994) | • Know-how, understanding and explanation | • Lowest form of knowledge and objective facts |


Knowledge is the result of information processing by a “knower”. Davenport and Prusak (1998) viewed knowledge as the combination of human context and information that makes information actionable. Unlike information, knowledge is “essentially related to human action” (Patriotta 2004, p. 29) and to the capacity of acting (Kolb 1976).

In the light of the above statements and drawing on Nonaka’s (1994) or Argyris’ (1993) conception, it is proposed that the main difference between information and knowledge is that information can be acquired and knowledge must be developed. Information constitutes a necessary input to the initiation and the formalization of learning and knowledge creation. Nonaka’s (1994) initial conception of information and knowledge is adopted in this study:

“Information provides a new point of view for interpreting events or objects, which makes visible previously invisible meanings or sheds light on unexpected connections. Thus, information is a necessary medium or material for eliciting and constructing knowledge.” (Nonaka and Takeuchi 2004, p. 49).

“Knowledge unlike information is about beliefs and commitment. Knowledge is a function of a particular stance, perspective, or intention. Second, knowledge unlike information is about
action. It is always ‘knowledge to some end’. Third, knowledge like information is about meaning. It is context specific and relational.” (Nonaka and Takeuchi 2004, p. 49)

Nonaka (1994) defined information as a flow of messages and the knowledge as a stock of verified beliefs concerning human action. Knowledge is triggered by information flows. Thus, it is concluded that information is a set of data, signals, and messages conveying a meaning, and bearing a learning potential. Then the question how information can enhance learning and knowledge creation arises. Argyris (1993) proposed that the precision, clearness, coherence and the feet between information and context enhance learning. New knowledge development results from the association of new information to the information already available. Thus, the process of association between the “new” and “old” information base will be all the more difficult when new information is vague, ambiguous, incoherent, and non-congruent with the involved situation and the existing firm’s information base. Cohen and Levinthal (1990) have also highlighted the contextuality of information. Cohen and Levinthal’s (1990) main thesis is that converting information into knowledge depends on information absorptive capacity (AC) of individuals or organizations. AC is enhanced by the prior knowledge, experience, and cognitive capacity to grasp, detect, and exploit information characterizing organizations. Therefore, the transferability and the real appropriation of information are limited by the cognitive capacities of the purchaser (individual or organization) that may or may not have the appropriate capacity to use it.

After having clarified the understanding of information and knowledge, the presentation of the main theoretical frameworks explaining the link between information activities and organizational performance will now be discussed.
II. 2 The main theoretical frameworks explaining the link between information and organizational performance

Six main theoretical frameworks that explain the relationship between information and performance are identified. They are the contingency theory, decision-making theory, organizational learning theory, Resource Based View of the firm (RBV), entrepreneurial theoretical advancements, and the Market Orientation (MO) theoretical advancements. Among the six theoretical frameworks, the entrepreneurial field and MO theoretical advancements cannot yet be seen as grounded or mature theories. All by accepting the rapid development over the last decade of these young and very dynamic theoretical fields of entrepreneurship and MO, they still cannot be “labeled” as (grounded) theories. Nevertheless, both theoretical fields propose several important theses with respect to the relationship existing between information and organizational performance. Therefore, they are included in this second part of this chapter with the same title as the contingency theory, decision-making theory, learning theory and the RBV of the firm. MO theoretical advances are presented after exposing the learning literature theoretical advances because some scholars see MO as a prolongation of the organizational learning literature. For this reason, additional explanations are also provided discussing the way the MO field advanced towards the wide organizational learning literature theories.

II.2.1 Contingency theory

"Contingency theory is guided by the general orienting hypothesis that organizations whose internal features best match the demands of their environments will achieve the best adaptation" (Scott 1992, p. 89).

This affirmation by Scott (1992) refers to the pioneers of the contingency theory, Lawrence and Lorsch (1967), who argued that the amount of uncertainty and the rate of environmental change impact the development of internal features inside the organizations.

The focus of contingency theory is uncertainty reduction and the organizational adaptation to environmental shifts. The organization is viewed as an open system or a sub-set of systems continuously confronted with uncertainty. Organizations have to adapt their organizational mechanisms to the surrounding environment in order to survive and perform.
Performance can be seen as a result of the effectiveness of choices meant to reduce uncertainty. These choices regarding uncertainty can be related to structure adaptation, strategy formulation, planning, and organizing. Performance is liable to numerous environment and organization specific contingencies that must overcome each other (Barnard 1968; March and Olsen 1976; Duncan and Weiss 1979).

The role of information is crucial for reducing uncertainty and adapting to environmental constraints. Thus, most scholars agree that information plays a key role in attaining high levels of business performance (e.g. Thompson 1967; Aguilar 1967; Ansoff 1970; Ackoff 1970; Andrews 1971; Galbraith 1973; Porter 1986; Baumard 1991).

Even though the authors do not explain explicitly, it seems that the relationship between information and performance is rather indirect. Information helps organizations reduce uncertainty and adapt to environmental constrains that in turn, directly impact organizational performance. If this thesis is accepted, then the question of how information would reduce uncertainty and help organizations to adapt to environmental constrains arises. Within the original conception of Lawrence and Lorsch (1967), organizations have to dispose of valid information related to their environment in order to adapt or respond efficiently to environmental shifts. Wilensky (1967) emphasized the clarity, opportunity, reliability, validity and adequacy of the content of information. Later on, Galbraith (1973) emphasized the quantity and the volume of information. He explained that as uncertainty increases, the amount of information required for decision-making also increases. He stressed the importance of the quantity of information flows. In Galbraith’s conception, uncertainty can be calculated as the difference between the quantity of information the organizations need and dispose of. Galbraith (1973) concluded that it is vital that enterprises develop their capacity to acquire information. Baumard (1991) simultaneously embraced both the quantity and the quality of information as determining the performance of scanning systems.

Some scholars, such as Porter (1986), emphasized more explicitly the types of information enterprises should dispose of. His environmental analysis is based on the five main forces or actors fostering environments, which are the competitors, suppliers, clients, new entrants and substitute products. Porter (1986) suggested that the more organizations are informed about the main actors within their environment, the more they are competitive. Andrew (1971) highlighted the importance of scanning activities. He highlighted the need to identify opportunities and threats for designing an efficient strategy. Aguilar (1967) noticed the surveillance role for elaborating strategy and implementing future development actions. In a similar vein, Mintzberg (1994) stressed the role of information in strategic planning.
Makridakis (1996) or Pant and Starbuck (1990) emphasized information’s contribution in provisional planning. They all postulate the role of strategic planning in reducing uncertainty and strategy development but they discuss very poorly the way information is managed in order to elaborate strategic planning or the mechanisms needed in order to improve information efficiency.

Information is vital for improving the adjustments needed to respond to environmental constrains. In the meanwhile, organizations also need to implement mechanisms that assure efficient information discovery (Ansoff 1965; Andrews 1971; Ghoshal and Kim 1986; Baumard 1991). According to Baumard (1991), the organizational knowledge exchange mechanisms improve information use. Scott (1992, p. 89) also noted that “various structural arrangements, such as rules, hierarchy, and decentralization are mechanisms determining the information-processing capacity of the system.” In order to cope with internal and external constrains, organizations create specialized subunits with differing structural features, for example, different levels of formalization, centralization, or planning time horizons.

Lawrence and Lorsch’s (1967) classic study advanced the argument that in complex environments organizations create separate departments to deal with different environmental segments. Furthermore, the more differentiated, the more difficult it will be to coordinate the activities of the subunits and more resources need to be applied for coordination.

In conclusion, the extent to which companies can divide their structure to the level required by the environment and at the same time integrate these different departments into collective action determines the success rate of the organization. However, there is no one “best way” to manage organizations in order to be effective (Galbraith 1973). Planning, organizing, leading, and controlling must be tailored to the particular circumstances faced by the given organization (Scott 1992).

Resuming, according to the contingency theory organizations should dispose of a sufficient quantity of quality information about the main actors within the environment. Furthermore, organizations have to adapt their structure in terms of communication practices, coordination practices, formalization, and centralization among others in order to favor information exploitation. In this way, the organizations can effectively address environmental constrains, reduce uncertainty and thus, perform. Nevertheless, “best practices” do not exist; they are contingent on organization and environment specific characteristics.

Figure 1 is a schematically representation of the relationship between information and organizational performance according to the contingency theory. It is worth to note that only the main relationships supported by the contingency theory are resumed in Figure 1.
II.2.2 Decision-making theory

“The essence of ultimate decision remains impenetrable to the observer – often, indeed, to the decider himself… There will always be the dark and tangled stretches in the decision-making process – mysterious even to those who may be the most intimately involved” (John Fitzgerald Kennedy, Preface to “Decision-Making in the White House” by Theodore Sorensen 1963)

The efficiency of the organizational decision-making process represents the focus of decision-making theory. Organizational performance is mainly interpreted in terms of decision-making efficiency and organizations represent entities that make decisions. Decision-making is the most important organizational processes with which managers assure the life and the growth of organizations (Aguilar 1967). For Barnard (1968), decision-making consists of analyzing and choosing among a set of potential possibilities. Information plays an important role in this process. For most decision-making scholars, information represents a key input for decision-making efficiency (Simon 1945; Cyert and March 1963; Barnard 1968; Feldman and March 1991; March 1991). The relationship between information and performance seems to be rather indirect. Information improves decision-making efficiency and decision-making efficiency directly determines performance. Nevertheless, the link between information and decision-making efficiency is complex (Cyert and March 1963; Bower 1970). For example, March (1991) suggested that organizations might be successful even though they do not use information according to the rational efficiency principles. They emphasized the human and
organizational limits in using information. These limits can be related to: (1) the analytical judgment capacity of decision makers, (2) the perception of the information quality, (3) organizational coordination efficiency, (4) appreciating whether the information cost covers the benefits it can provide, and (5) information distortion.

It can be seen that decision makers’ profiles occupy an important place in the decision-making theory. Several scholars asserted the role played by heuristics, mental models based on previous experiences in information processing (e.g. Kolb 1976; Levinthal and March 1993; Nonaka 1994). More precisely, managers examine and interpret situations as a whole, relying on the “big picture”, without taking into account every piece of existing information. As a result, when interpreting the link between decision-making and information, subjective factors such as decision-makers’ personal interests should be taken into account. Besides heuristics and shortcuts, decision-makers are also biased by their tendency to seek and use information confirming their beliefs and increase confidence into their own choices (O’Reilly 1983). Meltsner (1976) made a distinction between the information used to make decisions and support decisions already made. Even more, according to March (1991), decision-makers might sometimes act according to their own personal interests. Thus, the political dimension of information is present in decision-making theories. Lyles and Mitrof (1980), Lyles (1987), as well as March (1991), highlighted the power and political dimensions that interfere in decision-making. Fear and political power are recurring themes that affect the way decision-makers formulate and solve problems and sometimes even cause volunteer information distortion. As Feldman (1989, p. 93) observed in his analysis of bureaucratic analysts’ work, “decisions about policies seem to be made on the basis of politics and personal loyalties than the information and expertise”. Decision-makers’ preferences and interests can evolve and change, their past and on-going experiences and knowledge shape the way they see the world and solve problems (March 1991). March (1991) also stressed the complexity of the causal relationships existing between the problems and the actions undertaken for solving problems within organizations. Among all these personal and organizational related contingencies, one single piece of information seems to sometimes have a marginal and indirect contribution for making decisions. Isolated information either confirms or rejects an already on-going judgment based on an already existing amount of information related to a problem (Lainée 1991; March 1991). Thus, the relationship between decision-making and information is rather ambiguous (Tyler 1991).

Some other scholars, such as O’Reilly (1983) define the decision-making process as the process of information assimilation and use. According to him, decision-making efficiency
depends upon the quality of information. Information has to be pertinent to the problem to be solved by the decision-making process, it should be reliable and accessible to decision makers and should have an important opportunity potential (O’Reilly 1983). Argyris (1976) suggested that efficient decision-making is based on valid and rich information. Most of the authors that referred specifically to the impact of information on decision-making efficiency emphasized the attributes of information, the decision-maker’s capabilities or the organizational mechanisms necessary to efficiently manage the informational process. The generic assumption is that decision-making in organizations is structured by procedures and rules that specify roles, methods and norms. “Rules and routines would lighten the information processing required of complex problems, embody efficient or reliable techniques learned from experience, and coordinate the actions and results of disparate organizational groups” (Choo 1997, p. 155).

In order to make completely rational choices, decision-makers have to “identify all available alternatives, predict what consequences would be produced by each alternative, and evaluate these consequences according to goals and preferences” (Choo 1997, p. 164). Simon (1945) stressed the cognitive limits of a decision-maker’s rationality or bounded rationality. They also did not observe that decision-makers do not dispose of all information relative to the complex environment surrounding them or of the time needed to search for it. Simon (1945) suggests that an organizational decision-maker’s rationality is bounded in at least three ways. First, rationality requires a complete knowledge and anticipation of the consequences following each choice and knowledge of consequences is always fragmentary. Second, consequences lie in the future and thus imagination must supply the lack of experienced feelings in attaching imperfectly anticipated value to them. Third, rationality requires choice among possible alternatives. Only a few of all possible alternatives ever come to mind. In order to overcome these problems, Simon (1945) proposed four organizational mechanisms for overcoming “bounded rationality” limits: (1) authority decentralization, (2) communication and coordination mechanisms, (3) training programs for employees, and (4) promotion and development of the employees’ loyalties towards the organization. The author suggests that an efficient way of allocating decision-making responsibilities consists in assigning every individual within the organization decisions relative to the information each individual possesses. Since a single person cannot be aware of all of the information necessary, responsibilities should be divided between more individuals. Thus, authority should be decentralized. On the other hand, decentralization causes complexity. Decentralizing responsibilities demands the existence of efficient formal and informal
communication and coordination systems linking the different groups in order to adopt decisions and favor the convergence of opinions.

Cyert and March (1963) stressed that the efficiency of decision-making hangs on information availability, which depends on internal communication techniques. In order to alleviate communication flows, enterprises should implement and formalize information filtering, evaluation and transmission procedures. Specific competent organizational units should be allocated for these tasks of maintaining and controlling regular contact with information sources known as gatekeepers. The role of gatekeepers is crucial since they must collect, synthesize, evaluate, and diffuse or communicate information. According to Cyert and March (1963), organizational decision-making efficiency furthermore relies upon the information that organizations dispose of, their capabilities to scan environments, retrieval and processing of information, and on information communication and diffusion structures they implement. Therefore, managers should maintain a fluid information exchange system, triggering the efficient mobilization and coordination of efforts (Barnard 1968; O’Reilly 1983). Barnard (1968) and O’Reilly (1983) suggest that organizations are more informed if they dispose of rich information but also of the capacity to exploit information by means of communication and integration within the company. In order to acquire the competences necessary for doing so “... employees should be trained and motivated through promotion programs meant to develop their loyalty towards the organization” (Simon 1945, p. 115).

In conclusion, according to the decision-making theory, organizations need to access good quality information in order to make efficient decisions and further perform. The effective management of information hangs upon the existence of efficient information flows, decentralization, coordination and communication mechanisms, and training and promotion programs meant to develop the employee’s loyalty towards the organization. Another important variable in decision-making theory is the decision-makers’ profiles. The capabilities that decision-makers have to exploit information are a determinant for decision-making efficiency. Even more, their personal interest plays an important role. They sometimes make decisions in order to achieve their own objectives that sometimes do not fit in with the organization’s objectives. Thus, the organizational mechanisms and the decision-makers profile cannot only be seen both as moderators of the relationship between information and performance but also as inputs towards achieving decision-making efficiency. The link between information and decision-making is rather ambiguous and limited by the bounded rationality characterizing decision-makers and organizations.
II.2.3 Resource based view of the firm

The Resource Based View (RBV) of the firm concentrates upon the sources of organizational performance and competitive advantage. Organizations are seen as bundles of tangible and intangible resources. The attributes of these resources determine the competitiveness and the performance of organizations. Within the RBV of the firm, performance is driven by the achievement of competitive advantage or competitiveness. Resources determine competitiveness and competitiveness determines organizational performance (Barney 1991; Grant 1991; Hunt and Morgan 1995). Amit and Shoemaker (1993) and Chi (1994) observed that not all the resources determine competitive advantage, only strategic resources do. Amit and Shoemaker (1993) stressed the so-called VRIN attributes, meaning the value, rarity, idiosyncrasy, and the non-substitutability qualities these resources should possess.

Information is also a resource according to the RBV of the firm. Porter and Miller (1991) suggests that enterprises achieving strong competitive positions already own developed capacities in acquiring and exploiting information in innovative ways. They value information disregarded by their competitors. Information and information sources are intangible resources that generate a competitive advantage (Wernerfelt 1984; Barney 1991; Grant 1991;
Numerous scholars support the strategic nature of information as a resource. For example, Leboulch and Le Floch (1993) deem that the intangible character of information makes it un-appropriable to competitors. Adding on, the availability of information does not necessarily lead to its appropriation. Information appropriation depends on the capacity to grasp its meaning and to further use it more efficiently. Many researchers support the cumulative character of information (Lainée 1991; Julien 1996; Carlson and Zmud 1998). Information is valuable when it is used and new information has to be related to the existing organization’s information base. Some scholars concentrated upon the information types needed in order to be competitive. Cyert and March (1993) believe that acquiring information relative to market needs, suppliers or efficient production rationalization are sources of competitive advantage. Barney and Zahac (1994) referred specifically to the importance of information processing behaviors as strategic resources of firms for enhancing information flows and use within organizations. The RBV of the firms further stressed the importance of several elements of managerial practices. Wernerfelt (1984) highlighted the importance of organizational procedures and Barney (1991) stressed the importance of formalized structure, planning, control and coordination systems, and internal and external communication channels. Grant (1991) mentioned the importance of the coordination mechanisms, strategy, and leadership.

To sum up, under the RBV perspective, information and information sources are strategic resources and strategic resources drive competitive advantage. The relationship between information and performance is indirect. Information indirectly affects performance by enhancing competitive advantage. Information’s strategic character consists in its contextuality; its transfer does not guarantee its usability. Organizations need to adopt several organizational mechanisms for improving information use such as the coordination practices. Organizations have to be informed concerning market needs, suppliers, and concerning the efficient production rationalization techniques.

Figure 3 is a schematic representation of the information-organizational performance relationship according to the RBV.
II.2.4 Entrepreneurial theoretical advances

Even though the entrepreneurial field has been developing very fast over the last years and tempts to propose a new theory of the firm, entrepreneurial theoretical advances represent a research project (Bygrave and Hofer 1991; Bull and Willard 1993; Fillion 1997; Danjou 2004). For this reason, the term of “entrepreneurial theoretical advances” is preferred over “entrepreneurial theory”. Fayolle and Verstraete (2005) suggested that it is better to speak in terms of main conceptual approaches of entrepreneurship.

It is common to see entrepreneurship as a process, namely the process of exploiting opportunities for innovation in terms of products or services (Shane and Venkatraman 2000), or the process of new venture creation (e.g. Herron and Sapienza 1992; Aldrich 1999; Thornton 1999; Sharma and Chrisman 1999). The entrepreneurial literature focus is on opportunity detection and exploitation. According to the entrepreneurial theoretical advances, an organization’s main function is innovation. Organizations can be seen as innovation entities or agents.

Sometimes entrepreneurship theoretical advances stress the context that enhances or hinders the development of the entrepreneurial initiative, carried out most of the time by the entrepreneur himself (Busenitz et al. 2000). For this reason, sometimes the entrepreneurship is identified to the entrepreneur himself (Bruyat 1994; Filion 1997; Fayolle 2004). His capabilities to grasp and exploit business opportunities and his creativity are critical to the survival, growth, and profitability of organizations (Drucker 1985; Kirzner 1973; Porter and Millar 1985; Ray 1991). Most frequently, performance is expressed in terms of competitiveness and profitability.
Hayeck (1937, 1945) was the first pioneer of entrepreneurial theoretical advances. Since his early writings, he stressed the importance of information in explaining the “entrepreneurial phenomenon”. He proposed that economical problems were mainly caused by the lack of adaptation towards rapid change. Rapid changes occur because of the contradictory and fragmentary dispersion of information. The information’s role, in his view, is to enhance the efficient use of resources. Entrepreneurs distinguish themselves through the skills they possess in using information in innovative ways thus creating wealth. Nowadays, the scholars working on innovation converge concerning the entrepreneur’s capabilities to collect and exploit information in order to detect opportunities (Kirzner 1979; Vesper 1989; Herron and Sapienza 1992; Chandler and Jansen 1992; Baum 1995). The entrepreneur also has specific competences in information management (Bayad et al. 2007), both within the enterprise by means of developing internal communication (Laviolette and Loue 2006) and outside of the organization by collecting information and knowledge of his industry.

Later on, another economist, Kirzner (1973), criticized the assumptions of classical economics that considers markets where the different agents have access to infinite information. Kirzner (1973) stressed the information asymmetry. Moreover, this author introduced the notion of the “pure entrepreneur” by proposing that there are two distinct ways in which this notion enters the analysis of the market process. The first way of entering is by means of contrast with classic economics, entrepreneurs exist once with information asymmetry, and the second way is through the alertness state characterizing entrepreneurs. The pure entrepreneur is “a decision-maker, whose entire role arises out of his alertness to hitherto unnoticed opportunities” (Kirzner 1979, p. 38-39). He suggested that the entrepreneurial capability of detecting opportunities comes along once with the experience. Busenitz (1996) joined Kirzner’s (1973) view with respect to the expression of the entrepreneurial alertness through the capabilities entrepreneurs own in terms of information processing.

Drucker (1985) mainly stressed the innovation capacity but also risk-taking propulsion as the main features that characterize entrepreneurs. Drucker (1985) highlighted the importance of pro-actively scanning for change information sources within the environment. Ray (1991) suggested that the search for opportunities is supported by the knowledge of the industry the firm is operating in. The explanation of how entrepreneurs detect opportunities is a subject of contradictions. There are many propositions within the literature that include the experience and entrepreneurial alertness (Kirzner 1979), the extent to which the environment is scanned
(Drucker 1985), and the non-verbal means of communication as the non-traditional information sources - an example being the contacts made by traveling abroad (Kaish and Gilad 1991). Note that these non-traditional information sources mentioned by Kaish and Gilad (1991) are close to Granovetter’s (1973) conception of weak ties, which apparently have no value at a first glimpse, but in the end deliver rich information pieces.

In conclusion, according to entrepreneurial theoretical advances, enterprises need to develop capabilities for managing information by either scanning the environment or by developing the knowledge of the industry they operate in and using the “ties” they have in the industry. Information is an important input for innovation and innovation is essential for achieving both an organization’s competitiveness and profitability that are seen as proof of organizational performance. Even though it is not explicitly stated, it seems that the link between information and performance is rather indirect through the development of innovation and opportunities detection. The entrepreneur’s profile, in regards to his capabilities, influences the way he seizes the opportunity content of information and it is also a determinant in explaining innovation.

Figure 4. Synthesizing the effect of information upon organizational performance according to the entrepreneurial theoretical advances

Figure 4 resumes only the main propositions advanced within the entrepreneurial theoretical field with respect to the relationship existing between information and organizational performance.
II.2.5 Organizational learning theory

The main concern of the organizational learning theory is learning and knowledge development processes. Organizational learning was defined by Argyris and Schoen (1978) as the response that organizations implement to internal and external shifts in the environment. The organizations can respond by detecting and correcting errors and integrating the results of these investigations within the organizational shared mental models. Two elements are central to organizational learning theory. The first element is the environment perceived or interpreted by organizations and the second is the action deployed, proactively or not, based on the acquired information (DeGeus 1988).

The learning theory represents a heterogeneous research field. Three main research streams can be distinguished when dealing with organizational learning which are: (1) the behaviorist theory (Cyert and March 1963; Morvan 1972), (2) the social cognition research stream, and (3) the evolutionist theory of the firm (Nelson and Winter 1982; Teece et al. 1997). Each of these research streams point at several aspects of the learning process relative to information processing, social representations or organizational behavior.

Organizational learning scholars see organizations as information processing systems (e.g. Argyris 1976, 1993; Huber 1991; Nonaka 1994). Several other learning scholars approach organizational learning specifically under an “informational” perspective (e.g. Argyris 1976, 1993; Huber 1991; Nonaka 1994; Cohen and Levinthal 1990; 1994) stressing the key role played by information within the learning theory. The emphasis is put on information and information management as well as the organizational mechanisms meant to improve information processing efficiency. Information plays a key role in organizational learning. The access to information, its processing and diffusion constitute the main entrants of organizational learning. The impact of learning capacities on organizational performance is widely recognized by the literature. An organization’s failure is associated with the lack of learning (Levinthal and March 1993). Performance differences between enterprises are a function of an organization’s learning capacity (Prahalad and Hamel 1990; Henderson and Cockburn 1994; McGrath et al. 1995). Learning is translated through the development of capabilities, meaning knowledge and know-how, necessary to react and/or to efficiently anticipate environmental changes and thus enhancing performance (Kolb 1976; Argyris 1976, 1993; Levitt and March 1988; Huber 1991; Cohen and Levinthal 1990, 1994). If information represents an input for knowledge creation, then the question of what information should be
like in order to enhance learning and knowledge creation arises. Argyris (1976, 1993) suggested that learning efficiency depends on the accessibility, clarity, precision, and consistence of information. Argyris (1993) also proposed that successful learning organizations distinguish themselves by their capabilities to detect and correct errors by means of learning. In a similar vein, Huber (1991) proposed that in order to learn effectively, an organization needs to consider the inputs given by information. Additionally, they need to adjust their organizational structure in order to ease information processing. Huber’s (1991) perspective is similar to the one of Argyris. Argyris (1993) suggested that in order to learn effectively, organizations need to adjust their behaviors according to the inputs given by information processing within the organization. To Huber (1991), processing information means acquiring, exploiting, interpreting, and diffusing information. The search and diffusion of information are the organizational actions that favor knowledge acquisition.

Experiential learning theories highlight the role of experience in the learning process (Kolb 1984). According to Kolb (1984), knowledge is created through the transformation of experience. Experience helps enterprises react more efficiently to similar information. However, the experience is not sufficient for learning to take place (Senge 1991). Considering the role of experience in learning contrasts with the current assumption that not all learning effects are positive. For instance, Day (1994b) explains that learning results from a continuum of experiences and experimentation. Organizations retain the practices that work and reject the ones that fail. The author explains that experience contributes to learning when the sanctions of our actions are immediate.

Cohen and Levinthal (1990) propose a more integrative perspective upon how information can be absorbed by means of learning within the enterprise. According to them, information needs to be acquired but its absorption will depend on the level of related knowledge and experience. The level of absorption also depends on the organizational mechanisms of coordination and communication favoring information processing. Cohen and Levinthal’s (1989, 1990, 1994) and Levinthal’s (1992) research on the absorptive capacity represent what may be the most important contribution to organizational learning theories over the last years. The fundamental hypothesis advanced by these scholars is that the learning and innovation capacity of organizations are driven by their capacity to absorb new and external information. The scholars suggested that the capacity of absorbing information in a specific field depends on the related knowledge that organizations possess in the specific area. They noticed that there are also external knowledge sources such as suppliers, clients, and universities. The given information sources improve information absorptive capacity.
In conclusion, information is at the very heart of the organizational learning theory and organizations are seen as information processing systems. The relationship between information and performance seems to be rather indirect. Performance is driven by learning and knowledge creation, information can be thought of as a key “ingredient” for learning. The learning process helps enterprises efficiently adapt and respond to environmental constrains. In order for information to be converted easily into knowledge or enhance learning, the information has to be accessible, clear, precise, consistent, and congruent with the organization’s objectives.

Cohen and Levinthal’s (1990) research on absorptive capacity provides the most integrative and complete framework explaining the role of information in learning. Efficient learning and information absorption depends on the relationship between the existing knowledge, experience, and information base to the new acquired information. Information absorption is also enhanced by the communication and coordination mechanisms implemented by organizations.

The main relationships between organizational information activities and business performance are synthesized in Figure 5 hereafter. Figure 5 resumes only the main propositions advanced within the organizational learning theory with respect to the relationship existing between information and organizational performance.

**Figure 5. Synthesizing the effect of information upon organizational performance according to organizational learning theory**
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II.2.6 Market orientation theoretical advances

With the recent emerging realization of the relevance of organizational learning to firm competitiveness there has been managerial and scholarly interest on the subject of learning in a market-based context (e.g. Day 1994; Sinkula 1994; Moorman 1995; Slater and Narver 1995; Sinkula et al. 1997). Even though conceptual contributions to organizational learning literature over the past four decades has been extensive (e.g. Cangelosi and Dill 1965; Argyris and Schon 1978; Hedberg 1981; Fiol and Lyles 1985; Huber 1991), the market-based view of learning is under-employed (Baker and Sinkula 1999).

Market Orientation (MO) literature cannot be regarded as a theory in any formal sense but rather can be seen as a set of ideas highlighting the key role of information activities in attaining organizational performance. For this reason, it is included in the present chapter. The market orientation concept will be first explained and then the advancement of the MO field towards the organizational learning theory will be exposed. Finally, MO contributions with respect to the explanation of the relationship existing between information and organizational performance will be presented.

**II.2.6.1 The two conceptualizations of organizational market orientation**

Beginning with Kohli and Jaworski (1990), and Narver and Slater (1990), the MO literature has evolved over the last years towards the integration within the organizational learning field (Slater and Narver 1995). Two different approaches of the MO (behavioral and cultural) concept were developed at the same time and exist in the literature since 1990.

The behavioral perspective concentrates on organizational activities that are related to the generation and dissemination of information, market intelligence and the responsiveness firms implement to palliate foreign markets shifts. The behavioral perspective was developed by Kohli and Jaworski (1990, 1993). Accordingly, MO represents the development of market intelligence by the organizations with respect to the current and future needs of clients, the distribution of the acquired information along the organization and the action taken consequently. Market orientation is a set of actions undertaken by the organizations in order to respond to environmental shifts. Information is essential since it gives the inputs necessary to respond to environmental shifts. The information acquisition is mainly based on clients, which are considered the most important information source.
The cultural perspective focuses on organizational norms and values encouraging behaviors that are consistent with MO (Narver and Slater 1990; Deshpandé et al. 1993; Kirca et al. 2005) and it roots in Narver and Slater’s (1990) seminal work. Accordingly, MO is seen more as a set of values related to the corporate culture, which is market-based (Deshpandé et al. 1993; Day 1994). These values are oriented towards the valorization of clients and competitors’ knowledge so therefore the privileged information sources are the clients and competitors. Even though MO literature was not regarded since the beginning as related to the organizational learning theory, Slater and Narver (1994, 1995) realized the articulation between MO and the organizational learning theory.

**Figure 6. The two approaches of market orientation**

II.2.6.2 From market orientation to market-based learning

Later on, Slater and Narver (1994, 1995) further articulated the MO and organizational learning theory. The authors were inspired by the learning model of Fiol and Lyles (1985) that highlighted the knowledge development process and the actions taken by the firm to respond to environmental shifts as outputs of the organizational learning process. According to Fiol and Lyles (1985), two dimensions underline the organizational learning process, the cognitive and the behavioral developments. The two dimensions are liable to the environmental shifts and variations. An organization’s environmental alignment implies actions undertaken by firms and translates the evolution of the cognitive representations of the organization’s members. The behavioral development is similar to single-loop or adaptive learning.
Meanwhile, the evolution of the representations translates the existence of double-loop learning.

Market-based learning is translated by incremental adaptations, in other words actions implemented by the organization, and evolutions of its market knowledge. This view converges with Deshpandé et al.’s (1993) position. Accordingly, MO is an adaptation or alignment of the organization to the environment by means of responding to relevant market-related information.

Figure 7. The process of organizational learning according to Slater and Narver (1995)

Some scholars, like Baker and Sinkula (1999), consider that it is assumed that market orientation is at the origin of information processing and that it does not necessarily lead to double-loop organizational learning since the MO dimension of responsiveness translates rather an adaptation, therefore single loop learning. These authors also highlight the “power dimension” of information that can be used in order to confirm the knowledge and policies already existing within the organization. Therefore, they argue that being market-oriented does not necessarily imply that learning process takes place. Nevertheless, adaptive learning should not be underestimated because many scholars defend its richness and complexity of experience and environment based learning (e.g. Kolb 1984; Tyre and Von Hippel 1997).
Additionally, March (1981) and the organizational evolutionist theory scholars (Nelson and Winter 1982; Marengo 1995; Teece et al. 1997) suggest that most of the changes within an organization are incremental and rooted in their relationship to the environment. Radical change characterizes exceptional crises. For instance, in a small firm, the loss of a main customer might lead the enterprise to try to expand on foreign markets in order to ensure its survival. As a result, organizational MO translates the learning process through the behavioral aspect: undertaking corrective action based on the incoming information. This basic idea was further exploited within Sinkula et al.’s (1997) research work on market-based learning further expanding on the key role of information within the market-based learning process. The market-based learning process of Sinkula et al. (1997) is made up of three dimensions: (1) learning orientation, (2) information processing, and (3) the changes undertaken within the marketing programs. The first dimension, the Learning Orientation (LO) is a cultural dimension. Sinkula et al. (1997) defined the learning orientation as values of an organization that influence its tendency to create and utilize knowledge. The LO encompasses three dimensions: (1) Shared vision: all the members in the organization are characterized by common beliefs and have a clear and comprehensive vision that places customers’ interests first, (2) Commitment to learning: a belief in the fundamental premise that learning about customers is valued by the organization, (3) Open-mindedness: a belief in the value of questioning deeply held assumptions about customers and markets. In Sinkula et al.’s (1997) perspective, the commitment to learning, open-mindedness and a shared vision are necessary conditions to learn. The three dimensions of LO favor the market information generation and dissemination, which in turn, directly affects the degree to which an organization makes changes in its marketing strategies and the expression of learning (see Figure 8 for an illustration). As one can see, Sinkula et al. (1997) adopted a process view of market-based learning. The LO is an input favoring information acquisition and dissemination that in turn favor the changes firms implement as a response to information in their marketing programs. Sinkula et al. (1997) highlights the fact that the changes made by the organizations in the marketing strategies as a response to information can be seen as an output of learning but also as a method of enhancing learning. The authors conclude that within the marketing context, the implementation of changes within the marketing strategies represents the most appropriate measure for capturing organizational learning outputs.

In conclusion, the main interest of Sinkula et al.’s (1997) work and generally that of the MO literature is the operationalization of the learning process and the empirical evidence it brings regarding the role of information in the market based learning process. Organizational
learning literature frequently lacks operationalization instruments for capturing the constructs relative to the learning process. Consequently, organizational learning literature lacks sufficient empirical evidence (Machat 2003) and the evolution of the organizational learning literature in the marketing field is heterogeneous.

**II.2.6.3 Market orientation theoretical advances**

The MO research stream does not represent a formal theory. It can be seen as an evolving and heterogeneous research stream closely related to the organizational learning process under a market(ing) perspective. Market information is one of the key elements that guide organizational action and MO literature proposes several advances relative to the role of information in achieving business performance. For this reason, it is interesting to present MO theoretical advances within this chapter. The emphasis in MO literature is put on intelligence generation, “The starting point of market orientation is intelligence generation” (Kohli and Jaworski 1990, p. 4). According to the authors, intelligence generation is rooted in acquiring market related information.

Organizations are seen as information processors. An organization’s main role is to acquire, disseminate, process and apply information for driving responsive actions in order to satisfy customers’ demands (Jaworski and Kohli 1993). The clients and the competitors are considered the most important information sources within the MO literature (Kohli and Jaworski 1990; Narver and Slater 1990). It is important to note that within the original conception of Kohli and Jaworski (1990), information acquisition activities were enlarged beyond clients and competitors to other information sources such as informal meetings, collecting primary or secondary data, and analyzing sales reports, customer databases, or formal market research as attitude surveys. The information is considered to be the most important strategic resource within the MO literature. Information is at the origin of the
development of innovation (Day et al. 1994) and it drives competitive advantage (Li and Calantone 1998). Information provides the inputs necessary to respond to environmental shifts (Kohli and Jaworski 1990; Jaworski and Kohli 1993) and in this way ensures a firm’s performance. The strategic marketing literature posits that MO provides a firm with market-sensing and customer-linking capabilities that lead to superior organizational performance (Day et al. 1994; Hult and Ketchen 2001). Nonetheless, the relationship between MO and business performance is still a debated subject (Ellis 2005).

Drawing from other sections of this chapter, one can notice that the role of information in innovation is mainly stemming from the entrepreneurial theoretical developments. Information as a strategic resource driving competitive advantage stems from the RBV of the firm and the response capacity to environmental shifts steams from both contingency and learning theories. In conclusion, MO literature appears as a heterogeneous research field integrating ideas from several firm’s theories. Heterogeneity roots partially from the initial conception of the MO concept under a behavioral and cultural perspective (Homburg and Pflesser 2000; Kirca et al. 2005). To resume, irrespectively of the emphasis put on either organizational behaviors or more culturally oriented norms, both conceptions of the MO highlight the role of information dissemination through the organization or the organizational mechanisms needed to improve information efficiency. The role of information dissemination mechanisms is extensively emphasized by the MO literature. Accordingly, organizations need to develop exchange, coordinate, share information and then debate it in order to value and use it.

The recent meta-analysis of the MO empirical studies conducted by Kirka et al. (2005) shows that the interdepartmental connectedness has the strongest impact on MO. Top management emphasis, market-based reward systems are also important antecedents of MO. Centralization and formalization practices are not significantly related to MO. These non-significant findings are consistent with Kohli and Jaworski’s (1993) observation that the nature of formalized rules and centralized decision-making can also be designed to enhance MO.

When the contributions of the MO literature are summarized, one can conclude that organizations are intelligence generators. Market information plays a key role within the process of intelligence generation. The most useful information sources are clients and competitors. Based on the information they acquire, firms have a better response to their environment, they can innovate and create market-sensing capabilities. The latter of the outcomes drive organizations to success. The relationship with organizational performance stays ambiguous.
II.3 Critical analysis of the theoretical frameworks explaining the link between information and organizational performance

The main theoretical frameworks that explain the link between information and performance synthesized and exposed within this section include the contingency theory, the decision-making theory, the Resource Based View (RBV) of the firm, the theoretical advances from the entrepreneurial field, organizational learning theory, and Market Orientation (MO) theoretical advances. All these theoretical frameworks emit different assumptions in regards to the way they conceptualize organizations and performance as well as the link between information and performance. Nonetheless, all except the MO theoretical advances\textsuperscript{18}, underline the importance of information characteristics (value, richness) and the organizational mechanisms needed to enhance information use within organizations.

Thus, in the first point (II.3.1), the points of convergence of the six theoretical frameworks analyzed are presented. In the second point (II.3.2), the points of divergence of the six theoretical frameworks are underlined. Finally, in the third part (II.3.3), the framework to be used for theory building in the current research is discussed.

\textsuperscript{18} MO theoretical advances only mention the preference for clients and competitors as information sources.
II.3.1 Converging aspects of the theoretical frameworks reviewed

A recurrent assumption within all the reviewed theoretical frameworks is that in order for information to be valuable, it should present certain characteristics and qualities. The second common assumption of the reviewed theoretical frameworks is that organizations need to implement efficient organizational mechanisms that ensure information exploitation within the firm.

II.3.1.1 Information quality or richness

The contingency theory highlights the clarity, opportunity, reliability, validity, and adequacy of the content of information (Wilensky 1967). According to decision-making theory, information should be pertinent in respect to the problem at hand. Moreover, it should have the potential for opportunity detection and should be reliable and accessible for decision-makers (O’Reilly 1983). Argyris (1976) suggested that efficient decision-making should be based on valid and rich information. In order to be considered as a strategic resource within the RBV of the firm, information and its sources should benefit from the VRIN attributes (Amit and Shoemaker 1993); information should be valuable, rare, inimitable and non-transferable. Theoretical advances of the entrepreneurial field stressed the opportunity content of information. In organizational learning theory, a well-informed organization accesses clear and precise information that is consistent and congruent with the results of its actions (Argyris 1976, 1992). MO literature only stresses the strategic content of information (Li and Calantone 1998). However, to the best of knowledge, MO literature does not refer to aspects related to information richness.

In conclusion, even though the six theoretical frameworks are diverging concerning the way they see the relationship between information and business performance and their “raison d’être”, they assume that information should be characterized by specific qualities in order to be valuable for organizations. Information qualities, such as value or richness, were also highlighted in other application fields and theories other than the six theoretical frameworks reviewed in this chapter. Information quality has been the focus of several studies within the marketing field (e.g. Menon and Varadarajan 1992; Maltz and Kohli 1996) or the international marketing field (Ramangalahy 2001; Toften and Olsen 2003). Zmud (1978) or Carlson and Zmud (1994) from communication science also addressed information qualities. Daft and Lengel (1984, 1986) developed the theory of media richness. The authors suggest
that information richness refers mainly to the learning potential of information, enhanced by several qualities information sources or the medias possess, such as contact facility or the instructive potential. To conclude, the spread of the research work on information richness and quality suggests that information richness and quality are important points to consider when analyzing the impact of information activities upon organizational performance.

II.3.1.2 The organizational mechanisms necessary to improve information dissemination within organizations

The second common point of the six theoretical frameworks reviewed is the crucial role of organizational structure adjustment or the adoption of organizational mechanisms necessary to make better use of information. For instance, the contingency theory stresses the key role of information in helping organizations adjust their structure in response to environmental shifts. To that end, organizations need to implement mechanisms and adjust their internal structure to assure efficient information exploitation (Ansoff 1965; Andrews 1971; Ghoshal and Kim 1986; Baumard 1991). Scott (1992) stressed the role of rules, hierarchy, and decentralization as mechanisms that determine the information-processing capacity of organizations. To cope with internal and external constraints, organizations have to create specialized subunits with different structural features. Examples of such structural features are the different levels of formalization, centralization, or planning horizons (Lawrence and Lorsch 1967). Furthermore, the more different the structure, the more difficult it will be to coordinate the activities of the subunits and more resources will be needed to be applied for improving coordination. Nonetheless, there is no “best way” to manage organizations in order to be effective (Galbraith 1973). Planning, organizing, leading, and controlling must be tailored to the particular circumstances faced by the given organizations (Scott 1992).

The generic assumption of the decision-making theory is that decision-making in organizations is structured by procedures and rules that specify roles, methods and norms, which are learned from experience and guide action. The coordination of actions ensures efficient information use in organizations (Choo 1997) and leads to efficient decision-making. Decision-making and information use in organizations are limited by the bounded rationality of decision-makers (Simon 1945). Simon (1945) proposed four organizational mechanisms for overcoming the limits of the bounded rationality. They are: (1) authority decentralization, (2) efficient communication and coordination mechanisms, (3) training programs for employees, and (4) promotion and development of the employee’s loyalty towards the organization. According to Cyert and March (1963), organizational decision-making
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efficiency relies upon the information that organizations dispose of, the organizational capabilities to scan environments, the retrieval and processing of information, and the efficiency of the communication and diffusion of information structures in the given organization. Therefore, managers should maintain a fluid information exchange system that will trigger the efficient mobilization and coordination of efforts (Barnard 1968; O’Reilly 1983). Barnard (1968) and O’Reilly (1983) suggest that organizations are more informed if they dispose of rich information and they communicate and integrate information efficiently within the company.

The RBV of the firm also highlighted the key role of managerial practices and organizational mechanisms as strategic resources. Barney and Zahac (1994) referred specifically to the importance of information processing behaviors as strategic resources of firms in enhancing information flows and use within organizations. Wernerfelt (1984) highlighted the importance of procedures. Barney (1991) stressed the importance of a formalized structure, planning, control and coordination systems, and internal and external communication channels. Finally, Grant (1991) underlined the importance of the coordination mechanisms, strategy, and leadership.

The entrepreneurial theoretical advances make less reference to the organizational mechanisms needed to enhance information use at the organizational level. Nonetheless, the capacity of coordinating and communicating information is one of the key characteristics of entrepreneurs (Bayad et al. 2007) and entrepreneurial organizations that proactively seek for information and continuously innovate on its basis.

Regarding the learning theory for effectively learning, organizations need to change their behaviors according to the inputs given by information processing within the organization and adjust their structure for improving information exploit and learning. Huber (1991) stressed the importance of acquiring, exploiting, interpreting, and diffusing information within organizations. The search for and the diffusing of information are the organizational actions that favor knowledge acquisition. Cohen and Levinthal (1990) stressed the utmost importance of communication and coordination practices for easing information flows within organizations.

Market Orientation (MO) theoretical advancements also highlight the importance of the organizational mechanisms such as formalization, centralization or coordination and communication in enhancing information exploitation within firms (Jaworski and Kohli 1993). The main contribution of MO literature is the utilization of all these procedures within a measurement scale named “information dissemination” (Kohli et al. 1993).
To conclude, all theoretical frameworks reviewed refer to the adjustment of the organizational structure or the organizational mechanisms necessary to improve information flows. The importance of communication and coordination practices is stressed in each of the six theoretical frameworks reviewed. Furthermore, with some variances in the specifics, the importance of rules, hierarchy, and decentralization such as determinant for the information-processing success of organizations are mentioned within most of the six frameworks under review. As a result, scholars should grant specific attention to the importance of organizational mechanisms in enhancing information use in organizations and to the importance of information quality. With exception to these two common points of the reviewed theories, the five theories differ in regards to their focus and the way they view organizations and the proposition they make in respect to the relationship between information activities and organizational performance.

II.3.2 Diverging aspects of the five theoretical frameworks reviewed

The six theoretical frameworks reviewed propose different conceptualizations of the way they view organizations, their focus, and the sources of performance. These elements are presented in point II.3.2.1. The theoretical frameworks reviewed also differ in the way they link information activities to organizational performance. In point II.3.2.2, the main thesis they advance with in this respect is synthesized.

II.3.2.1 Main focus, organization’s conceptualization and organizational performance sources

Contingency theory suggests that uncertainty reduction and the adaptation towards the environment are the fundamental problems of organizations. Organizations are open systems or a sub-set of systems continuously confronted with uncertainty. Organizations have to adapt their mechanisms to the surrounding environment in order to survive and perform. According to the decision-making theory, organizations are entities confronted with problems, which are solved by decision-making. Decision-making efficiency is the main input for organizational performance.
The RBV of the firm views organizations as bundles of tangible and intangible resources. Strategic resources, those that benefit from VRIN attributes, are the main inputs of organizational competitive advantage that in turn drives organizational performance.

Entrepreneurial theoretical advancements propose that organizations are innovation agents. An organization’s main role is to innovate and its innovation capacity drives organizational performance expressed in terms of profitability and competitiveness.

According to learning theories, organizations are information-processing systems. The emphasis is put on information and its management and the organizational supports necessary for information processing. Performance is driven by the learning capacity of the organization and the creation of new knowledge.

Finally the MO perspective, especially the one stemming from Kohli and Jaworski’s (1993) seminal work, approaches organizations as information processors and users. The emphasis is put on information acquisition, dissemination and use within firms. The role of information is to enhance the adequacy of the response actions that firms implement for responding to environmental changes. Most MO scholars believe that a firm’s performance is driven by its capacity to adapt to environmental shifts. Nevertheless, the link with business performance is still under discussion in MO literature (Ellis 2005).

II.3.2.2 The different theses proposed on the relationship between information and organizational performance

One can observe that different theses have been advanced in regards to the impact of information upon international performance by the reviewed theoretical frameworks. The theoretical frameworks reviewed can be seen as more complementary rather than exclusive although they all have their strengths.

According to the contingency theory, the role of information is to reduce uncertainty (Galbraith 1973) and to help enterprises respond to environmental shifts (Lawrence and Lorsch 1967). The theoreticians of contingency theories did not explain exactly how information impacts performance. Nevertheless, it can be deducted that the link between information and performance is rather indirect. “Good quality” of information (Lawrence and Lorsch 1967; Wilensky 1967), in sufficient quantity (Galbraith 1973), which is essential to its environment (Porter 1986), enhances both environmental responsiveness and uncertainty reduction, which in turn impact organizational performance. Organizations need to implement communication and coordination mechanisms in order to ease information flows within the
organization (Aguilar 1967; Thompson 1967; Baumard 1991). The organizational mechanisms can then be seen as mediators of the relationship between information, environmental responsiveness and uncertainty reduction.

The decision-making theory considers information to be an important input of the decision-making process (Simon 1945; Cyert and March 1963; Barnard 1968; Feldman and March 1991; March 1991). The access to information improves decision-making efficiency, which improves organizational performance. Again, similar to contingency theory, the scholars do not specifically explain the link between information and performance. Nonetheless, it can be assumed that information improves decision-making, which then drives organizational performance. Decision-making theory emphasizes the following aspects: the manager’s profile and capabilities (Kolb 1976; Levinthal and March 1993; Nonaka 1994), the management of informational processing inside the organization in terms maintaining an open information exchange system (Barnard 1968), managerial practices as decentralization, communication and coordination, as well as training and promotion programs (Simon 1945).

All of the elements mentioned above can also be seen as moderators of the relationship between information and performance.

The link between information and performance is finally explicitly described within the RBV of the firm. According to the RBV, information is a strategic resource. Strategic resources indirectly impact the organizational performance, the relation being mediated by competitive advantage. The strategic resources drive the competitive advantage of organizations, which in turn determines performance. Information elements and information sources are viewed as strategic resources in the same level as the capabilities, the experiences and some of the managerial practices or enterprises’ assets (e.g. Wernfelt 1984; Barney 1991; Mahoney and Pandian 1992; Amit and Shoemaker 1993).

The entrepreneurial theoretical advancements propose that organizations and entrepreneurs need to effectively scan the environment (Drucker 1985) for valuable information that mainly comes from non-traditional sources (Kaish and Gilad 1991) in order to seize opportunities and innovate. Information plays an important role in innovation and it helps enterprises encounter new opportunities. The importance of the entrepreneur’s profile and capabilities to seize and exploit information are highlighted (e.g. Hayeck 1937, 1945; Kirzner 1979) as a catalyst of the relationship between information and innovation intensity.

Organizational learning theory proposes that information enhances learning and that effective learning drives organizations successful (Levinthal and March 1993; Henderson and Cockburn 1994; McGrath et al. 1995). Again, the link is not directly explained by learning.
theory scholars. The emphasis is put on information management, on the capabilities and organizational mechanisms needed to improve information processing. It seems that the impact of information on learning efficiency also depends upon several factors namely the capabilities and experiences level, and the organizational mechanisms and practices aimed at effectively absorbing information (Cohen and Levinthal 1990, 1992, 1994). These factors might also be seen as moderators of the relationship existing between information and learning.

The MO research stream stresses the role of information in enhancing the adequacy of the response actions that firms implement in response to environmental changes. Most of the MO scholars agree that the performance of a firm is driven by its capacity to adapt to environmental shifts. Nevertheless, the link between business performance and companies’ levels of market orientation is still under discussion in MO literature (Ellis 2005).

II.3.3 Critical analysis of the theoretical frameworks reviewed

Within the current chapter, six different theoretical frameworks were exposed explaining the existing link between information and business performance. The converging and diverging aspects of the six theoretical frameworks were also highlighted. Furthermore, in point III.3.3.1, the pertinence of using the previously analyzed theoretical frameworks within the current research will be discussed. In point III.3.3.2, the existing perspectives for looking at the relationship existing between information and organizational performance are exposed and analyzed.

II.3.3.1 Towards an integrative theoretical framework over the impact of information activities on organizational performance

“In an economy where the only certainty is uncertainty, the one source of competitive advantage is knowledge. When markets shift, technologies proliferate, competitors multiply, and products become obsolete almost over night, successful companies are those that constantly create new knowledge”. (Nonaka and Takeuchi 2004, p. 29)

In the light of points II.1 and II.2, it can be concluded that the theoretical frameworks presented seem to converge concerning the importance of information richness and the organizational mechanisms needed to improve information processing at the organizational level. Nevertheless, they all propose different pathways concerning the impact of information
on organizational performance. They also differ in the way organizations are conceptualized and in the explanation of the way firms attain higher performance levels.

Among the six theoretical frameworks, the one providing the most powerful framework for explaining organizational performance is the RBV of the firm. The RBV explains in a very explicit manner the link between information and performance; it is the only theoretical framework that does so (Ramangalahy 2001). However, the RBV has a main limit; it is deterministic, static, and bounded by time (e.g. Kylaheiko 1998; Kuivalainen and Bell 2004; Freiling et al. 2008; Locket et al. 2008). Accordingly, information is one among other organizational strategic resources that drives competitive advantage at a certain moment in time. The RBV does not provide any complementary information concerning the process and the dynamics of information evolution within organizations. The lack of information is contradictory to the dynamic character of information itself. Information is a flow (Nonaka 1994) that continuously enters organizations; it is further considered for decision-making and can be ignored or rejected (Souchon and Diamantopoulos 1997). Furthermore, there is empirical evidence that shows that a firm’s competitive strategy impacts the information search practices that firms adopt and the market-related information these firms acquire (Beal 2000). Thus, it seems that RBV postulate that information is a strategic resource enhancing competitive advantage (Li and Calantone 1998) is in reality not uni-directional. In conclusion, the RBV of the firm fails to capture a part of the process and the dynamics associated with information processing in organizations. With this regard, organizational learning theories seem to best gap RBV’s shortcomings when it comes to information processing related dynamics. If within the RBV information is one among other strategic resources the enterprises own, information is central within organizational (informational) learning theory in that they focus on information processing within organizations. Cohen and Levinthal’s (1989, 1990, 1994) information Absorptive Capacity (AC) concept develops a very complete and interesting framework for explaining how information can be effectively exploited within organizations (Ramangalahy 2001) by means of learning. Accordingly, the successful absorption of information depends on the capabilities and the experiences organizations have in a given field that relates to information. Successfully absorbing information also depends upon the organizational mechanisms that make information exploitation easier. The information AC enhances learning that is expressed in terms of knowledge creation. While learning theories provide very strong indications on the pathways of information processing, they are less explicit when it comes to the link between information and performance. The link has not been clearly established by organizational learning scholars. Nevertheless, it can
be supposed that the link is rather indirect because information enhances the efficiency of learning and effective learning enhances performance. The main limit of the field of learning theories is the scarcity in terms of empirical quantitative research and measurement instruments for corroborating learning theory postulates (Slater and Narver 1999). Moreover, until now, what efficient learning represents is still an unanswered question.

A common idea supported not only by organizational learning and by contingency theories but also the MO literature is the organizational liability to its environment. According to the learning theories, through the learning process, enterprises react and anticipate environmental shifts (Argyris 1976; Kolb 1976; Cohen and Levinthal 1990; Huber 1991). According to the contingency theory, efficiently addressing environmental shifts leads to efficient performance (Lawrence and Lorsch 1967; Wilensky 1967; Scott 1995). Finally, the MO research stream also stresses that a firm’s capacity to respond to environmental shifts drives them to be more competitive (Jaworski and Kohli 1993) and therefore more successful. It is worth to note that contingency, MO and organizational learning theoretical frameworks bridge the RBV’s limits in regards to the inner orientation of this theory, towards the inside of the organization and its resources. The RBV of the firm ignores the environment and its structuring power to a certain extent.

By aiming to construct an organizational performance model in the current research, the most appropriate level of analysis is the firm. The main reason for doing so is that organizational performance is by definition an organizational level construct. For this defining reason, the decision-making theory or entrepreneurial theoretical advances are less adapted to address this research subject. Within both theoretical frameworks, the accent is put either on the decision-maker or on the entrepreneur’s profile. Thus, both theories emphasize the personal level of analysis, which prevails over the organization’s level of analysis.

The decision-making theory highlights the decision-maker’s profile, his competences and capabilities that enable him to take the right decisions (Kolb 1976; Levinthal and March 1993; Nonaka 1994). However, it is very difficult to judge the decision-making’s efficiency. Decision-makers are rationally bounded and it is impossible to calculate and evaluate all the decisions possible and their outcomes.

Entrepreneurial theoretical advances highlight the entrepreneur’s profile and his capacity to grasp and seize opportunities from the surrounding environment (Hayeck 1937, 1945; Kirzner 1979). The entrepreneur has a superior capacity of using information innovatively and innovation capacity drives organizations successful. Resuming, as in the case of the decision-
making theory, the individual level of analysis prevails when mobilizing entrepreneurial theoretical advances.

Concluding, among the reviewed theoretical frameworks, the organizational learning theory and the RBV seem to provide the most interesting elements for studying the relationship between information and performance. They each bring interesting elements into the analysis. The organizational learning theories provide important insights concerning the environmental factors, the responsiveness companies need to implement in order to face environmental shifts, and information processing dynamics within organizations such as the learning and knowledge creating process. The RBV of the firm represents the most powerful framework for explaining the link between information and performance.

Therefore, it can be concluded that choosing only one theory would capture the relationship between information and performance in a limited manner. The two theories, organizational learning theory and the RBV of the firm, are complementary rather than mutually exclusive. Thus, it would be interesting to use elements from each in order to capture the influence a firm’s information state on organizational performance in the most exhaustive way possible. As a result, within the current research, the dynamic dimension of information in the organizational learning process will be stressed. With this in mind, as shown in point II.3.3.2, the integrative character of the AC framework (Cohen and Levinthal 1989; 1990; 1994) makes it an appealing framework for studying the role of information in the learning process. Elements will also be incorporated from the RBV of the firm, which is the most powerful framework for explaining the existing relationship between information activities and organizational performance (Ramangalahy 2001; Julien and Ramangalahy 2003).

Over the last decade, a new theoretical framework has been under development, namely the Knowledge-Based View (KBV) perspective. The emerging KBV is not a theory of the firm in any formal sense. It can be seen more like a set of ideas about the existence and nature of the firm that emphasize the role of knowledge and its creation. The KBV emerged over the past decade from the seminal work of Grant (1996) and has some features that are particularly appealing for the current research. The main point of interest of the KBV resides in its integrative character. The KBV takes the interplay between action, cognition and a shared identity or organizational members into account stemming from the behaviorally oriented firm theories (Kogut and Zander 1996; Kuivalainen and Bell 2004). Moreover, KBV acknowledges the strategic value of a firm’s resources and competences enhancing competitive advantage stemming from the RBV of the firm (Mahoney 1995; Christensen 1995; Barney 1996) while it also takes into account the environmental influences that stem
from contingency and learning theories. Traditionally, most scholars see KBV as an extension of the RBV of the firm, drawing on the outmost strategic value of intangible assets enabling competitive advantage (e.g. Christensen 1995; Mahoney 1995; Barney 1996).

Recall that among the six theoretical frameworks reviewed in this chapter, the RBV of the firm appeared as the most powerful framework for explaining the existing relationship between a firm’s information activities and business performance. However, the RBV has been criticized mainly because of its fundamentally static character (Kylaahaiko 1998), describing a reality of strategic resources and competitive advantage state at a given moment in time. The KBV perspective brings along a dynamic perspective on resource evolution. All by accepting much of the content of the RBV, the KBV “pays more attention to the process or path by which specific capabilities evolve and develop over time” (Kuivalainen and Bell 2004, p. 2). The evolutionary character is interesting in the case of the current research work because of the dynamic nature of information. Information is a flux (Nonaka 1994) conveying a meaning and continuously entering organizations. Information provides insights into the activities that should be undertaken to match market conditions (Kohly and Jaworski 1993; Day et al. 1994; Slater and Narver 1995). Thus, in the most of the cases information is processed and furthermore exploited for commercial ends within firms.

To resume, the dynamics associated with firms’ information activities cannot be captured by the RBV and respectfully the KBV is more appropriate in the current research. The dynamic character of the KBV is mainly explained by the importance that KBV grants to the learning process (Spender 1999) that is ongoing and continuously evolving. “La raison d’être” of firms within the KBV is knowledge creation and learning. According to the KBV, organizations can be seen as repositories of knowledge. The learning process is central to the KBV and it represents the ultimate source of long-lasting competitive advantage and superior performance for firms (Kogut and Zander 1993; Teece et al. 1997; Kylaeheiko 1998; Spender 1999). Since information is the key input for learning, according to numerous learning scholars (e.g. Argyris 1976, 1993; Huber 1991; Nonaka 1994; Cohen and Levinthal 1989, 1990, 1994), the focus KBV has on the learning process is another appealing feature in the case of the current research. Learning occurs through partially replicating processes and creating knowledge through integration and transferring mechanisms specific to the firm.

According to the KBV perspective, managers have to create the necessary conditions to enhance the knowledge development that can be managed at the firm level (Camus and Cova 2002). Indeed, the favored level of analysis within the KBV is the organization. With this regard, the KBV presents another advantage in the case of the current research since the
chosen level of analysis is the firm. Nonetheless, the KBV emphasizes the interaction among individuals and groups for sharing and creating knowledge and the implications of such interactions over competitive advantage (Grant 1996; Szulanski 1996). The role of individual knowledge and learning is not denied within the KBV perspective. The learning and knowledge creation process exists at different levels within organizations (Brown and Duguid 1991; Kogut and Zander 1996). They can take place at the individual level (Nonaka 1994; Matusik and Hill 1998) as well as at the firm’s level. However, according to the KBV, knowledge development and learning can be managed and enhanced at the firm level (Camus and Cova 2002). Firm level learning is seen as more powerful for explaining the firms’ levels of performance.

Resuming, the KBV presents numerous advantages for the study of how a firm’s information processing impacts organizational performance. First, due to its integrative character, the KBV associates the dynamics of information evolution within the firm by means of the learning process that is central to the KBV. Second, it also takes into account the environmental influence on a firm’s structural constitution stemming from learning theories. Third, it can draw on the strategic nature of firms’ resources, which highlights the utmost importance of intangible resources such as information. Fourth, the firm is the favored level of analysis.

In conclusion, the KBV represents the most satisfactory theoretical framework for capturing the study of the dynamics associated with information within firms and their impact upon business performance. Nevertheless, the KBV presents several limits as well. The first limit is that the link with the organizational performance is still under discussion within the KBV. It might be the reason why the theoretical advancements of the KBV are not recognized as a “real” organizational theory for the moment. According to the RBV of the firm, the competitive advantage of firms is actually based on positioning and a single product. Under the KBV perspective, a sustainable competitive advantage is based on “resources, capabilities, especially organizational skills and practices learnt and evolving over time” (Kuivalainen and Bell 2004, p. 4). Firms are more able to perform if they develop superior knowledge and capabilities in comparison to competitors (Grant 1996).

The exporting literature stresses the critical role of international capabilities as significant determinants of success for most small firms (Kuivalainen and Bell 2004). In such dynamic, changing, and turbulent environments as international markets, knowledge-based capabilities are often seen to contribute the most to performance (Grant 1996; Miller and Shamsie 1996) by building efficient environmental responsiveness (Teece et al. 1997). Recently, the idea of
achieving positional advantage in terms of core competences seems to have become more accepted as the source of long lasting organizational performance within the KBV (Kuivalainen and Bell 2004; Kodama 2005).

The second limit in choosing the KBV as a theoretical framework in the case of the current research is that KBV denies the role of information in the organizational learning process over the role of knowledge. Even though the KBV perspective focuses upon intangible resources like information and the learning process is at the center of the KBV perspective (Kogut and Zander 1993; Teece et al. 1997; Kylaeheiko 1998; Kuivalainen and Bell 2004), the role of information in the learning process has been neglected. KBV scholars favor the role of knowledge in learning over the role of information. This favoritism can be explained by the fact that the KBV has shifted the learning theories’ visions of firms as information processors to firms as knowledge processors. Please recall that it is not always easy to draw a clear line between knowledge and information when trying to define them. Nevertheless, empirical evidence strongly supports the key role of information in learning and the knowledge creation process (Sinkula et al. 1997; Celuch et al. 2002). Information can be seen as a “key ingredient” in knowledge creation since information brings along insights on which actions should be undertaken depending on market conditions (Jaworski and Kohli 1993). Therefore, the contribution of information to the learning process should be integrated within the KBV (Morgan et al. 2004). It can be concluded that accepting the additional role of information within the learning and knowledge creation process can still be seen as a missing link within the KBV to a certain extent. The concept that links a firm’s information-related activities and the KBV is the Absorptive Capacity (AC) of information. Initially defined by Cohen and Levinthal (1989) in terms of information absorption, the AC concept was further reiterated by Zahra and George (2002), as a dynamic capability reinforcing the firm’s competences and capabilities based in key areas. As it follows the AC concept will be presented.
II.3.3.2 Absorptive capacity, a suitable perspective for looking at the relationship between information activities and organizational performance

Six major theoretical frameworks were reviewed to capture the relationship between information and organizational performance. Among the six frameworks, four perspectives can be highlighted to look at the information-related aspects within organizations including quantitative, qualitative, psychological and managerial perspective (Ramangalahy 2001). The first perspective for looking at a firm’s information activities is “quantitative” by nature. It stems from the Galbraithian conception of the uncertainty reduction. Galbraith (1973) defined the uncertainty as the difference between the amount of available information and the information needed in organizations. The less organizations are confronted with uncertainty, the better they will adjust organizational structure to match environmental changes. Even though this perspective has frequently been applied within the literature, it is characterized by several limits. For instance, if it is accepted that managers are rationally bounded (Simon 1945) and limited in terms of calculation and analysis capacity, then it is accepted that they cannot take into consideration all the possible developments or evolution scenarios when making decisions. In addition, some authors suggest that managers are psychologically different. They all do not have the same capacity to exploit information and seize the opportunity character of information (Kirzner 1973). Moreover, they all do not dispose of the same cognitive capacities for exploiting information (Simon 1945).

The second perspective for looking at a firm’s information activities is “qualitative” by nature. This perspective underlines the importance of information qualities and attributes. One of the main authors pertaining to this stream is Wilensky (1976). Wilensky stresses that decision-making’s efficiency depends on the clearness, opportunity content, reliability, validity, adequacy, and diversity of the available information. Argyris (1976) stresses the importance of the validity content of information for making decisions. Lawrence and Lorsch (1976) defend the same thesis of the validity content of information organizations need in order to adapt their structure to environmental shifts. Again, this “qualitative” perspective for approaching information can be criticized in the light of Simon’s (1945) bounded rationality theory that proposes a cognitive explanation of the managerial capacity to exploit information. Accordingly, different managers confronted with the same information can take different decisions because they do not have the same cognitive pathways of processing information. The same observation can be highlighted as far as the third “psychological” perspective is concerned. This perspective stems from entrepreneurial theories that highlight the superior
capacity of the entrepreneurs to exploit information to innovative ends and detect opportunities (Kirzner 1973). In the meanwhile, entrepreneurial theories emphasize the individual capacity to exploit information and do not explain the organizational capacity to exploit information much. Simon’s perspective (1945) proposing a cognitive or managerial interpretation of the information activities of an organization is also nonetheless limited at the individual level. Accordingly, managers do not all have the same cognitive capacity to process information.

Finally, the only perspective that allows an organizational evaluation in terms of information-based activities is the absorptive capacity (AC). Cohen and Levinthal (1989, 1990, 1992, 1994) developed the AC perspective. Like Simon’s perspective, this perspective can be characterized as a cognitive or managerial perspective. The main difference with the cognitive perspective is that AC refers to firm and not individual ability in regards to the valorization, assimilation, and use of new, external information to commercial ends (Cohen and Levinthal 1990).

In their recent literature review of the 289 papers published on AC, Lane et al. (2006) analyze the different operationalizations of the concept and observe that the dominant practice was to measure AC by the capital invested in R&D. They confirm Jansen et al.’s (2005, p. 999) observation that “despite the growing interest in absorptive capacity, few (studies) have captured the richness and multi-dimensionality of the concept”.

Much of the literature has identified AC as a knowledge base or the extent of prior (related) knowledge in the firm (Mowery et al. 1996; Kim 1997; Ahuja and Katila 2001). Indeed, Cohen and Levinthal (1990) stressed the contextuality of information within the process of information absorption and learning, suggesting that “the ability to assimilate information is a function of the richness of preexisting knowledge structure, learning is cumulative, and learning performance is greatest when the object of learning is related to what is already known” (Cohen and Levinthal 1990, p. 131). Drawing on this observation, AC has been operationalized with variables considered proxies for prior knowledge base such as R&D intensity (Mowery et al. 1996; Meeus et al. 2001; Tsai 2001) and patents (Mowery et al. 1996; Aluja and Katila 2001). The appropriateness and validity of these measures for capturing the AC construct are questionable given the inconsistency of the empirical evidence (Lane et al. 2006). A firm’s knowledge base represents only one aspect or dimension of the firm’s AC. While reviewing a lecture of Cohen and Levinthal’s conception of AC (1989, 1990, 1992, 1994), Ramangalaly (2001) distinguished five dimensions of the AC construct.
which include a cognitive, knowledge, experience, information and managerial practices
dimensions.

By following Cohen and Levinthal’s (1994) direction, scholars frequently attempt to approach
the AC through its cognitive dimension, the firm’s capacity to take advantage of the emerging
opportunities before rivals can recognize them, by collecting and exploiting market
information (e.g. Chiesa and Manzini 1998; Davenport et al. 1998; Dyer and Singh 1998;
Nahapiet and Ghoshal 1998). Note that the cognitive dimension is similar to the psychological
and cognitive perspectives referring to the entrepreneur’s or manager’s capacity to exploit
information. To a certain extent, the cognitive dimension of the AC extends the individual
level conception stemming from entrepreneurial theories or Simon’s (1945) bounded
rationality theory at the firm level.

Secondly, the know-how and capabilities basis of the organizations, the knowledge dimension
of the AC concept, helps firms to better scan their environment. Cohen and Levinthal (1990)
deem that absorbing new information is based on previous related experience, capabilities,
and knowledge. AC itself is often referred to as the knowledge base of firms, more
specifically as the extent of prior knowledge in the firm (Mowery et al. 1996; Kim 1997;
AC in terms of organizations’ competence base.

The third dimension of the AC concept is the experiential dimension. Allange et al. (1998), as
well as Schilling (1998) and Chang (1995), mention the role of previous experiences related to
the new information content in regards to explaining AC. Proxies such as age (Sorensen and
Stuart 2000; Rao and Drazin 2002) have been used to argue that older firms are more likely to
have accumulated knowledge, developed routines and processes that facilitate assimilation
and innovation (Lane et al. 2006).

The fourth dimension of the AC concept is the informational dimension. The internal and
external communication networks of enterprises with the environment help them evaluate the
capacities and knowledge existing outside of the company. In this way, the AC is reinforced
“to the extent that an organization develops a broad and active network of internal and
external relationships, individual’s awareness of others’ capabilities and knowledge will be
strengthened” (Cohen and Levinthal 1990, p. 134). Cohen and Levinthal stressed that not all
information sources necessarily develop AC. For example, they identify the personnel,
suppliers, clients, competitors, universities and the government among important
technological information sources. Cohen and Levinthal (1990) stress the importance of
accessing new and external information in terms of innovation. Brown and Eisenhardt (1995),
and Levinson and Minoru (1995) emphasize the internal and external communication dimensions. Ramangalahy (2001) stresses the access to rich information sources on foreign markets as a dimension of the AC of SMEs. Leonard-Barton (1995) also highlights the access to external information and its internal diffusion within the organization. Chang (1995) mainly emphasized experience and information networks. O’Neil et al. (1998) underlined the importance of internal and external networks for accessing information. Matusik and Heeley (2005) highlight in a more general manner a firm’s relationship with the external environment. At the inter-organizational level of analysis, the researchers have identified the importance of “strong ties” (Shenkar and Li 1999; Dyer and Nabeoka 2000) in acquiring external knowledge. This informational dimension encloses both “quantitative” and “qualitative” perspectives of approaching information by highlighting the preference for certain information sources that provide more valid and quantitatively significant information to the firm.

The last dimension of the AC construct refers to the routines and processes firms develop in order to analyze, process, interpret, and understand the information and knowledge obtained from external sources (Szulansky 1996; Kim 1997; Chou 2005; Matusik and Heeley 2005). Ramangalahy (2001) initially called it the “managerial practices dimension”. The name of assimilation dimension is adopted here because it is a more widely used denomination for this dimension within the AC literature. Cohen and Levinthal (1990) stress the role of the organizational structure in facilitating information transfer and absorption by means of both formal and informal communication and coordination practices. A relatively limited number of studies have operationalized AC under a more behavioral angle in terms of compensation policies, dominant logic, and knowledge sharing routines or motivation (Szulanski 1996; Lane and Lubatkin 1998; Lane et al. 2001; Meeus et al. 2001). Dyer and Singh (1998) highlighted the managerial practices enhancing exchange among the members of organizations. Similarly, some authors stressed the importance of the familiarity of informal exchange through inter-organizational relationships and the feeling of belonging to a community, feeling a connection, and socializing (Meyer-Krahmer and Meyer-Krahmer 1998; Beise and Stahl 1999; Jansen et al. 2005). Acknowledging the organizational structure importance to the AC construct, some researchers underline the importance of the level of centralization (Gupta and Govindarajan 2000; Lane et al. 2001; Jansen et al. 2005), flexibility (Lane et al. 2001), cross-functional teams (Meeus et al. 2001) or the presence of more formalized integration mechanism such as task forces (Gupta and Govindarajan 2000; Meeus et al. 2001).
Please note that several elements related to the assimilation dimension, for example cross-functional interfaces and job rotation to name a few, have also been conceptualized as antecedents rather than constitutive parts of the AC (e.g. Jansen et al. 2005). The study of Jansen et al. (2005) has the merit of being one of the few studies bringing empirical evidence seen upon the AC as a process. Also within the study of Van den Bosch et al. (1999), the level of prior knowledge or the knowledge dimension, the organizational structure, and the combinative capabilities such as coordination, socialization, and system capabilities were seen as antecedents of the AC. This study is one of the few existing studies providing a review of the AC construct. By acknowledging the contributions of the study of Van den Bosch et al. (1999) and the study of Jansen et al. (2005), it is believed that assimilation practices, prior knowledge and capabilities represent dimensions of the AC in accordance with Cohen and Levinthal’s initial conception and Ramangalahy’s (2001) interpretation.

To resume, the AC concept appears as a multi-dimensional construct made up of five dimensions that include cognitive, information, knowledge or capabilities, experiential and assimilation dimensions. AC represents an integrative perspective drawing elements from the quantitative, qualitative, and psychological perspectives at the firm level. Moreover, the AC is the only perspective approaching firms’ information activities under a managerial perspective describing the informational processing and impact at the firm level. In conclusion, among the four perspectives for approaching information, AC constitutes the most satisfying framework for the current research. Moreover, Zahra and George (2002) have linked the AC construct to business performance as a dynamic capability that enhances a firm’s organizational performance. The AC is an especially interesting feature in the case of the current research since it allows the capturing of the dynamics associated with the firms’ information activities and at the same time, links the AC construct to business performance under a knowledge based perspective. Zahra and George’s conceptualization (2002) of AC for describing the relationship existing between firms’ information absorption activities and organizational performance will be further analyzed.
II.4 Absorptive capacity: a dynamic capability enhancing organizational performance

Over the last years, absorptive capacity (AC) has mainly been conceptualized as a dynamic and evolving process or capability (e.g. Van den Bosch et al. 1999; Zahra and George 2002; Jansen et al. 2005; Lane et al. 2006). Nevertheless, in the past, much of the literature has tended to identify the AC in a static manner such as a knowledge base or the extension of prior related knowledge in the firm (e.g. Mowery et al. 1996; Kim 1997; Aluja and Katila 2001; Ramangalahy 2001). The tendency can be explained by the consolidation of the RBV over the last years. Thus, scholars have been attracted to conceptualize AC as one set of a firm’s resources that potentially explain differences in the firm’s competitive advantage.

The acknowledgement of the process view of AC was mainly developed because of the emergence of the KBV over the last years (Lane et al. 2006). As a result, several authors like Zahra and George (2002) have embraced the dynamic and process-like view of AC. Zahra and George (2002) re-conceptualized AC as a set of organizational routines and processes by which firms acquire, assimilate, transform, and exploit knowledge. These authors view AC as a dynamic capability (DC) that influences a firm’s ability to create and deploy knowledge necessary to build, modify or renew organizational capabilities in line with shifting market conditions.

DCs are strategic by nature and are the determinants for a firm’s future development (Teece et al. 1997) and performance achievement (Wang and Pervaiz 2007). Most of the existing definitions of DC contain similar features to Teece et al.’s (1997, p. 116) definition of DC being a “firm’s ability to integrate, build, and reconfigure internal and external competences to address rapidly changing environments.” DC literature mainly draws elements from the evolutionist view of the firm (Nelson and Winter 1982) that highlights the key role played by organizational routines in designing a firm’s evolutionary path. DC literature also incorporates ideas from previous research work on distinctive (Learned et al. 1969) and core competences (Prahalad and Hamel 1990), core capabilities and rigidities (Leonard-Barton 1992), combinative capability (Kogut and Zander 1992), and architectural knowledge (Henderson and Clark 1990) or architectural competence (Henderson and Cockburn 1994).

The diverse origins of DC literature explain the researchers’ tendencies to identify DC as a wide range of resources, processes, and capabilities, and to use different terms to name very similar constructs (Thomas and Pollock 1999). In spite of the existing disparities within this
literature field, most of the scholars agree that DC can be seen as the organizational process of coordination, utilization, and enrichment of a firm’s routines and processes in line with the competitive environment (e.g. Sanchez and Heene 1997; Teece et al. 1997; Wang and Pervaiz 2007). The idea of aligning a firm’s processes, resources and competences to fit environmental evolutions and shifts is a leitmotiv within the DC literature (e.g. Sainty 2001; Zott 2003; Augier and Teece 2008).

While most of the definitions of the DC mainly have a generalist character (Wang and Pervaiz 2007), Zahra and George’s (2002) definition has the merit of being operational and refers to the development of capabilities in key organizational functions such as marketing, distribution and production. Zahra and George’s (2002) research suggest that four types of organizational capabilities exist that include knowledge acquisition, dissemination, transformation, and exploitation. They build on each other for yielding AC, defined as “a dynamic capability that influences the firm’s ability to create and deploy the knowledge necessary to build other organizational capabilities (e.g. marketing, distribution, and production)” (Zahra and George 2002, p.188). Another notable contribution of Zahra and George’s (2002) conceptualization is the explanation of the existing relationship between AC and organizational performance (Volberda et al. 2005). To resume, Zahra and George’s (2002) re-conceptualization of AC is especially appealing for the current research. It not only has the merit of reinforcing the dynamic process view of the AC as a dynamic capability and being more operational in regards to the definition of AC as a DC, but it also explains the link between AC and organizational performance.

II.4.1 Potential and realized absorptive capacity and their link to organizational performance

Within the article written by Zahra and George (2002), they proposed a reconceptualization of the AC as a DC that drives knowledge creation and utilization, therefore enhancing organizational performance. As a DC, a firm’s AC is embedded within organizational processes and routines and influences the path by which firms evolve and change (Zott 2001). These processes or capabilities allow firms to change and respond to shifting market conditions in order to perform (Zahra and George 2002).

Zahra and George (2002) differentiate two sub-sets of AC, Potential Absorptive Capacity (PACAP) and Realized Absorptive Capacity (RACAP). PACAP consists of acquisition and
assimilation of knowledge, and RACAP consists of the transformation and exploitation of knowledge. These four dimensions or capabilities are combinative by nature and build on each other for yielding an organizational DC. They influence firms’ abilities to create other organizational capabilities (e.g. marketing, distribution or production) and finally enhance a firm’s levels of performance (Zahra and George 2002).

It is worth to note that the distinction Zahra and George (2002) made between information and knowledge is rather ambiguous. For instance, when they referred to knowledge transformation dimension (RACAP) they defined it in terms of information exploitation by means of the bissociation process of combining information into innovative ways. Thus, they explicitly assumed that knowledge exploitation is at least very closely related to information exploitation. Therefore, it seems that they identified information to explicit knowledge as several scholars did before (e.g. Kogut and Zander 1992; Morgan et al. 2004). For this reason, it is suggested that this framework can be applied within the case of market information.

The acquisition dimension of PACAP refers to the firm’s capabilities to identify and acquire external knowledge and information that is critical to its operations. The assimilation dimension of PACAP refers to a firm’s processes and routines enhancing the analysis, as well as the interpretation and understanding of the information coming from external sources. The assimilation dimension of PACAP helps firms to process and internalize externally generated information.

The transformation dimension of RACAP refers to a firm’s ability to develop and refine existing routines that facilitate the combination of existing knowledge with newly acquired and previously assimilated information. Zahra and George’s (2002) conceptualization seem to highlight two aspects of the transformation dimension. The first aspect refers to a rather psychological capability arising from the association process characterizing entrepreneurial mindsets and enhancing the successful exploit of two apparently incongruent pieces of information (McGrath and Mac Millan 2000). The second aspect is rather behavioral and refers to the development and refinement of existing routines and processes, and also the expression of the entrepreneurial action that materializes the mental transformation of information.

Finally, the exploitation dimension of RACAP emphasizes the application of knowledge. Exploitation reflects a firm’s propensity to refine, create and apply new incoming knowledge into the firm’s operations. “Exploitation is evident, for example, in new ventures that capture knowledge from their market and competition and customer and then in which knowledge is used to create new competences” (Zahra and George 2002, p. 190). Resuming, exploitation is
materialized by the creation of competences in a key area of development for the firm like marketing, and distribution or production to name a few. Figure 10 describes the main relationships existing between the dimensions of AC according to Zahra and George’s (2002) model.

Figure 10. The relationships between PACAP, RACAP and organizational performance

Note that Zahra and George (2002) addressed only two of the five dimensions previously described to constitute PACAP, namely the acquisition and assimilation dimensions. Nevertheless, within Zahra and George’s (2002) framework, the exposure to knowledge sources and their complementarities and organizational experiences are seen as antecedents but not as dimensions of PACAP. Within their AC organizational performance model, the authors base the assumption on the fact that previous studies suggest that a firm’s exposure to information, knowledge and their experiences are determinants of the efficiency of a firm’s knowledge acquisition and assimilation practices. Zahra and George (2002) suggest that a firm’s exposure to information sources within their environment influences their future development. Information sources that firms access should be diverse, complementary and related to the already existing knowledge base of the firm. A strong similarity between Zahra and George’s (2002) conceptualization of the quality of a firm’s exposure to information sources and the concept of information richness exists and has been highlighted by many organizational scholars (see point II.3.1.1). In conclusion, generally scholars suggest that a firm’s exposure to rich information sources will condition the levels of information acquisition and assimilation (PACAP) that characterize the firms.
The experience also plays a key role in fostering PACAP. Experience resumes the previous environmental scanning practices, collaborations with other firms (Lane and Lubatkin 1988), experiences of interactions with customers (Nonaka and Takeuchi 1995), and the accumulation of learning by doing (Levitt and March 1988). It also represents a memory deposit of firms (Walsh and Ungson 1991) and reflects knowledge accumulation. According to Eriksson et al. (2000, 2004), the international experiences of firms reflect the general internationalization knowledge of firms. Previous experience, which is embedded in a firm’s processes and routines, fosters the path of information search practices and the way knowledge is acquired and assimilated within firms.

Several factors that Zahra and George (2002) called “activation triggers”, moderate the effect of exposure to knowledge sources and experience on PACAP. The activation triggers can be either internal or external to the firm. Internal triggers may be an internal crisis that obliges the firm to redefine strategy or stimulate learning (Winter 2000). External triggers could be radical changes within the industry, radical innovations, and changes in institution-related regulations or technical shifts. Zahra and George (2002) suggest that these types of events, whether internal or external to the firm, have an influence on the way firms acquire and assimilate information based on their previous experience and their exposure to export information sources.

Zahra and George (2002) suggested that PACAP represents a necessary condition for achieving organizational performance, although indirectly, through determining RACAP. Only RACAP has a direct effect on organizational performance. Zahra and George (2002) suggest that firms vary in their capacity to combine their newly acquired knowledge with the existing knowledge to create new knowledge. The authors define the effectiveness rate or efficiency factor as the ratio of the real transformation of PACAP to RACAP. Firms with high efficiency factors are more skilled in developing and using knowledge or designing RACAP, these firms ultimately achieve higher levels of organizational performance. The effectiveness rate depends upon the social integration factors affecting the efficiency of knowledge incorporation within a firm’s processes. Several scholars have suggested that organizations do not always efficiently integrate external information. Information sharing and integration depend on a wide range of formal and informal coordination procedures (Jaworski and Kohli 1993; Belich and Dubinsky 1999). Coordination procedures allow organizations to optimize information flows (Sheremata 2000) and favor information exploitation and transformation (Chaudhuri and Tabrizi 1999).
Zahra and George (2002) suggest that AC enhances knowledge creation within firms and requires learning capabilities. The authors suggest that the acquisition dimension partially reflects the speed and the quality of learning while the assimilation component of the AC conditions an organization’s learning capacities. RACAP, the transformation and exploitation of information through improvement and innovation in product, process, capabilities or competences are sources of intra-industry variations of a firm’s performance. The impact of RACAP on performance depends on the regimes of appropriability governing the industry under observation. The regimes of appropriability refer to the regulative and industry specific features affecting the firm’s capacity to protect and benefit from the advantages in terms of products and processes. Regimes of appropriability can constitute barriers for the imitation of product and processes and preserve a firm’s competitive advantage.

To recapitulate, the main research propositions advanced by Zahra and George (2002) within their AC model are the following:

| PI: PACAP antecedents, the previous experience and exposure to information sources, positively impact a firm's success in developing PACAP. |
| PII: A firm's PACAP levels, the information acquisition and assimilation, positively impact RACAP which is the transformation and exploitation of information development. |
| PIII: RACAP levels positively impact a firm's degree of organizational performance. |

The activation triggers, the firms’ integration mechanisms and the regimes of appropriability that characterize the industry respectively moderate the strength of these relationships.

To summarize, Zahra and George’s (2002) AC model represents an appealing framework for studying the impact of the information state of a firm upon the level of organizational performance. First, the model stresses the dynamics associated with information evolution within organizations because AC is viewed as a dynamic capability. Second, the link to international performance is explained by distinguishing between PACAP and RACAP as the two constituting parts of a firm’s AC. PACAP represents a necessary condition for RACAP to be improved. In other words, the future transformation and exploitation of new external information depends on the quality of information acquisition and assimilation within organizations. Thirdly, if scholars have neglected AC’s outputs in the past, Zahra and George’s (2002) framework highlights the outputs of AC and also its antecedents.

Concluding, based on this framework and the three main research propositions resumed in Zahra and George’s (2002) AC model, integrating insights from the SMEs’ international management and marketing literature, the research model of the current study is built in this
next chapter by taking into account the exporting SMEs’ specificities in terms of the AC associated processes.

**Conclusion of Chapter II**

In the second chapter, the aim was to define information and analyze and discuss the theoretical frameworks and perspectives explaining the link between information and organizational performance. Similarities and differences among the theoretical frameworks are discussed along with the analysis of the application of different research frameworks and perspectives for best capturing the relationship under study between a firm’s informational process and organizational performance.

It was concluded that one single theory would only partially capture the dynamics associated with a firm’s information activities and business performance. As a result, the KBV perspective appeared to be the most appropriate framework for supporting the relationship between a firm’s information activities and business performance. The results of this analysis also indicate that the most suitable perspective for looking at a firm’s informational process and its impact upon business performance is the AC of the firm.

The generalized research model was developed in point II.4.) based on Zahra and George’s (2002) conceptualization of the AC that combines insights from the two main theoretical frameworks of interest, namely AC and the KBV perspective. Zahra and George (2002) view AC as a dynamic capability enhancing firms’ organizational performance. In chapter III, this generalized research model will be adapted in the case of exporting SMEs.
CHAPTER III. THE RESEARCH MODEL DEVELOPMENT

Introduction to Chapter III
In the third Chapter, the research model will be developed based on Zahra and George’s (2002) generalized AC model. Their model is adapted under a KBV perspective in the specific case of exporting SMEs. Their specificities in terms of export information activities and structure will be taken into account.

The multi-dimensionality of the concepts and their relative reliance led to the division of the presentation of the research model into three parts for reasons of simplification that account for the three main groups of influence relationships existing in Zahra and George’s (2002) model.

In the first section, the first group of research propositions related to the impact of PACAP’s antecedents on PACAP is presented along with the conceptualization of PACAP and PACAP’s antecedents in the specific case of exporting SMEs.

In a second section, the second group of research propositions related to the impact of PACAP on RACAP is presented along with the proposition of the conceptualization of RACAP specifically in the case of exporting SMEs.

Third, the last group of research propositions concerning the impact of RACAP upon SMEs’ international performance levels is presented.

The KBV and AC have generated increasing academic interest over the last decade. Despite this growing scholarly interest, the theoretical and empirical efforts in the two research streams have focused mainly on technology-intensive firms and industries. Consequently, most KBV and AC writings have emphasized the importance of technical and R&D knowledge. As a result, the KBV and AC scholars have mostly ignored the knowledge and information related to a firm’s market environment (Sinkula 1994; Lord and Ranft 2000; Liao et al. 2003).

The role of export information activities, learning, and more recently AC in SMEs’ international development has been widely acknowledged by scholars as important resources (e.g. Ramangalahy 2001; Julien and Ramangalahy 2003; Andersen 2006). Surprisingly, they have not been extensively integrated within a KBV framework to study how foreign market information is combined with an organization’s knowledge base and then transformed and exploited within small firms for ensuring their international performance levels.

Another point is that while the KBV and AC frameworks have been applied within the context of multinational and international joint ventures knowledge transfer, the SMEs’ exporting field has been largely neglected compared to the empirical evidence showing the
knowledge based assets’ importance for exporting small firms. As a result, this dissertation proposes a comprehensive empirical analysis of the knowledge creation chain while explaining the role played by several organizational factors in the overall process of SMEs’ foreign market-based information absorption under a KBV perspective. A comprehensive beginning-to-end model of the foreign market-related information transformation process within SMEs is presented and tested by adapting the general AC model elaborated by Zahra and George (2002) in the specific case of exporting SMEs. The main assertions advanced by Zahra and George (2002) for explaining the impact of AC upon business performance are briefly recalled. These authors see AC as a dynamic capability, which exists as two subsets of potential (PACAP) and realized AC (RACAP). PACAP is driven by the previous experience of the firm and the quality of the exposure to information sources within its external environment. While PACAP (information acquisition and assimilation) is a “sine qua non” condition for building RACAP, supposedly only RACAP by means of information transformation and exploitation has a direct impact upon organizational performance levels. Recapitulating, the main research propositions advanced by Zahra and George (2002) within their AC model are the following:

**PI: PACAP’s antecedents, the previous experience and exposure to information sources, positively impact an organization’s success in developing PACAP.**

**PII: A firm’s PACAP levels, the information acquisition and assimilation, positively impact RACAP, the development of the transformation and exploitation of information.**

**PIII: RACAP levels positively impact an organization’s degree of business performance.**

Schematically, Figure 11 recalls the main groups of research propositions that capture the main influence relationships within Zahra and George’s (2002) research model. Based on the three main research propositions, the research model is elaborated by adapting Zahra and George’s (2002) framework under a KBV perspective in the specific case of exporting SMEs. First, the initial group of research propositions that relate to the impact of PACAP’s antecedents on PACAP is presented along with the conceptualization for PACAP and its antecedents in the specific case of exporting SMEs. Secondly, the following group of research propositions in relation to the impact of PACAP on RACAP is presented along with the conceptualization proposition for RACAP, specifically in the case of exporting SMEs. Finally, the third and last group of research propositions concerning the impact of RACAP upon SMEs international performance levels is unveiled.
III.1 The impact of PACAP’s antecedents on the Potential Absorptive CAPacity (PACAP)

Within the KBV perspective, the accent is put on the evolution potential of intangible resources and knowledge creation, which is a path-dependent process. Drawing elements from the evolution theory, KBV posits that a firm’s previous experiences influence the way knowledge is acquired and assimilated (DeNisi et al. 2003). The exposure to external knowledge sources also constitutes a pillar for knowledge development within firms. Zahra and George’s (2002) conceptualization of AC relies on the ideas exposed above. The authors identify two types of PACAP antecedents that include the exposure to information sources and a firm’s previous experience levels. PACAP antecedents influence the way firms acquire and assimilate external information (PACAP). In the first section (III.1.1), the potential conceptualization of PACAP antecedents and PACAP in the case of exporting SMEs will be discussed. Furthermore, the impact of PACAP antecedents upon PACAP is presented within a second section (III.1.2) by taking into account SMEs specificities. Overall, section III.1 details and explains the first main research proposition in Zahra and George’s (2002) AC model, namely:

**PI:** PACAP antecedents, previous experience and exposure to information sources, positively and significantly impact a firm’s success in developing PACAP.
III.1.1 The conceptualization of PACAP’s antecedents and PACAP

Zahra and George (2002) identified the exposure to information sources and a firm’s level of previous experience as antecedents of PACAP. However, according to the original writings of Cohen and Levinthal (1989, 1990, 1992), the previous experience and the exposure to export information sources were identified as dimensions of AC. Even though Zahra and George (2002) did not conceptualize them as dimensions of the AC construct, they acknowledged their importance and stressed their impact on PACAP (information acquisition and assimilation) under the name of antecedents of firms’ PACAP.

III.1.1.1 PACAP’s antecedents conceptualization

Hereafter, the conceptualization propositions for capturing PACAP’s antecedents is presented in the specific case of exporting SMEs.

III.1.1.1.1 The exposure to rich export information sources

The internal and external information sources of enterprises help them evaluate the capacities and knowledge existing outside of the company and within the surrounding environment. Scholars like Brown and Eisenhardt (1995) and Levinson and Minoru (1995) emphasized a firm’s internal and external communication dimensions. Cohen and Levinthal (1990) mainly pointed out the importance of accessing new and external information in terms of innovation. However, Cohen and Levinthal (1990) stressed that not all information sources necessarily develop a firm’s AC. They identified among the important technological information sources the personnel, suppliers, clients, competitors, universities, and the government. Zahra and George (2002) also stressed that information sources should dispose of certain qualities in order to be valuable for an organization. The authors emphasized information sources that firms access in their surrounding environment should be complementary and diverse. Their conceptualization is close to the information richness conceptualization, sustained by numerous organizational scholars (see point II.3.1.1). Thus, it appears that not all information sources have the same strategic value for organizations. After reviewing the literature dealing with the empirical link between export information sources and elements and SMEs’ international performance in chapter I, it can reasonably suggested that SMEs’ managers
express a strong preference towards more personal information sources such as clients or distributor agents. Moreover, their preferences seem to determine their use of export information sources (Katsikeas and Leonidou 1996). Therefore, it does not make sense to consider the role of all possible information sources when studying SMEs’ levels of AC. If the managers of SMEs do not perceive information sources as useful and important, they will not use them. Accordingly, the unused information cannot have an impact on a firm’s information AC process. As a result, export information sources that are perceived as useful and used by SMEs’ managers on an on-going basis should be considered for study purposes.

As suggested in chapter I, multi-dimensional qualitative aspects such as the richness of export information sources (Ramangalahy 2001; Julien and Ramangalahy 2003) or information quality (Toften and Olsen 2003) should be taken into account instead of uni-dimensional measures such as the perceived usefulness or importance for capturing export information activities of SMEs. The export information richness perspective is also in line with the AC framework that highlights the quality of the exposure to information sources of firms in their environment (e.g. Cohen and Levinthal 1990; Zahra and George 2002). Therefore, it is believed that the most appropriate perspective for capturing the exposure to export information sources for SMEs is the richness perspective.

III.1.1.1.2 The previous international experiences of the firm

Several scholars like Allange et al. (1998), Schiling (1998) and Chang (1995) highlighted the role of previous experiences in developing a firm’s AC. The authors suggest that when the content of information is related to domains where firms have previously accumulated experience, it is easier for the firms to absorb the new incoming information. Proxies, such as age (Sorensen and Stuart 2000; Rao and Drazin 2002) have been used to argue that older firms are more likely to have accumulated knowledge and developed routines and processes that facilitate information assimilation and innovation (Lane et al. 2006).

In the international context, the role of international experience is widely acknowledged as fostering a firm’s foreign market expansion. As firms acquire more experience in operating in foreign markets, they also accumulate more international-related knowledge and develop routines and processes that enhance the foreign market learning process. At the firm level, the international experience refers to the learning that enterprises have accumulated by doing business in a given market (Cavusgil and Zou 1994). The role of experiences as a basis for explaining SMEs’ export performance was largely documented in the literature. Most scholars
agree that developing foreign activities is a process of learning and experience accumulation that helps firms better exploit export market information and opportunities and therefore perform better in international settings (Johanson and Wiedersheim Paul 1975; Johanson and Vahlne 1993; Welch and Luostarinen 1993; Denis and Depelteau 1985). Moreover, international experience has also been seen as a form of knowledge called general “internationalization-related knowledge” by authors like Eriksson et al. (2000, 2004).

The international experience concept was approached by previous studies in three levels of analysis made up of (1) the managerial level, (2) the management team level, and (3) the firm level. However, the first and third levels of analysis prevail in terms of conceptualization in past studies. Table 7 recapitulates most of the international experience operationalizations previously used by the literature in the field.

The SMEs’ exporting literature extensively documented the role of the owner or manager’s exposure to foreign markets in regards to a firm's internationalization behaviors (Mayer and Flynn 1973; Simpson and Kujawa 1974; Brooks and Rosson 1982; Garnier 1982; Ogram 1982; Angelmar and Pras 1984; Karafakioglou 1986). Characteristics that have been found to be of utmost importance in exporting include the extent to which the manager has engaged in foreign travel, the number of languages spoken by the manager and if the export decision-maker was born abroad and whether he lived or worked abroad (e.g. Bilkey and Tesar 1977; Reid 1981; Misenbock 1988).

The emphasis on the top management level of analysis roots in Hambrick and Mason’s (1984) “upper echelons” perspective on organizational outcomes (Reuber and Fischer 1997). In SMEs, the founding team plays a much more extensive and dominant role than in large firms (e.g. Feeser and Willard 1990; Bell et al. 1992; Chandler and Hanks 1993; Reuber and Fischer 1997). Therefore, it is expected that the role of top management experience would be more pronounced in SMEs. For instance McDougall et al. (1994) and Oviatt and McDougall (1994) found that a team of individuals with international experience generally founds firms that are “born global” (international from inception). In addition, the findings of Bloodgood et al. (1996) showed that the international experience of the top management team was related to the internationalization extent of the firm’s activities. Ramangalahy (2001) approached the international experience of SMEs through the richness angle. According to him, the definition of top management international experience richness is a multi-dimensional concept. Several of its dimensions are the length of the experiences, number of foreign projects or clients, the complexity of the challenges, the diversity of contexts and their impact on the managerial team know-how.
Table 7. Different conceptualizations of international experience according to the level of analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of analysis</th>
<th>Conceptualization and references</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Managerial level</td>
<td>• Number of foreign languages spoken by the manager (Bilkey and Tesar 1977; Reid 1981; Misenbock 1988)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Number of years spent abroad (Reid 1981; Misenbock 1988; Shambharya 1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Number of years working within the enterprise and in exporting (Seringhaus 1987)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Number of years of international experience (Ramaswamy et al. 1996; Sullivan 1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Homogeneity of international experiences (Shambharya 1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Possession of experience with international selling (Ficher and Reuber 1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Degree of satisfaction with international activities development (Abdel-Malek 1974)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managerial team level</td>
<td>• Proportion of top management members already having international experience (Shambharya 1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Previous international experience of the current management team with selling products abroad (Reuber and Fischer 1997)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Sum of the international experience, in years, of all employees working on international activities for more than half of their working time (Bijmolt and Zwart 1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Number of employees working on international activities for more than half of their working time (Bijmolt and Zwart 1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Richness of international experiences (Ramangalahy 2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm level</td>
<td>• Number of years of international experience (Ogbuehi and Longfellow 1994; Hart et al. 1994; Cavusgil and Zou 1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Number of years since the enterprise created an export department (Souchon et al. 2003; Walliser and Mogos-Descotes 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Number of exporting markets (Hart et al. 1994; Cavusgil and Zou 1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Real number of export markets, meaning the difference between the total number of exporting country and the number of border countries among the exporting countries (Kuivalainen et Bell 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Evolution of the exporting percentage over the last five years (Cavusgil and Zou 1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Diversity of foreign market entry modes used by firms (Kuivalainen and Bell 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Number of continents where the firm exports to (Kuivalainen and Bell 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Number of years the firm operated domestically before having foreign sales (Reuber and Fischer 1997)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Numerous studies on the SMEs’ internationalization highlight the key role of a firm’s international experience. The most widely used indicators in capturing a firm’s level of international experience are the number of years the company has been exporting (e.g. Cavusgil and Zou 1994; Hart et al. 1994; Ogbuehi and Longfellow 1994) or the number of exporting markets (e.g. Cavusgil and Zou 1994; Hart et al. 1994). Recently, Kuivalainen and Bell (2004) suggested that it would be more appropriate to assess the real number of export markets as the difference between the total numbers of exporting countries minus the number of border countries (among the exporting countries). The main reason for this new assessment is that with the absence of export barriers in the European Union (E.U.), firms sell their products in bordering countries almost as easily as they do in domestic markets. Some other proxies used for assessing SMEs’ level of international experience are the evolution of the
exporting percentage over the last five years (Cavusgil and Zou 1994), the diversity of foreign market entry modes used by firms (Kuivalainen and Bell 2004), the number of continents where the firm export (Kuivalainen and Bell 2004), and the number of years the firm operated domestically before having any foreign sales (Reuber and Fischer 1997).

Cohen and Levinthal (1990) have stressed the importance of the extent, complementarities and diversity of experiences in building higher levels of AC and learning. Notice that they favored the richness attributes of experiences (level, complementarities, and the diversity of experiences) over the length. Therefore, it is considered more appropriate to conceptualize SMEs’ international experience under the richness angle, as Ramangalahy (2001) did in his Canadian study on exporting SMEs.

Nevertheless, the critical importance of the length of international experiences of SMEs in their internationalization process has been highlighted by an important number of studies (e.g. (Cavusgil and Zou 1994; Hart et al. 1994; Ogbuehi and Longfellow 1994; Souchon et al. 2003). Thus, a second international experience length-based conceptualization will be retained nonetheless.

**III.1.1.2 PACAP conceptualization**

According to Zahra and George (2002), two sub-dimensions, information acquisition and assimilation make of PACAP. As it follows, their conceptualization in the case of exporting SMEs will be discussed.

**III.1.1.2.1 Export information acquisition dimension**

Zahra and George (2002) refer to a firm’s information acquisition capabilities in terms of identifying and acquiring externally generated information that is crucial to business operations. They highlight the intensity, the speed, and the direction of a firm’s efforts to identify and acquire information from the external environment. To the best of our knowledge, no such conceptualizations have been reported within the SMEs’ exporting literature. As a result, the possibility to conceptualize information acquisition dimension could be the assessment of the levels of export market-related informativity that characterizes SMEs. The underlying reasoning is that it can be logically assumed that the more efficient information acquisition there is, the more firms will be informed concerning foreign markets.
Several foreign market information taxonomies were proposed by the internationalization literature (e.g. Johanson and Vahlne 1977; Keegan 1980; Seringhaus 1987; Ervigen et al. 1993; Hart et al. 1994; Cafferata and Mensi 1995; Morgan et al. 2003). Even though the proposals rely on different parameters that leverage their definitions, these taxonomies are characterized by many comparable elements. The acquisition of foreign market-related information has been a matter of concern since the beginning of the study of the internationalization process. The exploratory research undertaken in 1977 by Johanson and Vahlne addressed the information needs of international enterprises. They identified several knowledge types an enterprise needs in order to develop activities abroad which include knowledge about culture and customs, social values, general way of life, users or consumers of products, distribution systems, competitors, language, and general information about the country.

In the specific case of SMEs, three main taxonomies were developed. They were already presented in detail in chapter I, section I.2.3.2.3 and therefore will only be briefly mentioned in this section. The taxonomy developed by Hart et al. (1994) distinguished three main classes of foreign market information that SMEs acquire on foreign markets. The classes are: (1) market feasibility information, (2) adaptation information and (3) background information. Julien and Ramangalahy’s taxonomy (2003) highlights five classes of export information that SMEs collect on export markets that include information related to: (1) the export markets, (2) competition, (3) norms, (4) opportunities, and (5) export operations. Ramangalahy (2001) proposed what could be the most integrative framework, in terms of information types, through six underlying categories of foreign market information needs of SMEs relative to: (1) foreign clients or market, (2) competitors, (3) products, (4) prices, (5) communication and distribution, and finally, (6) the legal environment. Because of its integrative character, it is thought to be the most appropriate framework for capturing an export informativity degree of SMEs concerning foreign markets.
III.1.1.2 Export information assimilation dimension

Zahra and George (2002) defined the assimilation dimension as “firms’ routines and processes that allow it to analyze, process and interpret, and understand the information obtained from external sources” (p. 189). They refer to the basic mechanisms by which information is processed at both an individual and organizational level. At the organizational level, information must be disseminated or shared between individuals for learning and efficient information exploitation to take place in addition to its prior acquisition (e.g. Brown and Duguid 1991; Nonaka 1994; Hurley and Hult 1998). The dissemination of information can be seen as a bi-directional flow between individuals and organizations that is materialized through the efficient transfer and integration of information within the organization by means of coordination procedures. According to Cadogan et al. (1999), the conceptual domain of coordination refers to several interrelated organizational mechanisms such as communication, common understanding, organizational culture, cooperation, a lack of conflicts between the organization’s members or departments, and shared values and vision. These mechanisms can foster joint action for attaining common goals at the organizational level. All these mechanisms allow fluid information diffusion within firms and create favorable conditions for efficient information exploitation and learning to take place (Agyris 1976, 1992; Huber 1991). Cohen and Levinthal (1990) mainly emphasized the role of coordination and communication practices as catalysts of external information absorption. Furthermore, some other scholars suggested the same organizational process as catalysts of external information assimilation in organizations (e.g. Jaworski and Kohli 1993; Sinkula et al. 1997; Belich and Dubinsky 1999; Ramangalahy 2001).

Based on the literature in the field of organizational information exploitation, several organizational mechanisms that enhance information assimilation within SMEs were recognized and included: (1) efficient coordination and (2) communication, (3) collaboration, (4) centralization, (5) formalization, (6) work teams, (7) shared vision concerning the strategic goal achievement, and (8) the efficiency of knowledge transfer and integration. Hereafter, the importance of these eight mechanisms in the case of exporting SMEs is discussed.

(1) Organizations can be viewed as systems made up of different departments. The role of coordination is to articulate the action of the different departments characterized by different functions and responsibilities (Stata 1989; Leonard-Barton 1992; Kofman and Senge 1993; Nevis et al. 1995). The importance of the coordination practices has been increasingly highlighted within the fields of management, production and marketing. Recently, more and
more studies suggest that departmental dynamics and coordination are vital drivers of business performance (Lascu et al. 2006; Guenzi and Troilo 2006; DeGroot and Brownlee 2006; Spillan and Parnell 2006). Moreover, the role of coordination is of utmost importance for efficiently exploiting information in SMEs (e.g. Belich and Dubinsky 1999; Souchon et al. 2003). In conclusion, the efficiency of coordination procedures of SMEs shall be retained as one of the information assimilation practices potentially enhancing export information exploitation in SMEs.

(2) Communication can occur through several formal and informal organizational practices such as sales reporting systems and company newsletters, informal conversations and social events hosted by the company (Daft and Huber 1987; Matusik and Hill 1998). Huber (1991) and Nonaka (1994) stressed the critical importance of communication. The two authors suggest that informational exchange and interaction between members of an organization influence the extent of organizational learning and information exploitation. Moreover, Daft and Lengel (1984) observed that informal communication practices facilitate the access to information sources by favoring the speed of exchanging information. SMEs’ literature in the field suggests that communication is generally effective and barely formalized (Julien 1998; Torrès 2004). The SMEs mainly employ informal communication mechanisms and are usually mentored by the manager (Brusch 1992; Raymond and Lesca 1995).

Note that the efficiency of coordination relies on other organizational mechanisms that include communication and inter-departmental collaboration (Jaworski and Kohli 1993). As a result, communication problems across the different departments (Ruekart and Walker 1987), hampering coordination efficiency. It seems that if communication flows within an organization are efficient, it is reflected through their coordination capacity. Thus, assessing whether coordination in SMEs is efficient reflects to a great extent efficiency in communication. Therefore, communication efficiency will not be retained as a parameter in this analysis.

(3) The collaboration between the different compartments of the enterprise is a key feature that enhances coordination (Jaworski and Kohli 1993). The collaboration is hindered by the conflicts existing between different parties in the firms (Jaworski and Kohli 1993; Gattlin et al. 2002; Rashkis 2004). These statements hold true especially for large enterprises where communication and coordination gaps between the different departments are more prevalent. Departmentalization is not a common feature in SMEs because of their size and their low level of labor specialization (Marchesnay 1991; Mahé de Boisandelle 1996; Machat 2003). The law labor specialization implies that the manager and the members of the managerial
team assure several functions at the same time such as production, marketing, and exporting. To conclude this third point, in SMEs, the coordination mainly depends on the capacity that managerial team’s members have to coordinate their activities and collaborate. Thus, the collaboration efficiency will not be retained in the future of this analysis.

(4) Several scholars believe that centralization inhibits a firm’s information dissemination and utilization (Jaworski and Kohli 1993; Sinkula 1994; Matsuno et al. 2002). Nevertheless, some other scholars such as Kohli and Jaworski (1993) suggested that centralization in terms of decision-making could be beneficial for information dissemination since centralized decision-making could speed up information exploitation. This belief has been supported by Kirka et al.’s (2005) literature review on market orientation’s (MO) antecedents and outcomes. The authors concluded that MO, regarding implicit information dissemination efficiency, is not significantly related to the degree of formalization or centralization practices implemented by companies. SMEs’ literature suggests that they are generally characterized by high decision-making centralization degrees that gravitate around the manager or the managerial team (Julien 1993, 1994; Brouthers et al. 1998; Torrès 1999). To conclude this point, centralization generally characterizes SMEs and Kirka et al.’s (2005) literature review suggests that centralization is not significantly related to the efficiency of information dissemination activities. As a result, the centralization degree of SMEs as an organizational structure feature will not be retained within this analysis.

(5) Formalization refers to the definition of roles and authority through formalized rules in organizations. Several scholars suggest formalization inhibits the use firms get out of information and thus, the development of effective responses to changes in the marketplace (Jaworski and Kohli 1993; Kirca et al. 2005). However, Kohli and Jaworski (1993) suggest that the nature of formalized rules may very well be designed to enhance market information acquisition and dissemination throughout the organization. Nevertheless, Kirca et al.’s (2005) literature review on MO’s antecedents and outcomes suggests formalization is not significantly related to the efficiency of information acquisition and dissemination activities. SMEs are generally characterized by low formalization levels (Julien 1994; D’Amboise 1995; Torrès 2000; Gueguen 2001; Torrès 2003) and this seems to be one of the features playing in their advantage for effectively exploiting information. Concluding this fifth point, the formalization degree of SMEs will not be retained in this analysis for two reasons. The first reason is that it seems that formalization does not significantly influence information dissemination in organizations (see Kirka et al.’s 2005 study). The second reason is that SMEs are generally low formalized structures.
Creating work-teams for the management of important projects enhances open discussion and ideas sharing through dialogue and debate around the newly acquired market information (Stata 1989; Garvin 1993; Nonaka 1994; Slater and Narver 1995; Lei et al. 1999). Team learning allows the transfer, interpretation, and integration of the information acquired individually at the organizational level (Senge 1990; Hult and Ferrell 1997). These assertions hold especially true for large organizations where inter-departmental and hierarchical distance hamper information dissemination (Youndt et al. 1996). Palmer and Andrews (1997) explored the role of teamwork in four case studies in English SMEs. They found no clear link between an organization’s use of teams and success in environmental management. In the case of SMEs, work teams are frequently synonymous to top management team members working together (Irani et al. 1997). Therefore, in the case of SMEs, it does not make much sense to consider teamwork.

A shared vision requires bringing employees together to have a common identity in organizations (Senge 1990; Sinkula 1994). Sharing the managerial vision about a firm’s objectives enhances the clear understanding of the organization’s strategic goals and facilitates the employees’ comprehension of how they can help to attain these goals (Hult and Ferrell 1997; Lei et al. 1999). A shared vision also favors joint action based on the will of attaining main goals. Thus, organizations can act as unified systems in which every individual action is directed towards the achievement of the firm’s global objectives.

Exporting SMEs’ managers have a tendency of concealing information as well as the reasons for making decisions and the implementation ideas about the future development (Julien 1998). The sharing of visions is beneficial to SMEs since it enhances the understanding of employees in how they can contribute to reach the firm’s strategic objectives (Schmidt and Bayad 2002). Thus, the employees can identify themselves as a constitutive part of the organization and this helps them join their actions towards attaining common objectives. If a shared vision exists in the firm, when new external information is acquired on export markets, employees can judge more easily whether the new incoming information is relevant to the organization’s objectives and whether it is worth to consider it. Nonetheless, it can be argued that a shared vision can be seen at the same title as communication as catalysts of coordination in organizations. For this reason, an efficient coordination may be considered to also partially reflect the extent to which a shared vision about the firm’s objectives characterizes organizations.

Knowledge transfer and integration refer to two closely linked processes. Some scholars believe that these two processes take place simultaneously rather than successively (Jerez-
Gomez et al. 2005). The effectiveness of information transfer implies internal spreading at the organizational level of the newly acquired information, mainly through conversations and interactions among individuals (Brown and Duguid 1991; Kofman and Senge 1993; Nicolini and Meznar 1995). Information and knowledge have to be further integrated in order to create a collective corpus of knowledge that keeps track of the work processes, routines and knowledge acquired in the past (Huber 1991; Walsh and Ungson 1991). Thus, knowledge can be subsequently recovered and applied to different situations in spite of the natural rotation of its members (Levitt and March 1988; Simon 1991).

The knowledge transfer and integration in SMEs is mainly a task of the managerial team members whom frequently assume more functions at the same time. In the case of the departure of a member of the managerial team, SMEs will generally also loose an important part of knowledge and know-how because of the multiple tasks developed by the management team’s member gone. Thus, it is very likely that SMEs would benefit from organized methods that keep track of the information concerning the way the management teams’ members were accomplishing their work in the past. Therefore, the efficiency of the knowledge transfer and integration procedures in SMEs will be retained within this analysis.

Resuming the above discussion concerning the importance of the eight main organizational mechanisms that enhance information assimilation in SMEs, the practices that seem to mostly affect their export information absorption activities are the coordination capacity and the efficiency of information, knowledge transfer and integration practices. Concluding, the information assimilation dimension of PACAP will be conceptualized through the efficiency of coordination, knowledge transfer and integration practices implemented in SMEs.

**III.1.3 The impact of PACAP’s antecedents upon PACAP development**

According to Zahra and George (2002), a firm’s levels of experience and its exposure to export information sources within their market environment determine the development of their PACAP (information acquisition and assimilation) related capabilities. These relationships have not yet been specifically explored in the exporting SMEs literature. Thus, not much empirical evidence exists in this respect. Nevertheless, the organizational learning, KBV, AC or SMEs internationalization literature bring insights into this area. Accounting for the empirical and theoretical evidence, the relative reliance existing between PACAP’s antecedents and PACAP will be explored.
The exposure to rich export information sources is considered to be an antecedent of SMEs’ PACAP in terms of export information acquisition and assimilation. The export information acquisition dimension of PACAP has been conceptualized in terms of the information acquisition process efficiency by considering the level of informativity of SMEs concerning foreign markets. The export information assimilation dimension of PACAP was conceptualized in the specific case of SMEs as their propensity in terms of coordination, information transfer and integration practices.

While it was possible to retain internationally related constructs for the conceptualization of PACAP’s antecedents and the acquisition dimension of PACAP, in the case of exporting SMEs, for the assimilation dimension of PACAP only domestic based operationalizations were available in the literature. As a result, it is difficult to emit propositions in respect to the effect of PACAP’s antecedents upon SMEs’ practices in terms of knowledge transfer, integration and coordination. For this reason, no research proposition will be emitted in this respect. Thus, the influence of the exposure to rich information sources and a firm’s international experience upon the export information acquisition dimension of PACAP will only be explored.

According to Zahra and George (2002), several factors called activation triggers moderate the effect of PACAP’s antecedents on PACAP. The activation triggers can be internal or external to the firm. Internal triggers may be an internal crisis that obliges firms to redefine their strategy or stimulate learning (Winter 2000). External triggers could be radical changes within the industry such as radical innovations, changes in institution-related regulations or even technical shifts. Zahra and George (2002) suggest that these events, whether internal or external, have an influence on the way firms acquire and assimilate information based on previous experience and exposure to export information sources in their environment. The conceptualization of Zahra and George (2002) of the activation triggers is very wide. Concerning internal crisis, they could result from very different events in SMEs, which could include the loss of a main client, furnisher or the departure of a key employee, etc. The same thing can be said about external triggers. Within the current research, companies from a single industry in the French context were considered - which represent a relatively homogeneous group of enterprises. Therefore, it is very likely that the external environment of these enterprises would be highly similar. As a result, it does not make much sense to test the moderator effect of the environmental factors on the relationship between PACAP’s antecedents and PACAP within the context of the current research. Environmental effect
would be seemingly higher if the study would be directed towards companies from different industries.

**III.1.3.1 The impact of SMEs’ exposure to rich export information sources on export information acquisition**

According to the KBV perspective, the way a firm accesses information from the environment has an impact on the informational knowledge development inside the company (e.g. Spender 1998; DeNisi *et al.* 2003). The level of informativity of SMEs in respect to foreign markets can be seen as tacit, explicit or informational knowledge as Morgan *et al.* (2004) have considered it. Thus, the richness of information sources that SMEs access in their foreign environment represents an important stepping-stone in the development of their levels of informativity concerning key elements of foreign markets.

The existing reliance between the information sources used and the information elements acquired on foreign information in export markets has been underlined by several studies. For instance, Julien and Ramangalahy’s (2003) study specifically explored the link between the types of export information that SMEs acquire in foreign markets and the frequency of use of several export information sources. They concluded that the export information elements SMEs acquire on foreign markets are correlated to the perceived quality of export information sources. Similar findings have also been underlined within the study of Leonidou and Katsikeas (1997). In summary, it seems that the use of information sources conditions the type and quantity of export information acquired by SMEs in foreign markets.

In the current study, the information sources richness perspective was retained for the study of export information sources. Information sources richness perspective was inspired by the research undertaken by Ramangalahy (2001) that is rooted in the theory of media richness developed by Daft and Lengel (1984). Accordingly, rich information sources allow: (1) the collection of important amounts of information and aspects regarding a specific subject, (2) the interaction and exchange of points of views with information sources thus allowing the adjustment of diverging view points, (3) verbal and non-verbal communication in ways that favor the speed of communication, (4) communication with different interfaces like density that provide diverse indications and (5) easy access to reliable information. As a result, by definition, a rich foreign market information source provides SMEs with important quantities of reliable information concerning the export markets’ features. Therefore, it can be assumed
that accessing rich information sources in foreign markets will influence the level informativity of SMEs concerning export markets:

P1: The richness of foreign market information sources has a positive and significant impact on the efficiency of export information acquisition in small firms.

III.1.3.2 The impact of SMEs’ international experiences richness on export information acquisition

In the KBV perspective, the accent is put on organizational knowledge creation and consolidation. Drawing elements from the evolution theory of firms by Nelson and Winter (1982), the KBV suggests that knowledge development is a path-dependent process where previous experience is essential and represents the driving factor of the future development (Kuivalainen and Bell 2004; Kodama 2005). The relationships between the international experience of SMEs and their practices in terms of export information have been explored in several empirical studies (e.g. Leonidou and Katsikeas 1997; Belich and Dubinsky 1999; Souchon et al. 2003). Several studies in the field revealed that older firms acquire less intensively information on export markets (Katsikeas 1997; Souchon et al. 2003). Nevertheless, strong theoretical and empirical evidence suggests that as SMEs acquire more international experience, they also progress in terms of foreign market-related knowledge (e.g. Fletcher 2007). The exporting SMEs’ literature brings empirical support to the influence of several export specific factors such as the international experience of the firms and the export information-related activities of SMEs. Firms with little or lacking export experience are likely to have greater information needs in order to deal with export matters (Gronhaug and Graham 1987; Seringhaus 1993) because they cannot rely on past knowledge or internal expertise. The richness measures of export experiences selected within this study also refer to the length of the international experiences along with their variety and complementarity. As a result, it is logical to believe that the more rich export experiences of SMEs are, the more SMEs will have facilities in terms of export information acquisition. Based on previous “rich” international experience, sometimes viewed as a form of general internationalization-related knowledge (e.g. Erikksson 2000; Erikksson et al. 2004), firms can more easily enhance the consolidation of export market knowledge. Beginning with the first theories of internationalization, most scholars suggest that the diversification and accumulation of international experiences of firms is an indicator of their
progression in terms of foreign market-related knowledge. As a result, the following is proposed:

**P2: The richness of international experiences of export employees has a positive and significant impact on the efficiency of export information acquisition in small firms.**

A second conceptualization retained to capture SMEs’ international experiences richness is the real export experience of the company, which captures internationalization length-related aspects. It has been assessed as the sum of exporting years a firm has spent by using a specific foreign market presence mode. The choice of entry modes influences the transfer of knowledge within the organization and the access to foreign market information (Kogut and Zander 1993; Kuivalainen and Bell 2004). For instance, if firm A owns a subsidiary abroad, it will have easier access to foreign market information than firm B whom distributes its products by using a local distributor in the same country. In addition, firm A can more easily check the reliability of information concerning the specific market where the subsidy is implemented than firm B. Subsequently, it is logical to believe that firms that have used several entry modes over the same period of time than other firms that have only been selling their products abroad by means of a single basic entry mode have accumulated international experience that is more diverse and rich. As a result, it is suggested that:

**P3: The real export experience of SMEs has a positive and significant impact on the efficiency of export information acquisition in small firms.**

Hereafter, Figure 12 recapitulates the research propositions emitted within this section describing the influence of PACAP determinants on PACAP development within the specific case of exporting SMEs.
III.2 The impact of PACAP on RACAP (Realized Absorptive CAPacity) development

According to Zahra and George’s (2002) conceptualization, PACAP’s dimensions are a necessary condition for building RACAP. Information acquisition and assimilation conditions the future possibility of transforming and exploiting the information to commercial ends. Within this section, RACAP’s dimensions in the specific case of export information absorption by SMEs will be conceptualized. Second, the influence of PACAP’s dimensions, namely information acquisition and assimilation, on RACAP, information transformation and exploitation, will be exposed. Third, the factors potentially moderating the influence of PACAP on RACAP in the case of exporting SMEs will be discussed.
III.2.1 RACAP conceptualization

RACAP refers to the transformation and exploitation of information to commercial ends. As it follows, a possible conceptualization for the two sub-dimensions of RACAP, information transformation and exploitation in the case of exporting SMEs is proposed.

III.2.1.1 Conceptualization of the transformation dimension of RACAP: the export responsiveness of SMEs

According to Zahra and George (2002), the transformation dimension is related to the incorporation and conversion of the acquired and transformed knowledge into firms’ operations. The authors refer to the transformation dimension as having two main functions. The first function is psychological by nature. The transformation dimension reflects the cognitive process of combining two different pieces of information to arrive at a new scheme of transformation capability. The second function is factual by nature. It reflects the incorporation of the new insights, brought into the firm by information, into a firm’s processes and routines that solidify action (Zahra and George 2002).

The informational learning scholars also stress the factual aspect. They deem that organizations learn if based on the new incoming information processing their behaviors are modified (e.g. Argyris 1976; Argyris and Schoen 1978; Fiol and Lyles 1985; Levitt and March 1988; Senge 1990; Garvin 1993; Sinkula et al. 1997; Machat 2003). Behavioral adjustments translate changes from the conceptual level in concrete use (Sinkula et al. 1997). Zahra and George (2002) acknowledge the fact that developing AC requires learning capabilities that are needed within the process of knowledge creation. The transformation dimension of RACAP appears to be fundamentally important within the process of knowledge creation since it “denotes a firm’s capability to develop and refine the routines that facilitate combining existing knowledge and the newly acquired and assimilated knowledge.” (Zahra and George 2002, p. 190). The meaning of the transformation dimension is close to the conceptualization of “knowledge in action”, which refers to the factual incorporation of the new insights that are carried out by the incoming information within firms’ processes and actions (Fahey and Prusak 1998; Alvesson and Kärreman 2001). Lately, knowledge in action has been extensively viewed as the most suitable way of capturing the complex nature of
knowledge and the knowledge creation constructs (e.g. Fahey and Prusak 1998; Alvesson and Kärreman 2001; Cazal and Dietrich 2003).

Kohli et al. (1993) and Sinkula et al. (1997) have developed operational conceptualizations of “knowledge in action” in the marketing field for capturing response actions and processes firms implement when confronted to new incoming market-related information. Sinkula et al. (1997) defined the marketing dynamism as the degree to which organizations apply information to modify marketing programs and decisions. In a similar vein, Kohli et al. (1993) conceptualized responsiveness as the action taken in response to the relevant information generated and subsequently filtered. The response capacity of the firms to face environmental change was conceptualized by Kohli and Jaworski (1990) as a sub-dimension of the Market Orientation (MO) construct. Responsiveness can be seen as the direct result of the transformation of information into action (Kohli et al. 1993). Responsiveness also translates the speed and coordination with which the actions are implemented and periodically reviewed in firms. It also refers to evaluating goal achievements and accordingly correcting actions based on information through inter-departmental cooperation and coordination (Kohli et al. 1993).

Cadogan et al. (1999) adapted the MO construct to the international market context. In an international context, the export responsiveness relates to the action taken in response to the relevant export information generated and subsequently filtered. Export responsiveness reflects the speed and coordination with which the export-related actions are implemented and periodically reviewed. Export actions and decisions are based on the close observation of foreign clients by responding systematically to their wishes and complaints. It also refers to the evaluation of over or under-fulfillment of export goals for correcting accordingly and the export objective achievement.

Compared to Sinkula et al.’s (1997) conceptualization of the marketing dynamism, responsiveness is a wider concept that also incorporates elements such as goal achievement, coordination for strategy implementation, and a timely review of past actions in addition to marketing programs’ modification. Responsiveness also translates the change more widely in the routines and processes implemented by the firm in order to keep up with market changes. The market dynamism concept, as conceptualized by Sinkula et al. (1997), was developed in the case of more elaborate organizational structures and requires an important degree of formalization of the marketing activities within the firm. SMEs’ marketing strategies are generally hardly formalized and on going. They rarely have a marketing department that designs marketing programs (Hermann 1995; Machat 2003) and the way they implement
marketing strategy is rather holistic. As a result, compared to responsiveness, market
dynamism conceptualization appears to be less suitable for SMEs. Moreover, Cadogan et al.
(1999) have adapted the responsiveness concept of Kohli and Jaworski (1993) in the case of
foreign market-related activities as export responsiveness. Concluding, it is firmly believed
that export responsiveness is the conceptualization that best captures the transformation
dimension of RACAP in the specific case of exporting SMEs.

III.2.2.2 Conceptualization of the exploitation dimension of RACAP: the competitive
advantage in terms of international marketing competences of SMEs

The exploitation dimension, compared to the transformation dimension of RACAP, represents
a further step in converting knowledge in the firm. The exploitation dimension translates the
learning that has been achieved by the firm through competences’ development in key
organizational areas like production, marketing or distribution (Zahra and George 2002).
Dosi and Marengo (1995) define competences as contextualized sets of problem resolutions at
the organizational level. Consequently, the competence is a combination of various factors
specific to organizations. For example, a firm organizes formal meetings when it encounters
difficulties to find clients in a foreign country. Meetings constitute specific ways of solving
problems that might not be used in other firms. Thus, any time organizations encounter
problems they elaborate a certain procedure for solving it, an explicit competence, which is
objective, scientific and independent by nature (Baumard 1996). The way organizations solve
problems cannot always be completely transmitted by word of mouth because problems are
solved by engaging tacit knowledge and previous experience (Nonaka 1994). For this reason,
competences cannot be completely observed and it is difficult to imitate competence.
Competences cannot be verbally communicated as they have an important collective and
experiential content. Competences are transferred by means of experience through action
(DeNisi et al. 2003). For these reasons, competences constitute strategic assets for the firm
(Barney 1991) and drive organizational performance. The competences are essentially
developed by reproducing similar response activities and by repeating certain tasks that
produce the expected results in similar situations. Firms naturally upgrade their capabilities
and competences in response to changes in their market and technological environment
(Kodama 2005). In light of Zahra and George’s (2002) article, the finality of the AC process
is to continuously renew the capabilities and competences in the bases of organizations. Zahra
and George (2002) suggested that RACAP’s dimensions have a direct influence on business performance.

In accordance with the KBV perspective, the process of creating competences encloses a dynamic dimension and is believed to ensure the long-term competitive advantage (DeNisi et al. 2003; Kuivalainen and Bell 2004; Kodama 2005; Freiling et al. 2008) and thereby nurture organizational success over time. Therefore, operationalizing competence development as the exploitation dimension of RACAP is congruent with Zahra and George’s (2002) widened understanding of the AC construct that ultimately influences the creation or the consolidation of organizational competences and capabilities. According to the KBV, performance differences between firms are grounded and translated in their learning capacity that leads to the development of distinctive competences (Prahalad and Hamel 1990; Henderson and Cockburn 1994; McGrath et al. 1995) or core competences as suggested later on by Hamel and Prahalad (1999). Thus, only the fact of achieving superior competences compared to the competitors in key organizational areas ultimately drive organizational performance.

Zahra and George (2002) stressed the role of AC as a dynamic capability in leveraging the development of new competences in core areas such as marketing and production. The SMEs’ literature furnishes rich support when it comes to the key importance of marketing competences for manufacturing firms. For this reason, it is reasonable to conceptualize the exploitation dimension of RACAP in the case of exporting SMEs, in terms of development of their international marketing competences.

Authors for international marketing competences have used different appellations. Kedia and Chokar (1986) use the notion of capabilities and exporting know-how to indicate the international competences firms detain in planning marketing, financial, and technical processes in firms. Seringhaus (1993) used the notion of marketing expertise for designing the know-how related to the export market information acquisition, such as the identification of information sources, and the knowledge related to international operations such as language skills and international business practices. Belich and Dubinsky (1995) highlight the importance of international competences in segmentation and marketing mix strategies. Cavusgil and Knight (1997) refer to the importance of international marketing skills that include planning, control, evaluation, segmentation and the marketing mix. Ramangalahy (2001) highlights the importance of several groups of marketing competences for SMEs’ international development such as information management, relational competences, segmentation competences, and finally the marketing mix related competences, which include price, product, communication, and distribution.
Table 8. The international marketing competences of exporting SMEs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Competences field</th>
<th>Related competences and references</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| International networking   | • Identification of information sources (Seringhaus 1993)  
• Contacts’ identification and development (DeNoble et al. 1989; Seringhaus 1993)  
• Knowledge and understanding of business practices (Seringhaus 1993)  
• Foreign language knowledge (Pavord and Bogart 1975; Seringhaus 1993) |
| Marketing management       | • Marketing planning (Cavusgil and Knight 1997)  
• Marketing strategy development (DeNoble et al. 1989)  
• Thoroughness of the marketing planning processes (Vorhies and Morgan 2005; Morgan et al. 2003)  
• Undertaking marketing studies and research (Keng and Jiuan 1989; Seringhaus 1993)  
• Marketing information acquisition (Seringhaus 1993)  
• First sales development (Howard and Herremans 1989)  
• Control and evaluation of marketing costs (Keng and Jiuan 1989; Cavusgil and Knight 1997)  
• Reaction to opportunities (Cavusgil and Knight 1997)  
• The use of marketing tools (Cavusgil and Knight 1997) |
| Marketing segmentation     | • Opportunity seeking (Seringhaus 1993)  
• Identification and the development of new markets (DeNoble et al. 1989)  
• Segmentation and the target of new markets (Cavusgil and Knight 1997) |
| Product strategy           | • Providing services (DeNoble et al. 1989)  
• Research, development, and the adaptation of marketing programs (Cavusgil and Knight 1997)  
• Product packaging (Keng and Jiuan 1989)  
• Ability to develop new products (Zou et al. 2003)  
• Product modification and new product development (Cooper and Kleinschmidt 1985; Calantone et al. 1996; Morgan et al. 2003) |
| Price strategy             | • Price establishment (Keng and Jiuan 1989; Cavusgil and Knight 1997)  
• Account recovering (Howard and Herremans 1989)  
• Ability to extract optimal revenue from firms’ customers (Dutta et al. 2003) |
| Communication strategy     | • Sales and product promotion (Howard and Herremans 1989; Keng and Jiuan 1989; Cavusgil and Knight 1997)  
• Enterprise image development (Cavusgil and Knight 1997)  
• Marketing communication skills and processes (Zou et al. 2003)  
• Effective managing of marketing communication programs (Zou et al. 2003) |
| Distribution strategy      | • Selection of distributor agents (DeNoble et al. 1989; Howard and Herremans 1989; Keng and Jiuan 1989)  
• Training of sales personnel (DeNoble et al. 1989; Keng and Jiuan 1989)  
• Collaboration with distributor agents and relations entertainment (Howard and Herremans 1989; Cavusgil and Knight 1997)  
• Localization of selling points (Cavusgil and Knight 1997) |
| Market information management | • Gather information about customers and competitors (Vorhies and Morgan 2005)  
• Track customer wants and needs (Vorhies and Morgan 2005)  
• Analyze market research information (Vorhies and Morgan 2005) |
| Marketing implementation   | • Allocate marketing resources effectively (Morgan et al. 2003)  
• Organize the delivery of marketing programs effectively (Morgan et al. 2003)  
• Translation of marketing strategies into action (Morgan et al. 2003)  
• Rapid execution of marketing strategies (Morgan et al. 2003) |

A series of studies considering international competences of SMEs are resumed in Table 8.
III.2.2 The influence of PACAP on RACAP

According to the KBV, the creation of knowledge by means of learning is the mechanism leading firms towards sustaining competitive advantage and business success (e.g. DeNisi et al. 2003; Patriotta 2004; Warnier 2005). KBV proponents suggest that the primary concern of the firm is to create and apply knowledge (DeCarolis and Deeds 1999; Kuivalainen and Bell 2004) to commercial ends. In the case of exporting SMEs, knowledge creation and incorporation in a firm’s actions is an especially vital subject of concern since they frequently lack knowledge based capabilities for successfully developing international activities (e.g. Kuivalainen and Bell 2004; Fletcher 2007).

Within this section, the roles of the two sub-dimensions of PACAP, information acquisition and assimilation, are examined in fostering action by implementing foreign market responsiveness and further achieving positional advantage in terms of international foreign market-based competences development. In other words, the influence exerted by PACAP on RACAP is described. This section refers to the second main research proposition of this study, namely:

| PII: Organizations' levels of PACAP have a positive and significant impact on RACAP’s development. |

To begin with, in point III.2.2.1, the impact of PACAP on the transformation dimension in the specific case of exporting SMEs is presented. As far as the impact of PACAP on the exploitation dimension of RACAP is concerned, several observations are to be made. Recall that competences are experience-based and action-related (DeNisi et al. 2003). The influence of information acquisition and assimilation dimensions on the exploitation dimension of RACAP can be seen as rather indirect when enhancing a firm’s response capacity (Kodama 2005). In the meanwhile, a direct effect on the transformation dimension exerted by the international experiences of SMEs, one of the PACAP’s antecedents, and the transformation dimension of PACAP, SMEs export responsiveness capacity, can be expected. These paths of influence will be discussed and argued in point III.2.2.2.
III.2.2.1 The impact of PACAP on the transformation dimension of RACAP

Hereafter, the impact of the information acquisition dimension will be presented first and then the impact of the information assimilation dimension on the transformation dimension of RACAP.

Zahra and George (2002) defined the effectiveness rate or the efficiency factor as the ratio of the real transformation of PACAP into RACAP. Firms with high efficiency factors are more skilled in developing and using knowledge. In the end, these firms achieve higher levels of organizational performance. The effectiveness rate depends upon the social integration factors affecting the efficiency of knowledge incorporation in a firm’s processes. All by acknowledging the utmost importance of the social integration factors and their catalyzing role that enhances information transformation and exploitation in small firms, to the best of knowledge, no specific conceptualization regarding export information transformation has yet been developed. Thus, in the current research, the moderator role of social integration factors will not be tested. The current analysis will be limited to the direct influence of PACAP’s dimensions on RACAP development.

III.2.2.1.1 The impact of the export information acquisition on the export responsiveness of SMEs

Responsiveness refers to the action taken in response to the relevant information acquired and subsequently disseminated (Kohli et al. 1993). Thus, by definition, information plays a determinant role in fostering responsive action.

The access to rich information sources provides firms with information according to their needs and the possibility of exchanging points of views with information sources related to foreign markets. As a result, the access to rich information sources enhances the development of a firm’s informational knowledge base. SMEs acquire export information relevant to their needs by accessing rich information sources in their international markets (Ramangalahy 2001). The pre-existing stocks of related informational knowledge that firms dispose of help the firms to make sense out of the new external information entering organizations (Cohen and Levinthal 1990). In this way, the conversion of information into informational knowledge can be operated more efficiently and guide response actions.

For example, a small firm aims to sell its products in market A, a developing market where the sales of its products have been growing increasingly over the last years, that is previous knowledge. The firm finds that products need to be technologically improved in order to
correspond to the tastes of the customers in market A, this is the new information. Accordingly, the firm should improve the product technologically. A decision will be made concerning the firm’s expansion in market A and action will be undertaken. Thus, it is proposed that the effect of consulting rich information sources in foreign markets on international responsiveness capacity is indirect and is mediated by the development of informational knowledge. In other words, information has a meaning and guides action when related to a certain context.

KBV scholars suggest that information and knowledge have to be converted into action allowing the firms to successfully adapt to their environments and learn (e.g. Kogut and Zander 1992; Nonaka 1994; Morgan et al. 2003). Learning is the main mechanism by which knowledge is developed and maintained at the individual and firm level (Huber 1991; March 1991). New incoming foreign market information nurtures and renews a firm’s informational knowledge base.

Cohen and Levinthal (1990, 1992, 1994) stressed that the interpretation and use of new external information depends on the already existing related knowledge base. The degree of informativity with regard to foreign markets drives the implementation of marketing actions through response actions to foreign markets shifts (Kohli and Jaworski 1990; Kohli et al. 1993; Sinkula et al. 1997; Baker and Sinkula 1999).

According to the KBV, a firm’s knowledge base guides effective action (Kuivalainen and Bell 2004; Kodama 2005; Spender 2007). Therefore, the more SMEs own high levels of informational knowledge about export markets, the more they will be able to implement effective responsive action (Kuivalainen and Bell 2004). The impact of information acquisition upon the responsiveness capacity has been empirically confirmed by the study of Liao et al. (2003). Therefore, the following is proposed:

**P4: SMEs’ export informational knowledge levels have a positive and significant impact upon their export responsiveness capacity.**

### III.2.2.1.2 The impact of the information assimilation on the export responsiveness of SMEs

Efficient transfer and integration of information plays an important role in information exploitation within firms. Information integration refers to the perenisation of information within databases or files. Information sharing and integration in organizations depend on a wide range of formal and informal coordination procedures (Jaworski and Kohli 1993; Belich and Dubinsky 1999). Information transfer and integration are basic mechanisms through
which firms internalize and transform information to commercial ends (Zahra and George 2002). Successfully transferring information implies significant and efficient information flows that ensure that information reaches the right person in the firm who needs it for undertaking responsive action. Thus, the following is proposed:

**P5: Efficient information transfer and integration has a positive and significant impact on the export responsiveness capacity of SMEs.**

Efficient communication and the possibility of quickly accessing the right information needed for decision-making are key elements for the adoption of responsive action (Kohli *et al.* 1993). Coordination procedures allow organizations to optimize information flows (Sheremata 2000) and favor information exploitation and transformation (Choudhuri and Tabrizi 1999). As a result, it is proposed that:

**P6: Efficient coordination in SMEs has a positive and significant impact on the export responsiveness capacity of SMEs.**

***III.2.2 The impact of SMEs’ international experiences and export responsiveness on the exploitation dimension of RACAP***

In point III.2.2, it was concluded that the most suitable conceptualization of the exploitation dimension in the case of exporting SMEs is the level of development in terms of international marketing competences. Competences represent forms of tacit knowledge and are related and driven by the past actions and experiences of firms (DeNisi *et al.* 2003). Competences are path dependent and they are conditioned and fostered by the past problems encountered by firms and the responsive actions they have adopted for resolution. As a result, it can be assumed that the previous levels of international experiences of SMEs and their export responsiveness capacity impact their levels of international marketing competences. These relationships of influence were not present in Zahra and George’s (2002) model and they are the result of the conceptualizations chosen for the AC related dimensions specifically in the case of SMEs. As it follows, the influence exerted by the international experience of SMEs upon their levels of international marketing competences will first be discussed. Thereafter, the effect of the export responsiveness of SMEs upon their levels of international marketing competences will be analyzed.
III.2.2.2.1 The impact of the international experiences of SMEs

As firms accumulate international experience, they develop routines, rules, and action procedures that help them solve problems based on previous foreign experience (Laghzaoui 2007). Even more, the international experience refers to the learning enterprises have acquired by doing business in a given market (e.g. Cavusgil and Zou 1994; Basly 2007; Nguyen 2007). The role of experience as a basis for explaining the SMEs’ export performance is largely documented by the literature. Based on experience, firms better exploit export-market information and opportunities, improve the consolidation of foreign knowledge-related capabilities and better perform in international settings (e.g. Johanson and Wiedersheim Paul 1975; Denis and Depelteau 1985; Johanson and Vahlne 1993; Welch and Luostarinen 1993).

Within the current research, the creation or consolidation of international marketing competences of SMEs is specifically addressed. The international marketing competences can be defined as the development of specific procedures for solving foreign market-related problems based on the actions and experiences accumulated in the past. Based on Cohen and Levinthal’s (1990; 1992) work, the richness of international experiences over their length was considered. One of the experience indicators used is the real export experience, which is calculated by summing up the number of years SMEs spent developing international activities by means of a certain presence mode. Woisetschläger and Evanschitzky (2005) stressed the fact that the choice of entering a new market is of greater concern for SMEs than large firms since they face these decisions in early phases of their internationalization process. On one hand, the entry modes reflect a choice in terms of resources and control deployment. On the other hand, entry modes affect the transfer of knowledge, the creation of value within the organization, and the diversity of know-how related to export markets (Kogut and Zander 1993; Kuivalainen and Bell 2004). For instance, firm A created a joint venture with a Chinese firm for selling its products in China besides also selling them through indirect exporting. Firm B sells its products only through indirect exporting in China. When information is needed concerning the determination of the pricing strategy for example, firm A might access the necessary information which includes negotiating and fixing the price and the payment delays, responsiveness in terms of pricing to market change, fixing the margins, and evaluation of the credit risks more easily and faster, in comparison to firm B, from the Chinese partner. Furthermore, firm A could put the pricing strategy into practice faster and better in comparison to firm B. In order to review the pricing strategy, firm B in comparison to firm A, would need additional time primarily for obtaining the information and then for
verifying its validity. Thus, the learning cycle would be longer for firm B and the knowledge and market-related competence accumulation would take more time compared to firm A. Therefore, it is proposed that:

**P7: The real export experience of SMEs has a significant and positive impact on their positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences.**

Several scholars suggested that studying the role of the international experience of small firms in foreign market-based learning process by using length measures somehow represents a limited choice (Kuivalainen and Bell 2004). Richness-related experience measures appear to be more appropriate.

Keogh and Stewart (2000) studied the learning process of 60 innovative technology-based Scottish SMEs and found that these companies were moving through a learning cycle, similar to the one developed by Kolb (1984), by reviewing and acting on past learning experiences. However, there are considerable differences in the time invested in this processes and it appears some of them learn faster. Moreover, today’s learning internationalization cycles are reduced by the availability of information on the Internet and on-going globalization (Kuivalainen 2004). For these reasons, it seems more appropriate to consider the role of international experience richness instead of considering length-related aspects. Cohen and Levinthal (1990) highlighted the importance of the complementarity and variety of experiences within the learning process. By undertaking analogies with their previous “rich” experiences, firms could more easily acquire and/or improve their competences level. Therefore, it is proposed that:

**P8: International experiences richness has a significant and positive impact on SMEs’ positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences.**
III.2.2.2 The impact of the export responsiveness of SMEs

Undertaking responsive action for palliating foreign market shifts equivoques to continuously adjusting the export strategy according to the foreign clients’ demands and foreign market related constrains. Responsiveness in terms of behavioral change within the market strategies translates learning into action (e.g. Sinkula et al. 1997; Baker and Sinkula 1999; Machat 2003). Thus, it can be seen as a form of learning by means of experiencing. Recall that according to the KBV perspective, learning is the most vital mechanism leading firms to higher performance levels (Spender 1999; Kuivalainen and Bell 2004) and superior economic rent creation (Curado 2006).

The role of experience and experiencing in the learning process is widely acknowledged by scholars (e.g. Kolb 1976; Huber 1991; Koenig 1994; Machat 2003). Moreover, it is frequently associated with single loop learning. Strong empirical evidence exists proving that single loop experiential learning allows SMEs to do things better as they acquire experience on export markets (Minguzzi and Passaro 1997; Fletcher 2007).

Sinkula et al. (1997) suggest that by undertaking corrective actions, firms create and improve their competence level over time. Therefore, it is logical to believe that by being confronted to undertake corrective and responsive actions in order to improve the match between the product targeted toward exporting markets and the strategy they adopt, firms improve their international marketing competences over time. Competences’ development is a path-dependent process. The more experience small firms gain in foreign markets, the more they improve their international knowledge levels. Johanson and Vahlne (1977) emphasized the importance of learning as a determinant for a firm’s internationalization in the Uppsala model. Accordingly, internationalization is seen as an incremental path-dependent and responsive process. As firms acquire market knowledge through experience, they use more advanced entry modes and progress to more markets. Other internationalization process models largely support the stages approach (e.g. Luostarinen 1980; Reid 1981). Johanson and Vahlne (2003) “renewed” the Uppsala model to include business relationship learning and commitment and recently rejected the “establishment chain” aspects. This renewed model suggests that firms progressively undergo developing direct and indirect exporting activities to the establishment of manufacturing subsidiaries (Johanson and Vahlne 2006). The main limit of behaviorist internationalization models is of course the path dependency and their deterministic character (Reid 1984). It is therefore arguable that except in a crisis situation, there are exceptional
firms evaluating mainly in an incremental manner by means of learning (Nelson and Winter 1982; Dosi and Marengo 1995; Machat 2003).

Concluding, the more small firms gain experience in foreign markets by means of implementing responsive actions, the more they improve their international knowledge and competence levels (Johanson and Vahlne 2006). By proactively scanning and responding to environmental changes, firms build market-based competences (Machat 2003). Even though it cannot be confirmed that responsive actions constantly lead to achieving a positional advantage in terms of international competences, it certainly contributes to their enhancement, renewal, and creation. Responsiveness actions that small firms undertake to respond to foreign market change can be seen as engines in maintaining or achieving positional advantage in terms of core competences as the international marketing competences are for international small firms. Thus, it is proposed that:

**P9: SMEs’ export responsiveness capacity has a positive and significant impact upon their positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences.**

If firms characterized by high levels of export responsiveness are more likely to build more important stocks of international marketing competences over time, according to the KBV, firms’ competences help enterprises to adapt or respond to environmental constrains. Within the KBV, the strategic process, the actions firms decide to undertake, are rather built on the basis of specific capabilities firms own (Castanias and Helfat 2001) than on the basis of resources difficult to develop or access in competitive, unfriendly environments (Tarondeau 1998). These processes constitute engines of the strategic change within the firm (Chandler and Hanks 1993; Sanchez et al. 1996), guiding actions, and strategic response in order to integrate and manage environmental change.

Regardless of the actions firms decide to take for developing their strategy, they are not always directed towards adaptation. The organizational responsiveness measure reflects the speed and coordination with which actions are implemented and periodically reviewed. Responsiveness also refers to the evaluation of the over or under-fulfilling of goals and the subsequent corrective actions (Kohli et al. 1993). Adopting a responsive attitude towards export markets shifts mainly translates continuously adapting export strategy according to the foreign clients’ demands and foreign market constrains (Cadogan et al. 1999). However, it is believed that owning a positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences does not necessarily lead SMEs to adopting a rather “adaptive” export strategy. The ownership of a positional advantage leads to adopting the “right” actions and decisions
(Eriksson 2004) in accordance with the market-product-strategy couples that are not always adaptations to clients’ demands. For instance, sometimes enterprises can attain high levels of international performance by adopting a standardization strategy. The efficiency of the adoption of an adaptation or standardization export strategy by SMEs is still an ongoing debate (Lages and Montgomery 2004). Moreover, adaptability generally appears as a feature characterizing most of the cases in small firms (Liao et al. 2003). Pelham (2000) suggests that strategy adoption in the case of SMEs should be a match between the couple of product-market, which does not necessarily mean adaptation strategy. To conclude, one cannot posit that attaining a positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences will push enterprises to adopt a highly responsive or adaptive attitude or strategy towards foreign markets. While adopting a responsive attitude towards exporting markets may be viewed as a form of experiential learning, according to the KBV, learning remains a path-dependent process. Even though learning cycles seem to shorten in the increasingly globalized business context, past experience influences the way firms learn. Concluding, the development of positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences is conditioned by the past experience firms have accumulated in foreign markets. The development is accelerated by the ongoing globalization and the growing availability of information on the Internet.

Resuming, the role of experience in the learning process (Kolb 1984; Machat 2003) and competences’ development is acknowledged. It would be logical to propose that small firms crystallize responsive action into competence creation or renewal more easily if they are implemented over longer periods of time. In the meanwhile, the current study is a punctual study capturing managerial perceptions at a certain point in time. Thus, competences’ evolution over time cannot be observed. In other words, if managers state in the current study that they are highly export responsive, it cannot be assumed that they have been highly responsive since the beginning of their internationalization process. Therefore, it cannot be assumed that the international experiences of small firms play a moderator role on the impact of export responsiveness on positional advantage development in terms of international marketing competences. This moderator role of the international experiences of SMEs could be more appropriately captured through a longitudinal research.

Within this section, several research propositions were emitted with respect to the impact of PACAP on RACAP and concerning the determinants of RACAP’s transformation dimension, the previous international experience and the export responsiveness capacity of SMEs. In Figure 13, the research propositions emitted in this section III.2.2 are schematically resumed.
In this third part of chapter III, the relationships existing between RACAP and the levels of international performance of SMEs are resumed. These relationships correspond to the third main research proposition of the current study:

**PIII: RACAP development has a positive and significant impact on organizational performance.**

RACAP was conceptualized in the specific case of exporting SMEs in terms of export responsiveness, the transformation dimension, and the positional advantage of SMEs in terms of international marketing competences, the exploitation dimension. The transformation and exploitation of information through products, processes, capabilities, or competences’ improvement and innovation constitute sources of intra-industry variations of a firm’s performance (Zahra and George 2002).
Within the KBV literature, both elements of responsiveness and positional advantage in terms of competences development are seen as prerequisites of business performance (e.g. Grant 1996; Tarondeau 1999). In sections III.3.1 and III.3.2, the way the two sub-dimensions composing RACAP influence the degree of SMEs’ international performance is explained in further detail.

Zahra and George (2002) suggested that the impact of RACAP on business performance depends on the regimes of appropriability governing the industry under observation. The regimes of appropriability refer to the regulative and industry specific features affecting the firm’s capacity to protect and benefit from the advantages in terms of product and processes. They can constitute barriers for the imitation of products and processes and preserve the firm’s competitive advantage. Since small firms from the same industrial sector, namely the steel industry, are exclusively targeted in this study, it is suggested that the regimes of appropriability shall be quite similar for these enterprises. Since little variance is expected to occur when it comes to the regimes of appropriability among the firms interviewed, their moderator effect within the current study will not be tested.

**III.3.1 The impact of RACAP’s transformation dimension**

The generic theme of organizational responsiveness has frequently been believed to impact an organization’s level of performance. Several grounded theories sustain the positive impact of the organizational responsiveness efficiency upon a firm’s performance. Learning theories posit that an organization’s success is a function of the efficiency of the organizational adaptation’s power to face environmental shifts (e.g. Kolb 1976; Argyris 1976, 1993; Levitt and March 1988; Huber 1991). Learning increases an “organization’s capacity to take effective action” (Kim 1993, p. 43). Contingency theories also posit that effective organizations are “loosely coupled” with their environments (Pfeffer and Salancik 1978; Weick 1979). The efficiency of the adjustment to the surrounding environment is a determinant for organizational success (e.g. Barnard 1938; March and Olsen 1976; Duncan and Weiss 1979). Finally, the KBV perspective partly draws elements from the contingency and organizational learning theories. It asserts that the responsiveness that firms implement drives them to be more successful (Teece et al. 1997; Patriotta 2004). A “firm’s performance depends on the ability... to interpret correctly and respond to the messages they receive from their working environment” (Patriotta 2004, p. 30).
Concluding, organizational responsiveness is a feature generally hypothesized as a determinant for organizational success. There are two observations that should be made with this respect. The first observation is that the field of organizational responsiveness, until recently, was a prerogative of study for large organizations. The question of the responsiveness’ role in SMEs remains mainly unanswered. SMEs are often considered as more innovative, more customer-oriented, more flexible and as having quick response times when it comes to implementing changes and thus more responsive (Liao et al. 2003). Therefore, it is possible that responsive capacity is a feature generally characterizing small firms and does not necessarily directly affect their levels of business performance. The second observation that one should note is that the efficiency of the responsiveness firms implement appears as a key element for a firm’s success. To the best of knowledge, no such operationalization that captures the efficiency of the organizational responsiveness exists. A firm’s responsiveness capacity was conceptualized by Kohli and Jaworski (1990, 1993) and adapted in the case of export activities by Cadogan et al. (1999) as one of the dimensions of the export market-orientation construct. It refers to the speed and coordination with which actions are implemented and periodically reviewed in accordance with clients’ demands, the over or under-fulfilling of goals and the subsequent corrective actions (Kohli et al. 1993). Adopting a responsive attitude towards export market shifts mainly translates continuously adaptive export strategies according to the foreign clients’ demands and foreign market constraints (Cadogan et al. 1999). Nevertheless, adopting a responsive attitude towards foreign market shifts does not necessarily imply making the “right” decisions concerning export strategies. Slater and Narver (1995) stress the fact that there is a buffer between organizations and the environment that enables them to avoid a reactionary response to every event. One firm may frequently examine clients’ demands and systematically review the over or under-fulfillment of export goals without necessarily making the “right” decisions. Making the “right” decisions in SMEs is a contingency choice depending on the couple product-market-assets (Pelham 2000). According to the KBV perspective, the efficiency in terms of deciding which responsive actions should be undertaken relies mainly on the firm’s level of domain-related knowledge and capabilities which ultimately determine the firms’ performance levels (e.g. Grant 1996; Kuivalainen and Bell 2004; De Nisi et al. 2005). Several learning scholars suggest that implementing responsive action in terms of marketing strategies translates learning into action, and thus represents a form of learning (e.g. Sinkula et al. 1997; Baker and Sinkula 1999; Machat 2003).
When it comes to the impact of responsiveness on business performance, Sinkula et al. (1997) suggest that marketing dynamism, a very close concept to responsiveness, enhances organizational performance on the short run or that the impact is indirect. The authors suggest that in the long run, responsive action helps organizations build marketing-related competences and capabilities, ultimately determining their levels of business success.

At the empirical level, the relationship between responsiveness and business performance was mainly studied within the market orientation (MO) literature. MO proponents suggest that being market oriented is beneficial for organizations. Moreover, companies have to increase their levels of MO in order to become and remain competitive. The stream of MO research brings empirical support concerning the impact of MO on business performance in different national settings (e.g. Jaworski and Kohli 1993; Pitt et al. 1996; Homburg and Pflessor 2000; Harris and Ogbonna 2001; Shoham and Rose 2001). Furthermore, some studies document the weak or non-significant effect of MO upon business performance (Greenley 1995; Chan and Ellis 1998; Gray et al. 1998; Harris 2001; Langerak 2003).

Several hypotheses were emitted for explaining the variations of the results concerning the impact of firms’ MO on business performance. For instance, some of the scholars highlight the role of several moderators of the relationship between MO and business performance such as the competitive intensity (Jaworski and Kohli 1993; Homburg and Pflessor 2000) and the technological turbulence (Greenley 1995). According to some other authors, the relationship might be stronger according to the size of the home market or the level of development in the market and is mainly valuable within the US market (Ellis 2005, 2006). Pros and cons also exist that either support or not supporting these relationships. Regardless, definitive conclusions on all points are still lacking (Ellis 2005).

The studies of Cadogan and Diamantopoulos (1995) and Diamantopoulos and Cadogan (1996) suggest that the application of the MO construct to foreign markets is more complex. Moreover, the application of the MO construct to small firms is believed to be specific (Pelham and Wilson 1996; Remaud 2006). Nonetheless, Pelham and Wilson (1996) showed that SMEs could be just as MO as large companies are. Scholars that specifically address the question of the MO in small firms generally deem that the application of the market-orientation is specific and suggests that the link between market-orientation and its levels of international performance is indirect (e.g. Pelham and Wilson 1996; Remaud 2006). The results of the studies in the field are disparate. Pelham (1997) suggested that the link between MO and business performance is indirect. Remaud’s (2006) study on SMEs operating in the wine industry from Australia, New Zealand and France brought empirical support on the
indirect effect of the MO upon their levels of international performance. MO exerts a direct influence upon the competitive advantage of small firms, which ultimately directly and positively influences their levels of international performance. Verhees and Meulenburg (2004) also supported the indirect influence of MO on the performance of SMEs through innovation development. Beaujanot et al. (2006) suggested that the market-oriented SMEs were more likely to develop more efficient strategic relationships with their main strategic export distributors. Nonetheless, several studies, such as the ones of Pelham (1999; 2000) or Keskin (2006), brought empirical evidence of the direct effect of SMEs’ MO on their levels of business performance.

In regards to the above statements, definitive conclusions are lacking concerning the influence of the organizational responsiveness of SMEs on business performance (Ellis 2005). It is worth noting that responsiveness can be a quite general feature characterizing small firms (Liao et al. 2003) and that the responsiveness operational measure chosen does not tell anything about the efficiency of the responsive actions SMEs undertake to respond to foreign markets shifts. Within the current research, it is suggested that responsiveness influences the international performance of SMEs rather indirectly. In addition, as suggested by Sinkula et al. (1997), in the long run responsiveness enhances learning by consolidating or enhancing the development of market-based foreign competences by means of hands-on experimentation. Even more, much of the learning in SMEs has been found to be experiential (Deakins and Freel 1998), adaptive and relational (Minguzzi and Passaro 1997), from “trial and error” decision making processes (Matlay 2000), and learning by doing (Gibb 1997).

Sinkula et al. (1997) suggested that the marketing responsiveness action firms implement to respond to foreign market shifts indirectly impacts firms’ performance levels through the development of the marketing competences. Accordingly, it is proposed that by means of being actively responsive in international markets, SMEs will gradually build superior foreign market-related competences and capabilities and by this mean, indirectly influence the levels of foreign market-related performance.
III.3.2 The impact of RACAP’s exploitation dimension

The marketing function in SMEs can be characterized as instinctive and informal, and marketing planning activities are conducted in almost the same manner (Carson and Cromie 1989; Machat 2003). However, prior research on exporting suggests that firms with superior marketing competences are likely to be more successful in export markets (e.g. Leonidou and Katsikeas 1996; Sousa 2004; Morgan et al. 2003; Zou et al. 2003). In a study of the characteristics of successful export ventures in the U.K., Piercy et al. (1998) found that high export performers in comparison to competitors exhibited significantly higher achievements than low export performers on several dimensions that may be identified as marketing competences though not grouped or labeled as such by the authors. These marketing competences include: (1) product development skills, (2) product quality, (3) technical support or after-sales service, (4) product line, (5) cost or price competitiveness, and (6) customer relationship skills among others. Cavusgil and Zou (1994) found that the performance of export ventures increases with the level of marketing support for distributors and the degree of product adaptation. Other studies indicate that export managers perceive marketing competences to be important export success factors (e.g. Katsikeas et al. 1997).

More generally, organizational level competences increase organizational flexibility and reactivity through better resources allocation and the development and sharing of knowledge. Moreover, competences drive enterprises to build new rules for competitors by imposing their own technical and commercial solutions (Hamel and Prahalad 1999). The emergence of the competence field in strategy marks a distinction from the traditional manner of approaching competitive advantage. If a firm’s competitive positioning at a certain moment in time does not provide any information about the future development of the company, competences are dynamic by nature and can be deployed in new situations. Thus, according to the KBV, competitive positioning in terms of core competences is believed to ensure the long-term competitive advantage of companies (Kuivalainen and Bell 2004; Kodama 2005; Freiling et al. 2008) and superior economic rent creation (Curado 2006).

In dynamic, changing and turbulent environments, knowledge-based assets and especially tacit knowledge-based assets as competences are seen to most contribute to performance (Grant 1996; Miller and Shamsie 1996; DeNisi et al. 2003; Patriotta 2004; Spender 2007). The KBV defends the key role of positional advantage in terms of competences in ensuring...
long-term performance, know-how in terms of process development can also be applied in the future for problem-solving.

Within the manufacturing SMEs’ internationalization process, strong empirical support exists on the impact of international marketing competences of SMEs on international performance (e.g. Miesenbock 1988; Ford and Leonidou 1991; Holzmueller and Kasper 1991; Axinn et al. 1996; Cavusgil and Zou 1994; Ramangalahy 2001; Julien and Ramangalahy 2003). Resuming, under a KBV perspective, the positional advantage of SMEs in terms of international marketing competences determines their levels of international performance. As a result, it is suggested that:

**P10: SMEs’ positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences has a positive and significant impact upon the international performance of SMEs.**

Several scholars suggested that the choice and the implementation of strategies, translating marketing competences into successful export performance, depend on several firm characteristics (Porter 1980; Cavusgil and Zou 1994). Such elements may be firms’ resources available for export development (Terpstra and Sarathy 2000), their international experience (Douglas and Craig 1989), the managerial commitment towards exporting (Cavusgil and Nevin 1981; Cavusgil 1984a; Aaby and Slater 1989; Leonidou et al. 1998), or firm’s size (Calof 1994; Katsikeas et al. 1997).

There is a general belief that a firm’s size translates resource availability in SMEs. However, the results of empirical studies investigating the influence of firm size on export behavior and performance are mixed. Several empirical studies found a significant relationship between firm size and export performance (e.g. Burton and Schlegelmilch 1987; Calof 1994), while some others reveal a non-significant influence of the size (Czinkota and Johnston 1983; Diamantopoulos and Inglis 1988). Concerning the non-conclusive results on the effect of firm size on export behavior and performance, it is suggested that one should control the firm’s size influence when measuring the impact of the marketing competences positional advantage on SMEs’ export performance (Zou et al. 2003).

Export marketing studies also suggested that organizational capabilities that may significantly influence a firm’s ability to turn its marketing competences into export success, which include managerial commitment as expressed in terms of interest in and willingness to allocate sufficient resources (marketing, financial, personnel, production, and related) to exporting (Cavusgil and Nevin 1981; Cavusgil and Zou 1994; Leonidou et al. 1998). The export orientation translates a company’s willingness to allocate resources for exporting and extend
foreign-market activities (Cadogan et al. 2001). Again, as was the case for the size of SMEs, it is suggested that one should control for the effect of the export orientation of SMEs in order to better capture the real effect of the positional advantage of SMEs in terms of export-marketing competences on their level of international performance (Zou et al. 2003).

Resuming, the effects of firm size and export orientation of SMEs will be isolated in order to assess the “real” impact of the positional advantage of SMEs in terms of international marketing competences. Hereafter, Figure 14 exposes the research propositions emitted with respect to the influence of RACAP on SMEs’ international performance.

Figure 14. The influence of RACAP on SMEs’ international performance

Figure 15 on the next page resumes the whole research model developed in this third chapter.
Figure 15. The research model
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Conclusion of Chapter III

Within this third chapter, based on the generalized AC model of Zahra and George (2002), the research model was developed. The research model was adapted under a KBV perspective in the specific case of exporting SMEs.

The SMEs’ structural specificities and their particularities in terms of export information activities development and foreign market-behaviors have been taken into account in order to conceptualize AC dimensions and emit the research propositions. It should be noted that in terms of the conceptualization possibilities for the AC assimilation dimension, to the best of knowledge, only domestic based operationalizations have been developed until now. This fact subsequently led to the adaptation of several research propositions that differ from the original model of Zahra and George (2002). The presentation of the research propositions has been organized in three parts.

The first group of research propositions related to the impact of PACAP’s antecedents on PACAP was presented, along with the proposition of the conceptualization of the PACAP and its antecedents, in the specific case of exporting SMEs. Due to the domestic based conceptualization of the assimilation dimension, research propositions were not emitted with respect to the impact of the two PACAP’s antecedents that were SMEs’ experience richness and the richness of export information sources on the assimilation dimension of PACAP.

The second group of research propositions presented was related to the impact of PACAP on RACAP along with the proposition of the conceptualization of RACAP specifically in the case of exporting SMEs. RACAP’s transformation dimension was conceptualized as the export responsiveness capacity of SMEs. The exploitation dimension of RACAP was assessed in terms of the positional advantage SMEs detain in terms of international marketing competences.

While both sub-dimensions of PACAP (export information acquisition and assimilation) have a direct impact upon firms’ responsiveness capacity, their influence upon the exploitation dimension of RACAP is indirect. Competences are action and experience related. As a result, two additional research propositions that were added to Zahra and George’s (2002) model, relative to the influence of the richness of international experiences of SMEs and their levels of export responsiveness upon their levels of positional advantage they achieve in terms of international marketing competences. The last group of research propositions concerning the impact of RACAP upon SMEs’ international performance levels was developed.

Concerning the moderator factors that strengthen the three main groups of relationships exposed above, Zahra and George (2002) mentioned the activation triggers, and the regimes of appropriability mentioned as moderators of the relationships between PACAP antecedents, PACAP and RACAP, and business performance. Their influence within the current research model was not tested due to the broadness of the conceptualization of these concepts and because they mainly refer to external institutional or industry related influences. Since French exporting SMEs from the steel industry were examined, it is expected that the external institutional and regulatory industry related influence factors would be similar; this was the main reason for their exclusion from the research model.
CHAPTER IV. CONSTRUCTS OPERATIONALIZATION

**Introduction to Chapter IV**

Five groups of constructs make up the research model: the antecedents of PACAP, PACAP, RACAP, the international performance of exporting SMEs, and the control variables. In the fourth chapter, the measures chosen for their operationalization are exposed.

First, the measures used to capture the antecedents of the PACAP are presented. Then the measures used to capture PACAP’s dimensions, information acquisition and assimilation, are introduced. Third, the measures used to capture RACAP’s dimensions, namely export information transformation and exploitation, are then exposed. Fourth, the measures chosen to capture the dependent construct in this research, the international performance of small firms, are reviewed. Finally, the operationalization chosen to capture the control variables used in order to assess the real impact of the positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences on the international performance of SMEs are presented. In the end, a synthetic recapitulative table of all the measures used for assessing the constructs used within the research model is presented.

**IV.1 The antecedents of PACAP**

Two groups of antecedents of the PACAP were highlighted within Zahra and George’s (2002) study, namely the previous experience and the exposure to information sources within the surrounding environment.

**IV.1.1 Operationalization of the exposure to information sources**

As concluded in section III.1.1.1.1, it does not make sense to take export information sources that are not used or considered as useful by SMEs’ managers into consideration. In order to select the information sources considered as important by the exporting SMEs’ managers, an exploratory study undertaken in 2002 by Walliser and Mogos-Descotes on 44 French SMEs from the steel industry, located in the East of France has been used as point of departure. This study allowed for a first glimpse of SMEs’ perceptions of the importance of nine information sources presented in Table 9.

Even though the information sources investigated within this study are far from being exhaustive, it allows for capturing the perceived importance of export information sources as
viewed by French SMEs in the steel industry, which is the industry under study. One can notice a marked preference of SMEs from the steel industry for personal contacts and clients as foreign market-information vehicles. The agents or distributors and participation at trade fairs are also moderately appreciated by SME managers. As far as more formalized market research techniques are concerned, they are not very popular among these enterprises.

Table 9. The perceived importance of information sources of French SMEs from the steel industry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information Sources</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visits to customers</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visits to distributors or agents</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation at trade fairs / exhibitions</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competitor visits</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal contacts</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test marketing</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mail surveys</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone interviews</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information seminars</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, during the qualitative phase of the current study, 24 SMEs’ managers were interviewed concerning the importance granted to export information sources and the reasons why they consider the respective information sources as being important. The most appreciated and used sources of foreign information by SMEs’ managers from the steel and textile industry were, in order of importance, the clients and competitors, the agents or distributors, and participation at trade fairs and trade missions abroad. The Internet was also widely recognized as an important export information source. Among the more formalized information sources, French SMEs moderately assert the role played by the Chambers of Commerce and Industry (CCI) and export marketing research.

To resume, based on the literature, the exploratory quantitative study undertaken in France specifically on SMEs from the steel industry and on the qualitative research undertaken with SMEs’ export managers, it is concluded that seven export information sources appear to be the most used and useful for SME managers. The seven export information sources are the clients, competitors, distributors or agents, participation at trade fairs, CCI, marketing research providers and the Internet. As a result, these are the export information sources investigated within the current dissertation under the angle of their richness as suggested by
Cohen and Levinthal (1990) or Zahra and George (2002). As suggested within chapter I, multi-dimensional qualitative aspects such as the richness of information sources (Daft and Lengel 1984; Ramangalahy 2001; Julien and Ramangalahy 2003) or information quality (Toften and Olsen 2003) should be considered instead of uni-dimensional measures such as the perceived usefulness or importance. As a result of the qualitative preliminary study undertaken with 24 exporting enterprises managers, it was concluded that the information sources richness perspective is the most appropriate for the study of exporting SMEs’ access to foreign information sources. Therefore, the multi-dimensional information sources richness perspective, inspired by Ramangalahy’s (2001) study on Canadian exporters is retained for capturing SMEs’ exposure to information on their foreign markets. The measure used in order to assess export information sources richness is schematically presented in Table 10.

Table 10. The operationalization of the richness of export information sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information sources considered</th>
<th>Richness attributes</th>
<th>Measurement scale</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clients</td>
<td>Information quantity provided by the information source</td>
<td>5-point- scale ranging from 1= “very limited” to 5= “very extended”</td>
<td>Inspired from Ramangalahy (2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competitors</td>
<td>Interactivity in terms of the possibility to rapidly exchange points of view with information sources, thus allowing the adjustment of diverging points of view</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributors or agents</td>
<td>Contact facility allows for the possibility to communicate in many different ways, verbally or non-verbally, that favor the speed of communication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation at trade fairs</td>
<td>Contact density means communicating with different interfaces (density) and providing diverse indications</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCI</td>
<td>Information reliability provides an easy access to reliable information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### IV.1.2 Operationalization of the experiential dimension

Older exporting firms can sometimes develop rigid routines that hamper foreign market related learning (Souchon et al. 2003). For this reason, it has been decided to rely rather on richness related measures in order to capture the international experience of small firms. Since the level of analysis retained in the case of the current research is the firm, focus is placed on the firm’s related conceptualizations of international performance.

Examining Table 7 in section III.1.1.1.2, that recapitulates the export experience-related measures, one can observe that the measures related to the organizational level of analysis mainly capture rather “quantitative” and length related measures of the international performance such as the number of years of international performance of the firm or the number of years the enterprise has had an export department.

Lately, scholars suggest that more qualitative export experience measures should be privileged over quantitative ones (e.g. Ramangalahy 2001; Kuivalainen and Bell 2004). A qualitative export experience measure is, for instance, the number of entry modes such as direct exporting, indirect exporting, subsidiaries, associative modes, license or franchising, among other modes. The use of a certain entry mode conditions a firm’s access to knowledge and information in foreign markets. It can be used as a proxy for capturing a firm’s diversity of international experiences (Kuivalainen and Bell 2004). Moreover, if the numbers of years spent by companies with developing international activities under different foreign presence modes are added, a more accurate measure of the “real” length of the international experiences of firms is obtained.

Another measure appearing to be especially appealing for the current research was the international experiences’ richness. Ramangalahy (2001) assessed this measure at the managerial team level of analysis. Within the current research, the firm level of analysis is privileged; as a result, the experiences’ richness measure of Ramangalahy (2001) will be adapted at the firm level of analysis. Respondents will be asked whether the firm has already sold abroad by means of direct exporting, indirect exporting, subsidiary, associative modes, license, franchising, or other modes. Afterwards, respondents will be asked to characterize each of the foreign presence modes in terms of the length of the experience, number of projects or clients, challenge complexity, diversity of context and the impact upon a firm’s international know-how on a 5-point-Likert scale ranging from 1="very limited” to 5="very
extended”. Table 11 recapitulates the measures retained for assessing SMEs’ international experiences richness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experience richness measures</th>
<th>Richness attributes</th>
<th>Measurement scale</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The richness of SMEs international experiences by selling abroad through:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Direct exporting</td>
<td>• Length of experiences</td>
<td>“How would you characterize the following foreign presence modes in terms of (the richness attributes)” measured on a 5-point scale ranging from 1=“very limited” to 5= “very extended”</td>
<td>Adapted from Ramangalahy (2001) and Kuivalainen and Bell (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Indirect export</td>
<td>• Number of projects, clients or contracts the firm had to deal with in this specific mode of foreign presence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Associative modes (joint-ventures, strategic alliances, etc.)</td>
<td>• Challenge complexity in terms of problems the firm needs to solve</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Franchising</td>
<td>• Context diversity, the social, cultural, economic environment aspects that characterize the environments the firm has worked in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Licensing</td>
<td>• Impact on the know-how in terms of how much the firm has learned through this experience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Subsidiaries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Internet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real export experience</td>
<td>Sum of the years the firm has been developing exporting activities by using a certain foreign presence mode among including: direct exporting, indirect exporting, associative modes franchising, licensing, subsidiary, Internet, among others</td>
<td>Number of years</td>
<td>Adapted from Kuivalainen and Bell (2004)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IV.2 PACAP dimensions**

PACAP is composed by two sub-dimensions, namely export information acquisition and assimilation. Their operationalization is developed hereafter.
IV.2.1 Operationalization of the information acquisition dimension

Concluded in section III.1.1.2.1 is that the best way to capture the efficiency of the export information acquisition in SMEs is to assess the level of informativity of small firms regarding export markets compared to their main competitors.

Several possible information acquisition taxonomies were developed in the literature. They have been presented in section III.1.1.2.1. Among them, since it was developed in the specific case of SMEs in a francophone context and because of its integrative character, it was decided to operationalize the information acquisition dimension by using the taxonomy of Ramangalahy (2001). The six categories of foreign market-related information suggested by Ramangalahy have been considered and additionally a supplementary dimension relative to the way of developing business in foreign markets has been added. During the interviews undertaken with the 24 SMEs’ managers, they frequently pointed out the importance of the knowledge of the way of developing business in foreign markets. Managers generally thought that the elements related to the way of developing business in foreign markets such as customs and cultural elements can help them to better manage their relationships with their foreign clients. This supplementary dimension was drawn from the study of Johanson and Vahlne (1977). Since exporting SMEs mainly learn about foreign markets in a relational way (e.g. Minguzzi and Passaro 1997), the knowledge of the countries’ customs and specificities in terms of approaching foreign clients may be decisive in building relationships with foreign market actors.

Ramangalahy (2001) used a 5-point scale ranging from 1 = “not useful at all” to 5 = “very useful” in order to capture the perceived usefulness of the information types acquired in foreign markets. As discussed previously in chapter I, perceived usefulness measures are limited by the fact that there are differences between what managers think and do. For example, they could appreciate that acquiring information about product adaptation is very useful, and in reality, it could be that they would not gather information relative to this issue. Another problem associated with this measure is that it does not highlight the information level of the company. For example, within the SMEs’ export information literature, it has been shown that SMEs acquire more information within the initial phases of the internationalization process (Souchon et al. 2003). Afterwards, as they gain experience and knowledge in foreign markets, they acquire less information than younger exporters do, this does not however mean that they are less informed. During the years they have been
exporting, these “older” international firms have accumulated information and knowledge about foreign markets, and therefore might be less active in searching information on a current basis.

Table 12. Export information acquisition dimension operationalization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Export information types</th>
<th>Measurement scale</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- General foreign markets environment: economic, social, political environment, barriers to exporting, legislation</td>
<td>“Compared to your main competitors on foreign market you consider being informed considering the following information elements characterizing foreign markets” : (7 point differential scale ranging from) -3 = “much less informed than competitors” to +3 = “much better than competitors”</td>
<td>Adapted from Ramangalahy (2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Potential clients: characteristics, needs, demand, preferences, mentalities, buying behaviors, new niches, potential partners</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Competitors: main actors on the market, general situation, strategies they deploy, forces and strengths</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Products: characteristics, technical norms, adaptation needs, packaging, innovation cycles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Price and payment practices: level, tendencies, margins and commissions, credit policies, mode and delay of payment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Communication practices: available media, methods employed, type of message, costs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Distribution practices: channels, costs, selling points, transport and deposit infrastructure, payment delays, intermediaries efficiency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to assess the “real” level of informativity of SMEs regarding foreign markets, a measure mainly used within the knowledge management literature for capturing knowledge-related constructs was adapted. SMEs’ managers were asked whether they consider to be more or less informed than their main competitors in foreign markets concerning foreign clients, competitors, distribution, prices, communication practices, products, general market environment and business management related practices on a 7-point-differential scale, ranging from -3 = “much less than competitors” to +3 = “much more than competitors”. This question is believed to more likely reflect the information level of SMEs than the perceived usefulness of information sources of the perceived frequency of acquisition. Even more, the measure employed allows for establishing whether the “informational” knowledge SMEs detain has a strategic character. More precisely, the measure assesses whether the SMEs’ foreign market information level is superior to that of competitors.
IV.2.2 Operationalization of the information assimilation dimension

Two main organizational mechanisms were selected in order to best capture the assimilation dimension, namely coordination and knowledge transfer and integration.

Perhaps the most widely used measure of coordination is the measure designed by Kohli and Jaworski (1993). In spite of its wide utilization and validation across different studies, Kohli and Jaworski’s (1993) scale was initially designed for large firms. Cadogan et al. (1999) further adapted it to international market contexts in order to design the coordination capacity of firms between the export department and the rest of the organization. Even though its international adaptation seems appealing for the current study, SMEs rarely dispose of an export department. Thus, the applicability of this measure in small organizations can be questioned. Ramangalahy (2001) proposed a measure for SMEs’ coordination practices that was designed and tested within the Canadian context. Because the scale already exists in the French language and does not need back and forward translations and the scale proved psychometrically sound, it was preferred for assessing the efficiency of coordination. The scale is composed by six items assessed on a 5-point scale ranging from 1 = “very imprecise” to 5 = “very precise”. The six items are related to: (1) sharing and understanding a managerial vision, (2) leadership efficiency, (3) closeness of the coordination between managers, (4) informal exchange practices, (5) internal collaboration facility, and (6) the use of work teams for important projects. It worth to note that after analyzing the literature review in the field of SMEs, it was concluded that it does not make much sense to study the use of work teams, the formalization of exchange practices, and the internal collaboration facility among departments. As a result, the fourth, fifth and sixth items are not relatable to the case of the current research.

Knowledge transfer and integration efficiency was assessed by Jerez-Gomez et al.’s (2005) measure. Respondents were asked to provide their agreement degree measured on a 7-point scale ranging from “completely disagree” to “completely agree” with four statements related to the discussions that were: 1) around errors and failures, 2) new idea and activities as well as their usefulness for the firm, 3) teamwork, and 4) the instruments (manuals, databases, files, organizational routines, etc.) that allow what has been learned in past situations to remain valid even when employees change. Since in the case of SMEs, work teams are frequently synonymous to top management team members working together (Irani et al. 1997), it was
concluded that teamwork does not apply much in the case of SMEs. As a result, the third item has not been considered.

Table 13. Information assimilation operationalization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assimilation practices considered</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Measurement scale</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Coordination                     | • The senior management’s strategic objectives are well known and accepted.  
• The leadership employed by the direction is efficient.  
• The members of the management team closely coordinate their activities. | “The agreement degree with the following statements”, measured on a 5 point ordinal scale ranging from 1=“very imprecise” to 5=“very precise” | Ramangalahy (2001) |
| Knowledge transfer and integration | • The mistakes and failures are always discussed in this enterprise, at all levels.  
• The employees have the chance to discuss among them about new ideas, projects and activities that could be useful to the enterprise.  
• The firm has instruments (manuals, databases, files, organizational routines, etc.) that allow what has been learnt in the past situations to remain valid. | 7 point ordinal scale ranging from 1=“completely disagree” to 7=“completely agree” | Jerez-Gomez et al. (2005) |

IV.3 RACAP dimensions

RACAP is composed of two sub-dimensions, namely information transformation and information implementation. Their operationalization is exposed hereafter.

IV.3.1 Operationalization of the transformation dimension of RACAP

In section III.2.1.1, it is concluded that the most suitable conceptualization for the transformation dimension of RACAP in the case of exporting SMEs is the export responsiveness construct of Cadogan et al. (1999). The measure is composed of 17 items relating to the responsive actions firms implement in order to manage changes taking place in the foreign business environment. They were assessed on a 7-point-Likert scale ranging from
1 = “totally disagree” to 7 = “totally agree” by asking the respondents whether they agreed with the 17 related statements, presented hereafter in Table 14.

Table 14. RACAP’s transformation dimension operationalization: the export responsiveness capacity of SMEs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Measurement scale</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- It takes us forever to decide how to respond to price changes in our export markets.</td>
<td>“… the agreement degree with the following statements” measured on a 7-point-ordinal scale ranging from 1=“completely disagree” to 7=“completely agree”</td>
<td>Cadogan et al. (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- For one reason or another, we tend to ignore changes in our foreign customers’ product or service needs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- We periodically review our product development efforts to ensure that they are in line with what foreign customers want.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Our strategy for standardizing or adapting our export product offerings is based on detailed customer observation.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Several ‘departments’ get together periodically to plan a response to changes taking place in our foreign business environment (e.g. regulation, technology, etc.).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The choice of the product we sell to foreign markets depends more on internal politics than real market needs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- If a major competitor were to launch an intensive campaign targeted to our foreign customers, we would implement a response immediately.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Foreign customer complaints fall on deaf ears in this company.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- We are quick to respond to significant changes in our competitors’ price structures in foreign markets.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- When we find out that export customers are unhappy with the quality of our service, we take corrective action immediately.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- We are quick to respond to important changes in our business environment (e.g. regulatory, technology, economy, etc.).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- All ‘departments’ in our firm are involved in implementing our export market strategies.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Our export business strategies are driven by our beliefs about how we can create greater value for export customers.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- We give close attention to after-sales service for our foreign customers.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Our export business objectives are driven primarily by customer satisfaction.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- We rapidly respond to competitive actions that threaten us in our export markets.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Our export strategy for competitive advantage is based on our understanding of export customer needs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IV.3.2 Operationalization of the exploitation dimension of RACAP

It was decided that the best possible conceptualization of the exploitation dimension of RACAP is SMEs’ positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences. A specific measure for this construct has not yet been developed. Nevertheless, the positional advantage translates the advantage in terms of international marketing competences characterizing SMEs over their competitors. Morgan and Vorhies (2005) developed an appealing marketing competences scale in a national context. For this study, the scale has been adapted to the international context. The scale developed by Morgan and Vorhies (2005) is composed by seven groups of marketing competences related to: (1) the market information management, (2) the communication strategy, (3) distribution strategy, (4) price strategy, (5) product strategy, (6) marketing management strategy, and (7) the networking competences.

Table 15. RACAP’s exploitation dimension operationalization: the positional advantage of SMEs in terms of international marketing competences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Export information types</th>
<th>Measurement scale</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>▪ Networking: identifying contacts abroad, entertaining developing relationships with the contacts abroad, knowledge and understanding of business practices, foreign languages skill</td>
<td>“How do you rate yourself compared to your main competitors on foreign markets in terms of the development of the following marketing competences” measured on a 7-point-differential scale ranging from -3 = “much worse than competitors” to +3 = “much better than competitors”</td>
<td>Adapted from Morgan and Vorhies (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ International marketing management: setting marketing goals, formulating creative marketing strategies, translating marketing strategies into action, control and evaluation of marketing costs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Foreign markets segmentation: opportunity seeking, studying foreign markets characteristics, targeting and penetrating foreign markets, identification potential clients/markets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Product strategy: R&amp;D of new products or services, products and service adaptation, packaging, successfully launching of new products or services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Price strategy: negotiating and fixing price and payment delays, responsiveness in terms of pricing to market change, fixing margins, and evaluation of credit risk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Communication strategy: promoting sales, products, developing enterprise image and reputation, managing communication programs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Distribution strategy: selecting the distributor agents and sale force, entertaining the relations and collaborations with distributor agents, choosing the localization of the selling and distribution points, and training sales personnel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Information management: identification of information sources, collecting information on clients and competitors, tracking customers wants and needs, collecting and analyzing market information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The positional advantage in terms of marketing competences was conceptualized as a formative construct summing up the competences SMEs dispose of in the seven marketing fields described above on a 7-point differential scale ranging from -3 = “much less than the competitors” to +3 = “much more than the competitors.” Table 15 displays this aforementioned measure.

IV.4 The dependent construct: the international performance of SMEs

The measurement of the international performance construct is an on-going subject of debate. International performance measures generally vary from one study to another, making the comparison of the findings of different studies difficult. According to the nature of the indicators used to capture the international performance construct, one can distinguish between objective and subjective measures. Objective measures include indicators such as the export sales ratio and export sales ratio growth. Subjective measures include the perceived export development, the general satisfaction with exporting activities, the perceived achievement of strategic exporting goals and more.

Nowadays, some scholars support the use of subjective over objective indicators (e.g. Katsikeas et al. 1997; Robertson and Chetty 2000). Scholars argue this preference by the fact that firms are extremely reluctant in providing the researcher with objective data (Francis and Collins-Dodd 2000; Leonidou et al. 2002), that objective data is not publicly available, and thus it is impossible to check the accuracy the reported financial performance figures (Robertson and Chetty 2000) and because decision-makers are guided by their subjective perceptions (Madsen 1989). However, the general agreement among researchers is that both types of measures are equally important and should be used given the advantages of both approaches and their complementary nature (e.g. Shoham 1998; Sousa 2004).

International performance measures can also be classified into financial, strategic, and perceived satisfaction-related measures (Cavusgil and Zou 1994; Zou et al. 1998). Financial measures include the percentage of export profits or their growth over a period. Strategic measures capture aspects referring to the strategic position of the firm in export markets, for example, whether the firm is a leader or follower and whether it is a major or minor supplier in export markets. Finally, satisfaction-related measures capture aspects such as the perception of the overall development of the exporting activities in the company. Again,
scholars suggest that the three types of measures shall be combined in order to best capture the international performance construct (Diamantopoulos 1999). Such a measure that combines subjective versus objective measures as well as strategic, financial and satisfaction related measures is the measure used by Souchon and Durden (2002), which was inspired by the widely used measure of Zou et al. (1998). It includes two objective measures, namely export profit growth and export sales growth as well as several subjective measures. The subjective measures refer to the perceived competitiveness in terms of export sales, export profits, market share in the export markets, and the perceived satisfaction with the sales, profits, market share abroad, as well as domestic versus international sales profitability. The subjective measure also concerns the strategic position of the firm as a leader or follower or as a major or minor supplier within its export market. Besides the wide use of the measure of Zou et al. (1998) within export performance studies (Sousa 2004), this measure can also allow comparison with some of the most recent export information-related studies by Souchon and Durden (2002). Table 16 hereafter recapitulates the measures used to capture the international performance of SMEs.

Table 16. The operationalization of the SMEs' international performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measures used to capture the international performance construct by Souchon and Durden (2002), inspired from Zou et al. (1998)</th>
<th>Measurement scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Qualitative measures of the international performance construct</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived satisfaction with the development of international performance over the last three years with the foreign market share, the foreign sales profits, foreign sales volume, and the number of new foreign markets entered</td>
<td>7-point scale ranging from 1 = “not satisfied at all” to 7 = “very satisfied”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived competitiveness in export markets over the last three years with the foreign market share, the foreign sales profits, foreign sales volume, and the number of new foreign markets entered</td>
<td>7-point scale ranging from 1 = “not competitive at all” to 7 = “very competitive”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative perceived competitiveness, compared to the main competitors, with the development of the export activities over the last three years with regard to the foreign market share, the foreign sales profits, foreign sales volume, and the number of new foreign markets entered</td>
<td>7-point scale ranging from 1 = “not competitive at all” to 7 = “very competitive”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived profitability of export sales compared to domestic sales</td>
<td>7-point-Likert scale ranging from “completely disagree” to “completely agree”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Strategic position of the firm in export markets
Nominal scale with four response possibilities: major or minor supplier, and challenger or follower

Quantitative measures of the international performance construct

Export sales growth over the last three years
The mean of the progression of export sales volume over the previous year

Export profits growth over the last three years
The mean of the progression of export profits over the previous year

IV.5 Operationalization of the control variables

SMEs’ export orientation and the firm’s size were the two control variables considered in order to assess the “real” effect of the positional advantage of SMEs upon their levels of international performance. The export orientation of SMEs was assessed by using the scale employed by the study of Cadogan et al. (2001). Firm size was assessed by means of one question disclosed at the end of the questionnaire that assesses the number of employees in the company. Table 17 hereafter presents the operationalization chosen for assessing the control variables.

Table 17. Operationalization of the control variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Measurement scale</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| International orientation  | “The management team in our company”:  
  ▪ Considers exporting activities to be important.  
  ▪ Intends to increase company’s exporting activities.  
  ▪ Actively explores international market opportunities.  
  “The agreement degree with the following statements” assessed on a 5-point-ordinal scale ranging from 1 = “completely disagree” to 5 = “completely agree” | Cadogan et al. (2001)                                                            |
| Firm size                  |                                                                        | Number of employees in the firm                                                    | Multiple references     |
Finally, Table 18 hereafter summarizes the measures used to capture all of the four groups of constructs mobilized within the research model, which include PACAP’s antecedents, PACAP, RACAP, and the international performance of SMEs.

Table 18. Operationalization of the main groups of constructs mobilized within the research model: PACAP’s antecedents, PACAP, RACAP and the international performance of SMEs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable/Construct</th>
<th>Items and scales</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PACAP’s ANTECEDENTS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Adapted from Ramangalahy (2001) and Kuivalainen and Bell (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Export information sources richness</strong></td>
<td>The richness of seven “rich” information sources:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Second order construct assessing the richness of the seven export information sources:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Clients</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Competitors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Agents or distributors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Trade-fairs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Chambers of Commerce and Industry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Export market research</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Internet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Each source is assessed on a 5 point measurement scale ranging from 1 = “very limited” to 5 = “very good” on five dimensions which are:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Contacts facility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Contacts density</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Interactivity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Information reliability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Information quantity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adapted from Ramangalahy (2001) and Kuivalainen and Bell (2004)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International experiences richness</strong></td>
<td>Real export experience</td>
<td>Adapted from Kuivalainen and Bell (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sum of the number of years of experience with using one of the following foreign presence modes:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- direct exporting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- indirect exporting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- associative modes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- franchising or licensing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- subsidiary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Internet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Others</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Companies are asked whether they already sell abroad by means of direct exporting, indirect exporting, subsidiary, associative modes, license/franchising, or other modes.</td>
<td>Adapted from Ramangalahy (2001) and Kuivalainen and Bell (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Each of the foreign presence modes was assessed by means of a 5-point-Likert scale, ranging from 1 = “very limited” to 5 = “very extended” on five dimensions:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Length of the experiences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Number of projects or clients</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Challenge complexity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Diversity of context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Impact upon the firm’s international know-how.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## PACAP POTENTIAL ABSORPTIVE CAPACITY

### Information acquisition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of export informational knowledge</th>
<th>Reflexive construct made up of seven items that include:</th>
<th>Adapted from Ramangalahy (2001)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General foreign market situation</td>
<td>General foreign market situation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign clients and competitors</td>
<td>Foreign clients and competitors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Products</td>
<td>Products</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prices and payment methods</td>
<td>Prices and payment methods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution practices</td>
<td>Distribution practices</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Items are measured on a 7-point scale ranging from -3 = “informed much less than the competitors” to +3 = “informed much more than competitors”

### Information assimilation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coordination</th>
<th>Reflexive construct made up of three items measured on a 5-point-Likert scale ranging from 1 = “very imprecise” to 5 = “very precise”</th>
<th>Ramangalahy (2001)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Integration and transfer of information and knowledge</th>
<th>Reflexive construct made up of three items measured on a 7-point-Likert scale ranging from 1= “completely disagree” to 7 = “completely agree”</th>
<th>Jerez-Gomez et al. (2005)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### RACAP – REALIZED ABSORPTIVE CAPACITY

#### Transformation dimension

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Export responsiveness</th>
<th>Reflexive construct made up of 17 items measured on a 7-point-Likert scale ranging from 1= “completely disagree” to 7 =“completely agree”</th>
<th>Cadogan et al. (1999)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### Exploitation dimension

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences</th>
<th>Formative construct made up of eight items including:</th>
<th>Inspired from Morgan and Vorhies (2005)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Market share</td>
<td>Market share</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign sales profits</td>
<td>Foreign sales profits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign sales volume</td>
<td>Foreign sales volume</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of new foreign markets entered</td>
<td>Number of new foreign markets entered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The items are measured on a 7-point-differential scale ranging from 1 = “much less than competitors” to 7 = “much more than competitors”

### SMEs INTERNATIONAL PERFORMANCE

#### Qualitative measures of the international performance construct

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perceived satisfaction with the development of export strategic objectives over the last three years</th>
<th>Market share</th>
<th>Foreign sales profits</th>
<th>Foreign sales volume</th>
<th>Number of new foreign markets entered</th>
<th>Souchon and Durden (2002), inspired from Zou et al. (1998)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Perceived competitiveness on export markets in terms of export strategic objectives over the last three years

- Market share
- Foreign sales profits
- Foreign sales volume
- Number of new foreign markets entered

The items are measured on a 7-point-Likert scale ranging from 1 = “not competitive at all” to 7 = “very competitive”

Souchon and Durden (2002), inspired from Zou et al. (1998)

Relative perceived satisfaction, compared to the main competitors, with the development of the export strategic objectives over the last three years

- Market share
- Foreign sales profits
- Foreign sales volume
- Number of new foreign markets entered

The items are measured on a 7-point-Likert scale ranging from 1 = “not satisfied at all” to 7 = “very satisfied”

Souchon and Durden (2002), inspired from Souchon and Durden (2002), inspired from Zou et al. (1998)

Perceived profitability of export sales compared to domestic sales

1 item measured on a 7-point-Likert scale ranging from 1 = “completely disagree” to 7 = “completely agree”

Souchon and Durden (2002), inspired from Zou et al. (1998)

Strategic position of the firm on export markets

A nominal scale with four response possibilities: major or minor supplier, challenger or follower.

Souchon and Durden (2002), inspired from Zou et al. (1998)

Quantitative measures of the international performance construct

Export sales growth over the last three years
The mean of the progression of export sales volume over the last years

Souchon and Durden (2002), inspired from Zou et al. (1998)

Export profits growth over the last three years
The mean of the progression of export profits over the last years

Souchon and Durden (2002), inspired from Zou et al. (1998)

CONTROL VARIABLES

Export orientation
Reflexive construct made up of three items measured on a 7-point-Likert scale ranging from 1 = “completely disagree” to 7 = “completely agree”

Cadogan et al. (2001)

Firm size
Number of employees in the firm

Multiple references

Conclusion of Chapter IV

Within this fourth chapter the choices of the measures used to capture the constructs composing our research model were exposed and discussed. They include the measures used to capture the antecedents of PACAP, PACAP, RACAP, the international performance of exporting SMEs, and finally the control variables.
PART II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY, RESULTS, CONCLUSIONS

Part II is made up by three chapters. Chapter V details the main methodological choices that guided this research: the level of analysis, the choice of combining both qualitative and quantitative research. The results of the preliminary qualitative study and the questionnaire pre-test are also presented in this chapter. Chapter VI presents the questionnaire administration procedure, and the descriptive analysis of the results. Chapter VII presents the validation of the research propositions along with the discussion of the results, the conclusions, the main implications of the study, limits and future research avenues.

CHAPTER V. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Introduction to Chapter V

In this fifth chapter, the choices in terms of the level of analysis and the methodological choices we made in order to address the research question will be explained.

Second, the results of the preliminary qualitative research are also presented. With this respect, 24 semi-directed interviews with Romanian and French exporting SMEs’ managers were undertaken in order to get additional insights into the way export information related activities are conducted in SMEs. In Chapter IV, it was concluded that it does not worth including all export information sources in this study. It was aimed by means of the qualitative study, to identify the “rich” export information sources from the managerial point of view, and achieve a better understanding into the way SMEs manage export markets related information. More precisely, exporting SMEs’ managers were interviewed concerning their export information acquisition and use practices, the factors and organizational mechanisms enhancing export information exploitation in SMEs.

Finally, the questionnaire pre-test is also presented in this chapter.
Within this chapter, it is aimed to explain and describe the methodological choices that guided this research. Inspired from Zahra and George (2002) conceptualization of AC, the research model developed in Chapter III is based on three main research propositions: (1) PACAP (potential absorptive capacity) antecedents determine PACAP levels; (2) PACAP of export information enhances RACAP (realized absorptive capacity development), and (3) RACAP directly impacts the international performance of exporting SMEs. By definition, it can be affirmed that this research pertains to the field of explicative, causal research frameworks. In this specific case, quantitative methodology appears to be the most suitable (e.g. Easterby-Smith et al. 1991; Hubermann and Miles 1991).

The study proposes a comprehensive framework for analyzing export information processing within exporting SMEs. Resuming, export information flows nurture the evolution and consolidation of export related knowledge about foreign markets, guides responsive actions, foreign market related competences building, and ultimately impacts the SMEs’ export performance. While the research question is causal by nature, the intangible, dynamic, and complex nature of the main constructs mobilized within this research: information, knowledge, and competences, are arguments that could support the use of qualitative methodology. Moreover, the stepping-stones of this research are the KBV perspective and the AC framework, two emerging theoretical fields. As a result, a qualitative approach could explore the managerial perceptions’ concordance with the theoretical assumptions drawn from the KBV and AC frameworks. For these reasons, the decision was made to use a preliminary qualitative research in order to gain further insight into the export information processing and transformation processes within exporting SMEs. The qualitative study also allowed us for checking whether the assumptions of the KBV and AC frameworks are consistent with exporting SMEs managers’ testimonies. Moreover, it helped to select for (quantitative) study purposes, the export information sources judged as most important (rich) by SMEs’ managers. Furthermore, based on the theoretical assumptions and the interviews, a questionnaire was conceived in order to test the validity of the research propositions that are causal by nature. The quantitative study was feasible since the literature review realized allowed for measuring the different AC dimensions: PACAP and RACAP, PACAP’s antecedents as well as the international performance of SMEs. The choice in terms of level of analysis, conditioned the measures used in order to capture the constructs in the research model.
V.1 The level of analysis: the firm

Several scholars like Cavusgil and Zou (1994), Zou et al. (1998) or Sousa (2004) stressed that the dominant research practice in export is to choose the firm as a level of analysis, and they also stressed the limits of this practice. According to them, this approach implies that the different products and foreign markets generate comparable gains for the firms and that is not always the case. Especially in foreign settings, firms do not propose the same products and mainly according to the level of development of the market in question, they do not generate the same financial gains. However, the overwhelming majority of export studies adopted the firm unit of analysis to assess export performance, focusing on a firm’s total export sales. According to Katsikeas et al. (2000), there are three main arguments for this choice. First, most of past export related studies used the firm level of analysis. As a result, for comparability reasons, the firm level of analysis shall be privileged. Next, secondary database data generally refer to the corporate level performance. Third, managers are more willing to disclose information at the broad firm level (Matthyssens and Pauwels 1996).

More specifically, one of the main objectives of this research is to build an international performance model. Scholars such as Jacobson (1987) or Hofer (1983) stressed that export performance is mainly an organizational construct. Moreover, this view is sustained by the most of the existing internationalization theories (e.g. Buckley and Casson 1985; Rugman 1981). A quite common assumption of the internationalization theories is that in imperfect markets, firms should internalize the firm-specific advantages (tangible and intangible) in order to achieve superior profitability levels. Firm-specific advantages result not only from the development and the marketing of a particular product on a given export market; they are also the outcome of the learning process that takes place within the firm as a whole. For these reasons expressed above, the firm seems to be the most appropriate level for analyzing the relation between absorptive capacity of export information and SMEs international performance.

V.2 The results of the preliminary qualitative research

This research combined both: qualitative and quantitative approaches. A first preliminary qualitative study has been undertaken in both countries considered initially in the study: France and Romania. While the theoretical assumptions issued from the KBV perspective and
AC literature concerning export information management appear as particularly appealing, it is essential to check whether they are consistent with the managerial perceptions. Moreover, the qualitative study helped to better understand SMEs managers’ preferences in terms of export information sources and the reasons explaining this preference.

It is worth mentioning that one of the initial aims of our study was comparing the export information activities of SMEs from Romania and France in order to highlight the similarities and differences of firms from both countries in terms of export information practices. It was considered that understanding how export information management is conducted in companies from these countries with different development levels would be useful, especially in the nowadays European context, where companies within the E.U. are more and more confronted to working and collaborating with each other. It was also assumed that carrying out the preliminary research in two countries with quite diverse institutional conditions, namely France and Romania, could avoid ethnocentric tendencies. We used two countries with different development levels, since it is very likely that the institutional environments vary with the level of development. For example, we can assume that because of corruption, which is more strongly prevalent in many East European countries, Romanian companies will differ in terms of the perception of governmental aid programs of their Western counterparts.

Another underlying reason for selecting those two countries was the good knowledge of both languages and the familiarity with both cultural and institutional contexts by the researchers.

We combined emic with etic approaches, since previous research suggested they are complementary in undertaking cross national research. The emic oriented qualitative study allowed us to get additional insights into the way SMEs use export information in two highly different cultural contexts, namely France and Romania. Furthermore, based on the exploratory research, we subsequently followed an etic oriented approach and performed the quantitative study in the French context. The quantitative study finally led to broader conceptual as well as empirical basis ultimately allowing for more robust and generalizeable results (Ronen and Shenkar 1988).

The emic oriented study has been carried out in Romania between July and September 2004, by means of 16 semi-directed interviews with managers of exporting firms, operating in the textile and steel industry. Between March and May 2005, eight semi-directed interviews with French SMEs were also realized. The interviews had durations in-between 45 and 100 minutes. The selected firms were operating within the steel and the textile industry, had different sizes, and different levels of export involvement (percentage of export sales), and international experience. The qualitative research was carried out with companies from two
manufacturing industries, namely steel and textile industries were interviewed. This choice was driven by the fact that these were the industry branches comparable in terms of the number of exporting SMEs in Romania and France. However, manufactured exports account for the bulk of total world export trade (World Bank 2001). Thus, studying manufacturing industries is a judicious choice for study purposes.

The interview guide, initially developed in French, was back and forward translated into Romanian in order to ensure translation equivalence. Based on my knowledge of the two languages: French and Romanian, and of the knowledge of both cultural contexts, the interviews were undertaken respectively in Romanian with Romanian managers and in French with French managers. The interview guide is to be found in appendix 2.

In the beginning of the interview, managers were asked export information related questions in order to broadly see which were the information sources they were using in order to keep informed regarding foreign markets. Second, the questions sought to see which their favorite information sources were and why they prefer them. They were also asked about the kinds of information elements they aimed to specifically gather on export markets. Secondly, managers were asked how they use export information in the company. Then, they were asked what helps them to optimize export information use. Fourth, they were asked how efficient the procedures of information dissemination (e.g. coordination, communication, etc.) are in their firms. Some additional questions about interviewees’ profiles were also asked, as well as their planning activities, the degree of centralization and formalization of the managerial decision-making, etc.

As it follows, this frame is used in order to present the description of the main results issues from the preliminary qualitative study undertaken in the French and Romanian contexts. Following, a short “résumé” will be exposed concerning the 16 interviews undertaken in Romania. Second, the results of the interviews undertaken with French SMEs’ managers are revealed. Finally, third, explained are the general conclusions with respect to export information management practices developed in both cultural settings.
Table 19. Synthetic presentation of the Romanian interviewees and their enterprises

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewee</th>
<th>Activity sector/Industry</th>
<th>Position of the interviewees within the company</th>
<th>Sex and Education</th>
<th>Number of employees</th>
<th>Number of exporting countries</th>
<th>The main export market</th>
<th>The percentage of sales abroad</th>
<th>International experience of the company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Textile Technique Dr.</td>
<td>F/Tech20</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>80 %</td>
<td>More than 100 years (c) 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Textile General Dr.</td>
<td>M/Tech</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>80 %</td>
<td>40 years (c)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Textile Technique Dr.</td>
<td>F/Tech</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>100 %</td>
<td>4 years</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Textile Dr. Technique</td>
<td>M/Tech</td>
<td>1 100</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>98 %</td>
<td>44 years (c)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Textile Commercial Dr</td>
<td>M/Tech</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>60 %</td>
<td>30 years (c)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Textile Commercial Dr</td>
<td>M/Com</td>
<td>1 500</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>90 %</td>
<td>36 years</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Steel Marketing Dr.</td>
<td>M/T+C</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>70 %</td>
<td>44 years (c)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Steel General Dr.</td>
<td>M/Tech</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Holland</td>
<td>100 %</td>
<td>6 years</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Steel General Dr.</td>
<td>M/Tech</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Holland</td>
<td>70 %</td>
<td>9 years</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Steel General Dr.</td>
<td>M/Tech</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>80 %</td>
<td>9 years</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Steel General Dr.</td>
<td>M/Tech</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>10 %</td>
<td>7 years</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Steel General Dr.</td>
<td>M/Tech</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>3.5 %</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Steel General Dr.</td>
<td>M/Tech</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Serbia</td>
<td>5 %</td>
<td>3 years</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Steel Commercial Dr.</td>
<td>M/Com</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>72 %</td>
<td>5 years</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Steel Commercial Dr.</td>
<td>F/Tech+Com</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Holland</td>
<td>100 %</td>
<td>11 years</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Steel Technique Dr. + General Dr.</td>
<td>M/M/Tech/Te ch</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>100 %</td>
<td>10 years</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

M = Masculine, F=Feminine, Tech=Engineer university studies, Com = Business university studies, Dr. = director (c) = "old international" enterprise
V.2.1 Results of the interviews realized with the Romanian enterprises

Specifically, 16 in-depth interviews were conducted with managers from Romanian exporting firms of different sizes, operating in two predetermined industries: metal and textile, and having different levels of export involvement and experience (see Table 19).

The “type profile” of the Romanian international manager is a person about 40 years old, having at least senior student studies (with two exceptions who are engineers) and previous working experience in the industrial field. The interviewed executives who attempted commercial studies are more likely to be aware of the different techniques and sources of foreign market information, and especially the export assistance types.

Given the exploratory nature of this stage of the research, the small sample size was deemed suitable, not for the generalization of the results, but for gaining preliminary insights into the issues of interest (Hart 1987), namely export information management related aspects.

The main results of this research are explained in seven points related to (1) export information acquisition, (2) export information use, (3) the factors enhancing export information exploitation within firms, (4) the practices enhancing information use within firms, (5) a proposition of classification of international Romanian SMEs, (6) the internationalization reasons of companies, and several (7) other aspects related to the development of international activities of SMEs such as the organization of planning activities, the competitive edge they detain on foreign markets, etc.

V.2.1.1 Export information acquisition

Several aspects related to export information activities were investigated. First, managers were asked which the information sources they consulted on foreign markets were. Afterwards, they were asked which information sources they preferred and why. Finally, asked was what kind of information they acquire on foreign markets.

V.2.1.1.1 Information sources consulted on foreign markets

During the interviews, the managers mentioned a variety of foreign market information sources which can easily be classified into export marketing research, export assistance and export market intelligence, and which are presented exhaustively in Table 20. Romanian
managers stated a strong preference for relational, market intelligence related information techniques. By far, the favorite information sources of Romanian managers are the foreign clients. This observation confirms previous studies undertaken in Western contexts. When asked why they prefer clients over other information sources, several arguments were advanced. The main idea, resulting out the interviews was the adequacy of the information foreign clients provide to managers:

“I prefer clients because they can give me the right information at the right time.” (Interviewee 3)

“When I ask clients for information, they can give me the information I need, most of the times.” (Interviewee 6)

“It’s more interesting to ask clients for information since they can give us advice and additional information we did not think about... This is impossible when you read a written, generalized report.” (Interviewee 9)

The underlying idea is that they can exchange around the information they need with clients. Some other testimonies highlighted the experiential character of clients as information sources and the importance or the quality of the information gathered from clients:

“They give us information based on real experience, and this kind of information is very precious to us.” (Interviewee 12)

Only one company (Interviewee 1) mentioned trade fairs and agents as their favored information source on foreign markets, and did not mention foreign clients. Two of the companies interviewed used agents as an information technique on foreign markets. They expressed their marked preference for this mode of acquiring foreign market information, besides foreign clients. The main reason cited was again the adequacy of the information furnished by their sales agents on foreign markets, in accordance with their needs, but also the possibility to exchange the given information with them:

“Our agents know exactly what kind of information we need and search specifically for it.” (Interviewee 7)

“We ask them to look up information according to our needs and are always able to discuss things with them when we need to.” (Interviewee 1)

Trade fairs are very praised by companies who participate at trade fairs:

“Trade fairs allow us to directly access the information we need about clients, products and prices.” (Interviewee 1)

This remark underlines as well the adequacy of the information to the problems at hand, which seems to be the quality of information sources most researched by SMEs’ managers.
They praise participations at international trade fairs, where companies “face competitors and clients at once. Both, clients and competitors are the best market engines.” (Interviewee 7)

Participation at trade fairs is sometimes viewed by Interviewees as a surrogate of market research undertaken in an informal manner:

“We could refer to them a kind of market research... We can interview our clients, competitors, furnishers and so on. Of course, it is not undertaken in a formal and structured way, but still they remain of utmost importance to us.” (Interviewee 1)

They also explain that participating in international trade fairs is sometimes a first experience and contact that one could have with one specific market.

All interviewees consult industrial reviews in their field every month, with as an exception however. Interviewee 5 did not express a particular perceived usefulness towards this specific information collection mode. Two interviewees belong to formal business networks, which they consider a very precious source of information. One of the managers of these companies (Interviewee 7) explained that this type of information is vital to him as only a restrained group can access it, as one must be a member of the network.

To conclude, export market intelligence was the unanimously favored way of acquiring information. The reasons given for this preference were numerous: this information comes directly from the marketplace and, thus, is experiential in nature, it takes little time to get it (e.g. a phone call), and additionally, they can ask for advice from export market intelligence related sources. Another explanation for the use of business contacts was the context that when managers need to make decisions quickly and under pressure they need a specific answer in real time. It is also “free” information, and it tends to be trusted more than any other form. The trust in information providers has been mentioned as a reason for consulting information sources by one of the managers:

“How can I explain? ... It comes form acquaintances... I mean, they are more than acquaintances, I see them more like friends. And that’s why I trust them.” (Interviewee 9)

Based on the statements above, it appears SMEs’ managers seem to underline information sources richness related aspects, such as the adequacy of the furnished information, and the possibility to exchange with information sources around the information provided by export market intelligence related sources. As a result, it seems that studying export information sources under the richness perspective, as suggested by Ramangalahy (2001), represents an adequate choice with managers’ perspective.

Many reservations were voiced with regard to the information provided by export assistance bodies. Out of the 16 managers interviewed, four reported not acquiring such information,
mainly because of the corruption of governmental agencies. Sometimes a lack of awareness existed of what help these governmental bodies could provide to exporting firms. Other companies have made use of assistance bodies in the past but did not rely on them any longer due to the corruption or because government bodies were seen to provide information that is out of date. Assistance bodies were also perceived as supplying information that is too general to suit the specific needs of exporters. Among the export assistance information sources, the Chambers of Industry and Commerce are the most used and appreciated by the managers. The less appreciated are the governmental aid programs. The managers deem that most governmental employees are corrupted and the way they attribute these aids to enterprises is not fair. Only one of the enterprises interviewed benefited from a governmental aid for participating at trade fairs in Japan (Interviewee 1). Their manager’s testimony was very positive. The manager considered that this type of aid should be provided to enterprises as they can have a first contact with one specific market. However, generally, enterprises do not use export assistance bodies on a general basis. They address them only if they have a particular need. Enterprises reproach the quality of information to export assistance bodies as it is not adapted to their needs enough, and in the same time, is somehow dated.

Only one of these 16 Romanian companies, the biggest one with 1500 employees, undertakes export marketing research – commissioned to a consulting firm. Market study was considered very reliable by this company because it “gives specific answers to our very specific questions” (Interviewee 6). Nonetheless, export marketing research was perceived as a very reliable information source by every enterprise interviewed, even though it was not necessarily used by the company, mainly for cost reasons. None of the enterprises interviewed has a research department and when market studies were mentioned during the interviews, enterprises spontaneously thought of consulting enterprises, the externally commissioned way of undertaking market studies.

All the enterprises interviewed mentioned Internet as a current and useful information source about foreign markets. Mainly two different ways of using Internet can be distinguished: as a relational informational technique, (e.g. asking for information to a contact established abroad), and as a possibility of identifying new customers or acquiring general information about foreign markets – which seems to replace the use of export assistance bodies. The interviewees explain that Internet is interesting mainly from the point of view of the quantity of information it provides.

“Internet is a huge source of information... One can find plenty of information about the products, competitors, trade fairs and so forth on the Internet” (Interviewee 4).
Competitors are also frequently cited by Romanian managers among the information sources they use on a current basis: “We always keep an eye open on our competitors: sometimes for really exchanging information, and sometimes just for keeping track of what they’re doing.” (Interviewee 12)

Table 20. Export information sources mentioned by the Romanian interviewees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Export marketing research</th>
<th>Export market intelligence</th>
<th>Export assistance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consultancy groups</td>
<td>Agents/distributors</td>
<td>Chambers of Commerce and Industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Magazines/trade journals</td>
<td>▪ Local embassy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dealer network/suppliers</td>
<td>▪ International Commerce Ministry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Competition</td>
<td>▪ Internet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contacts/networking/traveling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Customers/market</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exhibitions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trade fairs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Internet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another particularity of the information collection is the preference for oral, direct communication and coordination mechanisms and the use of mainly domestic export information sources.

V.2.1.1.2 Export information elements acquired on foreign markets

When asked what kind of information managers acquire about foreign markets, the interviewees mentioned several export information elements. They generally focus on clients and competitors, as their knowledge is essential in Romanian managers’ view to perform on foreign markets:

“Both, clients and competitors are the best market engines.” (Interviewee 2)

“The most important thing is to know the clients and the competitors, and then you know if you can sell something in the country.” (Interviewee 5)

“First, we always try to see whether there would be clients in the market and then who the competitors are, how expensive their products are and how good they are from the qualitative point of view...” (Interviewee 9)
### Table 21. Overview of the export information state of Romanian enterprises interviewed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewee</th>
<th>The favorite export information source and the main reasons for preference</th>
<th>Other export information sources they judge as useful and they use on a current basis</th>
<th>Export information elements they acquire on foreign markets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 1</td>
<td>Trade fairs and agents: the direct access to foreign market information on clients and competitors</td>
<td>Clients, competitors, Internet, CCI, market research</td>
<td>Clients and competitors, marketing mix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 2</td>
<td>Foreign clients: the adequacy of information</td>
<td>Competitors, trade fairs, Internet</td>
<td>Clients, competitors, marketing mix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 3</td>
<td>Foreign clients: the adequacy of information, the experiential character</td>
<td>Competitors, Internet</td>
<td>Clients, competitors, marketing mix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 4</td>
<td>Foreign clients: the adequacy of information, the possibility to interact with information sources around the provided information</td>
<td>Competitors, trade fairs, Internet</td>
<td>Clients, competitors, technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 5</td>
<td>Foreign clients: the adequacy of information, the trust</td>
<td>Competitors, trade fairs, Internet, journals</td>
<td>Clients, competitors, products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 6</td>
<td>Foreign clients and agents: the adequacy of information, the interactivity with information sources</td>
<td>Internet, CCI, market research</td>
<td>Clients, competitors, technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 7</td>
<td>Foreign clients and agents: the adequacy of information, the experiential content</td>
<td>Trade fairs, Internet, CCI, market research</td>
<td>Clients, competitors, marketing mix, technology, norms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 8</td>
<td>Foreign clients: availability, facility of contact, information quality</td>
<td>Internet</td>
<td>Clients, competitors, product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 9</td>
<td>Foreign clients: availability, the adequacy of information</td>
<td>Internet, competitors</td>
<td>Clients, competitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 10</td>
<td>Foreign clients: availability</td>
<td>Internet, competitors</td>
<td>Clients, competitors, marketing mix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 11</td>
<td>Foreign clients, trade fairs: direct access, adequacy, interaction possibility</td>
<td>Internet</td>
<td>Clients, competitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 12</td>
<td>Foreign clients: adequacy</td>
<td>Internet, competitors</td>
<td>Clients, competitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 13</td>
<td>Foreign clients: adequacy, quality</td>
<td>Internet</td>
<td>Clients, competitors, marketing mix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 14</td>
<td>Foreign clients: quality, timeliness, adequacy</td>
<td>Internet, trade fairs</td>
<td>Clients, competitors, marketing mix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 15</td>
<td>Mother company</td>
<td>Clients, competitors</td>
<td>No information search activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 16</td>
<td>Mother company</td>
<td>Clients, Internet</td>
<td>No information search activity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Worth noting is that all the companies interviewed, mentioned the importance of clients and competitors as information elements in foreign settings. One can observe that the market orientation literature assumptions concerning the key importance of information relative to clients and competitors, was sustained by the Romanian managers’ vision of the importance of information elements on foreign markets. Most of the managers interviewed also referred to some marketing mix related aspects as well:

“We need to know how our competitors sell products: the level of quality, the production procedures, the price….how do they contact clients…the norms.” (Interviewee 7)

Only one of the managers interviewed (Interviewee 7) mentioned the general market background information. Namely, he referred to the norms necessary to implement in order to sell products in the E.U. Three interviewees also declared keeping informed about technological aspects of the products sold abroad is important.

V.2.1.2 Export information use

Managers were asked in which way information is useful to them in general and in which purpose they use it. Specific questions were asked furthermore to test for the conceptual, symbolic and instrumental use of information (see chapter 1, section I.2.3.2.3) for a detailed explanation of the different types of export information use. Several ideas came out of the interviews concerning the export information use that takes different forms in the enterprises interviewed. For instance, export information seems to play an important role in managerial sense-making:

“Sometimes information helps us to better understand things… For instance, sometimes a client tells us something and we understand where we made the wrong decision. For example, last time we realized that German clients did not want to order their T-shirts in our factory because our embroidery sub-supplier worked with another client of theirs and they were not happy with the quality of execution of the embroidery.” (Interviewee 10)

“Last time I went to a trade fare in Bucharest, I met a manager from Italy. He explained the tendencies in the Italian fashion for the next year to me. Then I understood why our competitors bought new cotton weaving machines…” (Interviewee 14)

Another idea that frequently came out of the interviews was information’s role in the decision-making process. This idea seemed to prevail in most of the enterprises:
“When we need to make decision, export information is vital. We search for it in order to be able to make the right choice.” (Interviewee 5)

“If we have the right information at the right time, then we can make good decisions... For example, last time we had two offers from a German and an Italian client. We used the database KOMPASS to see which one was more solid financially and we chose the German client.” (Interviewee 8)

At the same time, information plays an important role in the learning process of the firm:

“For instance, the last time I was discussing with one of our clients he told me that our catalogue for products was different from the way they did them in Italy in terms of the presentation. The colors were too dark, the paper not shiny enough ... Consequently, I followed the advices and I guess I learned how it should be done in order to better sell our products in Italy. And it worked. Afterwards, our Italian clients told me our catalogue was very professional.” (Interviewee 10)

“One client tells me one thing, another something else.... In the end we put this together and know what we should do.... and we learn out of it... we do things better and better each time.” (Interviewee 2)

The learning process appears mostly to be a trial-error, generative, simple loop learning process. When asked why they consider export information acquisition important, managers often gave similar answers suggesting that information gives guidance for future (responsive) action:

“Export information acquisition is vital for us. The more we know about our foreign clients and competitors, the better we know what to do and how to do it. Then we get better and better once we acquire experience.” (Interviewee 7)

“Information offers guidance. Based on information we know how to act: we respond to clients demands, we align ourselves with our competitors.” (Interviewee 6)

“If we have the information we know how the wind blows.... I mean we know what happens and what we should do.” (Interviewee 13)

An additional aim was to test the reliance between the decision-making types (instrumental/conceptual and symbolic use) and the export information acquisition vehicles (market intelligence, export assistance and market research) as suggested by Souchon and Diamantopoulos (1999). Regarding the instrumental/conceptual use of information, it was observed that after the first two interviews, managers distinguished two different situations: (1) the strategic decision-making (e.g. the choice of a new exportation country), decisions which encounter major changes within organization, and (2) less constraining decisions, as choosing a
new client for example. Furthermore, the interview guide was adapted by asking two more precise questions concerning the choice of new exporting countries. In the both cases, enterprises keep track of advice given by their social contacts. It seems that the social contacts network plays a critical role when it comes to decision making. For choosing a new client, managers might content themselves with asking a friend if they can trust this new client, but when it comes to strategic decision-making, they become much more cautious: they contact a maximum of potential sources as CCI (Chambers of Commerce and Industry), embassies, Internet, etc.

When asked how they choose to approach a new exporting country, most of managers try to first see macro-economic elements of information, such as the importance of their industry, the growth rate of GDP (gross domestic product), etc. They get this type of information on the Internet or from embassies. Furthermore, they act again in a relational manner by trying to see if they know someone in the particular country or thinking about participating in a trade fare in this specific country.

Concerning decision-making (instrumental use of information), the majority of enterprises explain that they partly base decisions on experience, intuition, hunch and factual information at the same time. They consider intuition and experience very important when making decisions. The majority of enterprises count that the information they get through industrial magazines, participations at conferences and trade fairs, helps them to broaden their general knowledge about foreign markets, an instant of conceptual use of information.

It was relatively difficult to test the symbolic use of export information. Face to an unknown person, managers tempt to give politically correct answers. Consequently, the use of direct questions relative to the symbolic use of information was not possible. It would therefore be useful for the future that researchers describe the way in which they test symbolic use of information during interviews. Managers were asked if they sometimes find retroactively information to support their previous “bad” or “good” decisions, if they present it to their employees. Most of them tried to avoid the question, while some answered, they do it, as it is a proof they were right. Table 22 hereafter resumes interviewees’ statements with respect to information use, but also relative to the factors enhancing export information use.
Table 22. Information use and factors enhancing information use in Romanian SMEs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewee</th>
<th>Export information use</th>
<th>Factors enhancing export information use (managerial vision)</th>
<th>Other organizational procedures enhancing export information use within the organization: coordination, communication, information transfer and integration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 1</td>
<td>Learning, decision making Conceptual/instrumental and symbolic use</td>
<td>Foreign markets experience and knowledge</td>
<td>Averagely efficient and formal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 2</td>
<td>Learning, decision making Conceptual/instrumental and symbolic use</td>
<td>Foreign markets experience</td>
<td>Efficient and informal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 3</td>
<td>Learning Conceptual/instrumental and symbolic use</td>
<td>Foreign markets knowledge</td>
<td>Efficient and informal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 4</td>
<td>Learning, decision making Conceptual/instrumental and symbolic use</td>
<td>Foreign markets experience, intelligence</td>
<td>Averagely efficient and formal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 5</td>
<td>Learning, decision making Conceptual/instrumental use</td>
<td>Foreign markets knowledge and experience</td>
<td>Efficient and informal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 6</td>
<td>Decision making, responsiveness</td>
<td>Foreign markets experience</td>
<td>Averagely efficient and formal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 7</td>
<td>Decision making, sense making, responsiveness</td>
<td>Sense for business, foreign markets experience</td>
<td>Efficient and informal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 8</td>
<td>Decision making, learning</td>
<td>Foreign markets experience and knowledge</td>
<td>Efficient and informal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 9</td>
<td>Learning, responsiveness</td>
<td>Foreign market knowledge</td>
<td>Efficient and informal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 10</td>
<td>Sense making, learning</td>
<td>Foreign markets experience</td>
<td>Efficient and informal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 11</td>
<td>Learning, decision making</td>
<td>Foreign markets knowledge</td>
<td>Efficient and informal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 12</td>
<td>Responsiveness, decision making</td>
<td>Foreign markets experience</td>
<td>Efficient and informal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 13</td>
<td>Responsiveness, decision making</td>
<td>Foreign markets knowledge</td>
<td>Efficient and informal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 14</td>
<td>Responsiveness, sense making</td>
<td>Foreign markets experience</td>
<td>Efficient and informal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** Interviewees 15 and 16 declared not using foreign market information, since they implement the decisions coming from the mother company. Therefore, they do not figure in this table.
V.2.1.3 The factors enhancing export information exploitation (managerial perspective)

When asked what helps them to maximize the use of new incoming export information, Romanian managers mainly mention their previous knowledge and experience:

“It is finally our experience that helps us the most... we saw similar things before, so based on our experience we know how to act, and improve over time.” (Interviewee 9)

“It is the diversity of our export know-how and experience, which help us ultimately.” (Interviewee 11)

“We now have certain experiences with doing business abroad... they are complementary and long. This guides us when we consider new information.” (Interviewee 4)

One can observe that managers stressed three main characteristics of the international experiences necessary to better use information: the variety, complementarities and length. Another idea resulting from the interviews is that a certain “sense for business” helps enterprises better exploit information to commercial ends:

“It’s our business sense; I guess it is sometimes inborn. Some managers just know how to maintain relationships with business partners and get the information.” (Interviewee 13)

“You need to sense where there are business opportunities... not everybody has the same gut feeling for these matters.” (Interviewee 15)

Interviewee 4 mentioned that a certain form of intelligence helps them to better exploit new incoming foreign markets related information.

V.2.1.4 The practices enhancing export information use within firms

Interviewees were asked to which extent the communication around export information and also the coordination were efficient in their enterprises. Most of the interviewees stated that both coordination and communication are efficient in their company. They are undertaken by informal means. The managers of the bigger enterprises interviewed pointed out some communication and coordination problems. It seems though, coordination problems are somehow related to company’s size. In these companies, the coordination and communication are more formalized. Communication and coordination are ensured by both informal and formal means in these companies like written reports or formal meetings. A summary of the efficiency of the coordination and communication practices implemented in the companies interviewed can be found in Table 22.
Concerning the transfer and integration of export information within the firms, it appears that it is done in a rather informal manner by means of oral discussions. Formalized integration practices and not current in any of the firms interviewed. Also investigated was, the degree of centralization and formalization of the companies’ interviewed. The results were homogeneous, in the sense that all companies interviewed are rather centralized, informal structures. Generally, the manager and the export/marketing managers of the firms undertake export information activities and decisions are made on a common agreement basis between the managers.

Interviews suggest that a limited number of employees in the firm undertake the acquisition and use of export information. It is dependent upon the size of the enterprise, and in the specific case of SMEs, these activities are frequently undertaken by the sales or the production managers, and/or the general manager. All the interviewees stated that they consult someone in the company when making decisions, which often are a compromise. During one of the interviews, the idea of compromise was entirely supported. Although the interview with Interviewee 16 was scheduled with just the sales director, the general director wanted to participate in the interview as well. Throughout the interview, both the sales director and the general manager answered the questions simultaneously. In conclusion, the majority of the questions given were different and often times debated between the two. They said decisions in the company are usually made the same way.

Teamwork seems to be the usual way of work of the companies interviewed for the simple reason that the managerial team works closely for the management of the main projects in the company. As a result, it appears that studying teamwork does not make much sense in SMEs. Managers interviewed also generally believe that employees understand company’s main goals and the way they can be useful for their achievement. The only interviewee, who had a different testimony, is the manager of one of the biggest companies in our sample (Interviewee 6).

V.2.1.5 Proposition of a classification of Romanian enterprises based on their international experience

The interviews had with the Romanian enterprises, suggest that they can be classified into three main categories from the point of view of their internationalization:
(1) The old international enterprises - they were already developing international activities during the communist times. After the Romanian Revolution in 1989, they continued developing international activities by exploiting their contacts with the foreign customers and their relative international experience - as the international transactions could not take place in a free market economy during communist times.

(2) The new international enterprises - the enterprises created after the Romanian Revolution and which generally began their internationalization process without any previous foreign market experience.

(3) The hybrid international enterprises – created for example by people who worked in the international field during the communist times. After the Romanian Revolution, they founded their own private company, using their international contacts portfolio and “relative” international knowledge, acquired during the communist regime.

The relative international knowledge of the executives of the two hybrid international enterprises explains why they are both “born global” (international since inception). Their managers already had international skills and/or contacts abroad before starting the business.

Some of the present day international enterprises are smaller parts from older and bigger communist enterprises, who began developing international activities before the Romanian Revolution. They were privatized after 1989, and as their size was often too big (more than 1000 employees in most of the cases) they were drawn apart and sold. It is normal that today they still have as employees people who worked in communist international enterprises at the time. For this reason, these enterprises might constitute another form of hybrid international enterprises - a type of enterprise, which is not contained by our sample. Nevertheless, many enterprises of this kind exist on the Romanian market today.

V.2.1.6 Other aspects

Considering the planning activities, Romanian enterprises plan their international activities in the short term: from 3 to 6 months in the textile industry and from 6 month to one year in metal industry.

Their international presence abroad is mainly assured by indirect selling. Only big enterprises (superior to 800 employees) have distributor agents abroad. From the point of view of competitive strategy, Romanian enterprises mainly develop cost or quality differentiation. It is interesting to note that the only two enterprises developing niche strategy, both have marketing departments.
When asked what drives them to be successful on export markets, most of the Romanian managers mentioned several types of know-how and knowledge: technical, general market knowledge, production know-how, etc.

It is noteworthy that subsidiaries declared not deliberately acquiring export market information. The same thing happened with enterprises marginally exporting as they did not undertake export information search activities.

V.2.2 Results of the interviews realized with the French enterprises

The same interview guide was used in order to gain preliminary insights into the information activities development within French SMEs from the textile and steel industry. Precisely, eight in-depth interviews were conducted with managers from French exporting SMEs from six to 250 employees (see Table 23), and having different levels of export involvement and experience. The “type profile” of a French international manager is a person averaging about 50 years of age and has at least a masters degree (most of them have a business background). Only one of the managers interviewed is a woman. Again, given the exploratory nature of this stage of the research, the small sample size was deemed suitable, not for the generalization of the results, but for gaining preliminary insights into the issues of interest (Hart 1987).

V.2.2.1 Export information acquisition

V.2.2.1.1 Information sources consulted on foreign markets

As in the case of the Romanian enterprises interviewed, Souchon and Diamantopoulos’ (1998) threefold classification of export information sources into market intelligence, export marketing research and export assistance will be used for presenting the results of the interviews. Again, a marked preference of the enterprises interviewed for the export market intelligence:

“Relational is what I call the most efficient information mode.” (Interviewee 2)

“Nothing is better than direct contact with business life and clients.” (Interviewee 3)
Table 23. Synthetic presentation of the French interviewees and their enterprises

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewee</th>
<th>Activity sector/ Industry</th>
<th>Position of the interviewees within the company</th>
<th>Sex and Education</th>
<th>Number of employees</th>
<th>Number of exporting countries</th>
<th>The main export market</th>
<th>The percentage of sales abroad</th>
<th>International experience of the company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 1</td>
<td>Textile</td>
<td>Commercial director</td>
<td>Feminine/literature studies</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>10 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 2</td>
<td>Textile</td>
<td>C.E.O.</td>
<td>Masculine/textile chemistry</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>5-10%</td>
<td>10 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 3</td>
<td>Textile</td>
<td>Financial director</td>
<td>Masculine/business studies</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>15 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 4</td>
<td>Textile</td>
<td>Export director</td>
<td>Masculine/business studies</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>30 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 5</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>Commercial director</td>
<td>Masculine/business studies</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>12 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 6</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>Export director</td>
<td>Masculine/business studies</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 7 (Subsidiary)</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>C.E.O.</td>
<td>Masculine/business studies</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>45 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 8</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>C.E.O.</td>
<td>Masculine/business studies</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As in the case of Romanian enterprises, the favorite information sources of French managers are the clients. Again, when asked why they prefer clients, the main argument advanced is the adequacy of the information foreign clients provide to managers: “Most of the times our clients give us the information we need.” (Interviewee 1)

“Clients are the best direct foreign market information source. They know the market and they can provide us with fresh and appropriate information with respect to our needs.” (Interviewee 5)

Based on the statements above, it appears SMEs’ managers underline mainly the adequacy of the furnished information to their needs among the information sources richness related aspects.

French companies also appreciate participating in trade fairs. Two managers of the companies interviewed, mentioned a preference for trade fairs at the same level as foreign clients:

“At trade fairs we link the useful contacts with potential clients or other actors in the business area which can help us further on. Even more, trade fairs generate turnover on an immediate basis.” (Interviewee 1).

“When we participate in trade fairs we acquire experience and knowledge about clients and competitors at the same time. And this is maybe the most important when doing business abroad.” (Interviewee 3)

The contacts with the agents/distributors are also very much appreciated by the two companies, which use this form of foreign market presence:

“They can tell us: this is ok and this is not... The contact with clients tells us a lot about the adequation between products and customers’ demands ...” (Interviewee 3)

It is to note that compared to Romanian managers, French managers use the competitors as export information sources less extensively and express more mistrust towards them than Romanian managers did. One of the interviewees belongs to a formal business network (Interviewee 2). He believes networking represents a very precious information source as it allows the direct exchange with other “people in the field” and it also provides rare information, which can be acquired only by persons within the network. Almost all enterprises interviewed (7 out of 8) consult industrial reviews every month, which they consider “fresh, pertinent market information” (Interviewee 2). In the meanwhile, they did not express a marked preference for industrial reviews, and only mentioned them when they were asked to mention other export information sources they use or they might know in general.

Export market intelligence was the unanimously favored way of acquiring information. There are many reasons explaining this preference: the information comes directly from the
marketplace and thus, is experiential in nature; it can provide specific answers quickly and it is interactive:

“I can exchange with my partners, ask for an advice. I cannot do that with a market research report.” (Interviewee 4)

Some reservations were voiced by French managers with regard to the information provided by export assistance bodies:

“We seldom use this assistance type information sources... It’s kind of unclear... I mean, it can be interesting, but still one has to know where to look for it and also have the necessary time to do it.” (Interviewee 1)

The Chambers of Commerce generally have a favorable image among most of the French enterprises interviewed:

“We know that in the Chambers of Commerce, there are also very competent people. Sometimes they can provide interesting information about the potential clients, suppliers or competition to us.” (Interviewee 3)

Two of the enterprises interviewed attended trade missions abroad that they found particularly appealing. They stated that trade missions permit the direct access to potential clients and a direct approach of foreign markets, and thus, experience and knowledge. From this point of view, they are similar with the participations in trade fairs. Three of the managers interviewed reported not acquiring such information at all anymore. The reasons are the time necessary to get this type of information, the fact that they cannot always directly contact someone in the governmental assistance bodies when they need them, or the fact that information was too general and not very actualized. However, enterprises did not use the export assistance bodies on a general basis; they address them only if they have a particular need.

Export marketing research (EMR), undertaken externally by a consulting enterprise is used by two of the enterprises interviewed. The companies who used it, considered EMR reliable because it gives specific answers to their questions:

“We have for example an intuition about the development of our business on a certain market... We’ll ask an consultant to develop our ideas... to do a market research for us, see how can we position our brand, how do the other brands share the market, which is the structure, the segmentation on that specific market... all this kind of stuff... Actually they prepare all the information we need, we do a briefing and further on, they find it.” (Interviewee 1)

All the enterprises interviewed mentioned the Internet as a widely used source of information about foreign markets. They mainly stressed the importance of Internet from the point of view
of the quantity of information it provides. Mainly two different ways of using Internet can be distinguished: as a relational informational technique, (e.g. asking for information from a contact established abroad), and as a possibility of identifying new customers or acquiring general information about foreign markets, which seems to replace the use of export assistance bodies. Some of the enterprises doubt the reliability of some of the data on Internet: “Internet... I would say is a partial information mode... I say partial as for example a distributor could have an excellent web site and partially distort the information he puts in it.” (Interviewee 6)

All the information sources mentioned by the eight enterprises interviewed are computed in the Table 24 according to the classification proposed by Souchon and Diamantopoulos (1999). Internet was added as well.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 24. Export information sources mentioned by the French managers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Export information classification</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Export marketing research</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultancy groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Agents/distributors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Magazines/trade journals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Competition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Contacts/networking/traveling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Customers/market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Exhibitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Trade fairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Internet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Export market intelligence</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Chambers of Commerce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- DREE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Business meetings organized by the CCI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Trade missions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Internet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V.2.2.1.2 Export information elements acquired on foreign markets

When asked what kind of information elements they acquire on foreign markets, French managers also focused more specifically on clients and competitors:

“Knowing the clients and the competitors means knowing the market.” (Interviewee 3)

“We generally look for competitors and clients. By knowing the competitors well you know if you have a chance for selling products in the market and you need to know the clients to sell efficiently.” (Interviewee 5)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewee</th>
<th>The favorite export information source and the main reasons for preference</th>
<th>Other export information sources they judge as useful and they use on a current basis</th>
<th>Main export information elements acquired on foreign markets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 1</td>
<td>Trade fairs and foreign clients: direct access to information, adequacy and quality</td>
<td>Clients, Internet, CCI, market research, agents</td>
<td>Clients and competitors, marketing mix, general market information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 2</td>
<td>Foreign clients: the adequacy of information</td>
<td>Agents, trade fairs, Internet, competitors, formalized network</td>
<td>do not acquire information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 3</td>
<td>Foreign clients and trade fairs: the adequacy of information, the direct access to information, the possibility to interact with information sources around the given information</td>
<td>Trade fairs, Internet, CCI, market research</td>
<td>Clients, competitors, marketing mix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 4</td>
<td>Foreign clients: the adequacy of information, the experiential character</td>
<td>Internet, CCI</td>
<td>Clients and competitors, marketing mix, general market information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 5</td>
<td>Foreign clients: the adequacy of information, the interactivity with information sources</td>
<td>Trade fairs, Internet</td>
<td>Clients and competitors, marketing mix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 6</td>
<td>Foreign clients: the adequacy of information, the interactivity with information sources</td>
<td>Internet, CCI, market research</td>
<td>Clients and competitors, marketing mix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 7</td>
<td>Foreign clients: the adequacy of information, the experiential content</td>
<td>Internet, CCI, market research</td>
<td>Clients and competitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 8</td>
<td>Foreign clients: availability, facility of contact, information quality</td>
<td>Internet</td>
<td>Clients and competitors, general market information</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Again, clients and competitors were mentioned by all companies. This reinforces the market orientation literature assumptions concerning the key importance of information coming from clients and competitors. The managers interviewed also mentioned aspect related to the marketing mix:

“*We need to know whether our prices and products correspond to the clients needs. Sometimes in countries with lower levels of development it’s not that obvious.*” (Interviewee 4)

“*We try to see if the quality levels are the same. This is because we sell high quality and expensive products...*” (Interviewee 7)

Three of the managers interviewed (Interviewee 1, 4 and 8) mentioned the general market background information. Namely, the managers of two enterprises referred to the level of development of the countries they are exporting in, exchange rates and other specific business related practices in the country.

**V.2.2.2 Export information use**

As in the case of Romanian enterprises, several ideas extracted from the interviews, are that information use in the enterprises interviewed takes different forms. The main role of export information within the French firms appears to be in the learning process. Again, French companies seem to learn in a generative, responsive way:

“*Information helps us to keep track of what’s new in our industry. We always have an eye open on our competitors, to see how they conduct their business. Sometimes we imitate their practices and sometimes we try to be ahead of them.... Sometimes it works, sometimes it doesn’t. But I always considered one can learn from their mistakes.*” (Interviewee 4)

“*If we keep informed we can seize the tendencies and follow them. It is the main input for taking action. If we had no information we would not know how to act.*” (Interviewee 7)

Information plays an important role within the decision-making process. Most of the firms interviewed explained information is a main input for decision-making:

“*Information is vital when we need to make a decision. Then it is vital to have information on time and we search for it. Sometimes I just hear things like in a certain country, there are some business opportunities or some new technological advances have been made in our industry*”. (Interviewee 8)
"We need to make decisions every day that are more or less important. And with this respect, we always need information... This general principle applies to the export activities as well."
(Interviewee 3)

Another aim was to test the decision-making types suggested by Souchon and Diamantopoulos (1999), namely the dissociation between instrumental/conceptual use and the conceptual use of export information. Regarding the instrumental/conceptual use of information, French managers also distinguish between the different situations: (1) the strategic decision making (e.g. the choice of a new exportation country), decisions which encounter major changes within the organizations and (2) less constraining decisions, as choosing a new client for example. In both cases, enterprises are more likely to use informal information techniques. It seems that the social contacts network plays a critical role in regards to decision-making. For choosing new clients, managers usually try to check the reliability of the new client by more formal ways (COFACE for example).

When it comes to strategic decision-making, managers take the most of the possible cautions. Some of them contact a consultant to aid them in dealing with it or contact a maximum of potential sources as CCI, embassies, Internet, business contacts, etc. When asked how they choose to approach a new exporting country, most of the managers tried to first check if their products correspond to local tastes, if there is still place for them in that market, competitors positioning and prices, and some macro-economic elements of information.

Concerning the decision-making process (instrumental information use), the majority of managers explained they base their decisions partly on intuition, but mainly base their decisions on factual information. Their testimonies suggest that their decision-making is mainly rationalistic. Usually decision-making is quite centralized. C.E.O.s seem to have the last word, but they previously consult directors of exporting, commercial, financial or other departments. The majority of enterprises count that the information they acquire through their industrial magazines, Internet or export assistance means, helps them to increase their general knowledge about foreign markets, an instant of conceptual use of information.

It was again difficult to test the symbolic use of export information. Faced to an unknown person, managers tempt to give politically correct answers or even avoid giving certain answers. Consequently, direct questions could not have been asked relative to the symbolic use of information. Managers were asked if when they find retroactively information to support their previous “bad” or “good” decisions, they present it to their employees. The
majority of them avoided answering this question. As a result, it was difficult to test whether
the managers of the enterprises interviewed used export information symbolically.
Interviewees suggest that the acquisition and use of export information is not done by only
one person in the company. There are generally two persons who do it, frequently the sales or
the technical director and/or the general manager. The enterprises, which employ agents
abroad, use them to collect foreign market information. Moreover, when asked which use they
make out of export information most frequently, some of them (with Interviewee 7 and 4 as
exceptions) emphasized the role of international environment scanning for the success of their
business:

“It is finally a matter of experience. This helps us in most of the case when we are confronted
to new situations.... We evaluate the new information based on what we did before.”
(Interviewee 4)

“The more we know, the better we evaluate new information and make the right decisions.”
(Interviewee 1)
“We develop international activities since quite a while now. With time, we learned a lot about foreign markets and clients. There is always a bit of surprise with every new contract, but nevertheless our experience guides us quite well.” (Interviewee 6)

“Finally it is our experience and knowledge which helps us to orient ourselves in foreign markets.” (Interviewee 2)

V.2.2.4 The practices enhancing information use within firms

French managers were asked to which extent the communication around export information and also the coordination practices were efficient in their enterprises. The managers interviewed all declared that there were any particular problems in terms of communication and coordination in their firms. The transfer of information in the firm is mainly informal:

“We generally transfer information just by simply communicating with each other during lunch or any other time of the day.” (Interviewee 4)

Concerning the integration of the acquired export information, three of the French enterprises interviewed seem to use databases for tracking their previous contracts with export firms. Only Interviewee 1 explained that after every contract they sign with a foreign client abroad they keep track of the positive and negative points they met in dealing with the client. Generally, it appears the organization structures are not very formalized concerning the transfer and the integration of information. A summary of the efficiency of the coordination and communication practices implemented in the companies interviewed can be found in Table 26.

Additionally, investigated was the degree of centralization and formalization of the companies interviewed. The results were entirely homogeneous, in the sense that all companies interviewed are rather centralized and informal structures. Generally, the manager and the export/marketing managers of the firm undertake export information activities and decisions are made on a common agreement basis between the two managers. The interviewees stated that they consult someone in the company when making decisions. In regards to the export information acquisition and use activities, it appears again that a relatively limited number of top management employees develop this kind of activities.

Teamwork seems to be the usual way of work of the companies interviewed for the simple reason that the managerial team works closely for the management of the main projects in the company. As a result, it appears that studying teamwork does not make much sense in SMEs.
Table 26. Information use and factors enhancing information use in French SMEs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewee</th>
<th>Export information use</th>
<th>Factors enhancing export information use</th>
<th>Other aspects: coordination, communication, information transfer and integration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Coordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 1</td>
<td>Responsiveness, decision making, Conceptual/instrumental use</td>
<td>Foreign market experience and knowledge</td>
<td>Efficient and informal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 2</td>
<td>Learning, decision making Conceptual/instrumental use</td>
<td>Foreign market experience</td>
<td>Efficient and informal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 3</td>
<td>Learning, responsiveness, decision making Conceptual/instrumental use</td>
<td>Foreign market knowledge</td>
<td>Efficient, both formal and informal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 4</td>
<td>Learning, decision making, Conceptual/instrumental use</td>
<td>Foreign market experience, intelligence</td>
<td>Efficient and informal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 5</td>
<td>Learning, responsiveness Conceptual/instrumental use</td>
<td>Foreign market knowledge and experience</td>
<td>Efficient and informal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 6</td>
<td>Decision making, responsiveness</td>
<td>Foreign market experience</td>
<td>Efficient and informal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 7</td>
<td>Decision making, sense making, responsiveness</td>
<td>Sense for business, foreign market experience</td>
<td>Efficient and informal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 8</td>
<td>Decision making, learning</td>
<td>Foreign market experience and knowledge</td>
<td>Efficient and informal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
V.2.2.5 Other aspects

French enterprises mainly plan their international activities at short and middle term (6 months – 1 year). Only two of them establish long-term plans. In addition, there are differences between the two industries; textile companies have shorter planning spans than enterprises from the steel industry.

Concerning the presence modes used for selling abroad, most of the enterprises interviewed used indirect exporting foreign presence modes, and only two enterprises used direct presence modes abroad as agents. Their internationalization presence form on foreign markets is generally quite basic as well as their organizational structure. Only two companies (the larger ones among the SMEs, Interviewee 3 and 6) have an export department. In the other companies, generally the commercial director and the general manager deal with exporting activities. The informal coordination mechanisms managers use for communicating and coordinating information within the organization are worth noting.

From the competitive advantage point of view, French enterprises follow innovation, niche or even brand strategy. It is important to note that the enterprise developing brand strategy has an export department (Interviewee 3). Additionally, when enterprises were asked what they have that differentiates them from their competitors, the majority answered either marketing, technological or production knowledge and international experience: “Finally it is our experience and knowledge which help us to orient ourselves in foreign markets.” (Interviewee 2)

V.2.3 General conclusions relative to the export information management by exporting companies from France and Romania. A comparative analysis

The interviews undertaken with French and Romanian enterprises suggest that there are of course similarities and differences between the companies acting in the two countries settings. The results are discussed hereafter.

V.2.3.1 Export information acquisition

Both, French and Romanian SMEs’ managers prefer informal to formal information techniques. Numerous studies undertaken in Western contexts have found similar results
before, acknowledging the marked preference of SMEs for informal export information vehicles (e.g. Hart et al. 1994; Leonidou and Katsikeas 1997; Hart and Tsokas 1999). This exploratory research further explores the reasons as to why these information sources are preferred. The managers interviewed mentioned the experiential nature of these information sources, the trust they have in their providers, the ability to exchange and debate points of views with someone competent in the field (interactivity), the speed of obtaining the information as well as getting specific answers to their questions (the adequacy between information and their needs and context). The enterprises converge quite a lot on the reasons evoked for explaining the preferences in terms of information sources, independently of their nationality. Worth noting is that the most praised reason for explaining the preference for a certain information source is the adequacy of the information to their needs. Under time pressure and high uncertainty conditions, managers turn towards clients for acquiring the adequate information in accordance with their needs. Foreign clients represent by far the most popular export information source for both, French and Romanian managers. The marked preference for clients of the SMEs’ managers has also been acknowledged by previous studies. Participation in trade fairs and the sales people/agents they use to manage their activities on foreign markets were also mentioned among the favored information sources on foreign markets. Even though they do not necessarily trust them, both Romanian and French managers believe it is important to keep in touch with competitors. The feeling of mistrust towards competitors seems to be more present for French than Romanian managers. It can be mentioned that competitors are more frequently mentioned among the favorite export information sources of Romanian managers compared to French counterparts.

Concerning the formal information techniques, French enterprises use them more extensively than the Romanians do. They seem to be more aware and use export assistance related information sources on a wider scale. The Chambers of Industry and Commerce have an especially good image in France. Reserves were expressed concerning the export assistance related information sources. The main reasons managers mentioned for not using export assistance related information sources are bureaucracy, the difficulty to get the right interlocutor to speak with, and the general and dated character of the information provided by governmental bodies. The main perception difference between Romanian and French enterprises is the fact that most Romanian enterprises accuse governmental bodies of corruption. This is an outcome of the institutional business environment in Romania, which is constantly changing since the Romanian Revolution in 1989. The domestic environment
situation might also explain the preference for informal information techniques, as there are studies, which prove that under unstable and changing environmental conditions, enterprises tend to just use rich information sources, mainly informal by nature (Beal 2000).

Among the export assistance information sources, the organization of trade missions abroad is also unanimously appreciated by Romanian and French enterprises as it provides them direct contact with customers and markets. In the meanwhile, only a limited number of enterprises attended trade mission programs and are not necessarily informed concerning the exporting aid programs.

The use of international marketing research is in the French context quite common thing. In the Romanian context, marketing research use is exceptional. From a perception point of view, Romanian enterprises consider it useful, but it is difficult to realize in which extent they understand what marketing research really is as marketing science was only developed about 15 years ago in Romania and most of the interviewees have a technical background. The French enterprises which use marketing research, consider it useful as it can provide specific answers to their questions, they trust the person who undertakes the study, and they can discuss certain aspects with this person in the marketing research. The only Romanian enterprise using marketing research had a similar testimony.

Resuming, the information sources that appeared to be most appreciated and used on a current basis by French and Romanian enterprises are the following: the clients, the competitors, participations at trade fairs, distributor/agents, Chambers of Commerce and Industry, export marketing research and the Internet. The analysis suggests that the use of a certain information source is made with respect to the attributes or qualities this certain information source provides to managers, such as the adequacy to their needs, reliability, timeliness or the possibility to exchange points of view about the acquired information. Thus, the qualitative research confirms that retaining information sources richness (Daft and Lengel 1984) as an angle for studying firms’ export information related behaviors is consistent with the managerial view.

In relation to the information types they primarily get about foreign markets, both Romanian and French SMEs mainly acquire export information about foreign clients and competitors. These findings reinforce the market orientation perspective application in the case of small firms as well. An important number of SMEs’ managers also search for information concerning the marketing mix for the product on export markets, and only several of them acquire generalized foreign market information. In the meantime, French managers are more
sensitive to general foreign market information concerning the degree of economical development, exchange rate fluctuation, etc. This specific interest can be explained by the fact that French SMEs export towards countries where the levels of development are lower. The Romanian companies interviewed however, export more in mature markets like the E.U. or the U.S.

V.2.3.2 Export information use

Export information use in French and Romanian enterprises takes several forms. In the first place, it seems that information represents the main input for undertaking responsive action and decisions concerning foreign markets. Export information appears also as an input for the single loop, generative learning in small firms. As SMEs interviewed acquire foreign market experience, they learn by responding to the inputs given by the new acquired information. Romanian and French managers highlighted elements related to the managerial sense making, and on opportunities detection.

Considering the bi-dimensional classification of information use in instrumental/conceptual and symbolic use, all companies attest to conceptually use export information. When it comes to instrumental/conceptual use, materialized by the decision-making, French enterprises seem more rational, trying to often use more formalized information vehicles and also informing themselves more extensively concerning foreign markets parameters than Romanian enterprises. Romanian enterprises easily trust their social network and seem to take more risk than French enterprises. During one interview, one of the Romanian managers expressed: “if we can do business in this jungle, we can do business everywhere” (Interviewee 5). The changing Romanian business environment could be the reason for the risk taking propulsion and somehow more reduced uncertainty avoidance of Romanian managers compared to the French. The environment could also explain why Romanian enterprises use relational information sources more extensively than the French ones. Under more difficult environmental conditions, managers turn themselves towards personal information sources (Pelham 2000). Therefore, it would be interesting to consider the domestic versus international environmental perceptions of managers when comparing two country settings. Concerning the symbolic use of information, it is not that easy to find an explanation as to why Romanian enterprises use it more extensively. Nevertheless, it was difficult to test the symbolic use of export information within the French context. Hoefstede (1980) suggests that
in ex-communist countries, the power distance is higher and the study of Souchon et al. (2003) suggests that symbolical use of information is positively linked to power distance. This could explain why Romanian managers confess more easily using symbolically export information.

Furthermore, it seems that several theoretical frameworks would capture export information use within firms: decision-making theory, entrepreneurial framework, learning theory and market orientation perspectives. Concerning the learning process, small firms seemingly learn as a result of a trial-error process as information brings the necessary inputs for changes to occur within the firm. Enterprises react to information, and based on their experiences, they learn on an incremental basis. It is worth noting that these same ideas characterize the market orientation perspective. Regardless, the aim was not to specifically capture the foreign market based learning process; this finding is inherent from the interviews.

The general conclusion with respect to information use in firms is that only one theory would not necessarily and completely capture the complexity of information use in firms. It appears that rather a combination of elements from several theoretical frameworks would best capture the phenomenon. As a result, one can observe that the qualitative research supports the use of an integrative theoretical framework such as the KBV perspective, as it was already previously suggested within the theoretical part.

V.2.3.3 The factors enhancing export information exploitation (managerial perspective)

With respect to the factors enhancing export information exploitation in small firms, it seems that both Romanian and French managers agree that international experience and knowledge enhance information exploitation. The managers interviewed state that the more they acquire foreign market related knowledge and experience, the better they feel they are able to exploit information. Romanian managers also mentioned that some people have a “sense for business,” for grasping the opportunities, which helps them to make use out of export information.

One can observe that as suggested within the AC framework, the previous firms experience seems to have an influence upon export information acquisition and assimilation capacities. The observation that the previous foreign market knowledge helps them to better make use out of the new incoming information also supports the idea that the new information adds to the previous existing knowledge stock, providing guidance for future action. Thus, the
conceptualization of Nonaka (1994) of information as a flow, continuously enhancing the knowledge stocks of firms, seems to hold true based on the managerial statements. The “sense for business” mentioned by the managers, seems to be close to the cognitive capacity of exploiting information that is similar to the entrepreneurial orientation of firms and managers. The cognitive dimension of the AC construct, referring to firms’ capacity to exploit information to commercial ends (Cohen and Levinthal 1990), stems from the cognitive bi-association process of being able to combine and exploit two apparently unrelated pieces of information (Zahra and George 2002).

**V.2.3.4 The practices enhancing export information assimilation within firms**

Most of the Romanian and French managers interviewed suggest that both communication and coordination procedures in their companies are efficient and informal. Coordination and communication generally occur informally through “water-cooler” conversations, or company social events. These findings confirm the results of previous studies on SMEs, suggesting that communication in SMEs is efficient and barely formalized (Julien 1998; Torrès 2004). Huber (1991) and Nonaka (1994) stressed the critical importance of communication efficiency.

Nevertheless, coordination seems less efficient in bigger French SMEs and the two big Romanian enterprises interviewed. The results somehow suggest that coordination is more efficient in smaller firms.

Similar observations can be made in terms of the procedures used for transferring and integrating information in SMEs. More formalized information integration and transfer procedures as sales reporting systems, or company newsletters are widely missing in SMEs. Nevertheless, the use of such procedures has the advantage of keeping track of information, avoiding its distortion, and thus, favoring its future exploitation in organizations, in spite of the personnel’s fluctuations (Levitt and March 1988; Simon 1991). In both countries, the enterprises are characterized by high centralization levels in terms of decision-making. In addition, companies seem to be characterized by low levels of formalization.

The international decision-making process is quite centralized between the manager and other sub units’ managers within the company and with little exceptions, the acquisition and use of export information is mainly done by these same people. These results confirm findings of
previous studies on SMEs, which are generally characterized by decision-making centralization (Julien 1993, 1994; Brouthers et al. 1998; Torrès 1999).

Often times, it appears that the assimilation practices investigated: communication, coordination, information transfer and integration in SMEs are rather efficient and informal with several exceptions for the coordination and information transfer and integration practices in “bigger SMEs” and large firms. Companies interviewed are also generally centralized structures, where decisions incomb generally to the general managers of the company.

These findings confirm previous studies in the field, and the conclusions gathered within the literature review in the previous chapter suggested that little variations could be found when exploring communication efficiency in SMEs. Meanwhile, different levels of coordination capacity and formalization in terms of information transfer and integration procedures may characterize small firms.

The results suggest it does not make much sense to study the teamwork in SMEs. In SMEs, the managerial team constitutes an on-going teamwork for the management of all the activities of the company. The SMEs’ managers interviewed generally believe that the employees are informed concerning the strategic goals of their company and they know how they can be of use for enhancing the achievement of these goals.

V.2.3.5 Other aspects

Both Romanian and French enterprises mainly used indirect selling as an international presence mode. Some of the companies were subsidiaries of a bigger group and some of them used agents for selling their products abroad. Those using agents appreciate them as an excellent source of information on export markets. As far as subsidiaries are concerned, they usually do not proactively search for export market information, as the mother company performs this activity.

The organizational structures of SMEs in both countries are similar, with a few exceptions. French and Romanian enterprises do not have exporting departments within the company, and the management of the exporting activities is generally ensured by the owner/manager himself or the production or sales director of the company. Generally, the coordination and communication mechanisms within the enterprise are not formalized. Marketing or R&D departments are in both cases, not very common.
A clear distinction between Romanian and French enterprises is relative to their international experience. The biggest part of Romanian enterprises began developing international activities only after the Romanian Revolution. A part of them might have developed international activities (at the enterprise or managerial level) during communist times. This feature differentiates Romanian from French companies, which are generally more experienced internationally. It worth to note that the free market economy is a relatively new organization of the Romanian economy that was previously planified. These institutional differences explain, at least partly the differences of SMEs’ export information behaviors, such as the differences of the perception of export marketing research and export assistance information sources between Romanian and French SMEs’ managers.

**V.2.3.6 General conclusions impacting the research design**

The semi-directed interviews realized with French and Romanian enterprises represent a preliminary qualitative emic research aimed to obtain additional insight to the way Romanian and French enterprises manage export information. The results issued from the preliminary research help construct the questionnaire, but also partly bring empirical support for the research model built in chapter III.

For the questionnaire construction, the export information sources that have been judged as rich and are used on a current basis by SMEs’ managers are the following: foreign clients and customers, agents, trade fairs, Chambers of Commerce and Industry, export market research and Internet. This study brought insights into the reasons evoked by SMEs’ managers for explaining their preference for these export information sources, the experiential nature of these sources, the trust they have in their providers. The study also sheds light on the fact that through this mean they can exchange and debate points of views with someone competent in the field (interactivity), and that they can receive specific answers to their questions (feet between info and context). Managers interviewed, independently of their nationality, converge quite a lot on the reasons evoked for explaining the preference in terms of export information sources. However, the reasons evoked for explaining the preference for export information sources show that retaining the information sources’ richness perspective for studying the perception of export information sources, as suggested by Ramangalahy (2001), is appropriate. This finding confirms the theoretical conclusion emitted at the end of chapter II after a critical analysis of the theoretical frameworks explaining the link between
information and performance. It was concluded that authors converged a lot concerning the
importance of information richness perspective for studying export information sources.
When it comes to the use of export information, several ideas come from the interviews.
Managers learn by means of responding to the acquired export information and they use
information for making export decisions and for grasping opportunities in export markets.
Concerning the learning process, it seems to rather follow the generative single loop path.
Managers are sensitive to the information coming from their foreign clients or competitors,
they react to it, and furthermore under a trial-error selection process, they select the practices
that have worked best for them in the past for taking future action.
The information seems to also be primordial in the decision-making process. The managers
interviewed explained that when it comes to decision-making, they prefer personal
information sources, as they quite often seem to react under an important time pressure, and
need the right information at the right time. The managers explained that formalized
information sources are useful when there is necessary time to make decisions. Another
aspect from the decision-making process is that all the managers interviewed suggested that
they consult at least one person regarding decision-making. In most of the cases, this person is
the exporting or production director in their enterprise. The managers interviewed also
revealed the role of information in opportunity detection in terms of foreign business
development. This idea represents a basic premise of the entrepreneurial research stream.
Generally, SMEs’ managers mainly acquire export information concerning clients and
competitors. This observation reinforces the initial empirical qualitative study on enterprises’
market orientation, undertaken by Kohli and Jaworski (1990). The authors have emphasized
the key importance of knowing clients and competitors and their use as information sources.
Besides clients and competitors, on a less extended scale, enterprises access marketing mix
related information parameters and rarely access general foreign market information.
In the light of the above results, it can be concluded that elements from multiple theoretical
frameworks can explain export information use in SMEs, such as the organizational learning
theory and the market orientation perspective, the entrepreneurial framework, or the decision-
making theory. It worth to be noted that the conclusion drawn in chapter II concerning the
fact that the complexity of the information state of organizations would be difficult to be
captured by using a single theoretical framework seems to be confirmed on the empirical
level.
The factors enhancing export information use according to the managerial vision were also investigated. The results show that previous foreign market knowledge and export experience that firms have acquired helps them better exploit the new incoming export information. The results also confirm several theoretical assumptions emitted by the organizational learning scholars that view organizational learning through an informational perspective such as Cohen and Levinthal (1989, 1990, 1990) or Nonaka (1994). It seems that the information does indeed add to the existing organizational stock of knowledge as suggested by Nonaka (1994), by enlarging or modifying the previously existing stock of export knowledge in organizations. The access to information sources is also seen as an antecedent of the knowledge assimilation capacity of organizations within Zahra and George’s (2002) AC framework. Within the same theoretical framework mobilized in this research, the previous experience appears as an antecedent of the export information assimilation capacity of organizations. This theoretical assumption seems to converge with the managerial vision as well. Managers stress three main aspects relative to the export experience qualities: the variety, the complementarity and the length. These aspects also seem to be necessary in order to efficiently make use out of export information. Recall that Cohen and Levinthal (1990) also highlighted these aspects in enhancing a firm’s absorptive capacity.

Furthermore, the efficiency of several information assimilation procedures, such as the coordination, communication transfer, information transfer and integration practices were explored specifically. Additionally, the centralization and formalization degrees of organizations were explored. The empirical findings once again confirmed the literature review’s assumptions concerning the high level of efficiency of the communication in SMEs, and the low formalization level. The coordination and the information transfer and integration procedures are barely formalized. In most of the SMEs interviewed, information integration procedures are almost non-existent. Coordination is sometimes not necessarily efficient and it seems that in bigger firms, coordination appears less efficient. Concluding, the theoretical analysis that conducted the selection of the coordination and information transfer and integration capacity of small firms in order to capture the information assimilation dimension of the absorptive capacity construct seems to be appropriate.

The results also showed that it does not make much sense to study teamwork in SMEs since the managerial team does on an on-going basis teamwork for broadly managing the company. Also, it does not make much sense to study the inter-departmental collaboration neither since the departmentalization does not really characterize the SMEs interviewed. Generally, the
management team accomplishes several tasks at the same time and no clear task definition exists in the companies. Another issue discussed in the interviews is planning. Only one of the enterprises interviewed used formalized procedures of planning. The rest of the enterprises interviewed argued that their agendas are basically used to organize the deadlines of their activities.

When asked what leads their company to achieve higher levels of success in export markets, both French and Romanian managers mainly mentioned their competences in terms of product development and more largely, the general export know-how. The managerial vision seems to be in accordance with the KBV perspective’s proponents that firms, which detain higher tacit knowledge levels seem to perform better (e.g. Grant 1996; Kuivalainen and Bell 2004).

In the light of the above statements, the qualitative research seems to rather confirm the research model elaborated based on the AC framework in chapter III. More precisely, managers seem to support the idea that information flows nurture foreign market related informational knowledge levels. Managers also believe that the levels of export experience condition their capacities in terms of export information acquisition and exploitation. The findings confirm Zahra and George’s (2002) assumptions that the access to information sources and the previous experience of firms are antecedents of their capacity to efficiently acquire and assimilate information.

Furthermore, the role of information in designing organization response was widely supported by the interviews. Moreover, several statements also show that the enterprises interviewed seem to learn on the basis of an ongoing responsiveness action implementation, and in this way build foreign markets competences that finally seem to enhance their levels of performance in foreign settings. Resuming, the results obtained through the qualitative phase also support the idea of the influence of PACAP’s dimensions in regards to information acquisition and assimilation on RACAP; export information is used to respond to foreign markets shifts and build market related competences. Moreover, according to the managerial vision, finally their foreign market related know-how drives them to be competitive in terms of export success. The research proposition (emitted within the research model development in chapter III) concerning the impact of their foreign markets related competences on their degree of international performance seems to also be confirmed.

Concluding, it can be said that mostly, empirical results issued from the qualitative research, seem to support the research model build on the basis of the absorptive capacity perspective.
in chapter III. However, the exploratory nature of the qualitative study cannot confirm or
infirm the research propositions advanced in chapter III. Furthermore, based on the findings
of the qualitative research and the literature review, the questionnaire aiming to test
quantitatively our research model framework is elaborated. The questionnaire development
and pre-test phase are presented in the next section of this chapter.

**V.3 Questionnaire development**

Based on the literature review and the insights obtained by the qualitative research undertaken
with French and Romanian SMEs, a first draft of questionnaire was elaborated (see Appendix
3). At this stage of the process, it was interesting to gather quantitative results in order to
explore the generalization potential of the results. The structured postal questionnaire was
used for collecting our data. The reason why this technique is used is because the population
of our study is geographically dispersed all over the country (exporting SMEs from the steel
industry). Even though a self-administered technique like the postal questionnaire does not
allow the control of the way the questionnaire is filled out, it is a cost and time saving method.
Moreover, structured questions are easy to tabulate and exploit, and standardized questions
are designed so that all respondents reply to the same questions and have the same response
options (Giannelloni and Vernette 2001).

The measurement scales employed to capture the constructs in the research model were all
drawn from previous studies where they have been pre-tested for their psychometrical
properties. Nevertheless, several of them have not been previously employed in French
language-based studies. For example, the export responsiveness scale developed by Cadogan
*et al.* (1999) has not been previously translated into French. For this reason, parallel
translation procedures are used in order to make sure that the translation into French would be
best performed. Two professional translators have realized the translation of the items from
English to French and the two versions have been afterwards compared and adjusted when
needed. The initial measurement scale of Cadogan *et al.* (1999) of the export responsiveness
concept was made up of 17 items. Two items were very difficult to translate into French, namely “It takes us forever to decide how to respond to price changes on our export
markets”, and “Foreign costumer complaints fall on deaf ears in this company”. The two
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parallel translations of these items are very different. For this reason, only the remaining 15 items are kept in order to capture the export responsiveness construct to ensure the most satisfying translation of the items composing it.

The initial version of the questionnaire has been subjected to a process of validation through pre-tests. The pre-test of a questionnaire shows how it performs under actual conditions of data collection. For this assessment, the questionnaire pre-test is vital. Several pre-tests are recommended according to Gilbert and Dawn (2005).

V.3.1 The “qualitative” questionnaire pre-test

First, ten scholars were questioned for the questionnaire pre-test. All scholars have research background in marketing or research methodology. Three of the scholars are professors who are respectively specialized in marketing, strategy or research methodology. The remaining seven scholars are doctoral students who are also at least accustomed to research methodology. Second, 12 SMEs’ managers, responsible for the development of export activities in their companies were questioned for pre-test purposes. Among the 12 managers, six are Romanian and the other six are French. As suggested by Brislin (1981), back and forward translations of the questionnaire from French to Romanian were realized in order to ensure the questionnaire translation equivalence. I translated myself the questionnaire into Romanian, and the Romanian version was back-translated in French by a professional translator. Afterwards, the two French versions have been compared and adjusted when needed.

The questionnaire was pre-tested with six Romanian managers responsible for the export activities in their company. The pre-tests had lasted between 40 minutes and an hour and a half. They were realized between August and September 2005. Afterwards, between October 2005 and March 2006, the questionnaire was pre-tested with six French managers. Pre-tests had durations comprised between 40 minutes and an hour.

The second stage of the process of the questionnaire validation through the pre-test led to the reformulation of the questions considered ambiguous and to the withdrawal of the questions considered redundant. Several questions that could not be understood correctly by respondents were also discarded. As a result, several major modifications had to be made to the questionnaire. For example, several important adjustments had to be done in respect to the international performance construct. The managers interviewed encountered difficulties
concerning the questions about the growth or decline rate of the export sales abroad over the last three years, which is relative to the objective measures of the international performance. The managers interviewed not only did not remember exactly how much they sold abroad three years ago in terms of turnover or percentage of sales abroad but they also had difficulties in calculating a progression ratio of their sales over the last three years. As a result, all these objective measures of the international performance construct were finally aborted from the analysis. The general conclusion was that instead of getting objective data, a perceptual approximation of these numbers would have been obtained. As a result, the DIANE database was used to collect the financial international performance related data of the companies interviewed. More specifically, in DIANE database the average progression ratio of export sales and profits over the last three years are available. This alternative was considered as a viable way to make sure that data obtained is unbiased by human recall capacity and perception.

In the same vein, the managers explained that the questions concerning the perceived satisfaction, competitiveness, relative competitiveness (compared to the main competitors on export markets) with the evolution of the export sales, profits, and the progression of sales abroad over the last three years were difficult to answer. They stated they could not answer exactly how their business was progressing three years ago. Instead, the managers suggested an accurate answer concerning their satisfaction with the development of their export activities over the last year. By taking into account their observation, the respondents were finally asked to provide their satisfaction degree with the evolution of the export objectives only over the past year.

The strategic measure of the international performance of SMEs, assessing their competitive position in export markets had to be aborted as well. They were initially asked to allocate 100% among the following dimensions, capturing at best their position on foreign markets: (1) market leader; (2) second to market leader; (3) major supplier, and (4) minor supplier. The companies had difficulties answering this question. Some of them stated they did not understand the exact sense of the question. Some of them stated the situation might be different in every export market and that it is difficult to approximate at the global level. However, all the managers interviewed voiced hesitation in regards to answering this question. As a result, this strategic position measure was excluded from the initial analysis since the general conclusion was that they would have difficulties appropriately answering this question.
Another measure that had to be aborted is the measure of the export experiences’ richness. Recall that Ramangalahy’s (2001) measure of the experiences richness was adapted to the firm level of analysis in our study. Companies were asked if they have already sold products abroad by means of direct exporting, indirect exporting, subsidiaries, associative modes, license/franchising, or other modes. Each of the foreign presence modes were supposed to be assessed by means of 5-point Likert scales ranging from 1 = "very limited” to 5 = "very extended” on the five following dimensions: the length of the experiences, number of projects or clients, challenge complexity, diversity of contexts and the impact upon a firm’s international know-how. The managers interviewed had difficulties in both understanding and rating their international presence modes according to the five dimensions explored. Each time, additional explanations were needed in order to clarify the meaning of each of the five dimensions explored. Since the chosen administration mode was the mail survey, because of the wide spread of the enterprises within the French territory, it was considered that they would have difficulties in answering this question on their own. Thus, it was decided to exclude this export experience measure from the analysis. In addition, another measure that is “qualitative” by nature was used. It is issued from the qualitative preliminary research and the literature review. This measure was assessed on a seven point Likert scale that ranges from 1 = “completely disagree” to 7 = “completely agree”. The agreement degree of small firms with three statements concerning the variety, complementarity and length of export experiences of export employees (whom work more then 50% of their working time for the development of exporting activities) was assessed.

The measure used to capture information sources richness was assessed by Ramangalahy (2001) according to five dimensions: contact facility, interactivity, reliability, information quality and contact density on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 = “very limited” to 5 = “very extended”. Of the five dimensions, the contact density dimension was the dimension that was not easily understood by the managers interviewed. Several additional explanations were necessary to clarify the meaning of this dimension. Administrating the questionnaire through a mail survey (the method used by our research) would not allow additional explanations/clarifications of the meaning of the contacts’ density dimension. As a result, it was excluded from the analysis. The four dimensions maintained in the current analysis for assessing the richness potential of the information sources included: contacts facility, interactivity, reliability and information quantity.
Moreover, for two of the seven information sources analyzed, namely market research and Internet, managers easily gave answers for the estimate of two dimensions of export information richness, which were information reliability and information quality. For the remaining two dimensions of the export information richness, contact facility and interactivity, they had difficulties in providing answers. Moreover, the managers suggested that two dimensions were not appropriate for analyzing Internet and export market research use by SMEs for collecting foreign market related information. Consequently, the use of Internet and export market research was finally assessed only according the two dimensions, namely information reliability and the quantity of export information obtained.

Another measure that was difficult to assess is the level of international marketing competences compared to the main competitors on export markets. The measure designed by Morgan and Vorhies (2005) was adapted to the international markets context. The measure assessed the level of foreign market competences of SMEs’ managers concerning their networking skills, marketing mix elements (price, product, distribution, and communication), international market management, foreign market information management and foreign market segmentation. Each of the broad themes that pertain to the foreign markets marketing management has been detailed into several aspects. For instance, in order to assess competences in terms of product development in foreign markets, managers were asked how they rate themselves compared to their main competitors in terms of the competences they have for: (1) providing additional services to export clients, (2) ability to develop new export products or services, (3) developing new products or services in order to exploit R&D investment, (4) launching successful new product sales development, (5) insuring that product or service development efforts are responsive to a foreign customer’s needs and (6) the technical development of the product. The managers interviewed suggested that they could not answer for each of the specific mentioned dimensions because sometimes they do not have the necessary information to do so. Instead, they suggested that they could assess their superiority or inferiority in comparison to the main competitors in export markets, in terms of foreign product strategy development in general. This remark was frequently acknowledged and advanced by SMEs’ managers. As a result, the scale has been replaced. It was inspired from the scale used by Ramangalahy (2001). Finally, the managers interviewed were asked at the aggregate level how well their company is performing in terms of eight groups of foreign market related competences, which are: (1) international networking, (2) international marketing management, (3) foreign market segmentation, (4) product strategy, (5) price
strategy, (6) communication strategy, (7) distribution strategy, and (8) export information management. The items were assessed by means of a 7-point differential scale ranging from -3 = “much less than competitors” to +3 = “much more than competitors”, as in the study of Morgan and Vorhies (2005). This measure, by definition, positions the companies interviewed in comparison to the main competitors on foreign markets. Thus, it was considered that it would best capture the idea of positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences and that is the construct that was aimed at to capture with this measure.

Another observation is that all the managers interviewed accused the high redundancy of the items composing the export responsiveness measure of Cadogan et al. (1999). Based on their remarks, seven more items were eliminated, the ones that were considered as the most redundant by the exporting SMEs’ managers interviewed. Counting the two items of the same scale dropped after the difficulties encountered with the parallel translations, only eight out of the 17 items for capturing the export responsiveness concept were finally used.

Difficulties were also encountered when managers were asked to evaluate inversed items, especially within the export responsiveness scale. They explained that it is somehow tiresome to read a statement again and then reconsider the measurement scale. As a result, one can observe that they provided answers rather close to the neutral opinion 4 on a 7-point Likert scale for these items. For methodological reasons, these inversed items are not excluded from the analysis since they are supposed to avoid mechanical answers in similar items. Nevertheless, based on the qualitative phase of the pre-test, it can be expected that the quantitative study will find similar response patterns again.

The managers interviewed also explained that they did not appreciate the use of several different measurement scales, especially the mixed use of differential and Likert scales. They suggested that one should not change the metrics of the scales employed since it requires additional attention and effort for understanding the meaning of the employed scales. As a result, within the questionnaire 7-point scales were used, excepting the export information richness measurement scale that was assessed by means of a 5-point Likert scale.

Resuming, the “qualitative” pre-test helped improve the questionnaire by sometimes reformulating several questions or even by just suppressing them in order to assure that the managers interviewed have the information and can answer the questionnaire as best possible. Table 27 synthesizes the modifications operated within the questionnaire after the qualitative pre-test phase. The “adjusted” questionnaire after this “qualitative” pre-test phase is presented in Appendix 4.
Table 27. Recapitulative table of the changes undertaken within the questionnaire after the “qualitative” pre-test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THE INITIAL MEASURES</th>
<th>MODIFICATIONS UNDERTAKEN AFTER THE PRE TEST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PACAP ANTECEDENTS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The access to export information : export information sources’ richness</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The richness of seven export information sources assessed in terms of five dimensions:</td>
<td>The contacts density dimension for assessing the export information sources richness was dropped. The information sources richness of export market research and Internet was assessed on only two dimensions, information reliability and quality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- contacts facility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- reliability, interactivity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- information quantity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- contacts density</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Julien and Ramangalahy 2003)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The contacts density dimension for assessing the export information sources richness was dropped. The information sources richness of export market research and Internet was assessed on only two dimensions, information reliability and quality.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International experiences’ richness</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Export experience richness (Ramangalahy 2001) was assessed according to five dimensions:</td>
<td>This measure had to be dropped from the analysis because it was not understood correctly by SMEs managers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- the length of the experiences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- number of projects or clients</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- challenge complexity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- diversity of contexts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- impact upon a firm’s international know-how.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The real export experience - inspired from Kuivalainen and Bell 2004.</td>
<td>Maintained.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The richness of export experiences of export employees in terms of variety, complementarity and length - 3 items, 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 = “totally disagree” to 7 = “totally agree”.</td>
<td>Added for replacing a firm’s experience richness measure of Ramangalahy (2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PACAP</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Information assimilation</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination (Ramangalahy 2001) 4 items, assessed on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 = “totally disagree” to 5 = “totally agree”.</td>
<td>The measurement scale was modified, the items were assessed on a 7-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 = “totally disagree” to 7 = “totally agree”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge transfer and integration (Jerez-Gomez et al. 2005) 4 items, assessed on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 = “totally disagree” to 7 = “totally agree”.</td>
<td>Maintained.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Export information acquisition</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The level of export informational knowledge, adapted from Ramangalahy 2001, measured on a seven point differential scale ranging from -3 = “much less than competitors” to + 3 = “much more than competitors”.</td>
<td>The measurement scale was modified, the items were assessed on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 = “much less than competitors” to 7 = “much more than competitors”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RACAP</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transformation dimension : export responsiveness</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Export responsiveness (Cadogan et al. 1999): 17 items measuring the agreement degree with 17 statements measured on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 = “totally disagree” to 7 = “totally agree”.</td>
<td>3 items were excluded because of translation problems and the other 6 because of redundancy problems.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Exploitation dimension: achieving positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences

| Positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences, scale adapted from Morgan and Vorhies 2005, measured on a 7-point differential scale ranging from -3 = “much less than competitors” to +3 = “much more than competitors” | Replaced with a scale inspired from Ramangalahy (2001). Respondents were asked to evaluate how companies perceive themselves, compared to their competitors on export markets, in terms of development of their international marketing competences (e.g. relational capabilities, international product, price, distribution, communication strategies, etc.) assessed on a 7-point scale ranging from -1 = “much less than competitors” to 7 = “much more than competitors” |

INTERNATIONAL PERFORMANCE

Quantitative measures

| The rate of export sales and export profits growth over the last 3 years. | Excluded from the questionnaire, instead objective data was drawn from DIANE database. |

Qualitative measures

| Satisfaction degree, perceived competitiveness and the relative competitiveness with the evolution over the last 3 years of the market share on export markets, profits from export sales, volume of sales abroad, rate of new market entry. | Rate of new market entry replaced the number of new markets conquered over the last year. Since the managers interviewed stated that they cannot say how satisfied they were three years ago, we asked managers to evaluate their satisfaction degree, perceived competitiveness and the relative competitiveness with the evolution over the last year of the market share in export markets, profits from export sales, volume of sales abroad, rate of new market entry. |

Strategic measures

| Competitive position on export markets is the 100% allocation among the following dimensions, that best capture their position on foreign markets as a: |
| - market leader |
| - second to market leader |
| - major supplier |
| - minor supplier |
| Measure excluded because of comprehension problems. |

CONTROL VARIABLES

| Export orientation (Cadogan et al. 2001), 3 items assessed on a five point Likert scale ranging from 1 = “totally disagree” to 5 = “totally agree” | Modification of the measurement scale with a 7 point Likert scale ranging from 1 = “totally disagree” to 7 = “totally agree” |
| Company size | Number of employees |
V.3.2 The “quantitative” pre-test of the knowledge transfer and integration scale

The psychometrical qualities of the measurement scale employed to capture the knowledge transfer and integration concept have been pre-tested within the Romanian context. This scale was only designed and used in a study of reference within the Spanish context on a sample composed by companies of heterogeneous sizes and has never been applied in an export-based study (Jerez-Gomez et al. 2005). Thus, not much is known about the cross-cultural validity of this measurement scale. Moreover, one of the items composing this scale referred to the use of teamwork inside organizations. The literature review and the qualitative phase of the analysis suggested that teamwork does not make much sense in SMEs since the managerial team works on an on-going basis as teamwork for broadly managing SMEs’ activities. Thus, this item has been aborted. As a result, the scale was pre-tested in December 2005, with a sample of 36 students striving to achieve MBA degrees designed for executives in Romania. Many students in the sample were working in international enterprises at the time (26 out of the 36 students). Taking into account that the scales were not specifically designed for exporting enterprises, their consistency was appropriately evaluated by using a convenience MBA students’ sample since they were all currently working in organizations and the broad topics of coordination, knowledge transfer and integration apply in every organization. For exploratory purposes, the scale’s dimensionality and internal consistency were tested by undertaking exploratory principal component analysis (PCA) with XLSTAT, which is generally considered by authors as appropriate for exploratory purposes.

The knowledge transfer and integration scale was also assessed on a Likert scale from 1 = “totally disagree” to 7 = ”totally agree”. Generally, the three items that capture the knowledge transfer and integration construct reach general values above the middle point of 4. Results for individual items range between 4.68 and 5.02. A PCA of the three items composing the measure reveals a bi-dimensional character of the scale. In as such, the original scale dimensionality has not been confirmed. The first principal component explains 52.87% of the variance. Factor loadings are all superior to 0.7 on the both principal components extracted. It is to note that the communalities of the item composing the second principal component, namely “The firm has instruments (manuals databases, files, organizational routines, etc.) that allow what has been learnt in the past situations to remain valid” is particularly low (0.31), suggesting that the variance of the underlying latent construct is not well enough reflected through this item.
Table 28. Knowledge transfer and integration scale, PCA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The agreement degree with the following statements, assessed on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1=&quot;totally disagree&quot; to 7=&quot;totally agree&quot;</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>PC 1</th>
<th>PC 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• The mistakes and failures are always discussed in this enterprise, at all levels.</td>
<td>4,686</td>
<td>1,469</td>
<td>0,870</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The employees have the chance to discuss among them about new ideas, projects and activities that could be useful to the enterprise.</td>
<td>4,833</td>
<td>1,363</td>
<td>0,729</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The firm has instruments (manuals databases, files, organizational routines, etc.) that allow what has been learnt in the past situations to remain valid.</td>
<td>5,028</td>
<td>1,298</td>
<td>0,926</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percentage of variance explained: 71,79 %, Cronbach Alpha Factor 1 = 0,746

Table 28 displays the results concerning the knowledge transfer and integration scale of Jerez-Gomez et al. (2005). A two-dimensional structure emerged after the exploratory principal component analysis explaining 71,79% of the variance. This result does not confirm the results obtained in the Spanish context by Jerez-Gomez et al. (2005). Moreover, the third item referring to the degree of formalization of the transfer and integration practices composes one principal component that by itself explains 25,49% of the total variance. The two remaining items instead captured the experiences and knowledge exchange facility in terms of discussing the causes of failures, and exchanging around new ideas or projects judged as useful for the enterprise. Even though the idea of transfer of knowledge and integration is highly captured by the two items, the idea of formal integration is missing. Therefore, the measurement scale of the construct is reconsidered by employing items drawn out of Calantone et al.’s (2002) measure of the knowledge transfer and integration construct relative to the knowledge transfer and integration dimension and Leonard-Barton’s (1995) study. Concluding, the item “In our company, we employ instruments (databases, files, organizational routines, etc.) which allow us to keep valid past learning.” was kept, and three more items were added, namely “We attempt to keep our know-how acquired through past experiences even though employees might change.”, “In this firm, we try to learn from past mistakes so that we will not reproduce the same mistakes in the future”, and “At all levels in this firm, we try to transmit the know-how as quickly as possible from old to new employees”. The consistency of this scale proposition was further tested once with the data gathering in France. Table 29 hereafter recapitulates synthetically all the measures used to capture the constructs in our research model after the modifications undertaken as a result of the questionnaire pre-test.
Table 29. Constructs operationalization after the pre-test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable/Construct</th>
<th>Items and scales</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PACAP’s ANTECEDENTS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFORMATIONAL DIMENSION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The richness information sources</td>
<td>Second order construct - the richness of seven export information sources (clients, competitors, agents/distributors, trade fairs, Chambers of Commerce and Industry, export market research, Internet) – assessed on four dimensions: contacts facility, interactivity, information reliability, and information quantity on a 5-point scale ranging from 1 = “very limited” to 5= “very good”</td>
<td>Adapted from Ramangalahy (2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXPERIENTIAL DIMENSION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real export experience</td>
<td>Sum of the number of years the company used a certain foreign presence mode (direct, indirect exporting, associative modes, franchising/license, subsidiary, Internet, others)</td>
<td>Adapted from Kuivalainen and Bell (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Export experience richness</td>
<td>Reflexive construct made up of three items relative to international experiences richness in terms of variety, complementarities and length, measured on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 = “completely disagree” 7 = to “completely agree”</td>
<td>Derived from the dissertation work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PACAP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFORMATION ACQUISITION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The level of export informational knowledge</td>
<td>Reflexive construct, seven items (informational knowledge related to the general foreign markets’ situation, foreign clients and competitors, products, prices and payment methods, communication, distribution practices) measured on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 = “informed much less than the competitors ” to 7 = “informed much more than competitors“</td>
<td>Adapted from Ramangalahy (2001) and Morgan and Vorhies (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFORMATION ASSIMILATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination</td>
<td>Reflexive construct made up of three items measured on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 =“completely disagree” to 7 = “completely agree”</td>
<td>Adapted from Ramangalahy (2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration and transfer of information and knowledge</td>
<td>Reflexive construct made up of four items measured on a 7- point Likert scale ranging from 1 = “completely disagree” to 7 = “completely agree”</td>
<td>Derived from Jerez-Gomez et al. (2005), from Calantone et al. (2002) and Leonard-Barton (1995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RACAP – REALIZED ABSORPTIVE CAPACITY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRANSFORMATION DIMENSION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Export responsiveness</td>
<td>Reflexive construct made up of eight items measured on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 = &quot;completely disagree&quot; to 7 = &quot;completely agree&quot;</td>
<td>Cadogan et al. (1999)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXPLOITATION DIMENSION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SMEs INTERNATIONAL PERFORMANCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Qualitative measures of the international performance construct</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived satisfaction with the development of international performance over the last year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived competitiveness on export markets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative perceived satisfaction (compared to the main competitors) with the development of the export activities over the last year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived profitability of export sales compared to domestic sales</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Quantitative measures of the international performance construct</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Export sales growth over the last 3 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Export profits growth over the last 3 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONTROL VARIABLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Export orientation</td>
<td>Reflexive construct made up of three items measured on a 7-point-Likert scale ranging from 1 = &quot;completely disagree&quot; to 7 = &quot;completely agree&quot;</td>
<td>Cadogan et al. (2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm size</td>
<td>Number of employees in the firm</td>
<td>Multiple references</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion of Chapter V**

Within this chapter, the main methodological choices that guided the development of this research were explained in regards to the level of analysis, the nature of this research, and the development of the research. It was concluded that the most appropriate level of analysis for the current research is the firm since the international performance is an organizational level construct.

Furthermore, it was explained that the quantitative methodology is the most appropriate in order to answer the research question of the impact of SMEs’ export information behaviors upon their levels of international performance. At the same time, the multi-dimensional and complex nature of information would benefit more qualitative insights into the way firms perceive and deal with export information activities. As a result, a preliminary qualitative research with the managers of 24 Romanian and French SMEs has been undertaken in order to get additional insights into the main issues of interest in this research.

The results derived from the preliminary research helped construct the questionnaire but also brought some empirical support for the research model build in chapter III. For the questionnaire construction, the export information sources that have been judged as rich by export managers and are used on a current basis by SMEs’ managers, namely foreign clients and customers, agents, trade fairs, Chambers of Commerce and Industry, export market research and Internet have been identified. Moreover, the preliminary study brought insights into the reasons evoked by SMEs managers for explaining their preference for these export information sources. The reasons evoked for explaining the preference for export information sources show that retaining the information sources richness for studying export information activities is appropriate.

Generally, the results of the qualitative research seem to rather confirm the research model elaborated in the previous section based on the AC framework in chapter III. More precisely, managers seem to support the idea that information flows nurture foreign market-related knowledge levels. They also believe that the levels of export experience condition their capacities in terms of export information acquisition and exploitation. Moreover, the role of export markets related information in determining export responsiveness was also extensively supported by SMEs managers’ statements. The findings confirm Zahra and George’s (2002) assumptions that the access to information sources and the previous experience of firms are antecedents of their capacity to acquire and assimilate information. However, the exploratory nature of the qualitative study cannot confirm the research propositions advanced in chapter III.

Furthermore, based on the findings of the qualitative research and the literature review the questionnaire aiming to quantitatively test the research model framework was elaborated. Questionnaire development and pre-test phase were also presented in this chapter. The pre-test undertaken with 12 Romanian and French managers proved to be especially helpful and revealed that managers had difficulties in answering several questions in the questionnaire. As a result, multiple modifications have been made to the questionnaire in regards to the measures used to capture the international experience richness, the positional advantage of SMEs in terms of international marketing competences, the knowledge transfer and integration and the international performance construct. The necessary modifications were made to ensure that managers would answer the questionnaire to best of their abilities.
CHAPTER VI. QUESTIONNAIRE ADMINISTRATION AND DESCRIPTIVE RESULTS

Introduction to Chapter VI

Chapter VI provides an overview of the descriptive analysis of the quantitative study. First, the questionnaire administration procedure will be presented. The descriptive analysis of the quantitative data gathered is then exposed. The responding 107 enterprises are first described in terms of firm size and percentage of sales abroad compared to the population of the study. The SMEs interviewed are further pictured in terms of their levels of international experiences, the richness of the export information sources they access in foreign markets, their levels of informativity regarding foreign markets’ evolution, the efficiency in terms of information assimilation practices, the response action they implement when confronted with foreign markets shifts, their levels of positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences, and the levels of international performance. Lastly, the measurement model evaluation will be exposed.

VI.1 Questionnaire administration

The final questionnaire (see appendix 4) was administrated in France. In spite of the fact that the study was initially carried out in both France and Romania, data gathering for the quantitative phase was only done in France. The main reason for operating this way is that no equivalent databases between Romanian and French enterprises exist. Even though Van Dijk databases are extended to the European level through the AMADEUS database, the Romanian enterprises database in AMADEUS contains numerous limitations. Only about 500000 Romanian enterprises are recorded within the AMADEUS database and an important volume of data is missing. The European AMADEUS database includes the data available in the national French-based database DIANE (http://www.bvdep.com/fr/DIANE.html). DIANE represents the most exhaustive existing database for France. The DIANE database for France classifies all mandatory financial information requested from French companies. Resuming, in regards to French data, the AMADEUS database includes the DIANE database, which is the most exhaustive, existing database for French enterprises. That is not the case for the financial data of Romanian enterprises existing in AMADEUS and an important amount of
data is missing regarding Romanian firms. As a result, one of the preliminary conditions of the cross-cultural validity of market research, namely sampling equivalence (Mülbacher et al. 2006), would be violated. As a result, data gathering was only conducted in France.

Initially, the aim was to compare two different manufacturing industries, the textile industry and the steel industry. Finally, the analysis was directed exclusively towards the steel industry because major changes in the textile industry modified the international context parameters over the last years. In 2005, the Textile Agreement was signed between the European Union and China. As a result, the French textile industry was faced with an important decline of the export sales over the next years because of the Chinese competition. Moreover, during the preliminary qualitative research, French SMEs’ managers from the textile industry suggested that in the future, the textile industry would be completely relocated abroad. The pessimistic expectations of French managers may condition the way they perceive their international performance levels. As a result, only companies from the steel industry were investigated in order to avoid possible bias in this respect. The parameters used for defining the enterprises pertaining to the population of the study were the following: (1) operation in the steel industry (NAF 28), (2) the size must be comprised of between 11 and 250 employees, (3) percentage of sales abroad must be more than 10% of their total turnover from foreign sales that was realized in the previous year and (4) enterprises must be independent (subsidiaries were excluded from the analysis). The choices operated in terms of criteria will be further explained in the following paragraphs.

(1) Choosing a single industry for undertaking this study certainly presents advantages as well as disadvantages. The advantage is represented by the fact that obtained results are applicable for a specific industry. The limits exist mainly in the external validity of the data; results cannot be extended for companies from other industries. Nevertheless, the concentration on a specific industry will facilitate the efforts necessary to ensure the best sample representativity.

(2) The choice of the steel industry was also motivated by the collaboration, at the time, with the Conseil Régional de la Lorraine whom is the local public authority and has partly financed this research due to its interest in this particular industry, more specifically, in regards to the decline in the exporting markets in Lorraine.

(3) As explained in chapter II, when SMEs were defined, micro-firms consisting of one to ten employees were not included in the analysis because previous studies in the field showed that they have specific characteristics (Bayad et al. 2007). Thus, micro-firms should be studied separately because the findings for this class of enterprises are very specific.
Only enterprises that realized more than 10% of their turnover abroad were selected for sampling purposes because a previous study undertaken in France in 2002 on exporting SMEs from the East regions of France revealed that a large part of the non-respondents realized less than 10% of their turnover abroad. Moreover, when telephone calls were made to check for non-response bias, most of the SMEs that export less than 10% of their total turnover declared no interest in developing their foreign activities. These SMEs were contacted by foreign clients to sell their products abroad. For this reason, it was decided not to keep these companies in this analysis since no real efforts for gathering export information were deployed by the companies. The choice of excluding subsidiaries from the sample is due to the fact that they generally do not actively develop export information research activities. The qualitative analysis suggests that this activity involves the mother company.

Retaining the four selection criteria exposed above, a total population of 1194 enterprises was extracted out of the DIANE database (2005 edition). Several problems were encountered when realizing the extraction of enterprises’ information from DIANE. When carefully examining the initially extracted data, several observations are worth to be mentioned. 139 enterprises were part of bigger groups, 288 had less than 11 employees or the size was unknown for the last year, and 130 enterprises exported less than 10% of their total turnover abroad or their percentage of sales was unknown for the previous year. After excluding these enterprises from the sample, a final population of 624 enterprises was obtained. Since the population of the study can be qualified as rather small, we decided to address the questionnaire to all the population’s elements.

In spite of the problems encountered with the extraction of the sample, the DIANE database has the main advantage of containing managing directors’ names, and they were the specific respondents targeted within this research. The choice of directing the questionnaire towards the companies’ managing directors was guided by the strong evidence of the key role that they play in fostering the international development of SMEs (e.g. Bijmolt and Zwart 1994; Halikias and Panayotopoulou 2003; Leonidou 2004).

The data for this research was gathered in four waves, in March, June and October of 2006, and in January of 2007. The questionnaire was accompanied by a short cover letter explaining the aim of the research, addressed nominally to the managing directors, and included a pre-paid response envelope. Despite follow-up efforts by phone and e-mail (on average 200

---

22 The population of the SMEs may be bigger than 624 enterprises. Nonetheless as it follows when employing the term “population” we will make reference to those 624 enterprises.
randomly chosen enterprises were telephoned and 358 enterprises were reached by e-mail every time), the response rates were very low although comparable to similar recent studies in a French context. For instance, a recent study conducted on exporting SMEs by Favre-Bonté and Giannelloni (2007) realized a response rate of about 1% (with no follow-ups). Basly’s (2006) study on family exporters had a response rate of 15.44% (using two follow-ups). The four waves of questionnaires accompanied by follow-ups led to the collection of a total number of 80 questionnaires. By means of additional follow-ups by telephone, 126 questionnaires were finally gathered. Out of the 126 questionnaires, only 107 were usable. The remaining 19 questionnaires have not been fully fulfilled. If more than 10% of the items of interest were missing, we did not consider the questionnaires. The numerous follow-ups allowed us to obtain information about the non-response reasons. Sometimes the SMEs interviewed no longer exported, they were under important time pressure, or company policy did not allow survey participation. None of the evoked reasons suggest that non-response behaviors reflect characteristics that could affect responses to the central issues of this research (Souchon and Diamantopoulos 1999). Concluding, no evidence of the presence of non-response bias was obtained. Concerning the respondents, in spite of the fact that the questionnaire was specifically addressed nominally to the managing director of the company, out of the 107 usable questionnaires, only 86 have been fulfilled by the managing director. The rest of 21 questionnaires in the sample were fulfilled by the export directors of the companies (12 questionnaires), sales directors (6 questionnaires), two by production directors and one questionnaire by the company’s accountant. Nonetheless, the overwhelming majority of the questionnaires were addressed to the targeted persons. Thus, the rest of the 21 questionnaires were seemingly directed towards the persons in the company who were considered the most appropriate to provide information concerning the organization of the exporting activities in the firm.

VI.2 Descriptive analysis of the results

The descriptive analysis of the data gathered is presented in five main points that regroup the sample description including: the description of the export information AC of SMEs: PACAP’s antecedents, PACAP, RACAP, and the description of the levels of international performance.
VI.2.1 Sample description

The final sample is composed of 107 enterprises. Even though the sample size can be characterized as rather small, the final response rate obtained is considered satisfactory (19,2%). In terms of variables of interest comprised in this research model, 8,76% of missing data is to be reported. The percentage of missing data represents a rather normal percentage compared to similar studies in the field.

On average, the size of the 107 SMEs interviewed is of 86,38 employees (standard deviation = 69,65; median = 64; min = 10, max = 275). Table 30 compares the sample of 107 enterprises to the initial population of the study (624 enterprises) in terms of companies’ size ranges. Even though initially companies comprised of between 11 and 250 employees were selected, two of the responding companies had 10 employees each and one company had 275 employees. The size difference can be explained by the fact that data from the DIANE database from 2005 was used and the data collection took place in 2006. However, since the size difference between these three enterprises and the initial range (11-250 employees) was not that important, they were kept for further analysis purposes. The two companies composed by 10 employees are enclosed in the range 11-50 employees and the one with 275 employees in the range 201-250 employees. By examining Table 30, it can be concluded that companies in this sample were slightly bigger than companies in the initial sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range of sizes of enterprises (number of employees)</th>
<th>Number of enterprises in the sample</th>
<th>Number of enterprises in the population</th>
<th>% of enterprises in the sample</th>
<th>% of enterprises in the population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11 – 50 employees</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>407</td>
<td>40,38 %</td>
<td>65,32 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51 – 100 employees</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>25,96 %</td>
<td>19,26 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101-150 employees</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>12,50 %</td>
<td>8,66 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151 – 200 employees</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>10,57 %</td>
<td>3,53 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201 -250 employees</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10,57 %</td>
<td>3,21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>624</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On average, responding enterprises said that they export 40,49% of total turnover (std. deviation = 26,19; median = 35,00; min = 1; max = 97). Based on the data exposed in Table 31 hereafter, it can be concluded that responding SMEs present similar features from the perspective of the percentage of sales abroad with the companies extracted from the DIANE database. However, enterprises interviewed are slightly more engaged in export operations.
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than the companies in the sample extracted from the DIANE database. The higher ranges of export sales are more extensively represented in this sample.

Table 31. Ranges of export sales percentages in this sample compared to the population

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range of foreign sales percentage from the total turnover (percentage of sales abroad)</th>
<th>Number of enterprises in the sample</th>
<th>Number of enterprises in the population</th>
<th>% of enterprises in the sample</th>
<th>% of enterprises in the population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[0% - 20%)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>24.29 %</td>
<td>31.78 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[20% - 30%)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>16.82 %</td>
<td>22.47 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[30% - 40%)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>14.01 %</td>
<td>15.40 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[40% - 50%)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>10.28 %</td>
<td>10.43 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[50% - 60%)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>6.54 %</td>
<td>5.93 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[60% - 70%)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>7.47 %</td>
<td>5.45 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[70% - 80%)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>7.47 %</td>
<td>3.68 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[80% - 90%)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5.60 %</td>
<td>2.40 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[90% - 100%)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7.47 %</td>
<td>2.40 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>624</td>
<td>100 %</td>
<td>100 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that even though only companies that have realized over 10% of their total turnover from export sales in the previous year were selected, within this sample, 10 of the respondent companies declared having realized less than 10% of export sales abroad. Again, this difference may be explained by the fact that data was extracted from a 2005 DIANE database and the study had been carried out in 2006. Because of the difficulties encountered for gathering data for this study and also because the differences are subtle, these 10 companies that export slightly less than 10% of their turnover abroad were kept in the analysis.

If the sample composition is compared to the population of the study, one can notice that responding enterprises are slightly bigger and export slightly more than the enterprises composing the population of the study. However, the differences within the initial population cannot be judged as drastically marked. Nonetheless, these observations suggest that the results of the study cannot be entirely extrapolated to the whole population of exporting SMEs from the French steel industry.
VI.2.2 PACAP’s antecedents

Hereafter, the descriptive analysis of the levels of international experience of the companies in this sample is presented as well as their levels of richness in terms of export information sources.

VI.2.2.1 International experiences

Concerning the international experience measures, more data than necessary for the research propositions test was gathered. Additional international experience aspects were explored through the questionnaire. Such aspects are the number of exporting countries, number of border countries, number of continents where companies were exporting, the existence of an export department and the number of years the firms have had an export department. Even though these variables are not included within the analysis, it is important to present these results since they allow for a better comprehension of the international experiences state of companies in the sample.

The companies in this sample have developed international activities for about 24,04 years on average (std. deviation = 15,66; median = 21,00; min = 1; max = 79,00). Many experienced international companies characterize this sample. Only 6,7% have been exporting for less than 5 years. More than half of the companies, 51,90% companies to be exact, began their exporting activities from 16 to 45 years ago, 21% have been exporting from 6 to 15 years ago, and 15,7% since more than 46 years ago.

The companies export their products in 19,12 foreign markets on average (std. deviation = 25,38; median = 12; min = 1; max = 180). Most of the companies export to 1 to 10 countries (44,4%), and 27,2% of the companies export to 11 to 20 countries. The rest, 28,4 %, export to more than 20 countries. All the companies in this sample sell their products to border countries. 71,6% of the companies interviewed export to one or two countries that border France and 18,8% export to more than five countries bordering France. It can be concluded that border countries are an important export destination for French SMEs. If the number of border countries is subtracted from the total number of exporting countries, the real number of export countries is obtained (Kuivalainen and Bell 2004). It worth to be noted that 11,8% of the companies in the sample export exclusively to border countries. This tendency can be explained by the fact that the northern border countries, Belgium and Luxembourg, speak the
same language. However, it can be supposed that sometimes exporting to neighboring countries can be easier in terms of logistics or psychological distance compared to exporting to the opposite side of France. For example, an Alsatian might have German clients that may be more similar than, for example, clients from the South of France in terms of psychological proximity.

Concerning the organizational structure that companies adopt for exporting, more than half of the companies interviewed have an export department (51.42%). 38.2% of these companies created the export department in the same year they began their exporting activities, which is a sign of international orientation. However, on average, enterprises create an export department 12.97 years after the beginning of their international activities. The results suggest that companies interviewed are more export engaged than an average company. Previous studies on SMEs suggest that most SMEs do not have a specific export department (e.g. Ramangalahy 2001) and that export activities are normally conducted by the managing director or another manager (e.g. marketing, production manager).

On average, companies interviewed use 2.14 modes of presence abroad (std. deviation = 1.04; median = 2; mode = 1; min = 1; max = 5). It is to note that most of the firms sell their products abroad by means of direct or indirect exporting (65.04%). Only about one-third of firms use more sophisticated foreign presence modes such as associative modes such as joint ventures, franchising or licensing, to name a few. It can be observed from the Table 32 that most of the companies use rather basic foreign presence modes such as direct exporting (97.17%) or indirect exporting (60.37%). Nonetheless, almost one-third of companies export by means of collaborative modes such as a strategic alliance of joint ventures (26.66%) or by owning a subsidiary abroad (33.96%).

The companies interviewed did not commonly conduct Internet sales and none of them organized sales abroad by means of franchising or licensing. By examining the means of the number of years since the companies use a specific foreign presence mode, one can observe that they have been using direct exporting for a longer time than indirect exporting, followed by collaborative modes, subsidiaries, and other modes. These results suggest that companies in the sample progressively began to employ more elaborate foreign presence modes once they got more used to developing foreign markets operations.

Recall that within this analysis, the real international experience of SMEs was calculated as the sum of the number of years that companies spent in developing foreign activities under a particular foreign presence mode. It was deemed reasonable to admit that companies using
different foreign presence modes would be characterized by higher levels of export experience compared to companies selling through only one basic foreign presence mode.

The average real international experience of SMEs is of 39.27 years (std. deviation = 28.41 years; median = 30; min = 4; max = 129).

Table 32. Foreign presence modes used by the SMEs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign presence modes analyzed</th>
<th>Frequency of responses: enterprises using the presence mode</th>
<th>Frequency of responses: enterprises not using the presence mode</th>
<th>Mean number of years using the respective presence mode</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Indirect exporting</td>
<td>60.37 %</td>
<td>39.62 %</td>
<td>8.46</td>
<td>13.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Direct exporting</td>
<td>97.17 %</td>
<td>2.83 %</td>
<td>21.09</td>
<td>14.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Collaborative modes (strategic alliance, joint venture, etc.)</td>
<td>26.66 %</td>
<td>73.33 %</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>8.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Franchising, licensing</td>
<td>0.00 %</td>
<td>100 %</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Foreign subsidiary</td>
<td>33.96 %</td>
<td>66.03 %</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>8.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Selling on Internet</td>
<td>5.66 %</td>
<td>94.34 %</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Another mode (specify)</td>
<td>7.54 %</td>
<td>92.45 %</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>4.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On average 5.19 employees (std. deviation = 5.93; median = 3, min = 0; max = 35) deal with the international activities of the company for more than 50% of their working time (called “export employees”). 88.8% of the enterprises in the sample allocate less than 10 employees for the organization of exporting activities.

Table 33. Export experience richness of the “export employees”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items analyzed: Indicate your agreement with the following statements concerning the international experiences of your export employees (those working for more than 50% of their working time for the management of export activities)</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The international experiences of “export” employees are varied.</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.12</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.18</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19.38</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>27.55</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22.44</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14.28</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The international experiences of “export” employees are complementary.</td>
<td>4.73</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11.22</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22.44</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28.57</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18.36</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12.24</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The “export” employees’ international experiences are long lasting.</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>1.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13.54</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15.62</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14.58</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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As far as the richness of the international experiences of the “export employees” is concerned, it seems that they are rather varied (mean = 4,90; std. deviation= 1,43; median = 5), complementary (mean = 4,74; std. variation = 1,43; median = 5) and long lasting (mean = 4,70; std. deviation = 1,49; median = 5). These variables were measured on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 = “totally disagree” to 7 = “totally agree”. Table 33 displays the frequency of responses from the enterprises in the sample.

As can be observed in Table 33, SMEs that compose this sample are generally characterized by above-average levels of international experience richness. Systematically, more than 50% of enterprises in the sample exceed the average note of 4 when assessing the extent of the variety, complementarities or the length of their international experiences.

**VI.2.2.2 Export information sources richness**

The seven information sources retained for this analysis (the clients, competitors, distributors or agents, trade fairs, Chambers of Commerce and Industry, export market research and Internet) were approached under the richness angle. The richness of information sources has been assessed in most of the cases according to four dimensions: contact facility, interactivity, information reliability and information quantity. Internet and export market research were examined only according to two dimensions, namely information reliability and the quantity of information provided.

By examining Table 34, it can be observed that excepting competitors, Chambers of Commerce and Industry, and export market-research, the majority of the other selected information sources reach average values of over 3 (the middle point) for most of the four dimensions examined. Nonetheless, for all information sources excepting competitors, the four dimensions are rated over 3 (with 3, 4 or 5 on a 5-point scale) by more than 50% of the enterprises in the sample.

As far as competitors are concerned, only 38,83% of firms rated as average or above-average (with 3, 4 or 5) the facility of contacts with competitors and 27,45% rated above-average the interactivity possibility with the competitors. 30,39% of firms rated as average or above-average the quantity of export information coming from competitors, and 36,89% rated information reliability coming from competitors as above the average or average. In light of these results, it can be concluded that the competitors do not represent a rich export information source for French SMEs, and therefore, this information source will be excluded.
from the analysis hereafter. Nonetheless, this finding is in line with the results of the qualitative research. Competitors appeared as an important information source in foreign markets for Romanian SMEs while French companies expressed reservation in this respect.

The descriptive results confirm findings in previous studies and acknowledge the marked preference of SMEs’ managers for clients and relational information sources such as trade fairs and distributors or agents. Nonetheless, it can be observed that most of the companies interviewed rate the Internet, market research and Chambers of Commerce and Industry as rich. These results are also in line with the preliminary qualitative research and with previous studies on SMEs’ export information behavior (e.g. Leonidou and Katsikeas 1997; Hart and Tsokas 1999).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Export information sources analyzed</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. dev</th>
<th>1 Very limited</th>
<th>2 Limited</th>
<th>3 Moderated</th>
<th>4 Good</th>
<th>5 Very extended</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clients</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ contacts facility</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.96%</td>
<td>2.88%</td>
<td>17.30%</td>
<td>49.03%</td>
<td>29.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ interactivity</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.98%</td>
<td>4.90%</td>
<td>25.49%</td>
<td>43.13%</td>
<td>25.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ reliability</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.96%</td>
<td>9.61%</td>
<td>30.76%</td>
<td>48.07%</td>
<td>10.57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ information quantity</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>1.94%</td>
<td>5.82%</td>
<td>39.80%</td>
<td>40.77%</td>
<td>11.65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competitors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ contacts facility</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>23.30%</td>
<td>37.86%</td>
<td>19.41%</td>
<td>17.47%</td>
<td>1.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ interactivity</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>25.49%</td>
<td>47.05%</td>
<td>13.72%</td>
<td>11.76%</td>
<td>1.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ reliability</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>27.18%</td>
<td>35.92%</td>
<td>25.24%</td>
<td>11.65%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ information quantity</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>36.27%</td>
<td>32.35%</td>
<td>18.62%</td>
<td>11.76%</td>
<td>0.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributors/Agents</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ contacts facility</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>7.92%</td>
<td>8.91%</td>
<td>17.82%</td>
<td>46.53%</td>
<td>18.81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ interactivity</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>8.16%</td>
<td>17.34%</td>
<td>30.61%</td>
<td>31.63%</td>
<td>12.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ reliability</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>11.00%</td>
<td>22.00%</td>
<td>32.00%</td>
<td>26.00%</td>
<td>9.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ information quantity</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>19.19%</td>
<td>22.22%</td>
<td>31.31%</td>
<td>18.18%</td>
<td>9.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade fairs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ contacts facility</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>7.61%</td>
<td>2.85%</td>
<td>26.66%</td>
<td>47.61%</td>
<td>15.23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ interactivity</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>8.65%</td>
<td>20.19%</td>
<td>31.73%</td>
<td>31.73%</td>
<td>7.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ reliability</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>7.61%</td>
<td>28.57%</td>
<td>38.09%</td>
<td>23.81%</td>
<td>1.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ information quantity</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>11.53%</td>
<td>19.23%</td>
<td>31.73%</td>
<td>30.76%</td>
<td>6.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chambers of Commerce and Industry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ contacts facility</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>12.62%</td>
<td>9.70%</td>
<td>29.12%</td>
<td>32.03%</td>
<td>15.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ interactivity</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>15.68%</td>
<td>16.66%</td>
<td>38.23%</td>
<td>21.56%</td>
<td>7.84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ reliability</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>14.56%</td>
<td>26.21%</td>
<td>20.36%</td>
<td>23.81%</td>
<td>4.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ information quantity</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>17.64%</td>
<td>27.45%</td>
<td>34.31%</td>
<td>13.72%</td>
<td>6.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Export market research</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ reliability</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>12.50%</td>
<td>22.91%</td>
<td>34.37%</td>
<td>21.87%</td>
<td>8.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ information quantity</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>14.73%</td>
<td>30.52%</td>
<td>25.26%</td>
<td>21.05%</td>
<td>8.42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ reliability</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>5.05%</td>
<td>13.13%</td>
<td>53.53%</td>
<td>27.27%</td>
<td>1.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ information quantity</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>4.12%</td>
<td>8.24%</td>
<td>22.68%</td>
<td>36.08%</td>
<td>28.86%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 34. Export information source richness
VI.2.3 PACAP levels

The levels of PACAP of the exporting SMEs in the sample are exposed in terms of export information acquisition and assimilation.

VI.2.3.1 Export information acquisition

As can be observed in the Table 35, generally, the SMEs interviewed are slightly above average in regards to how informed they are about foreign market elements compared to their main competitors.

Table 35. Export information acquisition levels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables analyzed</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. dev</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>▪ General foreign market environment (economic, social, political environment, barriers to exporting, legislation).</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>0.93%</td>
<td>7.47%</td>
<td>18.69%</td>
<td>39.25%</td>
<td>15.88%</td>
<td>15.88%</td>
<td>1.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Potential clients (characteristics, needs, demand, preferences, mentalities, buying behavior, new niches, and potential partners).</td>
<td>4.57</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>4.67%</td>
<td>9.34%</td>
<td>33.64%</td>
<td>33.64%</td>
<td>14.09%</td>
<td>4.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Competitors (main actors in the market, general situation, strategies they deploy, forces and strengths).</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>3.12%</td>
<td>3.12%</td>
<td>13.54%</td>
<td>25.00%</td>
<td>25.00%</td>
<td>15.62%</td>
<td>14.58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Products (characteristics, technical norms, adaptation needs, packaging, innovation cycles).</td>
<td>4.63</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1.86%</td>
<td>2.80%</td>
<td>17.75%</td>
<td>40.18%</td>
<td>25.23%</td>
<td>9.34%</td>
<td>2.84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Price and payment practices (level, tendencies, margins and commissions, credit policies, mode and delay of payment).</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.93%</td>
<td>2.80%</td>
<td>16.82%</td>
<td>42.99%</td>
<td>18.69%</td>
<td>14.01%</td>
<td>3.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Communication practices (available media, methods employed, type of message, costs).</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.86%</td>
<td>8.41%</td>
<td>25.23%</td>
<td>35.51%</td>
<td>11.21%</td>
<td>12.15%</td>
<td>5.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Distribution practices (channels, costs, selling points, transport and deposit infrastructure, payment delays, intermediaries’ efficiency).</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>0.93%</td>
<td>5.60%</td>
<td>19.62%</td>
<td>44.86%</td>
<td>12.15%</td>
<td>14.01%</td>
<td>2.80%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SMEs seem to grant particular attention in order of importance to: clients (mean = 4.57; std. deviation = 1.12; median = 4 ; mode = 4), products (mean = 4.63; std. deviation = 1.27; median = 5 ; mode = 4), prices (mean = 4.32; std. deviation = 1.15; median = 4 ; mode = 4), competitors (mean = 4.23 ; std. deviation = 1,13; median = 4 ; mode = 4), general market information (mean = 4,16; std. deviation = 1,22; median = 4; mode = 4), distribution (mean = 4,15; std. deviation = 1,19; median = 4 ; mode = 4), and communication (mean = 4,04; std. deviation = 1,36; median = 4 ; mode = 4). The quantitative results seem to confirm the qualitative research, which has highlighted SMEs’ high interests in client and product related information. Similar results have also been revealed in previous studies on SMEs’ export information behaviors that were undertaken in different cultural contexts (e.g. Hart and Tsokas 1999; Ramangalahy 2001).

VI.2.3.2 Assimilation practices

Two dimensions were retained for capturing the information assimilation dimension of PACAP, namely coordination and knowledge transfer and integration. It can be observed from Tables 36 and 37 hereafter that in general, the SMEs interviewed are characterized by above-average levels of efficiency of the assimilation practices. Moreover, the means of the items capturing coordination and knowledge transfer and integration efficiency are slightly higher than those used to capture the other dimensions of the AC construct.

Table 36. Coordination practices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables analyzed</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. dev</th>
<th>Frequency of responses (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 Totally disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The senior management strategic objectives are well known and accepted.</td>
<td>5.05</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.00 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The leadership employed by the direction is efficient.</td>
<td>5.31</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.00 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The members of the management team closely coordinate their activities.</td>
<td>5.48</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.00 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The analysis of the items that capture the coordination dimension reveal that SMEs interviewed generally seem to communicate and reach acceptance from employees concerning the strategic objectives (mean = 5,05; std. deviation = 1,36; median = 6; mode = 6) to implement efficient leadership procedures (mean = 5,31; std. deviation = 0,98; median = 6; mode = 5) and that the members of the top management team closely coordinate their activities (mean = 5,48; std. deviation = 1,02; median = 6; mode = 6). These results converge to the ones of Ramagalahy (2001) who also revealed high coordination capabilities in the case of exporting Canadian SMEs.

In terms of knowledge transfer and integration practices, SMEs consider deploying efforts to keep the know-how acquired in the past in the firm despite personnel fluctuations (mean = 5,94; std. deviation = 0,93; median = 6; mode = 6). They use formalized instruments such as manuals, databases or files to keep previous learning (mean = 5,15; std. deviation = 1,53; median = 6; mode = 6) and so they can constructively learn from mistakes (mean = 5,86; std. deviation = 0,95; median = 6; mode = 6), and try to effectively transmit the know-how from older employees to new ones (mean = 5,65; std. deviation = 1,16; median = 6; mode = 6).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables analyzed</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. dev</th>
<th>1 Totally disagree</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7 Totally agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>We try to keep the know-how acquired by past experiences even though the employees are no longer the same.</td>
<td>5,94</td>
<td>0,93</td>
<td>0,94 %</td>
<td>0,00 %</td>
<td>0,00 %</td>
<td>2,83 %</td>
<td>23,58 %</td>
<td>44,34 %</td>
<td>28,30 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The firm has instruments (manuals databases, files, organizational routines, etc.) that allow what has been learnt in the past situations to remain valid.</td>
<td>5,15</td>
<td>1,53</td>
<td>1,86 %</td>
<td>5,60 %</td>
<td>11,21 %</td>
<td>6,54 %</td>
<td>24,29 %</td>
<td>31,77 %</td>
<td>18,69 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In this enterprise, we try to learn from our mistakes in order to avoid them in the future.</td>
<td>5,86</td>
<td>0,95</td>
<td>0,00 %</td>
<td>0,00 %</td>
<td>1,86 %</td>
<td>7,47 %</td>
<td>19,62 %</td>
<td>43,92 %</td>
<td>27,10 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At all levels, we try to communicate the know-how of older employees to newer ones as quickly as possible.</td>
<td>5,65</td>
<td>1,15</td>
<td>0,93 %</td>
<td>0,00 %</td>
<td>3,73 %</td>
<td>10,28 %</td>
<td>22,43 %</td>
<td>38,31 %</td>
<td>24,29 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Resuming, Table 36 and 37 suggest that the SMEs interviewed scored high in terms of assimilation capacity. Nonetheless, one should keep in mind that responding managers might have a higher appreciation of the coordination and knowledge transfer and integration in their
company since they are the ones, who normally manage the organizational design of these practices.

**VI.2.4 RACAP levels**

The transformation dimension of the RACAP was conceptualized as the export responsiveness capacity of SMEs facing foreign market shifts and the exploitation dimension of RACAP as the level of international marketing competences. The descriptive analysis of the results that concern the two dimensions is presented hereafter.

**VI.2.4.1 Export responsiveness**

Export responsiveness translates the capacity of SMEs to transform incoming export information into responsive action when new environmental constrains emerge in the surrounding environment.

Table 38 summarizes the export responsiveness levels of companies on this sample. Observe that SMEs interviewed register export responsiveness levels that are generally slightly above average. The customers occupy an important place in their business development patterns. Companies seem to take corrective actions immediately when they find that export customers are not happy with the quality of their services (mean = 5.56; std. deviation = 1.42; median = 5; mode = 6) and they adapt export product offerings based on detailed customer observation (mean = 4.80; std. deviation = 1.70; median = 5; mode = 6). Emphasis is placed on customer satisfaction when designing export business objectives (mean = 4.93; std. deviation = 1.78; median = 5; mode = 7) and they seem rather driven in designing their export strategies through the belief of creating greater value for export customers (mean = 4.82; std. deviation = 1.49; median = 5; mode = 5). SMEs interviewed appear to be slightly above the average in terms of responsive action they implement to competitive action threatening their export markets (mean = 5.02; std. deviation = 1.32; median = 5; mode = 5), responding to important changes in their environment (mean = 5.12; std. deviation = 1.39; median = 5; mode = 5), and in reaction to significant changes in the competitors’ price structures on foreign markets (mean = 4.48; std. deviation = 1.53; median = 5; mode = 5).

8 out of the initial 17 items composing the initial measure of Cadogan et al. (1999) were retained after the questionnaire pre-test realized with 12 SMEs’ managers. The qualitative
pre-test revealed that the managers interviewed had difficulties answering the reversed items that are the last two items in Table 38. Moreover, the questionnaire pre-test suggested that they answered to the questions as if they were not reversed or responded by providing answers close to the middle point of 4. Due to the response patterns for the reversed items in Table 38, it can be observed that managers provided responses very close to the middle point of 4. Therefore, it was concluded that measurement errors occurred when they answered the questionnaires and the two reversed items were excluded from the measurement model estimation analysis.

Table 38. Export responsiveness, descriptive analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicate to what extent you agree or disagree with the following statements:</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. dev</th>
<th>Frequency of responses (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 Totally disagree</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Our strategy for standardizing or adapting our export product offering is based on detailed customer observation.</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>7.61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- We are quick to respond to significant changes in our competitors’ price structures in foreign markets.</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>2.83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- When we find that export customers are unhappy with the quality of our service, we take corrective action immediately.</td>
<td>5.56</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Our export business objectives are driven primarily by customer satisfaction.</td>
<td>4.93</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>2.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- All ‘departments’ in our firm are involved in implementing our export market strategies.</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Our export business strategies are driven by our beliefs about how we can create greater values for export customers.</td>
<td>4.82</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>0.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- We are quick to respond to important changes in our business environment (e.g. regulatory, technology, economy, etc.).</td>
<td>5.12</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- We rapidly respond to competitive actions that threaten us in our export markets.</td>
<td>5.02</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>0.93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- For one reason or another we tend to ignore changes in our foreign customers’ product or services needs.</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The choice of the product we sell to foreign markets depend more on internal politics than real markets needs.</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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VI.2.4.2 The positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences

Table 39 suggests that companies interviewed are generally characterized, in comparison to their main competitors in foreign markets, by slightly above average levels of international marketing competences. They report the highest levels of competences (in order of importance) in terms of product strategy development (mean = 4,75; std. deviation = 1,21; median = 5, mode = 5), foreign networking (mean = 4,70; std. deviation = 1,28; median = 5, mode = 5), foreign pricing strategy (mean = 4,40; std. deviation = 1,09; median = 4, mode = 4), foreign markets segmentation (mean = 4,29; std. deviation = 1,29; median = 4, mode = 3), export information management (mean = 4,25; std. deviation = 1,21; median = 4, mode = 4), international communication strategy (mean = 4,12; std. deviation = 1,28; median = 4, mode = 4), international distribution strategy (mean = 4,06; std. deviation = 1,37; median = 4, mode = 4), and finally, international marketing management (mean = 3,90; std. deviation = 1,40; median = 4, mode = 4).

Table 40 recapitulates the descriptive analysis of the levels of positional advantage of SMEs interviewed in terms of international marketing competences. It can be observed that only one of the considered groups of foreign market-related competences is below average. More precisely, exporting SMEs seem to be less skilled in terms of international marketing management, more precisely in setting marketing goals, translating marketing strategies into action, control and evaluation of marketing costs. These actions generally relate to the planning procedures, and the qualitative analysis has already suggested that planning activities are poorly developed in SMEs.

It is interesting to note that with one exception, companies in the sample judge themselves as better than their main competitors concerning the development of their international marketing competences. Recall that the literature review highlighted the general lack of international competences in exporting SMEs. The sample description already suggested that companies interviewed are bigger and more internationally involved than the average. The results with regard to the development of international marketing competences of the companies interviewed also indicate that the companies in this sample seem to be rather successful exporters.
### Table 39. Positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables analyzed</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. dev</th>
<th>Frequency of responses (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Networking (e.g. identifying contacts abroad, entertaining developing relationships with the contacts abroad, knowledge and understanding of business practices, foreign languages skills)</td>
<td>4,70</td>
<td>1,66</td>
<td>0,94 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International marketing management (e.g. setting marketing goals, formulating creative marketing strategies, translating marketing strategies into action, control and evaluation of marketing costs)</td>
<td>3,90</td>
<td>1,97</td>
<td>2,87 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign market segmentation (e.g. opportunity seeking, studying foreign markets characteristics, targeting and penetrating foreign markets, identification potential clients/markets)</td>
<td>4,29</td>
<td>1,67</td>
<td>1,88 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product strategy (e.g. R&amp;D of new products/services, products and service adaptation, packaging, launching successfully new products/services)</td>
<td>4,75</td>
<td>1,46</td>
<td>1,88 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price strategy (e.g. negotiating and fixing the price and the payment delays, responsiveness in terms of pricing to market change, fixing the margins, evaluation of the credit risks)</td>
<td>4,40</td>
<td>1,20</td>
<td>0,94 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication strategy (e.g. promoting sales, products, developing enterprise image and reputation, managing communication programs)</td>
<td>4,12</td>
<td>1,65</td>
<td>2,83 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution strategy (e.g. selecting the distributor agents and the sales force, entertaining the relations/collaboration with distributor agents, choosing the localization of the selling/distribution points, training selling personnel)</td>
<td>4,07</td>
<td>1,89</td>
<td>3,81 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information management (e.g. identification of information sources, collecting information on clients and competitors, tracking customers wants and needs, collecting and analyzing market information)</td>
<td>4,25</td>
<td>1,47</td>
<td>0,94 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.2.4 The levels of international performance

Recall that two main types of indicators, objective and subjective, were used in order to assess the levels of international performance of companies. Concerning the subjective indicators, enterprises are slightly above the average regarding the satisfaction with the evolution of the
export market-share (mean = 4.40; std. deviation = 1.61; median = 5; mode = 5), the export profits (mean = 4.67; std. deviation = 1.24; median = 5; mode = 5), the volume of export sales (mean = 4.62; std. deviation = 1.54; median = 5; mode = 6) and with the evolution of the number of export markets conquered over the last year (mean = 4.06; std. deviation = 1.69; median = 4; mode = 5). These results are displayed synthetically within the Table 40.

### Table 40. The satisfaction with the evolution of the export objectives over the last year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables analyzed</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. dev</th>
<th>Frequency of responses (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Market share abroad</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>13.08 17.75 14.95 27.10 13.08 12.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profits obtained from international activities</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>5.60 7.47 28.03 32.71 19.62 5.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales volume in international markets</td>
<td>4.62</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>11.21 14.01 17.75 18.69 28.97 8.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of new foreign markets conquered</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>7.47 15.88 13.08 16.82 28.03 10.28 8.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Responding managers also perceive their company as competitive slightly above average in terms of export market share (mean = 4.11; std. deviation = 1.59; median = 4; mode = 5), export profits (mean = 4.51; std. deviation = 1.23; median = 5; mode = 5), volume of export sales (mean = 4.39; std. deviation = 1.61; median = 5; mode = 5) and number of export markets conquered over the last year (mean = 4.00; std. deviation = 1.55; median = 4; mode = 5).

### Table 41. Perceived competitiveness in terms of evolution of the export objectives over the last year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables analyzed</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. dev</th>
<th>Frequency of responses (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Market share abroad</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>13.08 17.75 14.95 27.10 13.08 12.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profits obtained from international activities</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>5.60 7.47 28.03 32.71 19.62 5.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales volume in international markets</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>11.21 14.01 17.75 18.69 28.97 8.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of new foreign markets conquered</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>7.47 15.88 13.08 16.82 28.03 10.28 8.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Finally, compared to the main competitors in export markets, SMEs’ managers are always satisfied at an average level with the evolution over the last year of the market share (mean = 4.29; std. deviation = 1.52; median = 4; mode = 4), the export profits (mean = 4.39; std. deviation = 1.23; median = 5; mode = 5), the volume of export sales (mean = 4.45; std. deviation = 1.49; median = 5; mode = 5) and the number of export markets conquered over the last year (mean = 4.00; std. deviation = 1.59; median = 4; mode = 5). Another qualitative indicator used to capture the international performance levels of the companies in the sample is the perceived profitability of the export sales compared to domestic sales. The companies perceive foreign sales generally as profitable as domestic sales (mean = 4.04; std. deviation = 1.46; median = 4; mode = 4).

Table 42. Perceived relative competitiveness in terms of evolution of the export objectives over the last year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The perceived competitiveness, compared to the main competitors in export markets in terms of evolution over the last year of the following export objectives:</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. dev</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Market share abroad</td>
<td>4.29</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>10.28</td>
<td>15.88</td>
<td>24.29</td>
<td>20.66</td>
<td>19.62</td>
<td>5.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profits obtained from international activities</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>5.66</td>
<td>13.20</td>
<td>29.24</td>
<td>33.01</td>
<td>14.15</td>
<td>2.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales volume in international markets</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>8.41</td>
<td>14.01</td>
<td>18.69</td>
<td>28.03</td>
<td>21.49</td>
<td>5.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of new foreign markets “conquered”</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>5.60</td>
<td>15.88</td>
<td>16.82</td>
<td>19.62</td>
<td>21.49</td>
<td>16.82</td>
<td>3.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Objective measures were drawn from the DIANE database for tracking export performance over time, namely the evolution of the export sales profits and export sales volume over the last three years. It can be observed once again that this sample is generally composed of rather highly successful companies. On average, their export sales increased 19.20 % over the last three years (std. deviation = 38.42; median = 13.80; min = -44.76; max = 209.86). In terms of the profits realized with sales abroad, the companies in the sample registered an increase of 17.24 % on average over the last three years (std. deviation = 35.28; median = 15.65; min = -37.65; max = 168.86).
VI.2.5 The control variables

The level of international orientation of SMEs in the sample and their size was controlled in order to assess the real impact of the positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences upon the international performance of SMEs. The descriptive analysis of firms in terms of size was not detailed in this point since it was previously done in the sample description (point VI.2.1).

Table 43. The international orientation levels of SMEs in the sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Please indicate the extent to which you agree with the following statements: “Senior management in our company...”</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. dev</th>
<th>Frequency of responses (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Totally disagree</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>considers our exporting activities to be important.</td>
<td>5,75</td>
<td>1,40</td>
<td>0,94 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intends to increase the company’s exporting activities.</td>
<td>5,64</td>
<td>1,39</td>
<td>1,86 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>actively explores international market opportunities.</td>
<td>5,48</td>
<td>1,50</td>
<td>1,88 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 43, it can be observed that high levels of international orientation characterize SMEs in this sample. The managers of the firms interviewed believe that their exporting activities are important (mean = 5,75; std. deviation = 1,40; median = 6; mode = 7), they highly intend to increase their international activities (mean = 5,66; std. deviation = 1,39; median = 6; mode = 7), and they seem to actively explore foreign market opportunities (mean = 5,48; std. deviation = 1,50; median = 6; mode = 6).

VI.2.6 Synthesis of the descriptive analysis

The descriptive analysis allowed for a general overview of the absorptive capacity levels of companies in the sample as well as a description of their general characteristics, international performance and international orientation levels.

As far as the sample representativity is concerned, it can be observed that responding companies are generally bigger and more internationally involved than companies constituting the population of the study. Nevertheless, the differences with respect to the
percentage of sales realized abroad and a company’s size cannot be judged as extremely marked.

The companies interviewed can generally be characterized as internationally experienced. Very few “beginners” in exporting are comprised in this sample. Most enterprises interviewed have an export department that highlights their engagement towards developing international activities. This feature is also supported by the results attesting that high levels of international orientation characterize the companies interviewed. They appear to be willing to extend their international activities and actively look for foreign market opportunities; they consider their international activities important.

Generally, an important number of employees are responsible for dealing with international activities for more than 50% of their time. The export experience of these employees can be judged as rather rich in terms of complementarily, variety, and length. Most of the enterprises in the sample export in a relatively important number of foreign countries. Border countries represent an important part of the export destinations. The companies interviewed mainly employ basic foreign presence modes to sell their products abroad such as direct and indirect exporting. Nevertheless, one-third of the companies use associative modes or have established subsidiaries abroad. The companies in this sample employ much less foreign presence modes such as licensing and internet sales.

The richness of information sources the companies use in order to inform themselves concerning foreign markets appear to be above average in terms of the relational information sources such as the clients, agents or distributors, and participation at trade fairs. Average levels of richness characterize Chambers of Commerce and Industry, export marketing research, and Internet. The only information source registering below average richness levels are foreign competitors. As a result, they cannot be considered as a rich information source and can no longer be included for the research propositions’ test related analysis.

As far as the levels of potential absorptive capacity of companies in the sample are concerned, it can be observed that they appear to be highly developed. They coordinate efficiently and perform well in terms of knowledge transfer and integration.

The export information acquisition dimension appears to be less developed than the assimilation dimension. Nonetheless, companies interviewed are informed on a level that is above-average concerning foreign markets in comparison to their main competitors in foreign markets. The SMEs interviewed seem to give privilege to export information concerning foreign clients and product related information.
In terms of realized absorptive capacity, enterprises interviewed score quite highly above the average in terms of export responsiveness capacity (transformation dimension). SMEs perform generally slightly above average in terms of international marketing competences compared to their main competitors in foreign markets. They register the highest levels of competences in networking and product development, and the lowest performances in terms of international marketing management.

The descriptive results also allowed for an overview concerning the international performance levels that companies attain in foreign markets. Responding managers appear to be satisfied with the evolution of the main export objectives over the last year and they perceive themselves as rather competitive in comparison to their main competitors in foreign markets. They rate themselves as slightly superior in terms of reaching export objectives abroad. Their progression in terms of export sales and profits over the previous three years is also important (on average about 20%). Their foreign sales appear as profitable as the ones realized in the domestic market.

**VI.3 Measurement model validation**

The Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) method was used for testing the research model. The advantage of SEM, compared to more classical approaches, is that SEM allows simultaneous testing for the psychometrical properties of measurement models and the relationships of influence among the constructs composing the research model, and at the same time, the evaluation of the overall quality of the research model. Since the introduction of covariance-based SEM by Jöreskog in 1973, this classic technique has received considerable interest and has been widely used in empirical research. The predominance of LISREL is explained by the fact that co-variance-based SEM is also recognized as a very powerful statistical tool. The covariance-based approach “attempts to minimize the difference between the sample co-variances and those predicted by the theoretical model. Therefore, the parameter estimation process attempts to reproduce the co-variance matrix of the observed measures” (Chin and Newsted 1999, p. 309).
PLS was first introduced by H. Wold (1975). This method attempts to maximize the variance of dependent variables explained by the independent ones instead of reproducing the empirical co-variance matrix (like co-variance based SEM does). Like co-variance based SEM, a PLS model consists of a structural part that reflects the relationships between the latent variables and a measurement model, which shows how the latent variables (LVs) and their indicators (manifest variables - MVs) are related. The PLS model has a third component, namely the weight relations, used to estimate the latent variables (Chin and Newsted 1999).

The two approaches of SEM present similarities and differences and they can be seen as alternative rather than concurrent approaches. While co-variance based SEM is to be employed only when research models are built on solid theoretical ground, variance based SEM is recommended in the case of emerging, “soft” theories that are under development (Falk and Miller 1992). Concerning this feature, it can be concluded that in the case of the current research, soft modeling is more appropriate. The KBV approach can be mobilized and can be seen as an emerging theoretical field (Lane et al. 2006) rather than a grounded theory.

Another difference between the two approaches is that while the co-variance based SEM approach implies the use of substantial datasets, soft modeling works with a relatively small number of observations. From this point of view, soft modeling is also feasible in the case of the current research although the limited number of observations gathered (107 questionnaires) would not have allowed the use of a co-variance based SEM. Another observation is that co-variance based SEM requires data multi-normality, which is not a widely spread feature in the data gathered in human and social sciences; soft modeling does not require data multi-normality. While co-variance based SEM is a rather measure-oriented approach, PLS path modeling is actually a prediction-oriented approach. Monte-Carlo simulations have proved that very similar results are found by testing one research model with the two methods in terms of both measurement models and paths of influence (Tenenhaus 2008). However, co-variance based approaches appear to be more severe in terms of measurement model assessment, while PLS path modeling appears as more demanding in terms of predictive and causal relationships’ estimations. Resuming, it can be concluded that PLS path modeling appears as the most appropriate statistical technique for the estimation of this research model for several reasons including (1) the reduced number of observations composing this sample, (2) the use of formative indicators, (3) the high complexity of the research model, and (4) the soft theory employed by this research. Table 44 presents an overview of the differences existing between co-variance based and variance based SEM.
The PLS approach to SEM is used to cope with the non-normally distributed data (Falk and Miller 1992), large numbers of variables, and a relatively low number of observations compared to the number of parameters to be estimated (Fornell and Bookstein 1982). The main purpose of PLS SEM is to maximize prediction. This maximization is accomplished by using a series of multiple interdependent regressions aiming to minimize residual variance in structural equations. In the first estimation step, an estimate is made for each LV as a linear combination of its indicators. In the second step, the estimates are treated as variables that are directly observed. They are then re-estimated according to a path-weighting scheme for maximizing the correlation between constructs (Lohmöller 1984). The resulting coefficients are interpreted as standardized partial regression coefficients. The significance of the parameters is assessed using bootstrap and blindfolding estimations. Estimations of construct reliability and validity is undertaken as in ordinary co-variance based structural SEM (Fornell and Larcker 1981).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 44. Comparison of the co-variance and variance-based SEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main aim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceptance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameters estimation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latent variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory specifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model complexity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implications</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Bliemel et al. (2005), Handbuch PLS-Pfadmodellierung, p. 11.

No statistical test of model fit is provided to compare the predictive relevance of different models. Recently, Tenenhaus et al. (2005) developed a goodness of fit index for the PLS Path modeling based on the quality of the measurement models and the predictive quality of the structural relationships. A PLS path model is composed as a co-variance based path model by a measurement model relating manifest variables to latent constructs and a structural model
relating endogenous to exogenous latent variables. The measurement model is also called the outer model, while the structural model is also known as the inner model.

The psychometrical properties of the outer and inner models will be presented in the following sections. The outer model assessment will be exposed and afterwards, in chapter VII, the test of the research proposition also known as the causal analysis will be presented. The first step, the outer model assessment, is necessary in order to prepare the data for the estimation of the causal relationships in the research models. As most of the concepts mobilized in the research model developed in chapter III cannot be directly measured (they are latent constructs) it is necessary to first ensure that they are psychometrically sound. The formative and reflexive measurement models were mobilized within this research. The two types of measurement models differ in the way the manifest variables relate to the latent construct. In the reflective way, latent variables are indirectly observable through a set of manifest variables. Each one of the manifest variables is related to the latent variable by simple regressions. Most of the constructs within this research model are reflexive. In the formative way, the LV is calculated by linear regressions of its own MVs. The international performance of SMEs is the dependent variable, and it is also the single formative construct in this research model.

As it follows, the psychometrical properties of the measures employed in this research model are presented. The measurement model quality for assessing the dependent variable (the international performance of SMEs) in the model will first be presented. The reason for proceeding in this manner is that international performance is a formative construct made up of six indicators, three reflexive latent constructs and three manifest variables. As a result, it was necessary to first ensure that the reflexive constructs present satisfying psychometrical properties in order to be able to compute the formative construct.

In order to estimate the research model, the following parameters were employed: the estimation of missing data by means of the Lohmöller method, the treatment of MVs’ and the LVs’ scores was completed in standardized values, the internal estimation method employed in the centroid scheme and the OLS regression was used to assess the predictive paths of influence. One hundred re-samplings were used for the bootstrap estimation and 30 were used for the blindfolding procedure.
VI.3.1 The psychometrical properties of the dependent variable: the international performance of SMEs

In line with recent studies in the field, the international performance of SMEs was conceptualized as a formative index made up of six indicators that are qualitative and quantitative by nature. Three of the indicators are reflexive constructs which capture qualitative strategic aspects of the international performance construct related to the development in the past year with the following export objectives: the market share in export markets, the export profits, the volume of export sales, and the number of export markets conquered abroad. The fourth indicator used to capture international performance is also qualitative by nature. It is measured by a single manifest variable that assesses the perceived profitability of export activities compared to domestic activities. The two remaining indicators that capture the international performance construct are quantitative and financial by nature. They capture the average evolution of the export sales and export profits over the last three years. They were extracted from the DIANE database.

The measurement validity of the international performance construct was assessed in two steps. First of all, the dimensionality and the internal consistency of the three reflexive constructs that compose the formative international performance constructs were assessed. Since it is impossible to specifically estimate measurement models among constructs that are correlated among each other and do not present influential relationships among each other with PLS path modeling, classical covariance based SEM was used to evaluate the psychometrical properties of the three reflexive constructs. Secondly, an estimate was made with PLS path modeling for assessing the psychometrical properties of the formative international performance construct.

The psychometric properties of the three reflexive scales that are the perceived satisfaction, the competitiveness, and the relative competitiveness with the evolution of the export objectives over the last year were subsequently assessed using established statistical measurement development procedures (e.g. Churchill 1979; DeVellis 1991; Nunnally and Bernstein 1994). A Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) was performed with LISREL 8.54 to test the scales (convergent and discriminant) validity. The main limit of the assessment of the validity of convergence and discrimination by means of a CFA performed with LISREL is that the discriminant validity of the three reflexive scales cannot be assessed in comparison
with all the measurement models comprised in this research model (at the same time). Using covariance based SEM for evaluating all the measurement models comprised in our study at the same time is limited by the number of observations we dispose of. As a result, in spite of the limitation of the chosen method, performing a CFA on the items composing the three reflexive scales of interest represents the most suitable solution since the three reflective constructs (the perceived satisfaction, the perceived competitiveness, and the relative perceived competitiveness with the evolution of the export objectives over the last year) are expected to be correlated and reflexive relationships of influence cannot be tested with PLS path modeling. Moreover, generally scholars agree that co-variance based SEM are more accurate for assessing measurement models than variance based SEM (e.g. Bliemel et al. 2005).

The results of CFA are displayed in Figure 16 and they suggest that the measurement model does not efficiently fit the observed data: \( \chi^2 = 340.43, \text{df} = 51, p < 0.001, \text{RMSEA} = 0.23, \text{CFI} = 0.90, \text{SRMR} = 0.07, \text{GFI} = 0.65, \text{AGFI} = 0.47, \text{NFI} = 0.88 \). However, all items have quite substantial and significant loadings on their respective factor, which indicates the convergent validity of the items (Steenkamp and Van Trejp 1991). The Average Extracted Variance values for each dimension, greater than 0.7, are well above the recommended threshold of 0.5 (Fornell and Larcker 1981), thus supporting the convergent validity of the three dimensions. While the conditions for the convergent validity are fulfilled, the discriminant validity of the three scales was not supported. There are significant positive relationships between the three reflexive constructs examined, and the size of the relevant correlations appears to be extremely high at above 0.9. These results indicate that the three latent constructs measure very close, almost identical concepts. Moreover, the squared correlation of the latent variables is higher than the AVE (average extracted variance). Concluding, the conditions necessary for discriminant validity of scales are not fulfilled.

Furthermore, based on the results of the CFA, Jöreskog’s Rhô was calculated in order to assess the reliability of scales. This coefficient is considered less sensitive to the number of items used for capturing a reflective construct and more adapted to SEM than Cronbach’s Alpha (Roussel et al. 2002). The internal consistency measures (Cronbach’s Alpha and Jöreskog’s Rhô) as well as the convergent and discriminant validity measures are presented in Table 45. One can notice that the reliability of the scales was supported by the results; Cronbach Alphas and Jöreskog’s Rhôs are fairly high at above 0.8.
Table 45. Scales validity and reliability, convergent and discriminant validity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
<th>Convergent validity</th>
<th>Discriminant validity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>α</td>
<td>Rhô</td>
<td>Jöreskog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend: RC = relative competitiveness with the evolution of export objectives, PC = perceived competitiveness with the evolution of export objectives, S = satisfaction with the evolution of export objectives.

Figure 16. CFA of the three reflexive constructs measuring the perceived satisfaction, competitiveness and relative competitiveness of SMEs

Legend: RC = relative competitiveness with the evolution of export objectives; RC1 = relative competitiveness in terms of foreign market share; RC2 = relative competitiveness in terms of export sales volume; RC3 = relative competitiveness in terms of number of new foreign markets entered; RC4 = relative competitiveness in terms of foreign profits; PC = perceived competitiveness; PC1 = perceived competitiveness in terms of foreign market share; PC2 = perceived competitiveness in terms of export sales volume; PC3 = perceived competitiveness in terms of number of new foreign markets entered; PC4 = perceived competitiveness in terms of foreign profits; S = satisfaction with the evolution of export objectives; S1 = satisfaction with the evolution of the foreign market share; S2 = satisfaction with the evolution of the export sales volume; S3 = satisfaction with the evolution of the number of new foreign markets entered; S4 = satisfaction with the evolution of the foreign profits.

All parameters are significant at the level of 0.05. All parameters are completely standardized solutions.
Concluding, the CFA results suggest that the proposed scales are not psychometrically sound instruments. The GoF indexes suggest the data does not fit well the measurement model. Moreover, the discriminant validity condition is not fulfilled. Resuming, the initial three-fold factorial structure was not confirmed in the case of the present research. Instead, a bi-dimensional structure emerged when exploring scales’ dimensionality through a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) with a Vari-Max rotation on all the items composing the three reflexive constructs. Hereafter in Table 46, the results of the exploratory PCA are exposed. The PCA did not reveal a three-dimensional structure as expected. Instead, a bi-dimensional structure emerged explaining 77,01% of the total variance. The first component explains 68,40% of the variance while the second principal component explains only 6,80% of the total variance. The first component is composed of all the items except three, namely the ones referring to the satisfaction, the perceived competitiveness and the relative competitiveness of small firms in terms of profits obtained from export sales over the past year that compose the second principal component. The first principal components’ internal consistency is very high (Cronbach Alpha = 0,95 for PC1; Cronbach Alpha = 0,90 for PC2).

Table 46. Exploratory PCA of international performance construct (on the items composing the LVs)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Loadings on PC1</th>
<th>Loadings on PC2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceived satisfaction with the evolution of</td>
<td>S1 0,79</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the export objectives over the last year</td>
<td>S2 0,81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S3 0,83</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S4 0,73 0,48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived competitiveness in terms of the</td>
<td>PC1 0,82</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>evolution of the export objectives over the</td>
<td>PC2 0,83</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>last year</td>
<td>PC3 0,85</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PC4 0,78 0,48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative perceived competitiveness in</td>
<td>RC1 0,87</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>terms of the evolution of the export objectives</td>
<td>RC2 0,90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>over the last year</td>
<td>RC3 0,88</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RC4 0,77 0,50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percentage of variance explained: 77,01% (68,40% for PC1 and 6,80% for PC2), Cronbach Alpha PC1 = 0,95, Cronbach Alpha PC2 = 0,90

Legend: ibidem Figure 16
Nevertheless, it is possible to observe that the three items composing the second principal component score higher on the first component extracted with loadings higher than 0.73, while they score quite low under the minimum value of 0.5 on the second principal component. For this reason and also because of the relative low value of the percentage of the variance explained (6.80%), the items composing the second principal component were dropped from the analysis.

It is not easy to explain the differences between the factorial structure obtained in this study and the one found in the study of Souchon and Durden (2002). However, a possible explanation of the emerging factorial structure might come from the preliminary qualitative study. Managers stated that their foreign profits diminished over the previous years because they had to keep the pace to a certain extent with the competitors from the Eastern countries, which had much lower costs. The companies interviewed might have progressed in terms of new markets entered abroad, sales volume and market share abroad, but not necessarily in terms of profits generated by means of their export sales. This finding might explain the fact that export profit related items did form another specific principal component in this analysis.

The results indicate that according to French managers’ perceptions, satisfaction, perceived and relative competitiveness with the development of several export objectives - such as the number of foreign countries they entered over the last year, the export sales volume and the market-share they attain in foreign markets - are very closely related concepts and they formed a single principal component. The construct that results out of the PCA will be called “the perceived strategic international performance of SMEs” since it regroups the perceptive and qualitative variables used for assessing the perceived satisfaction with the evolution of the main export strategic objectives over the previous year.

In order to assess the convergent and discriminant validity of this construct issued out of the exploratory PCA, the research model was estimated with XLSTAT by using “the perceived strategic international performance of SMEs” as an explained, dependent variable (see appendix 6 for the detail of the results). LISREL and co-variance based SEM were no longer employed because the variance-based SEM also allows for the verification of the convergent and divergent validity of measures. Moreover, using variance-based SEM has the advantage of evaluating the discriminant validity of the construct by comparing the latent construct “perceived strategic international performance of SMEs” to all the other measures of the latent constructs in this research model. In addition, the test of the nomological validity of this scale was also possible through the use of the PLS path modeling. Checking for the
nomological validity of the scales should be done by linking the scales to other theoretically relevant constructs uncovered via a literature review (Peter 1981). Based on the literature review, we can expect that the positional advantage of SMEs in terms of international marketing competences would have a positive and significant effect on the international performance. As a result, we can expect that the positional advantage of SMEs in terms of international marketing competences would significantly and positively impact the “perceived strategic international performance of SMEs”.

In order to estimate the research model, the following parameters were employed: the estimation of missing data by means of the Lohmöller method, the treatment of MVs’ and the LVs’ scores was completed in standardized values, the internal estimation method employed in the centroid scheme and the OLS regression was used to assess the predictive path of influence. One hundred re-samplings were used for the bootstrap estimation and 30 were used for the blindfolding procedure.

The reflexive measurement models in PLS path modeling are assessed as is the case for the co-variance-based SEM in terms of dimensionality, items (manifest variables), reliability, internal consistency, convergence, divergence and nomological validity. The dimensionality of constructs is ensured if the results of the principal components analysis (PCA) on the Manifest Variables (MV) composing a certain latent variable (LV) reveal the same number of significant principal components with eigen values superior to the critical value of 1, also known as the Keiser criteria, as in the theoretical model. For the “perceived strategic international performance of SMEs”, a single principal component with an eigen value superior to one was extracted. Thus, it can be concluded that the construct is single-dimensional.

Item reliability for reflective indicators is tested by examining the loadings and the weights with their respective construct. The rule of thumb is that loadings should reach values of 0,70 or above, but in practice, it is common to find loadings below this threshold particularly when new items or new scales are employed (Hulland 1999). All the loadings are superior to 0,7 for the “perceived strategic international performance of SMEs” construct.

As far as the weights are concerned, they should reach positive values. Moreover, the MVs that compose the LVs should have similar contributions to the latent construct. That is the case for the items composing the LV “perceived strategic international performance of SMEs”. The stability of the predictions of the loadings and weights of the MVs on the underlying LVs are estimated in PLS path modeling by the bootstrap procedure. The
bootstrap procedure consists of assessing the stability of the prediction of the loadings and weights on one hundred randomly generated samples. The bootstrap estimation for the loadings and weights suggests that the LV “perceived strategic international performance of SMEs” is a stable measure.

Communality shows how much of the variance of one LV is reflected through the MVs. The communalities of the MVs generally should exceed the critical value of 0.5. For the “perceived strategic international performance of SMEs” all communalities of the MVs exceed 0.5.

For assessing construct reliability, two measures are available, namely Cronbach’s Alpha and Dillon Goldstein’s ρ. The critical values for accepting the reliability of the measures employed are that Cronbach’s Alpha should be superior to 0.6 and Dillon Goldstein’s ρ should exceed 0.8 (Ringle and Spreen 2006). The construct reliability criteria have been highly met for our latent construct of interest, the “perceived strategic international performance of SMEs”.

The convergent validity of reflective measures can be established if the Average Variance Extracted (AVE) of the LVs exceeds the critical value of 0.5 (e.g. Fornell and Larker 1992; Ringle and Spreen 2006). The convergent validity criteria has also been met for the “perceived strategic international performance of SMEs”.

The criteria retained for evaluating the discriminant validity of the reflective constructs are the comparison of the AVE to the squared correlation of LVs and the examination of cross-loadings. The AVE of each LV should be superior to the squared correlation of two LVs (Fornell and Larker’s criteria), which indicates that more variance is shared between the LV and its block of indicators (MV’s) than with another LV representing another block of indicators (Fornell and Larcker 1992). The two criteria for judging the discriminant validity of latent constructs have been met by the “perceived strategic international performance of SMEs”.

Another estimation method implemented in PLS is the blindfolding procedure which “feets PLS like a glove” (Chin 1998, p. 265). Blindfolding consists of estimating parameters by means of repeated omission for all data points of a part in the data matrix, and then reconstructing the omitted part by the estimated parameters (Esposito-Vinzi 2007). This procedure results in a generalized cross-validated measure that should be positive.

Communality shows how much of the variance of one LV is reflected through the MVs. Redundancy gives indications about how much of the LVs and MVs are explained by the
measurement model, and the quality of influence relationships composing the inner model. For the “perceived strategic international performance of SMEs”, redundancy and communalities estimations are positively defined.

The nomological validity condition was also fulfilled. As expected, the positional advantage of SMEs in terms of international marketing competences has a significant and positive impact on the “perceived strategic international performance of SMEs”\(^{23}\). The relationship is significant at the 99% level (\(\beta = 0.46; p < 0.001; \text{critical ratio} = 5.37\)).

Resuming, the results suggest that the “perceived strategic international performance of SMEs” is a psychometrically sound instrument. As a result, the score estimated for the LV “perceived strategic international performance of SMEs” through the PLS path modeling estimation with XLSTAT, was further used to assess the psychometrical properties of the (formative) construct, the international performance of SMEs. Using the score prediction and the other three indicators used to assess the international performance construct, namely the perceived profitability of export sales versus domestic sales, the average evolution over the last three years of the foreign sales and profits, the formative indicator international performance was computed and tested again with PLS path modeling.

### Table 47. The main psychometrical properties of the LV “the perceived strategic international performance of SMEs”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latent Construct:</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Loadings</th>
<th>Communalities</th>
<th>Weights (on information richness)</th>
<th>Cronbach Alpha</th>
<th>Dillon-Goldstein Rhô</th>
<th>AVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International strategic performance</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PC1</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PC2</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PC3</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RC1</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RC2</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RC3</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legend:** RC1 = relative competitiveness in terms of foreign market share, RC2 = relative competitiveness in terms of export sales volume; RC3 = relative competitiveness in terms of number of new foreign markets entered; PC1 = perceived competitiveness in terms of foreign market share, PC2 = perceived competitiveness in terms of export sales volume; PC3 = perceived competitiveness in terms of number of new foreign markets entered; S1 = satisfaction with the evolution of the foreign market share, S2 = satisfaction with the evolution of the export sales volume; S3 = satisfaction with the evolution of the number of new foreign markets entered.

\(^{23}\) 41.30% of the variance of the “perceived strategic international performance of SMEs”.
In order to estimate the research model, the following parameters were employed: the estimation of missing data by means of the Lohmöller method, the treatment of MVs’ and the LVs’ scores was completed in standardized values, the internal estimation method employed in the centroid scheme and the OLS regression was used to assess the predictive path of influence. One hundred re-samplings were used for the bootstrap estimation and 30 were used for the blindfolding procedure.

Following the guidelines indicated by Diamantopoulos and Winklhofer (2001), the potential multi-collinearity existing among the four MVs composing the international performance latent construct was checked. The Value Inflation Factor (VIF) was inferior to the critical value of five. Therefore, it was concluded that no notable multi-collinearity problem could arise when computing international performance by using the formative pattern.

For assessing the measurement quality for formative constructs the only conditions that should be met are that the estimated weights of the MVs should be positively defined, and the Critical Ratio (CR) should be superior to the critical value of 1,96 (Arbuckle et al. 1997). Table 48 hereafter resumes these statistics for the construct of interest, namely the international performance of SMEs. It can be observed that even though the weights of the underlying MVs are positive, the CRs do not exceed the critical value of 1,96 for none of the indicators capturing the international performance of SMEs. Based on these results, it can concluded that estimating the international performance construct as a formative index does not appear to be consistent in the case of the current research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 48. Psychometrical properties of SMEs international performance (formative) construct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The manifest variables composing the formative construct international performance</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived international strategic performance (score)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived foreign sales profitability versus domestic sales profitability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean of the progression of export sales over the last 3 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean of the progression of export profits over the last 3 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Several reasons could explain this fact. While the two qualitative international performance indicators, “the perceived strategic international performance” and the perceived profitability of foreign sales, compared to domestic sales are indicators drawn from the questionnaire (primary data), the two financial international performance indicators are drawn from the
DIANE database (secondary data). Another main difference is that while the perceptive international indicators refer to the development of the export objectives over the last year, the two financial indicators are longitudinal data - the average evolution of the export sales volume and profitability over the last three years.

The main implication of these results is that the international performance construct cannot be measured according to the way it was initially aimed to, as a formative construct. As a result, in order to reduce the number of dependent variables aimed to capture the international performance construct, a PCA was operated on the four indicators – previously used to capture the international performance as a formative construct. Hereafter, the results of the PCA are presented in Table 49.

A single-dimensional structure emerged explaining 62.47% of the total variance. The MVs’ loadings are exceeding the critical ratio of 0.7 (Nunnaly 1988) with the exception of the item relative to the perceived profitability of export sales versus domestic sales. The small loading (0.46) and the small communality (0.22) obtained for this item suggest that this indicator does not reflect the underlying latent construct well. As a result, this item was withdrawn from the analysis. Also recall that the three perceived profitability indicators (perceived satisfaction, perceived competitiveness and relative competitiveness in terms of export profits) had to be previously withdrawn from the PCA undertaken on the twelve items aimed to measure the perceived satisfaction, competitiveness and relative competitiveness in terms of the evolution of export objectives over the last year. Based on the qualitative research, French managers suggested that they had to diminish margins in order to be able to face competition from Eastern Europe. As a result, it is possible that the results with respect to the assessment of the export profitability could be conditioned by the industry under study, and partially explains the results obtained.

Table 49. Exploratory PCA on the international performance indicators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International performance indicators (MVs)</th>
<th>Loadings on PC1</th>
<th>Communality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceived international strategic performance (score)</td>
<td>0.818</td>
<td>0.669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived foreign sales profitability versus domestic sales profitability</td>
<td>0.469</td>
<td>0.220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean of the progression of export sales over the last 3 years</td>
<td>0.855</td>
<td>0.732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean of the progression of export profits over the last 3 years</td>
<td>0.947</td>
<td>0.879</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Percentage of variance explained: 62.47%, Cronbach Alpha PC1 = 0.78*
After the item relative to the perceived foreign sales profitability versus domestic sales profitability was dropped from the analysis, a single-dimensional structure emerged again, explaining 78.49% of the total variance. The loadings and the communalities of the three international performance indicators are highly satisfying and the Cronbach Alpha (0.86) suggests that the underlying latent construct is solid in terms of internal consistency. The results suggest that the new latent construct obtained presents satisfying properties in terms of dimensionality and internal consistency. Resuming, the results of the PCA suggest the three international performance indicators, namely the “perceived international strategic performance”, the means of the progression of the export sales and export profits over the last three years can be synthesized in a single reflexive construct that is called international performance in this study.

Table 50. Exploratory PCA on the international performance indicators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International performance indicators (MVs)</th>
<th>Loadings on PC1</th>
<th>Communality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceived international strategic performance (score)</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>0.694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean of the progression of export sales over the last 3 years</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>0.783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean of the progression of export profits over the last 3 years</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td>0.906</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percentage of variance explained: 78.49%, Cronbach Alpha PC1 = 0.86

The advantage of this construct is that while it regroups at the same time more subjective or qualitative aspects - as the levels of satisfaction with the progression of strategic export objectives, it also regroups financial or objective data – such as the means of progression over the last three years of export sales and profits. Moreover, it encloses at the same time “static” measures - the perceived levels of satisfaction, competitiveness and relative competitiveness in terms of the progression over the previous year of strategic export objectives, namely the volume of export sales, the rate of new market entry and the levels of export market shares - and “dynamic” measures - the mean of the progression over the last three years of the export sales and profits. Nonetheless, it combines both secondary and primary data. While the means of the progressions of export sales and profits are issued from the DIANE database, the qualitative perceived importance measures are issued from the survey questionnaire in this study. Concluding, the international performance measure that emerged on an exploratory basis from this research covers most of the scholars’ recommendations concerning the measure of international performance (Sousa 2004), namely the combination of both objective
and subjective measures and the combination of static with dynamic data. The criteria of convergent and divergent validity of the international performance construct emerging from this research will be tested as follows within the outer model estimation for all the constructs composing the research model.

The nomological validity assessment is equivalent to the test of the tenth research proposition (see point VII.3.1) – assuming the positive and significant impact of the positional advantage SMEs detain in terms of international marketing competences on their levels of international performance. Recall that checking for the nomological validity of the scales should be done by linking the scales to other theoretically relevant constructs uncovered via a literature review (Peter 1981).

VI.3.2 Outer model estimation

Within this section the quality of the psychometrical properties of the constructs composing the research model will be evaluated. The variables composing the research model can be regrouped into four classes: (1) the antecedents of PACAP, (2) PACAP dimensions, (3) RACAP dimensions, (4) international performance and (5) control variables. Hereafter, the way the variables have been assessed in the current research are briefly recalled.

(1) PACAP antecedents are export information richness sources and the international experience richness of SMEs. The export information sources richness construct was assessed as a second order construct made up of the reflexive constructs capturing export information sources richness of the six rich information sources considered for the final analysis: the foreign clients, agents, participations at trade fairs, Chambers of Commerce and Industry, export market research and Internet. The measure has been inspired by Ramangalahy’s study (2001). It should be noted that within his study, Ramangalahy (2001) did not assess information sources richness as a second order construct. The author used factorial analysis to calculate scores for the richness attributes of each export information source group. Furthermore, he realized a new factorial analysis on the scores calculated for each group of export information sources and he synthesized once more the information comprised in these scores by calculating a new score reflecting the export information sources construct. The same method was not applied within the current research. The richness of export information sources was computed as a second order construct. The advantage of using this method is that
it allowed the estimation of the LV the richness of (the six) export information sources by being able to take into account the variance of each of the underlying richness attributes (underlying MVs) characterizing export information source richness (LVs) and at the same time the interactions between the LVs and their respective MVs, and also among the LVs composing the second order construct. For this reason, it seemed as if it would be more appropriate to estimate export information sources as a second order construct for this research case.

The export experience of SMEs has been captured by means of two constructs. The first one, the real international experience of SMEs, is obtained by adding the number of years firms have been selling their products abroad through a specific foreign presence mode. The second construct is reflexive; it is the richness of the international experience of the export employees. This construct is made up of three items assessing the agreement degree of SMEs with three statements concerning the degrees of variety, complementarity and length of the international experiences of export employees that spend more than 50% of their working time in the development of international activities.

(2) PACAP dimensions, specifically export information acquisition and assimilation, have been conceptualized respectively by the level of export market-related informativity of SMEs and the efficiency of the coordination and knowledge transfer integration practices in SMEs. Export information acquisition has been conceptualized as a reflexive construct relative to the state of export informativity levels of SMEs with respect to the general information, clients, competitors, products, prices, communication, and distribution practices in foreign markets. The export information assimilation of SMEs has been captured by two reflexive constructs, namely their coordination capacity and their ability to transfer and integrate knowledge inside the firm.

(3) The two dimensions of the RACAP have been conceptualized by means of two reflexive measures, which is the export responsiveness for the transformation dimension, and the positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences, that is for capturing the implementation dimension of RACAP. The export information transformation dimension has been conceptualized as SMEs export responsiveness capacity. The construct has been assessed by asking managers to provide their agreement degree with six statements relative to the response actions SMEs implement in order to face foreign market shifts. The export information transformation dimension of RACAP has been conceptualized in line with the study of Ramangalahy (2001) as a reflexive construct. The dimension captures the level of
international marketing competences of SMEs in terms of international networking competences, the competences associated with the management of the international marketing activities with foreign market segmentation, the strategy in international product development, foreign market pricing strategy, the international communication strategy, international distribution strategy, and the competences associated with the management of foreign market information.

(4) The international performance of SMEs has been captured through three items: (1) the mean of the progression of the percentage of export sales volume over the last three years, (2) the mean of the progression of the export profits over the last three years and (2) the perceived strategic international performance.

(5) Two control variables were used in order to assess the impact of the positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences more accurately on the level of the international performance of SMEs, namely a firm’s size and the level of international orientation. The level of international orientation of small firms has been captured by asking the managers interviewed about their agreement degree with three statements concerning the SMEs’ senior management opinions concerning the importance of exporting activities, the intention to increase the exporting activities of firms, and the active exploration of market opportunities.

Table 51 hereafter recapitulates the measurement models as well as the abbreviations of the MVs and LVs used to present the results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latent Construct:</th>
<th>Measurement scale</th>
<th>Items and abbreviations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign clients richness</td>
<td>5 point Likert scale ranging from 1 = “very limited” to 5 = “very extended”</td>
<td>Contacts facility (clients1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Interactivity (clients2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reliability (clients3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Information quantity (clients4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributors/ Agents richness</td>
<td>Ibidem</td>
<td>Contacts facility (agents1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Interactivity (agents2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reliability (agents3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Information quantity (agents4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade fairs richness</td>
<td>Ibidem</td>
<td>Contacts facility (trade fairs1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Interactivity (trade fairs2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reliability (trade fairs3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Information quantity (trade fairs4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chambers of Commerce and Industry richness</td>
<td>Ibidem</td>
<td>Contacts facility (cci1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Interactivity (cci2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reliability (cci3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Information quantity (cci4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Export market research | Ibidem | • Reliability (emr1)  
| Internet | Ibidem | • Information quantity (emr2)  
| The richness of the international experiences of export employees | | • Reliability (internet1)  
| Internet | | • Information quantity (internet2)  
| The agreement degree with the following statements, measured on a 7 point Likert scale ranging from 1="completely disagree" to 7="completely agree" | | • The international experiences of the export employees are varied. (rich_exp1)  
| | | • The international experiences of the export employees are complementary. (rich_exp2)  
| | | • The international experiences of the export employees are long lasting. (rich_exp3)  
| The agreement degree with the following statements, measured on a 7 point Likert scale ranging from 1="completely disagree" to 7="completely agree" | | • The senior management strategic objectives are well known and accepted. (coord1)  
| Coordination | | • The leadership employed by the direction is efficient. (coord2)  
| Knowledge transfer and integration | | • The members of the management team coordinate closely their activities. (coord3)  
| The agreement degree with the following statements, measured on a 7 point Likert scale ranging from 1="completely disagree" to 7="completely agree" | | • We try to keep the know-how acquired by past experiences even though the employees are no longer the same. (kti1)  
| Knowledge transfer and integration | | • The firm has instruments (manuals databases, files, organizational routines, etc.) that allow what has been learnt in the past situations to remain valid. (kti2)  
| | | • In this enterprise we try to learn from our mistakes in order to avoid them in the future. (kti3)  
| | | • At all levels, we try to send as fast as possible the know how of older employees to newer ones. (kti4)  
| The informativity degree of SMEs concerning foreign markets' state | Compared to your main competitors on export markets regarding the following elements on your export markets measured on a seven point scale ranging from 1 = "much less informed than the competitors" to 7 = "much more informed then the competitors": | • General foreign markets environment (economic, social, political environment, barriers to exporting, legislation) (infok1)  
| | | • The potential clients (characteristics, needs, demand, preferences, mentalities, buying behavior, new niches, potential partners) (infok2)  
| | | • Competitors (main actors on the market, general situation, strategies they deploy, forces and strengths) (infok3)  
| | | • Products (characteristics, technical norms, adaptation needs, packaging, innovation cycles) (infok4)  
| | | • Price and payment practices (level, tendencies, margins and commissions, credit policies, mode and delay of payment) (infok5)  
| | | • Communication practices (available media, methods employed, type of message, costs) (infok6)  
| | | • Distribution practices (channels, costs, selling points, transport and deposit infrastructure, payment delays, intermediaries efficiency) (infok7)  
| Export responsiveness | The agreement degree with the following statements, measured on a 7 point Likert scale ranging from 1="completely disagree" to 7="completely agree" | • When we find out that export customers are unhappy with the quality of our service, we take corrective action immediately. (resp1)  
| | | • Our export business objectives are driven primarily by customer satisfaction. (resp2)  
| | | • Our export business strategies are driven by our beliefs about how we can create greater values for export customers. (resp3)  
| | | • Our export strategy for competitive advantage is based on our understanding of export customer needs. (resp4)  
| | | • We are quick to respond to important changes in our business environment (e.g. regulatory, technology, economy, etc.). (resp5)  
| | | • We rapidly respond to competitive actions that threaten us in our export markets. (resp6)  
|
| The positional advantage of SMEs in terms of international marketing competences | By comparing yourself to your main competitors on export markets indicate to which extent your enterprise owns international competencies in the fields listed here below, measured on a seven point scale ranging from 1 = “much worse than competitors” to 7 = “much better than competitors”:
| Networking (e.g. identifying contacts abroad, entertaining developing relationships with the contacts abroad, knowledge and understanding of business practices, foreign languages skills) (comp1)
| International marketing management (e.g. setting marketing goals, formulating creative marketing strategies, translating marketing strategies into action, control and evaluation of marketing costs) (comp2)
| Foreign markets segmentation (e.g. opportunity seeking, studying foreign markets characteristics, targeting and penetrating foreign markets, identification potential clients/markets) (comp3)
| Product strategy (e.g. R&D of new products/services, products and service adaptation, packaging, launching successfully new products/services) (comp4)
| Price strategy (e.g. negotiating and fixing the price and the payment delays, responsiveness in terms of pricing to market change, fixing the margins, evaluation of the credit risks) (comp5)
| Communication strategy (e.g. promoting sales, products, developing enterprise image and reputation, managing communication programs) (comp6)
| Distribution strategy (e.g. selecting the distributor agents and the sale force, entertaining the relations/collaboration with distributor agents, choosing the localization of the selling/distribution points, training selling personnel) (comp7)
| Information management (e.g. identification of information sources, collecting information on clients and competitors, tracking customers wants and needs, collecting and analyzing market information) (comp8)

| The international performance of SMEs | The mean of the progression of the percentage of export sales volume over the last three years (IPfin1)
| The mean of the progression of the export profits over the last three years (IPfin2)
| The perceived strategic performance of SMEs with the development of the strategic export objectives over the last year (IPstrat)

| The international orientation of SMEs | Agreement degree with the following statements: “Senior management in our company...” measured on a 7 point Likert scale ranging from 1=“completely disagree” to 7=“completely agree”:
| Considers our exporting activities to be important. (io1)
| Intends to increase the company’s exporting activities. (io2)
| Actively explores international market opportunities. (io3)

In order to estimate the research model, the following parameters were employed: the estimation of missing data by means of the Lohmöller method, the treatment of MVs’ and the LVs’ scores was completed in standardized values, the internal estimation method employed in the centroid scheme and the OLS regression was used to assess the predictive path of influence. One hundred re-samplings were used for the bootstrap estimation and 30 were used for the blindfolding procedure.
All the constructs comprised in the research model are reflexive by nature. Recall that the reflexive measurement models in PLS path modeling are assessed, as is the case for the covariance based SEM, in terms of dimensionality, item reliability, internal consistency, convergent, divergent and nomological validity. The main psychometrical properties of the LVs in this research model are resumed in Table 52.

Constructs’ dimensionality is ensured with the XLSTAT software that was used if the results of the Principal Components Analysis on the items composing a certain latent construct reveal the same number of significant principal components with eigen values superior to the critical value of 1 as in the theoretical model. The dimensionality condition has been fulfilled for all the constructs that compose this research model that are all also single-dimensional.

Item reliability for reflective indicators is tested by examining the loadings and the weights with their respective construct. The rule of thumb is that loadings should reach values of 0.70 or above, but in practice, it is common to find some loadings below this threshold particularly when new items or new scales are employed (Hulland 1999). Note that some authors accept loadings superior to 0.5 (Fillon 1996) when assessing the indicators’ reliability. As far as the weights are concerned, they should reach positive values. Moreover, the MVs that compose the LVs should have similar contributions to the latent construct. Most of the loadings of the MVs on their underlying LVs exceed 0.7. Some of the loadings, however, are slightly under the value of 0.7 but they are higher than 0.5. As a result, they are still considered acceptable.

Communality shows how much of the variance of one LV is reflected through the MV. The communalities of the MV generally exceed the value of 0.5. Nevertheless, in some of the cases, communalities are slightly under 0.5. However, taking into account that for each LV the overall measurement quality criteria was met, the items with lower communalities were not excluded from the analysis.

The weights may be considered as balanced in most of the cases. The CR obtained should exceed the critical value of 1.96 (Arbuckle 1997). Concluding bootstrap estimations are satisfying and they all exceed the critical value of 1.96.

The stability of the predictions of the loadings and weights of the MVs on their underlying LVs are estimated in the PLS path modeling by the bootstrap procedure. The bootstrap procedure consists of assessing the stability of the prediction of the loadings and weights on one hundred randomly generated samples. It is worth to note that the bootstrap interval estimations for the items assessing contact facilities with the Chambers of Commerce and Industry, foreign clients, and the reliability of information gathered from foreign clients are
not significantly different from zero. For these items, lower bounds’ values are slightly below zero. The lowest value in the model for the lower bound of the bootstrap estimation of the weight of the item assessing the reliability of export information gathered from foreign clients is -0.043 while the upper bound = 0.335. While the lower bound values of the bootstrap intervals of the three items cited above are slightly below zero, all CRs exceed the critical value of 1.96. The CR is the absolute indicator of the bootstrap estimation (Arbuckle 1997) that allows for the validation of the accuracy of the prediction of structural relationships. As a result, the three items can be maintained within the analysis and it can be concluded that the estimation of the measurement model for export information sources richness is satisfying.

The critical values for accepting the reliability of the measures employed are that Cronbach’s Alpha should be superior to 0.6 and Dillon-Goldstein’s rho should exceed 0.8 (Ringle and Spreen 2006). The construct reliability conditions have been fulfilled for all the latent constructs in the research model with one exception. The Cronbach Alpha of the richness of the Internet as an export information source reached a value of 0.53 and a Dillon-Goldstein rho of 0.81. It worth to note that the richness of Internet has been captured only through two items, namely information sources reliability and information quantity. It worth to be noted that Cronbach’s Alpha is an internal consistency indicator sensitive to the number of items (Roussel et al. 2002). Thus, based on the high value of the Dillon Goldstein’s rho, it can be concluded that the internal consistency condition is satisfying for this measure.

The convergent validity of reflexive measures is established if the AVE of the latent construct exceeds the critical value of 0.5 (e.g. Fornell and Larker 1992; Ringle and Spreen 2006). In other words, when AVE exceeds the critical value of 0.5, the latent construct captures more than 50% of the variance of the underlying MVs composing it. All the latent constructs in the AVE model have exceeded the critical value of 0.5. The two criteria retained for evaluating the discriminant validity of the reflexive constructs are the comparison of the AVE to the squared correlation of latent variables and the examination of cross-loadings. The AVE of each latent variable should be superior to the squared correlation of two latent variables (Fornell and Larker’s criteria), which indicates that more variance is shared between the LV and its block of indicators (MV) than with another LV that represents another block of indicators (Fornell and Larcker 1992). The two criteria for judging the discriminant validity of latent constructs have been met for all the constructs in this research model. The AVE of each latent variable is superior to the squared correlations of two other latent variables comprised in the research model (see Table 54). More variance is shared between the LV and its block of
indicators (MV) than with another LV representing another block of indicators (see Appendix 8). Another estimation method implemented in PLS is the blindfolding procedure. Blindfolding consists of estimating parameters by means of repeated omission for all data points, of a part of the data matrix, and then reconstructing the omitted part by the estimated parameters (Esposito-Vinzi 2007). This procedure results in a generalized cross-validated measure of the communalities and redundancies of the LVs in the model that should be positive. While communality shows how much of the variance of one LV is reflected through the MVs, redundancy gives indications about how much of the LVs and MVs are explained by the measurement model and the quality of influence relationships composing the inner model. As a result, redundancy estimations are sensitive to the complexity of the structural relationships in the research model. For all the constructs in the model, redundancy and communalities estimations are positively defined with one exception. The blindfolding estimation of the item relative to the competences with international pricing strategy development, which is one of the items composing the scale assessing the SMEs’ positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences, is slightly negative (-0.013). This result suggests that the variance of this item is not explained well enough by the structural equations in the research model. Nonetheless, the value is slightly below zero and accounting for the high complexity of the research model, the item has not been removed from the analysis. Table 52, hereafter, recapitulates the main psychometrical properties of the measurement model estimation (outer model).

Table 52. Recapitulative table of the main psychometrical properties of the reflexive LVs in our research model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latent Variables</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Loadings</th>
<th>Communalities</th>
<th>Weights (on information richness)</th>
<th>Cronbach Alpha</th>
<th>Dillon-Goldstein Rhô</th>
<th>AVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign clients richness</td>
<td>clients1</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>clients2</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>clients3</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>clients4</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributors/ Agents</td>
<td>agents1</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agents richness</td>
<td>agents2</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>agents3</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>agents4</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade fairs richness</td>
<td>trade fairs1</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>trade fairs2</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>trade fairs3</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>trade fairs4</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construct</td>
<td>Richness 1</td>
<td>Richness 2</td>
<td>Richness 3</td>
<td>Richness 4</td>
<td>Richness 5</td>
<td>Richness 6</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chambers of Commerce and Industry richness</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Export market research</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Export experiences richness</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge transfer and integration</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Export information acquisition</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Export responsiveness</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The positional advantage of SMEs in terms of international marketing competences</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International orientation</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International performance</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The export information sources richness construct has been assessed as a second order construct. It is made up of the reflexive constructs capturing export information source richness of the six “rich” information sources considered for the final analysis which are: the foreign clients, agents, participation at trade fairs, Chambers of Commerce and Industry, export market research and the Internet.
In order to assess the reliability of the second order constructs, the guidelines indicated by Wilson and Henseler (2007) and Tenenhaus and Hanafi (2008) were followed. The first condition is the assessment of the quality of the measurement models used for capturing the first order constructs that may be reflexive or formative (Tenenhaus and Hanafi 2008). Second, the authors suggest that for building second order constructs the measurement scales should be homogeneous and the p-values associated with the path coefficients of the latent variables composing the second order constructs should be significant. Moreover, the weights of the manifest variables should be all positive. All weights of the manifest variables are positive. Table 53 recapitulates the p-values associated with the path coefficients of the latent variables composing the second order constructs and the T statistics as well as the bootstrap estimation of the accuracy of the predictive relationship.

Table 53. Psychometrical properties of the second order construct the richness of export information sources

| Latent variable (1st order construct) | T     | Pr > |t| | Critical ratio (CR) |
|--------------------------------------|-------|------|---|---------------------|
| Foreign clients                      | 47,83 | p< 0,001 | 5,30 |
| Agents                               | 66,30 | p< 0,001 | 12,47 |
| Trade fairs                          | 58,99 | p< 0,001 | 9,19 |
| Chambers of Commerce and Industry    | 43,23 | p< 0,001 | 5,34 |
| Export Marketing Research            | 37,48 | p< 0,001 | 10,70 |
| Internet                             | 28,26 | p< 0,001 | 7,93 |

All p-values are significant at the 99% level and the CRs exceed all the critical value of 1.96. As a result, it can be concluded that the second order construct, the richness of export information sources, is psychometrically sound.

Resuming the whole outer mode estimation, it can be concluded that the measures used to capture the LVs in the research model proofed to be all psychometrically sound with one exception: the international performance construct. Nonetheless, on an exploratory basis, a psychometrically sound reflexive construct fore measuring the international performance construct emerged and was furthermore employed for the research propositions’ test in chapter VII.
Table 54. Discriminant and convergent validity assessment

|                           | Clients | Agents | Trade fairs | CCI      | EMR      | Internet | IER      | EIA      | COORD    | KT&I     | RESP     | PA      | IO      | IP      | AVE     |
|---------------------------|---------|--------|-------------|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|--------|--------|--------|--------|---------|
| Clients                   | 0,07    | 1      | 0,17        | 0,02     | 0,17     | 0,11     | 0,04     | 0,09     | 0,01     | 0,00     | 0,07    | 0,10   | 0,08   | 0,67   |
| Agents                    | 0,07    | 1      | 0,17        | 0,02     | 0,17     | 0,11     | 0,04     | 0,09     | 0,01     | 0,00     | 0,07    | 0,10   | 0,08   | 0,67   |
| Trade fairs               | 0,06    | 1      | 0,17        | 0,04     | 0,19     | 0,21     | 0,01     | 0,04     | 0,02     | 0,00     | 0,07    | 0,10   | 0,08   | 0,71   |
| CCI                       | 0,00    | 0,02   | 0,04        | 1        | 0,10     | 0,12     | 0,01     | 0,00     | 0,03     | 0,03     | 0,00    | 0,01   | 0,00   | 0,74   |
| EMR                       | 0,04    | 0,17   | 0,19        | 0,10     | 1        | 0,22     | 0,03     | 0,15     | 0,04     | 0,03     | 0,15    | 0,02   | 0,04   | 0,90   |
| Internet                  | 0,02    | 0,11   | 0,21        | 0,12     | 0,22     | 1        | 0,01     | 0,05     | 0,00     | 0,00     | 0,04    | 0,02   | 0,10   | 0,68   |
| IER                       | 0,02    | 0,04   | 0,01        | 0,01     | 0,03     | 0,01     | 1        | 0,16     | 0,11     | 0,10     | 0,34    | 0,19   | 0,15   | 0,14   | 0,59   |
| EIA                       | 0,08    | 0,17   | 0,11        | 0,00     | 0,15     | 0,05     | 0,16     | 1        | 0,16     | 0,04     | 0,25    | 0,50   | 0,17   | 0,23   | 0,53   |
| COORD                     | 0,03    | 0,08   | 0,02        | 0,00     | 0,04     | 0,00     | 0,11     | 0,16     | 1        | 0,28     | 0,38    | 0,23   | 0,22   | 0,16   | 0,60   |
| KT&I                      | 0,00    | 0,00   | 0,00        | 0,03     | 0,01     | 0,00     | 0,10     | 0,04     | 0,28     | 1        | 0,37    | 0,06   | 0,02   | 0,01   | 0,58   |
| RESP                      | 0,00    | 0,04   | 0,01        | 0,03     | 0,03     | 0,00     | 0,34     | 0,25     | 0,38     | 0,37     | 1       | 0,30   | 0,18   | 0,21   | 0,51   |
| PA                        | 0,12    | 0,19   | 0,07        | 0,00     | 0,15     | 0,04     | 0,19     | 0,50     | 0,23     | 0,06     | 0,30    | 1      | 0,23   | 0,41   | 0,55   |
| IO                        | 0,04    | 0,07   | 0,15        | 0,01     | 0,02     | 0,02     | 0,15     | 0,17     | 0,22     | 0,02     | 0,18    | 0,23   | 1      | 0,19   | 0,68   |
| IP                        | 0,08    | 0,10   | 0,10        | 0,00     | 0,04     | 0,10     | 0,14     | 0,23     | 0,16     | 0,01     | 0,21    | 0,41   | 0,19   | 1      | 0,78   |
| AVE                       | 0,67    | 0,80   | 0,71        | 0,74     | 0,90     | 0,68     | 0,59     | 0,53     | 0,60     | 0,58     | 0,51    | 0,55   | 0,68   | 0,78   | 0      |

**Legend:** AVE = average variance extracted; CCI = chambers of commerce and industry; EMR=export market research; IER = international experiences richness; EIA= export information acquisition; KT&I= knowledge transfer and integration; RESP = export responsiveness; PA=position advantage in terms of international marketing competences; IO=international orientation; IP= international performance

**Note:** Where the squared correlation of two LVs is assessed with the value 0,00 in Table 54, it means that the squared correlation is lower than 0,0001.
Chapter VI provided an overview of the questionnaire administration procedure, the descriptive analysis of the enterprises interviewed and the validation of the measurement models.

The descriptive analysis revealed that the responding enterprises are generally bigger and rather highly export involved compared to the initial sample of the study (extracted from DIANE database). They are generally willing to actively develop their international activities in the future. The SMEs interviewed are rather internationally experienced and the richness of the export information sources they access on foreign markets is slightly above the average. Their potential levels of absorptive capacity are pretty developed. Compared to their main competitors, their levels of informativity regarding foreign markets’ evolution are slightly above the average, and they are characterized by developed levels of efficiency in terms of information assimilation practices. In terms of realized absorptive capacity, SMEs interviewed are highly responsive to foreign markets shifts and they rate themselves as average or slightly above the average in terms of levels of positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences. Their levels of international performance of the companies interviewed are pretty developed as well. Resuming, the descriptive analysis suggests that SMEs interviewed are generally characterized by important levels of absorptive capacity and they seem to be rather successful in developing their international activities in foreign settings.

In terms of measurement models, with one exception, the international performance construct, all the constructs in the model appear to be psychometrically sound. Nonetheless, by means of the exploratory PCA, a psychometrically sound indicator for the international performance construct emerged.
CHAPTER VII. RESEARCH PROPOSITIONS’ TEST, CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH AVENUES

Introduction to Chapter VII

In Chapter VII is organized in two points. In point VII.1, the validation of our research propositions along with the discussion of the results is presented. First, the test of the research propositions relative to the impact of PACAP antecedents upon PACAP is exposed. Second, the impact of PACAP on RACAP is detailed and discussed. Third, the impact of RACAP upon SMEs’ levels of international performance is developed. Fourth, the global evaluation of the measurement model proposed by our research is exposed.

Point VII.2 details the conclusions, limits, research contributions and the future research avenues for the current research. First, the main objectives of the research are recalled along with the main theoretical and methodological choices undertaken for carrying out this research. Second, we synthesize the main results and conclusions of the present research. Third, the implications and contributions of the current study are announced, and finally fourth, the main limits and future research avenues are detailed.

VII.1 Research propositions’ test, results, discussion

Recall that the three main groups of research propositions constituting Zahra and George’s (2002) absorptive capacity (AC) model have been declined in ten underlying research propositions in chapter III. They are briefly recalled hereafter.

The first main research proposition postulated that the antecedents of the export information potential absorptive capacity, namely the access to rich export information sources within the external environment and the previous export experience, impact the levels of PACAP that characterize small firms (export information acquisition and assimilation). The second main research proposition posits that the higher the levels of PACAP of SMEs are, the more they are likely to convert them into realized absorptive capacity (RACAP), thus, the more they will transform and exploit information. Finally, the third main research proposition asserted the impact of RACAP upon SMEs’ levels of international performance.
A first observation is that it is impossible to test these three main research propositions since conceptually the three constructs, namely the antecedents of PACAP, PACAP and RACAP do not exist in as such within this research model. The three constructs are multi-dimensional and their multi-dimensionality lead us to decline the three main research propositions into ten underlying research propositions when adapting Zahra and George’s model in the case of exporting SMEs. The validation of these ten research propositions is exposed hereafter, regrouping them every time in three points, by following the three main research propositions enounced above.

VII.1.1 The impact of PACAP’s antecedents on PACAP

The first main group of research propositions postulated a positive and direct impact of the PACAP’s antecedents (SMEs’ real export experience, the richness of the international experiences of “export employees” and the access they have to rich export information sources) upon PACAP, the acquisition and the assimilation of export market information. Due to operationalization limits, the assimilation dimension of PACAP was defined in terms of coordination and knowledge transfer and integration efficiency; both measures are domestic based. Since PACAP’s antecedents have both been defined in terms of international based measures, no research proposition has been emitted with respect to PACAP’s antecedents upon PACAP. Therefore, only the impact of PACAP’s antecedents on the export information acquisition has been empirically tested within this study.

VII.1.1.1 The impact of the richness of export information sources upon export information acquisition

The first research proposition emitted in the current research was the following:

P1: The richness of foreign market information sources has a positive and significant impact on the efficiency of export information acquisition in small firms.

In order to validate this research proposition, the richness of six export information sources, namely the foreign clients, agents or distributors, trade fairs, Chambers of Commerce and Industry, export market research and the Internet was considered. It was postulated that the more SMEs would exploit these information sources in terms of contact facility, interactivity, information reliability and quantity, the more they will be likely to acquire export market
information efficiently. The export information acquisition dimension has been defined in terms of the level of informativity of SMEs (export informational knowledge), compared to their main competitors in foreign markets regarding the general foreign markets’ situation, foreign clients and competitors, and marketing mix elements in foreign markets.

The impact of the richness of export information sources upon the export information acquisition dimension of PACAP appears to be highly significant at the 99% level. Table 55 recapitulates the p-value, standardized regression coefficient, the T-value associated with the test of the first research proposition and the critical ratio (CR) attesting the quality of the prediction of the structural relationship.

| Structural relationship                  | Path coefficient | T-value | Pr > |t| | CR Bootstrap estimation |
|------------------------------------------|------------------|---------|------|---|-------------------------|
| P1 : Export information sources richness ➔ Export information acquisition | 0,38             | 4,61    | p<0,001 |   | 4,94                    |

In light of the above results, it can be concluded that the first research proposition has been validated. The richness of export information sources seems to be a factor that enhances the efficiency of export information acquisition in small firms. The influence is highly significant at the 99% level.

It worth to note that it is possible to look at the richness of export information sources as a capability that companies build in exploiting export information sources, and not as a constitutive characteristic of export information sources. Concluding, the way exporting SMEs’ managers develop capabilities in terms of accessing reliable information in enough quantity, the interactivity with foreign business contacts, and the contact facility with export information sources seem to be determinant factors in explaining the efficiency of export information acquisition in SMEs.
VII.1.1.2 The impact of the international experiences of SMEs upon export information acquisition

The second research proposition postulated that the more SMEs are characterized by higher levels of international experience, the more they will be efficient in terms of export information acquisition. Two different measures were considered for assessing international experiences richness, more specifically, the real international experience and the richness of the international experiences of “export employees” (those working for more than 50% of their working time for the development of international activities). As a result, two research propositions concerning the positive and significant impact of export experiences on export information’s acquisition success in SMEs were emitted. The research propositions are the following:

P2: The richness of international experiences of “export employees” has a positive and significant impact on the efficiency of export information acquisition in small firms.
P3: The real export experience of SMEs has a positive and significant impact on the efficiency of export information acquisition in small firms.

The real international experience of SMEs was computed as the sum of the years companies have employed a specific foreign presence mode for selling their products abroad. The other measure considered in this research for assessing international experience is the international experience richness of “export employees”. This measure reflects the perceived complementarity, variety and length characterizing the international experiences of “export employees”. The export information acquisition has been conceptualized as the level of informativity of SMEs compared to their main competitors in foreign markets regarding the general foreign markets situation, foreign clients and competitors, and marketing mix elements.

Table 56. The impact of the real international experience on export information acquisition

| Structural relationship | Path coefficient | T-value | Pr > |t| | CR Bootstrap estimation |
|-------------------------|------------------|---------|-------|-----------------|
| P2: Real international experience of SMEs → Export information acquisition | 0,20 | 2,49 | p<0,05 | 2,12 |
Table 56 recapitulates the statistics associated with the influence of the real international experience of SMEs on the efficiency of export information acquisition. The real export experience of SMEs positively and significantly impacts the efficiency of export information acquisition. The T and p-values are significant, the CR of the bootstrap estimation exceeds the critical value of 1.96.

Table 57. The impact of the international experiences richness of “export employees” on export information acquisition

| Structural relationship | Path coefficient | T-value | Pr > |t| | CR Bootstrap estimation |
|-------------------------|-----------------|---------|------|----|-------------------------|
| P3: International experiences richness ➔ Export information acquisition | 0.28 | 3.50 | p<0.001 | 3.00 |

Table 57 recapitulates the p-value, standardized regression coefficient, the T-value and the CR associated with the structural path of influence of the international experiences richness of export employees in regards to their levels of export information acquisition. The impact of the richness of export information sources upon export information dimension of PACAP appears to be highly significant at the 99% level.

**VII.1.1.3 Synthesis of the results of the research propositions concerning the impact of PACAP’s antecedents upon PACAP levels of SMEs**

Three research propositions with respect to the impact of PACAP antecedents upon PACAP were emitted. The first research proposition was relative to the impact of the richness of export information sources upon the efficiency of export information acquisition in SMEs. The second research proposition postulates that an SME would acquire export information more efficiently when it is also characterized by high levels of real international experience. The third research proposition postulated that the richer the international experiences of “export employees” are, the more efficiently they will acquire export information in their foreign markets.

Observe that the two PACAP antecedents, the richness of export information sources and the international experiences of SMEs, explain about 36.20% of the variance of the efficiency of
export information acquisition. To the best of knowledge, no previous study has explored these paths of influence. Therefore, it is difficult to estimate whether the $R^2$ is fairly high or not.

Table 58. Recapitulative table of the structural paths of influence of the impact of PACAP’s antecedents upon export information acquisition

| Structural relationship                        | Path coefficient | T-value | Pr > |t| | CR Bootstrap estimation | Contribution the explained $R^2$ (%) |
|-----------------------------------------------|------------------|---------|------|---|-------------------------|-------------------------------------|
| P1: Export information sources richness ☼ Export information acquisition | 0.38             | 4.61    | p<0.001 | 4.94 | 50.45%                     |
| P2: Real international experience of SMEs ☼ Export information acquisition | 0.20             | 2.49    | p<0.05 | 2.24 | 17.44%                     |
| P3: International experiences richness ☼ Export information acquisition | 0.28             | 3.508   | p<0.001 | 3.008 | 32.10%                     |

Percentage of the variance explained for the export information acquisition: 36.20%

The richness of export information sources accounts for about half of the explained variance of the efficiency of export information acquisition. The richness of the international experiences of the “export employees” explains only about 17% of the explained variance of the export information acquisition, while the real international experience of SMEs about 32%. Resuming, about half of the explained variance of the efficiency of export information acquisition is determined by the richness of export information sources, the other half is explained by the international experiences of SMEs. When comparing the impact of the two international experience measures, it can be observed that the richness of the export experiences of export employees explains twice more variance than the real length of firms’ international experiences. The implication is that in order to achieve better levels of informativity concerning foreign markets, SMEs can somehow overcome their “youth” in terms of the length of their export experiences by employing people with varied and complementary international experiences.

Recall that half of the explained variance of the export information acquisition is due to export information sources richness. As a result, it seems that the quality of the exposure to export information sources in foreign markets is the major determinant of firms’ levels of
informativity in foreign markets. As a result, managers should privilege the management of export information sources for achieving higher export informativity levels compared to their main competitors in international settings.

VII.1.2 The impact of PACAP on RACAP

A second group of research propositions were emitted with respect to the influence of PACAP dimensions, the acquisition and the assimilation of export information, upon RACAP (the transformation and the implementation of export information). For conceptualization reasons, in chapter III it was explained that direct influence relationships from PACAP upon the information transformation dimension of RACAP are expected. In the meanwhile, no direct influence of PACAP upon the exploitation dimension of RACAP is expected to occur. Nonetheless, the exploitation dimension of RACAP (the positional advantage of SMEs in terms of international marketing competences) is expected to be directly influenced by firms’ levels of international experience and their export responsiveness capacity. Thus, the research propositions’ test of the influence of the determinants of the export information transformation dimension of RACAP is first presented. Second, the impact of the determinants of the implementation dimension of RACAP is tested.

VII.1.2.1 The impact of the determinants of the transformation dimension of RACAP (SMEs’ export responsiveness capacity)

In accordance with Zahra and George’s (2002) framework, two research propositions were emitted concerning the impact of export information acquisition and assimilation upon export information transformation dimension (export responsiveness) of RACAP.

VII.1.2.1.1 The impact of export information acquisition

To test this research proposition, it is proposed that the efficiency of export information acquisition, conceptualized as the degree of informativity (export informational knowledge) of SMEs, compared to the main competitors in export markets, will enhance their capacity to efficiently adapt and respond to foreign market shifts:
P4: SMEs’ export informational knowledge levels have a positive and significant impact upon their export responsiveness capacity.

The impact of export information acquisition upon the responsiveness capacity of SMEs is highly significant at the 99% level. Table 59 recapitulates the p-value, standardized regression coefficient, the T-value and the CR associated with the influence of export information acquisition on SMEs’ export responsiveness capacity.

| Structural relationship                  | Path coefficient | T-value | Pr > |t| | CR Bootsrap estimation |
|------------------------------------------|------------------|---------|------|---|------------------------|
| P 4: Export information acquisition ➔  | 0,31 4,41        | p<0,001 | 5,30 |
| Export responsiveness                    |                  |         |     |  |

In light of the above results, it can be concluded that the fourth research proposition has been validated. The superiority in terms of export informativity levels of SMEs leads them to superior levels of responsiveness to foreign market shifts. If this relationship of influence received empirical support within the study of Liao et al. (2003) in a domestic context, when exploring the influence of intelligence generation upon responsiveness (two dimensions of the market orientation construct), this study brought support for this path of influence within an international context.

VII.1.2.1.2 The impact of export information assimilation

The influence of the efficiency of SMEs’ assimilation dimension on the export responsiveness has been detailed in two research propositions. The first proposition ascertained that the better firms integrate and transfer knowledge, the more they will be able to efficiently respond to foreign market shifts.

P5: Efficient information transfer and integration has a positive and significant impact on the export responsiveness capacity of SMEs.

The second proposition postulated that the coordination capacity of small firms would allow them to more efficiently respond to foreign market shifts.

P6: Efficient coordination in SMEs has a positive and significant impact on the export responsiveness capacity of SMEs.
The impact of coordination and knowledge transfer and integration procedures upon the responsiveness capacity of SMEs is highly significant at the 99% level. Table 60 and Table 61 recapitulate the p-values, standardized regression coefficients, the T-values and the CRs associated with the influence of the efficiency of SMEs’ coordination and knowledge transfer and integration practices upon the export responsiveness capacity of small firms.

### Table 60. The influence of knowledge transfer and integration on SMEs export responsiveness

| Structural relationship                  | Path coefficient | T-value | Pr > |t|   | CR Bootstrap estimation |
|----------------------------------------|------------------|---------|------|----|-------------------------|
| P5: Knowledge transfer and integration | 0.40             | 5.33    | <0.001 | 5.19 |

### Table 61. The influence of the coordination efficiency on SMEs’ export responsiveness

| Structural relationship                  | Path coefficient | T-value | Pr > |t|   | CR Bootstrap estimation |
|----------------------------------------|------------------|---------|------|----|-------------------------|
| P6: Coordination                        | 0.27             | 3.33    | <0.001 | 3.83 |

The results suggest that the more efficient SMEs are in terms of coordination and knowledge transfer and integration, the more they are able to formulate response actions to face foreign market shifts. The relationships of influence are highly significant at the 99% level. Resuming, the statistical tests bring empirical support for the validation of the fifth and sixth research propositions.
VII.1.2.1.3 Synthesis of the results of the research propositions concerning the impact of PACAP upon RACAP’s transformation dimension

Three research propositions were emitted with respect to the impact of PACAP on RACAP. The first proposition was relative to the impact of the efficiency of export information acquisition upon the export responsiveness capacity of SMEs (P4). The second and the third propositions refer to the impact of assimilation practices on the responsiveness capacity of firms (P5 and P6). The three research propositions found empirical support. The structural paths of influence are highly significant at the 99% level.

Table 62 recapitulates the statistics associated with the research propositions’ test concerning the impact of PACAP dimensions on RACAP’s transformation dimension. The efficiency of export information acquisition and assimilation in small firms explains 57.50% of the variance of the SMEs’ export responsiveness. In order of importance, the efficiency in terms of knowledge transfer and integration explains 43.35% of the explained variance of the export responsiveness phenomenon, followed by coordination (29.20%) and export information acquisition (27.44%). The results suggest that even though export information acquisition is an important input of the export responsiveness, firms need to efficiently transfer and integrate knowledge and coordinate in order to design effective response to foreign market shifts; information assimilation practices explain more than two thirds of the explained variance of export responsiveness capacity. The results lead to the idea that information needs to be valorized in small firms through efficient assimilation practices in order to be further exploited.

**Table 62. Recapitulative table of the structural paths of influence of the impact of PACAP on RACAP’s transformation dimension**

| Structural relationship                        | Path coefficient | T-value | Pr > |t| | CR Bootsrap estimation | Contribution to the R2 (%) |
|-----------------------------------------------|------------------|---------|------|---|------------------------|---------------------------|
| P 4: Export information acquisition $$\rightarrow$$ Export responsiveness | 0.31             | 4.41    | p<0.001 | 5.30 | 27.44%                 |
| P5: Knowledge transfer and integration $$\rightarrow$$ Export responsiveness | 0.40             | 5.33    | p<0.001 | 5.19 | 43.35%                 |
| P6: Coordination $$\rightarrow$$ Export responsiveness | 0.27             | 3.33    | p<0.001 | 3.83 | 29.20%                 |

Percentage of explained variance of SMEs’ export responsiveness: 57.50%
VII.1.2.2 The impact of the determinants of the exploitation dimension of RACAP (the positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences of SMEs)

While three research propositions were emitted concerning the influence of the PACAP’s sub-dimensions on RACAP’s transformation dimension, no direct pattern of influence has been proposed from PACAP on RACAP’s exploitation dimension - the positional advantage of SMEs in terms of international marketing competences. Nonetheless, two research propositions have been emitted with respect to the impact of SMEs’ responsiveness capacity and international experiences upon the positional advantage SMEs achieve in terms of international marketing competences. The test of these two research propositions is exposed hereafter.

VII.1.2.2.1 The impact of the SMEs' international experiences

The research proposition that the higher is the real number of years firms have been exporting, the more they are likely to achieve higher levels of positional advantage in terms of foreign markets related marketing competences was emitted.

P7: The real export experience of SMEs has a significant and positive impact on their positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences.

Table 63 recapitulates the p-value, the standardized regression coefficient, the T-value and CR associated with the influence exerted by the real number of exporting years on the levels of positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences of SMEs.

| Structural relationship | Path coefficient | T-value | Pr > |t| | CR Bootstrap estimation |
|-------------------------|------------------|---------|------|---------------------|
| P7: Real number of exporting years ➔ Positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences | 0.20 | 2.57 | p<0.05 | 2.35 |

P7 has been supported. The influence of the real number of exporting years on the levels of positional advantage in term of international marketing competences is significant at the 95%
level. It seems though that the real length of SMEs’ international experiences plays an important role in fostering firms’ competences in managing foreign markets’ operations. The richness of the international experiences of the “export employees” has also been proposed to influence SMEs’ levels of positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences:

P8: International experiences richness of “export employees” has a significant and positive impact on SMEs’ positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences.

This research proposition has not been validated. As we can see in Table 64, the p-value associated with the influence of the richness of export experiences of “export employees” upon the positional advantage of SMEs in terms of international marketing competences is non significant. Moreover, the CR obtained through the bootstrap estimation does not reach the critical value of 1,96.

Table 64. The influence of the richness of the international experiences of “export employees” upon the positional advantage of SMEs in terms of international marketing competences

| Structural relationship | Path coefficient | T-value | Pr > |t| | CR Bootstrap estimation |
|------------------------|------------------|---------|-------|------------------|
| P8: The richness of export experiences ➔ Positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences | 0,14 | 1,51 | 0,15 | 1,66 |

VII.1.2.2.2 The impact of the SMEs’ responsiveness capacity

We emitted the research proposition that the more SMEs are export responsive, the more they are likely to achieve positional advantage in terms of foreign markets related marketing competences compared to their competitors:

P9: SMEs’ export responsiveness capacity has a positive and significant impact upon their positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences.

Table 65 hereafter recapitulates the p-value, standardized regression coefficient, the T value and the bootstrap estimation of the critical ratio (CR) associated with the influence relationship described above.
The impact of SMEs’ export responsiveness upon the positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences is highly significant (at the 99% level). The result suggests that by means of experiencing and pro-actively responding to foreign markets shifts, SMEs build superior levels of international marketing competences necessary for efficiently manage their foreign markets’ operations.

VII.1.2.2.3 Synthesis of the results of the impact of the determinants of RACAP’s exploitation dimension

We emitted three research propositions with respect to the impact of the determinants of RACAP’s exploitation dimension. The first one referred to the impact of the real international experience of SMEs upon their levels of international marketing competences. The second one referred to the impact of the richness of international experiences of “export employees” on their levels of positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences. The third one was relative to the impact of the efficiency of export responsiveness of SMEs on the levels of positional advantage they attain compared to the main competitors on foreign markets in terms of international marketing competences.

Two of them were validated. The export responsiveness and the real export experience of SMEs impact positively and significantly the positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences. The impact of the richness of the international experiences of export “export employees” on the positional advantage of SMEs in terms of international marketing competences is non significant. It seems that the real length of experiences and the intensity of the reactivity and propulsion of SMEs to take effective actions face to foreign markets changes help them to better consolidate their levels of international marketing competences.
The research proposition that has not been validated proposed that the richness of the international experiences of the “export employees” would reinforce their positional advantage in terms of international markets related competences. A possible explanation for this result might be that while all the constructs in the research model were conceptualized at the firm level of analysis, the richness of the international experiences of export employees refers to the group level of analysis. Previous studies suggested that conceptualization differences in terms of levels of analysis conduct to contradictory results (Ramangalahy 2001).

Table 66 recapitulates the p-values, the standardized regression coefficients, the T-values and the CRs associated with the influence exerted by the real number of exporting years, the richness of international experiences of exporting employees and the SMEs’ export responsiveness capacity on their positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences.

| Structural relationship | Path coefficient | T-value | Pr > |t| | CR Bootstrap estimation | Contribution to the R2 (%) |
|-------------------------|------------------|---------|------|------|--------------------------|---------------------------|
| P7: Real number of exporting years ➔ Positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences | 0,20 | 2,57 | p<0,001 | 2,35 | 14,56% |
| P8: The richness of export experiences ➔ Positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences | 0,14 | 1,51 | 0,133 | 1,66 | 17,79% |
| P9: Export responsiveness ➔ Positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences | 0,44 | 4,65 | p<0,001 | 4,16 | 67,63% |

Percentage of the variance explained for the positional advantage in terms of international marketing competence: 37,10%

37,10% of the explained variance of the positional advantage of SMEs in terms of international marketing competences has been explained by the levels of export experience and the export responsiveness capacity of SMEs. We can observe that export responsiveness accounts for 67,63% of the explained variance of the positional advantage of SMEs in terms of international marketing competences, three times more than the real number of exporting years, which accounts for 14,56% of the explained variance.
The implication of this result is that even though companies might not use several foreign presence modes for selling their products abroad, or they might not be characterized by long lasting international experiences, they could efficiently build foreign markets competences by implementing appropriate responsive action face to foreign markets shifts. It appears that in the highly competitive nowadays international business environment the ability to efficiently respond to foreign markets shifts prevails over the length of SMEs’ international experiences in building superior levels of international marketing competences.

VII.1.3 The impact of RACAP on SMEs’ international performance

In line with the KBV perspective, we emitted a last research proposition concerning the impact of the positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences upon the international performance of SMEs:

P10: SMEs’ positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences has a positive and significant impact upon the international performance of SMEs.

We also suggested that one should control for the influence of SMEs’ international orientation and firm’s size in order to correctly assess the strength of this relationship.

Indeed, the main KBV assertion is statistically validated by the present research. SMEs’ levels of international marketing competences impact positively and significantly (at the 99% level) the degree of international performance of SMEs. Firm size does not play a determinant role in predicting the levels of international performance of SMEs; its impact is non-significant. This result is not particularly surprising. As already suggested within the third chapter of this dissertation, the results of previous studies ascertaining the impact of the size on the international performance levels are rather mixed (e.g. Zou et al. 2003).

The effect of the international orientation of SMEs upon their levels of international performance is weak, at the 90% level. One can see from the Table 67 that the international orientation of SMEs explains about 15% of the explained variance of the international performance construct. In the meanwhile, about 82%, the overwhelming majority of the explained variance of the international performance is explained by SMEs’ positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences. 43,30 % of the international performance construct is explained by our research model. In line with Sousa’s (2004) study, we can conclude that this represents a fairly high percentage of explained variance, attesting
the importance of SMEs’ international marketing competences for the development of their international activities.

Table 67. The influence of the positional advantage of SMEs in terms of international marketing competences upon their international performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structural relationship</th>
<th>Path coefficient</th>
<th>T-value</th>
<th>Pr &gt;</th>
<th>CR Bootstrap estimation</th>
<th>Contribution to the R² (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P10: Positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences ☰ international performance of SMEs</td>
<td>0,56</td>
<td>6,56</td>
<td>p&lt; 0,001</td>
<td>6,55</td>
<td>82,50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control for the effect of firm size</td>
<td>0,04</td>
<td>0,63</td>
<td>0,74</td>
<td>0,82</td>
<td>2,05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control for the effect of the international orientation of SMEs</td>
<td>0,15</td>
<td>1,77</td>
<td>0,07</td>
<td>1,85</td>
<td>15,44%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percentage of the variance explained of the international performance of SMEs: 43,30%

VII.1.4 Global evaluation of the research model

We have emitted ten main research propositions in this research. The research propositions’ test brought empirical support for nine out of the ten research propositions we have emitted in chapter III. Their validation is synthesized in Table 68 hereafter.

Table 68. Recapitulative of the validation of the research propositions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research propositions</th>
<th>Validation</th>
<th>Level of significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1: Export information sources richness ☰ Export information acquisition</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>p &lt; 0,001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2 : The richness of international experience ☰ Export information acquisition</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>p &lt; 0,001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3: Real international experience ☰ Export information acquisition</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>p &lt; 0,05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4: Export information acquisition ☰ Export responsiveness</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>p &lt; 0,001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5 : Knowledge transfer and integration ☰ Export responsiveness</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>p &lt; 0,001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6 : Coordination capacity ☰ Export responsiveness</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>p &lt; 0,001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7 : Real international experience ☰ Positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>p &lt; 0,05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8 : The richness of international experience ☰ Positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9 : Export responsiveness ☰ Positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>p &lt; 0,001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10: Positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences ☰ SMEs international performance</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>p &lt; 0,001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend: ☰ = positive and significant impact, n.s. = non-significant relationship, p < 0,001 = research proposition validated at the 99% significance level; p < 0,05 = research proposition validated at the 95% significance level.
The impact of PACAP’s antecedents on PACAP is entirely supported. The richness of export information sources, the real export experience of SMEs, and the richness of the international experiences of “export employees” positively and significantly influence the efficiency of export information acquisition in small firms. It worth to be noted that the richness of export information sources explains about 50% of the (explained) variance of the export information acquisition efficiency. If the contribution of the two international experience measures in explaining export information acquisition is examined, one can observe that the richness of the international experiences of “export employees” explains twice more variance than the real length of firms’ international experience. The main implication is that in order to achieve better levels of informativity concerning foreign markets, SMEs can somehow overcome their lack of experience by employing people with varied, and complementary international experiences.

Recall half of the explained variance of the export information acquisition is due to export information sources richness. Thus, it seems that the quality of the exposure to export information sources on foreign markets is the major determinant of firms’ levels of informativity on foreign markets. As a result, managers should privilege the management of export information sources for achieving higher export informativity levels compared to their main competitors on foreign markets.

Concerning the impact of PACAP upon RACAP, we can observe that all the research propositions emitted in this respect have been validated. Export information acquisition, as well as the assimilation practices, namely knowledge transfer and integration and coordination efficiency determine the export responsiveness of SMEs. In order of importance, the main determinant of the SMEs’ export responsiveness capacity is the efficiency of knowledge transfer and integration practices, followed by the coordination capacity of small firms, and the richness of the export information sources they use to keep informed concerning foreign markets. The results suggest that export information acquisition efficiency is a “sine qua non” condition for staying responsive to foreign markets shifts, but it needs to be valorized since the assimilation practices have a (cumulative) stronger explanatory power.

Concerning the determinant factors of the SMEs’ positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences, we can observe a strong impact of the export responsiveness capacity of small firms. The results suggest that by means of responding and taking corrective action in order to better manager foreign markets shifts, SMEs seem to build superior foreign market related competences compared to their competitors. The real international experience of small firms also significantly and positively impacts the degree of
positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences of SMEs. Surprisingly, the richness of the export experiences of “export employees” does not have a significant influence upon the positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences.

Resuming, it seems that the different dimensions of the international experiences of small firms do not have the same impact on the process of information absorption in small firms. If both, the richness of export experiences and their real length, help SMEs to attain higher levels of informativity concerning export markets, it is finally only the real length of their international experience who determines their levels of international marketing competences.

The levels of informativity of SMEs regarding foreign markets can be regarded as a form of explicit knowledge (Morgan et al. 2003), while the competences are forms of tacit knowledge (e.g. Dosi and Marengo 1995; Nonaka 1994; Ingham 1997; DeNisi et al. 2003). The implication of our result is that while both richness and length related aspects of experience play a determinant role in the consolidation of foreign markets’ related explicit knowledge in SMEs, the tacit knowledge creation relies rather on the length of the international experiences of the firm.

Finally, the impact of RACAP on the international performance of SMEs is highly significant. Detaining a positional advantage in terms of foreign markets related marketing competences drives firms more successful in international settings. This result suggests that the main KBV assumption is strongly validated by the current study. Firms attain high levels of international performance if they achieve superior levels of positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences compared to their competitors.

We controlled for the influence of the international orientation and firm’s size when assessing the impact of the positional advantage of SMEs in terms of international marketing competences on international performance. The effect of firms’ size was non significant, and the impact of firms’ degree of international orientation is weak (it is only significant at the 90% level). Regardless of their size, SMEs from the steel industry seem to be able to achieve high levels of international performance.

Table 69 resumes the main characteristics of the inner (structural relationships of influence) and outer models (measurement model) - namely the amount of the variance explained by the structural influence relationships ($R^2$ and adjusted $R^2$), the average of the variance extracted for the latent constructs in the model (AVE) and the internal reliability of the latent construct in the model (Dillon-Goldstein rhôs).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latent variable</th>
<th>R² explained</th>
<th>Adjusted R²</th>
<th>AVE</th>
<th>D.G. ρ₀</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clients' richness</td>
<td>0.678</td>
<td>0.894</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agents' richness</td>
<td>0.809</td>
<td>0.944</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade fairs' richness</td>
<td>0.718</td>
<td>0.911</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chambers of Commerce and Industry' richness</td>
<td>0.804</td>
<td>0.925</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Export market research’s richness</td>
<td>0.908</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet’s richness</td>
<td>0.681</td>
<td>0.809</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Export information sources’ richness</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>0.327</td>
<td>0.898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International experiences’ richness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.593</td>
<td>0.812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMEs</td>
<td>0.364</td>
<td>0.352</td>
<td>0.530</td>
<td>0.886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination</td>
<td>0.601</td>
<td>0.818</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge transfer and integration</td>
<td>0.582</td>
<td>0.848</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Export responsiveness</td>
<td>0.575</td>
<td>0.566</td>
<td>0.512</td>
<td>0.862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences</td>
<td>0.391</td>
<td>0.380</td>
<td>0.578</td>
<td>0.905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International orientation</td>
<td>0.691</td>
<td>0.870</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International performance</td>
<td>0.369</td>
<td>0.356</td>
<td>0.792</td>
<td>0.920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td><strong>0.539</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.565</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model quality assessment in PLS is based on the evaluation of the quality of the predictive relationships in the model (the explained and adjusted R²) and the quality of the measurement model, which is mainly reflected by the average variance extracted for LVs and redundancy estimation. Four GoF (goodness of fit) indexes were developed in PLS path modeling to assess the quality of the research model (Esposito-Vinzi 2007). The first GoF index called Outer Model GoF index evaluates the quality of the measurement model, mainly based on the communalities of the LVs (AVEs in PLS path modeling). The critical value for this index is 0.9. A second GoF index, called the Inner Model GoF index, assesses the quality of the predictions in the research model based on the R² of the endogenous latent variables (performance of the structural model). The critical value for this index is also 0.9. The Relative GoF index is obtained by dividing the absolute value by its maximum value achievable for the analyzed dataset through bootstrap estimations. The critical value for this index is also 0.9. The absolute GoF index reflects the overall quality of both measurement and prediction models. It is calculated as the product of the Outer Model GoF index and the Inner Model GoF index. The Absolute GoF index is the most widely used GoF index, based on the publications of Amato et al. (2004) and Tenenhaus et al. (2005). The critical value for this
index is 0,5. Table 70 presents the GoF indexes for the research model and their corresponding critical ratios.

### Table 70. GoF indexes for the research model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GoF index</th>
<th>GoF</th>
<th>Critical ratio (CR)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Absolute</td>
<td>0,55</td>
<td>22,32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative</td>
<td>0,89</td>
<td>32,88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer model</td>
<td>0,99</td>
<td>416,98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner model</td>
<td>0,90</td>
<td>33,59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observe that all the GoF indexes reach the critical values for the model with the exception of the Relative GoF index. Nonetheless, the 0,89 value is considered to be very close to the critical value of 0,9. Moreover, the CRs are highly significant. Thus, it can be concluded that the four GoF indexes for the research model are overall satisfying.

Finally, because we have collected the data by means of a single method, the survey questionnaire, we checked for the common method variance (CMV), which may inflate the estimated relationships in the model. We used the approach of Lindell and Whitney (2001). They posit that the smallest correlation with a theoretically unrelated variable should provide a judicious estimate of CMV. Lindell and Brandt (2000) and Lindell and Whitney (2001) suggested the one should partial out the smallest correlation from all the bivariate correlations in the model in order to remove this effect. Since our survey did not contain unrelated variables, we considered the smallest correlation among the latent variables. Since the smallest correlation is very close to zero (see Table 54), we can conclude that for our survey the effects of the CMV are negligible.
VII. 2 Conclusions, limits, research contributions and avenues for future research

Point VII.2 is organized into four sections. First, the main objectives of the current dissertation are briefly recalled, as well as the theoretical and methodological choices that guided this research. Second, the results and conclusions referring to the characteristics of the sampled companies and the test of the research propositions are summarized. Third, the contributions and the implications of this research are exposed. Fourth, the limits of the current dissertation and the avenues for future research are discussed.

VII.2.1 The main objectives, main theoretical and methodological choices of the current research

The main goal of the research was to better understand the impact of the export information processing by SMEs on their levels of international performance. This dissertation may be more generally inscribed within the wide theme of internationalization literature of SMEs. The point of departure of this research was the general belief relative to the critical importance of firms’ capabilities and skills to manage foreign-market related information in order to better perform and compete in international settings. As a result, it is implicitly postulated that the more SMEs are skilled in terms of export information exploitation, the more they will achieve higher levels of international performance in foreign market settings.

In order to answer this research question, three underlying research questions had to be addressed that were relative to: (1) the conceptualization and the operationalization of the process of export information exploitation in SMEs, (2) the conceptualization and the operationalization of the international performance construct, and (3) the modelisation of the influence exerted by the process of export information exploitation in SMEs upon their levels of international performance.

The analysis of the relevant literature in the field led to the conclusion that the Absorptive Capacity (AC) perspective best captures the process of information exploitation at the firm level of analysis. As a result, the main assumption guiding this research was that the
efficiency of SMEs in terms of export information exploitation is reflected through their levels of absorptive capacity of export information.

In order to best describe the relationship between firms’ information activities and organizational performance, the analysis of the literature review led to the identification of six main theoretical frameworks approaching the relationship existing between information and organizational performance. It was concluded that the KBV perspective represents the most appealing framework for studying the impact of a firm’s capacity to absorb export information on their levels of organizational performance. The main reason leading to this conclusion is the integrative power of the KBV perspective. The KBV draws elements from the RBV of the firm that is well known for the high explanatory power of organizational performance level, and at the same time, elements from the more behaviorally oriented firm theories capturing the evolution potential of strategic firms’ resources. The integration of the dynamic process of evolution of firms’ intangible resources such as information has been considered as particularly appealing in the case of the current research.

In order to link the AC concept to firms’ organizational performance levels under a KBV perspective, Zahra and George’s (2002) framework was used; it describes the impact of firms’ AC levels on their levels of business performance. Zahra and George’s (2002) AC framework was judged as especially appropriate in the case of the current study for three main reasons. The first reason is that the AC is viewed as a dynamically evolving beginning-to-end process capturing information processing at the firm level of analysis. The accent is put, as in the KBV perspective, on the evolution potential of information as a strategic resource. The second reason is that Zahra and George’s (2002) AC model represents the only existing theoretical framework linking the AC concept to organizational performance. The third reason is that Zahra and George (2002) conceptualized AC as a multi-dimensional construct, accounting at the same time for the dynamics existing between AC’s dimensions.

Zahra and George (2002) conceptualized AC as a dynamic capability that exists as two subsets of potential and realized AC. The potential absorptive capacity of firms is driven by the previous experience of the firm and the quality of the exposure to information sources within its external environment, the two constitutive dimensions of PACAP’s antecedents. While PACAP (information acquisition and assimilation) is a “sine qua non” condition for building RACAP, only RACAP (information transformation and exploitation) has a direct impact on organizational performance. To recapitulate, the three main research propositions advanced by Zahra and George (2002) that have also represented the stepping-stones of this research model were the following:
PI: PACAP’s antecedents, the previous experience and the exposure to information sources, positively and significantly impact a firm’s success in developing PACAP.

PIL: A firm’s PACAP levels, information acquisition and assimilation capacity, positively and significantly impact RACAP’s development (information transformation and exploitation).

PILL: RACAP development levels positively and significantly impact a firm’s degree of organizational performance.

After having operationalized PACAP’s antecedents, PACAP and RACAP in the specific case of exporting SMEs, these three main research propositions were declined into ten underlying research propositions that build our research model, describing the influence of the AC of export information of SMEs upon their levels of international performance.

The causal nature of the research question led to the retention of quantitative methodology. Nonetheless, taking into account the preponderant qualitative and multi-dimensional nature of information, qualitative preliminary research has also been undertaken aiming to provide additional insights into the way SMEs manage export information activities. A questionnaire was developed based on the literature review and the preliminary qualitative investigation. Furthermore, the questionnaire has been pre-tested with ten scholars and 12 SMEs’ managers in order to make sure the questions were well understood by potential respondents. The final survey instrument, modified after the pre-test, was sent to exporting SMEs from the steel industry. Data gathered was exploited by means of descriptive analysis, allowing for a general overview of the characteristics of companies in the sample in terms of AC and international performance levels. Furthermore, the PLS path modeling method has been retained to test the propositions of this research, and subsequently the quality of the measurement instruments used to capture the constructs in this research model.

VII.2.2 Synthesis of the results

Recall that qualitative and quantitative approaches were used in order to answer the research question. The preliminary qualitative research aimed to get additional insights in the way Romanian and French SMEs manage export information and check whether the theoretical assumptions driven from the KBV and AC frameworks are consistent with the perceptions of exporting SMEs’ managers. An additional aim was the identification of the export information sources perceived as “rich” by SMEs’ managers and used on a current basis by the latter. The qualitative study mainly suggested that the foreign clients, customers, agents,
trade fairs, Chambers of Commerce and Industry, export-market research and Internet are the main export information sources considered “rich” by SMEs’ managers. Recall that in the light of the literature review in chapter III, it was concluded that it does not make sense to consider, for the purposes of this study, export information sources that are not considered “rich” by SMEs’ managers. As a result, the qualitative study allowed for the election of the “rich” export information sources according to the managerial perspective. Thus, the seven information sources declared above have been further investigated in the questionnaire.

The preliminary qualitative study brought insight into the reasons evoked by SMEs’ managers for explaining their preference for export information sources. The experiential nature of information sources, the exchange and debate of points of views with information providers - considered competent and experienced in the field, the fact that managers consider they get specific answers to their questions and reliable information by using certain information sources were the main reasons advanced by the interviewees for explaining their preference in terms of export information sources use.

The interviewees converge quite a lot concerning the reasons for explaining their preference in terms of export information sources independently of their nationality. It is worth to note that the reasons evoked suggest that retaining the information sources richness perspective for exploring SMEs’ export information sources perception is appropriate. When explaining their preference in terms of export-information sources use, SMEs’ managers mainly mention information sources richness attributes such as information reliability, contact facility, and the interactivity with information sources among others.

When it comes to the use of export information, several ideas rise from the interviews; managers learn by means of responding to the acquired export information, they use information for undertaking export decisions and grasping new business opportunities in export markets. Concerning the learning process, it seems to follow a rather generative, single loop path. Managers are sensitive to the information coming from their foreign clients or competitors, they react to it and through a trial-and-error process, they select the best practices that have worked best for them in the past for building future action. The information also seems to be crucial in the decision-making process. The managers interviewed explained that when it comes to decision-making, they prefer more personal information sources since they have to react while under time pressure and therefore need to have “the right information at the right time”.

Interviewees explained that formalized information sources are useful when one has the necessary time to make decisions. Another aspect relative to the decision-making process
discovered in the interviews was that all the managers interviewed testify that they systematically consult at least one person when making decisions. In most cases, this person is the exporting or the production manager of the firm. The interviews have also revealed the role of information in opportunity detection in terms of foreign business development; this idea being one of the stepping stones of the entrepreneurial theoretical framework. In light of these findings, it can be concluded that elements from multiple theoretical frameworks can explain export information processing in SMEs. It seems that the conclusion drawn in chapter II concerning the fact that the complexity of the information state of organizations would be difficult to capture by using a single theoretical framework found empirical support within the qualitative study.

Generally, SMEs’ managers mainly acquire export information concerning clients and competitors. This observation reinforces the initial empirical qualitative study on the market-orientation undertaken by Kohl and Jaworski (1990). The authors have emphasized the key importance of knowing clients and competitors in their study and their use as information sources. Besides clients and competitors, on a less extended scale, enterprises access marketing mix related information and rarely general foreign market-related information.

The factors that enhance export information use according to the managerial vision were also investigated. The managers interviewed state that, generally, their previous foreign market knowledge and export experience helps them better exploit the new incoming export information. Managers stressed three main aspects relative to the export experience qualities; they are the variety, the complementarity and the length. These characteristics seem to be necessary in order to efficiently make use out of export information. Recall that Cohen and Levinthal (1990) also highlighted similar experience related attributes (complementarity and variety) as enhancing a firm’s absorptive capacity.

The results of the qualitative research seem to bring support to the fact that new information adds to the previously existing organizational stock of knowledge, as suggested by Nonaka (1994), by enlarging or modifying the previously existing stock of export knowledge in organizations. The access to information sources is also seen as an antecedent of the knowledge assimilation capacity of organizations within Zahra and George's (2002) AC framework. Within the same theoretical framework mobilized in this research, the previous experience appears as an antecedent of the export information assimilation capacity of organizations. This theoretical assumption seems to converge with the managerial vision as well.
Furthermore, the efficiency of several information assimilation procedures, such as the coordination, communication and information transfer and integration were specifically explored. Additionally, the centralization and formalization degree of organizations was explored. The empirical findings once again confirmed the literature review assumptions emitted in chapter III concerning the high level of efficiency of the communication in SMEs and their low formalization level. The coordination and information transfer and integration procedures appear as barely formalized in SMEs. Most of the managers interviewed state that formal information integration procedures are almost non-existent in SMEs. Coordination efficiency does not appear as a generic feature characterizing the SMEs interviewed. This study suggests that in “bigger” SMEs, coordination is less efficient. The results of the qualitative research also suggested that it does not make much sense to consider teamwork in SMEs. The managerial team in SMEs does teamwork on an on-going basis for the broad management of the company’s activities. It does not make much sense neither considering interdepartmental collaboration in SMEs, since departmentalization does not seem to characterize them in most of the cases. Interviewees also have the feeling that every employee in their company knows which the company’s main objectives are and how he can be of help in their attainment (shared vision). Concluding, the results suggest that in terms of assimilation practices most of the variance among SMEs appears in terms of coordination and information transfer and integration. The results suggest that SMEs appear as rather homogeneous in terms of centralization, formalization and communication, the way they approach teamwork and the way they perceive the efficiency of the existence of a shared vision in their company. These five organizational practices seem to be rather efficient in light of the qualitative research. Nonetheless, one should note that the interviewees are members of the managerial team in SMEs. Thus, they are normally in charge of the design and development of the assimilation practices in their firm and this might bias their statements with this respect.

Recall that based on the analysis of the literature review, the coordination and information transfer and integration capacity of small firms were judged as the most appropriate organizational practices for capturing the information assimilation dimension of the absorptive capacity construct. This theoretical assumption also seems to be approved in the preliminary qualitative study.

Another issue discussed in the interviews was planning. Only one of the enterprises interviewed seemed to use formalized planning. The rest of the enterprises interviewed argued that they mainly use their agendas for organizing their activities. When asked what drives
them more competitive in export markets, both French and Romanian managers mentioned their competences in terms of product development and the generalized export know-how. The managerial vision seems to be in accordance with the KBV proponents that firms that detain higher tacit knowledge levels seem to perform better and achieve higher levels of business performance (e.g. Grant 1996; Kuivalainen and Bell 2004).

Overall, the findings of the qualitative research confirm the theoretical assumptions mobilized for building the research model in chapter III. More precisely, managers seem to support the idea that information flows nurture foreign market-related knowledge levels. They also believe that their levels of export experience determine their efficiency in terms of export information acquisition and exploit. These empirical results are in line with Zahra and George’s (2002) assumptions that the access to information sources and the previous experience of firms are antecedents of their capacity to acquire and assimilate information.

Furthermore, the role of information in designing organizational response was widely supported by the interviews. Moreover, several managerial statements also show that firms seem to learn on the ongoing responsiveness action implemented to face environmental shifts. In this way, they build foreign market related competences, which finally enhance their levels of performance in international settings. Resuming, the results obtained through the qualitative research also support the idea of the influence of PACAP’s dimensions on RACAP - in relation to information transformation into action when responding to foreign market shifts and further into competences’ building. Moreover, according to the managerial vision, it is finally the foreign market-related know-how that drives firms competitive in foreign settings. As a result, the research proposition emitted concerning the impact of the company’s positional advantage in terms of foreign market-related competences on their degree of international performance seems to also be supported.

Concluding, it can be suggested that the empirical results issued from the qualitative phase seem to support the research model built on the basis of the AC perspective in chapter III. However, the exploratory nature of the qualitative study cannot confirm or reject the research propositions advanced in chapter III, and the results of the qualitative study can be regarded as suggestive rather than conclusive.

The research propositions’ test has been realized by means of the quantitative research that has been further carried out. 107 usable questionnaires were obtained from exporting SMEs that operate in the steel industry.

The quantitative study allowed for a descriptive basis and a general overview of the AC characteristics of companies in this sample and their international performance levels.
Moreover, this research allowed for the testing of a comprehensive international performance model, shedding more light on the dynamics associated with export information management and its impact on the levels of the international performance of SMEs.

On a descriptive level, the companies interviewed can be generally judged as rather internationally experienced. Very few “beginners” to exporting take part in this sample. Most of the enterprises interviewed have an export department, testifying to their engagement to the development of international activities in their company. This feature is also supported by the results attesting that companies interviewed register high levels of international orientation. They appear to be willing to extend their international activities, to actively look for foreign market opportunities, and they consider their international activities to be important.

Generally, an important number of employees are dealing with the development of their firm’s international activities for more than 50% of their working time. The export experience of these employees, called “export employees”, can be judged as rather “rich” in terms of complementarity, variety and length. Most of enterprises in the sample operate in a relatively important number of foreign countries. Border countries represent an important part of the export country destinations.

Most of the companies mainly employ basic foreign presence modes to sell their products abroad such as direct and indirect exporting. Nevertheless, one third of the companies use associative modes or have established subsidiaries abroad for exporting their products. The other foreign presence modes (e.g. licensing, subsidiaries, joint ventures) are much less employed by the companies that composing sample.

The richness of information sources the companies use in order to inform themselves concerning foreign markets appears to be slightly above-average concerning most of the relational information sources such as the clients, agents or distributors, and participation at trade fairs. Average levels of richness characterize Chambers of Commerce and Industry, export marketing research, and the Internet. The only information source that registers below-average richness levels is the competitors. As a result, it is concluded that competitors cannot be considered as a rich export information source and they have not been further included in the research propositions’ test-related analysis.

As far as the levels of potential absorptive capacity of companies in the sample is concerned, they appear to be highly developed in terms of assimilation practices; they coordinate efficiently and perform well in terms of knowledge transfer and integration. The export information acquisition dimension appears to be less developed than the assimilation dimension. Companies interviewed are only slightly above-average more informed
concerning foreign markets, compared to their main competitors. The companies seem to privilege export information concerning foreign clients and product related information. In terms of realized absorptive capacity, the SMEs interviewed scored quite highly above the average in terms of export responsiveness capacity (information transformation dimension). They perform generally slightly above the average in terms of international marketing competences compared to their main competitors in foreign markets. They register higher levels of positional advantage in terms of foreign networking competences and international product development, and the lowest levels of positional advantage for the international marketing management-related competences.

The descriptive results also allowed for an overview concerning the international performance levels that companies attain in foreign markets. Responding managers appear to be rather satisfied with the evolution of the main export objectives over the last year, they perceive themselves as rather competitive in comparison to the main competitors in foreign markets. The managers also rate themselves as slightly superior in term of attaining export objectives abroad. Their progressions in terms of export sales and profits over the past three years are quite important as well (an average about 20%). Managers interviewed perceive their foreign sales to be as profitable as their domestic sales.

The estimation of the causal relationships in this research model led to the validation of nine out of the ten research propositions emitted in chapter III. The results suggest that the AC perspective is an appealing and efficient framework for exploring the dynamics associated with export information processing in small firms. Concluding, Zahra and George’s (2002) AC framework seems to be appropriate in explaining the export information exploitation process and its impact upon SMEs’ international performance levels. The three research propositions emitted with respect to the influence of PACAP’s antecedents on PACAP development were validated. The richness of export information sources, the real export experience of SMEs, and the richness of the international experiences of “export employees” positively and significantly influence the efficiency of export information acquisition in small firms. It is worth to note that the richness of export information sources explains about half of the explained variance of the export information acquisition efficiency. If the contribution of the two international experience measures in explaining export information acquisition efficiency is examined, one can observe that the richness of the export experiences of “export employees” explains twice more variance than the real length of firms’ international experience. The main implication is that in order to achieve better levels of informativity concerning foreign markets, SMEs can somehow overcome their “youth” in...
terms of the length of their export experiences by employing people with varied and complementary international experiences. Recall that half of the explained variance of the export information acquisition is due to export information sources richness. As a result, it seems that the quality of the exposure to export information sources in foreign markets is the major determinant of firms’ levels of informativity in foreign markets. Even though the international experiences are important factors, explaining about half of the variance of SMEs’ informativity levels concerning foreign markets, the explanation power of the richness of export information sources is higher. Thus, managers should enhance the management of export information sources for achieving higher export informativity levels compared to their main competitors in foreign markets.

Concerning the impact of PACAP upon RACAP, it can be observed that all the research propositions emitted with this respect have been validated. Export information acquisition as well as the assimilation practices, namely knowledge transfer and integration, and coordination efficiency determine the export responsiveness capacity of SMEs. In order of importance, the main determinant of the SMEs’ export responsiveness capacity is the efficiency of knowledge transfer and integration practices, followed by the coordination capacity of small firms and the richness of the export information sources they use to keep informed concerning foreign markets. The results suggest that export information is a “sine qua non” condition for staying responsive to foreign market shifts but it needs to be valorized through the implementation of efficient information assimilation practices. It is worth to note that Liao et al. (2003) have previously examined the reliance of market orientation dimensions under an absorptive capacity perspective and they found similar results. Their study brought empirical support that information acquisition and dissemination influence firms’ responsiveness capacity in domestic markets. This study seems to confirm similar relationships of influence in the case of exporting SMEs.

Concerning the impact of the determinants of the positional advantage of SMEs in terms of international marketing competences, a strong impact of the export responsiveness capacity of small firms can be observed. The results suggest that by means of responding and taking corrective action in order to better manage foreign market shifts, firms appear to build superior levels of positional advantage in terms of foreign market-related competences when compared to their competitors. The real international experience of small firms also significantly and positively impacts the degree of positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences that SMEs achieve in export markets. Surprisingly, the
The results suggest that for small firms, the different dimensions of the international experience do not have the same impact at different stages of the process of export information absorption. Both, the richness of export experiences of the “export employees” and the real length of the international experience of SMEs, help them to stay informed about export markets. Nonetheless, it is finally the real length of their international experience that ultimately determines their levels of international marketing competences. The results suggest that while the variety and complementarities of the international experiences of “export employees” determine SMEs’ foreign market-related informativity levels, they do not have a direct influence on the building of higher levels of competences related to foreign operations’ management. It is finally the length of the international experiences of SMEs that impacts the levels of international marketing competences. Thus, achieving higher levels of positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences appears to be a path dependent process.

Finally, the impact of RACAP on the international performance of SMEs is highly significant. Detaining a positional advantage in terms of foreign market-related marketing competences drives SMEs to be more successful in international settings. This result suggests that the main KBV assumption is strongly validated by the current study. Firms attain high levels of international performance if they achieve superior levels of positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences compared to their competitors. The influences of the international orientation and firms’ size were controlled when assessing this effect. The impact of a firm’s size on the level of international performance is non-significant. Regardless of their size, French SMEs from the steel industry can achieve high levels of international performance. The impact of the international orientation of small firms upon their levels of their international performance is weak.

Concluding, the results suggest that export information management in small firms is a complex process. The export information acquisition efficiency depends on the export information sources richness and the export experiences of SMEs. Furthermore, export information has to be efficiently acquired and assimilated within organizations in order to best respond to foreign market shifts. Export market responsiveness determines the level of international marketing competences, which ultimately impacts an SME’s level of international performance. The main implication of the study with respect to the research question is that the impact of the export information processing of SMEs on their levels of
international performance is indirect and it depends on the efficiency of the whole organizational process of export information absorption. Overall, the results suggest that export information activities are important inputs when taking action and responding to foreign markets’ shifts, indirectly sustaining the positional advantage in terms of foreign marketing competences. The impact on the international levels of performance of small firms appears as rather indirect. This finding is in line with the results and the recommendations of previous studies in the field (e.g. Ramangalahy 2001; Souchon and Durden 2002; Julien and Ramangalahy 2003). After reviewing the main results of this research, the research contributions and implications are presented hereafter.

VII.2.3 Research contributions and implications

The implications and the contributions of the current research are presented together since they are usually related. They are exposed in four points referring to the implications and contributions from the theoretical and methodological points of views, and the contributions and implications for managers and policy-makers.

VII.2.3.1 Theoretical contributions and implications

From a theoretical point of view, this dissertation provides several advancements. The first theoretical contribution of this research is the fact that this dissertation presents a detailed literature review of the research work undertaken over the last 26 years, aiming to capture the impact of firms’ behaviors in terms of export information on the degree of the international performance of firms. A detailed analysis of the results of these studies in terms of (a) fieldwork characteristics, (b) sampling and data collection, (c) statistical analysis, (d) theoretical considerations (the use of a grounded theory research hypothesis or propositions), (e) export performance measures employed in the literature, and finally, (f) the findings of the studies with respect to the relationship existing between export information behaviors and international performance has been realized. To the best of knowledge, no such similar study has been previously undertaken.

A second theoretical contribution is represented by the detailed analysis of the different perspectives and theoretical frameworks explaining the link between information and
organizational performance. Furthermore, the main directions of the AC literature are presented and discussed. In the end, a relatively intuitive and simple framework capturing the impact of the AC of information on the levels of organizational performance is presented and used further in chapter III as a basis for developing the research model of the current study.

A third theoretical contribution is the abandonment of studying the export information activities of firms under a static perspective. Recall that previous studies have mainly captured managerial perceptions relative to the perceived importance or frequency of use of export information sources or export information types (Ramangalahy 2001) at a certain moment in time. The innovation brought by the current research is the study of the process of evolution of the information state of SMEs at the firm level of analysis, under a dynamic perspective. Previously, scholars like Ramangalahy (2001) and Julien and Ramangalahy (2003) have already pointed out the necessity to study the organizational state of information, including the process of information acquisition as well as the organizational mechanisms favoring information internalization. Nonetheless, the export information state of SMEs has previously been approached under a static perspective, namely the resource based view (RBV) of the firm (Ramangalahy 2001; Julien and Ramangalahy 2001); the RBV pictures the information state of firms at a certain moment in time. Since most of the scholars agree upon the dynamic nature of information, dynamic theoretical perspectives should be used in the future. They would allow a better understanding of the way the evolution of the export information state of SMEs impacts their international performance. The results in this research indicate the validity of the use of a processual perspective for capturing the export information evolution in small firms.

The fourth theoretical contribution is related to the one explained above. It refers to the use of more “dynamic” theoretical perspectives. In the current research, the KBV perspective has been used for capturing the evolution and transformation process associated with the exploitation of export information to commercial ends in small firms. Within the KBV, the accent is put on the evolution potential of resources and the dynamics associated with the learning process of firms. By combining insights from the KBV, the aim was to capture export information dynamics’ in small firms under a more systemic and dynamic perspective. Thus, the factors that determine effective export information acquisition, the efficiency of the organizational mechanisms that allow for better information exploitation in small firms, and finally the transformation of export information into responsive action have been taken into account.
The dynamics associated with export information gathering and transformation within organization is the focus of the research model. Moreover, the KBV shifts the main assumption of the RBV that competitive advantage determines performance levels; the KBV asserts that business performance is a matter of achieving a positional advantage in terms of competences in key organizational areas. The main difference is that if the competitive advantage characterizes companies at a certain moment in time, the positional advantage in terms of key competences provides insights concerning the future development and sustainability of performance levels; competences can be further deployed in different manners in order to ensure a firm’s growth (Kuivalainen and Bell 2004).

The fifth contribution of the current research is also related to the dynamic perspective embraced for describing the relationship existing between SMEs’ information state and their levels of performance in foreign settings. It consists of approaching the export information state of organizations through the Absorptive Capacity (AC) angle as a dynamic process or capability in accordance with the framework proposed by Zahra and George (2002). Cohen and Levinthal (1992) originally designed the AC concept for explaining technology-based innovation and learning in technology-intensive and dynamic industries by means of information absorption. More recent research has focused on and applied the concept of AC to knowledge management, emphasizing its role in the intra-organizational transfer of knowledge (Szulanski 1996; Gupta and Govindarajan 2000), inter-organizational learning (Lyles and Salk 1996; Lane and Lubatkin 1998; Lane et al. 2000) and also in explaining innovation (Tsai 2001). The study of Ramangalahy (2001) is the only study that has used the AC concept in order to study the export information behaviors in small firms. Meanwhile, Ramangalahy (2001) used the AC framework under the static perspective, the RBV of the firm.

The main theoretical implications of the third, fourth and fifth theoretical contributions of the current study are that scholars should abandon studying disparate information behaviors of SMEs in foreign settings. In exchange, the study of the evolution process of the state of export information characterizing SMEs should be privileged by means of using more dynamic theoretical frameworks.

The integration of insights from the KBV, AC and MO perspectives for capturing export information dynamics in small firms under a more systematic and dynamic perspective represents another theoretical contribution of the current research. To the best of knowledge, the three theoretical frameworks have not been previously combined into a single study for capturing the impact of the export information state of SMEs upon their levels of international
performance. As was suggested at the end of chapter II, the use of a single theoretical framework for assessing export information dynamics in small firms represents a limited choice. This theoretical conclusion found strong empirical support in both qualitative and quantitative studies. The empirical results revealed that a single theoretical framework cannot entirely capture the dynamics and complexity associated with the impact of information on business performance. Managers stated that they use information mainly to respond to changes in their surrounding international environment, to detect new business opportunities, and to make decisions. The implication is that several theoretical perspectives shall be combined, depending on the aim of the research and on the level of analysis, in order to best describe the impact of firms’ export information dynamics on their levels of international performance.

Another theoretical contribution gained from this research is the ability to get a deeper understanding of the reasons of use of export information sources by SMEs’ managers. Within the preliminary qualitative research, the accent was put on the understanding of the reasons why SMEs’ managers use certain export information sources over others through the preliminary qualitative study. To the best of knowledge, previous studies in the field have not specifically addressed this matter. The results of this empirical investigation suggest that both French and Romanian managers stated that they prefer the use of certain export information sources because of the attributes or qualities information sources provide to managers. Some of the attributes mentioned by the interviewees are the adequacy of the information to their needs, reliability, timeliness or the possibility of exchanging points of view about the acquired information. Thus, the qualitative research implies that retaining information sources richness, a multi-dimensional perspective (Daft and Lengel 1984), as an angle for studying firms’ export information-related perceptions is consistent with the managerial view.

An additional implication also issued from the qualitative investigation is the confirmation of several of the market orientation literature premises with respect to the key importance of clients and competitors and the use of information for responding to environmental shifts. Generally, SMEs’ managers mainly acquire export information concerning clients and competitors. This observation reinforces the initial empirical qualitative study on the market orientation undertaken by Kohli and Jaworsky (1990). The authors have emphasized the key importance of knowing clients and competitors and their use as information sources. Moreover, managers frequently state using export information for responding to environmental shifts in their own environment. This is also one of the basic postulates of the MO perspective, finding extensive echo within our empirical investigation.
From the methodological point of view, this research combined qualitative with quantitative methodology. Past research in the domain has mainly been quantitative by nature. There is no doubt that the research question is causal by nature, thereby justifying the use of quantitative methodology. Even though quantitative methodology use is justified by the causal nature of the research question, when studying complex and multi-dimensional concepts like information, quantitative research cannot alone gain a deeper explanation of the phenomenon under study. Thus, the use of an additional qualitative approach can complete or enrich the findings supported by the quantitative study. Indeed, the qualitative fieldwork used in this study brought general empirical support for the validation of the theoretical model and the research propositions’ test. The preliminary qualitative study had the merit to answer several questions needed in order to construct the questionnaire such as “Which are the ‘richest’ export information sources according to the managerial perspective?” and “Why do managers specifically use certain information sources over others?”. The qualitative study also supported the use of an integrative theoretical perspective for capturing the relationship between export information and international performance. Moreover, the qualitative study first brought an intuitive validation of the theoretical choices undertaken in terms of AC dimensions’ operationalization and of the pertinence of the research propositions. The results imply that the combination of the qualitative with quantitative methodologies leads to a better comprehension of the export information process in small firms.

A second methodological contribution of the current study is the proposition and validation of several possible operationalizations of the AC dimensions and antecedents for Zahra and George’s (2002) AC model, in the case of exporting SMEs. As a result, the study provides a set of measurement tools used to evaluate the export information AC dynamics in SMEs. In as such, the AC of export information can be assessed in future studies in the field by using the existing measurement tools and by improving them further.

A third methodological contribution is the development of a psychometrically sound measure used for capturing the richness of the international experiences of “export employees”. The measure was issued from the preliminary qualitative study and was proven to be psychometrically sound. To the best of knowledge, no such measure has been previously developed. Moreover, numerous limits in terms of assessing the international experiences of companies characterize the exporting SMEs’ literature (e.g. Kuivalainen and Bell 2004; Nguyen 2007). With this in mind, this research proposes a valid measurement instrument,
capturing more qualitative aspects of SMEs’ international experiences such as the perceived variety or complementarity of the international experiences of “export employees”.

A fourth methodological contribution and implication is represented by the fact that it appeared as appropriate to assess export information sources richness as a second order construct. Statistical results ascertained the satisfying psychometrical properties of the measurement of information sources richness through second order constructs.

Another methodological implication is of practical order. The questionnaire pre-test was a critical phase in the development of the questionnaire. In the case of the current research, the questionnaire pre-test showed that measurement scales used and pre-tested in studies undertaken in other cultural settings would not be correctly understood by managers interviewed from other countries. Important changes had to be made in order to make sure that the managers interviewed correctly understood the questions in the questionnaire. The measures used to capture international performance, export information sources richness, export experiences’ richness, export responsiveness and the positional advantage of SMEs in terms of international marketing competences had to be adapted or replaced. All in all, the measures had to be at least slightly modified after the pre-test.

**VII.2.3.3 Research contributions and implications for managers**

This study offers guidance for SMEs’ managers in improving the management of export information activities and for achieving higher levels of foreign market-related performance. A detailed description and directions concerning the efficient acquisition, assimilation, transformation and exploitation of export information in small firms can be formulated based on the empirical findings of this research. Both qualitative and quantitative investigations provide interesting and complementary results that might be of use to exporting SMEs’ managers. For instance, SMEs’ managers can gain additional insights through the qualitative study concerning the way Romanian and French enterprises manage export information, the way they do business abroad, why they prefer some export information sources over others, and how they conceive the improvement and sustainability of their international activities.

The qualitative study sheds some knowledge into the reasons that motivate SMEs’ managers to use export information sources. Regardless of their nationality, the managers interviewed expressed a marked preference for informal information sources. Moreover, they converge a lot concerning the reasons evoked for explaining their preference in terms of export information sources. They mainly explained the prevalent use of informal information
vehicles by mentioning the experiential nature of these sources, the fact that through this mean they can exchange and debate points of views with someone competent in the field, they can receive specific answers to their questions, and the fact that most of the time they trust the information providers. Based on these findings, SME managers could compare themselves to their competitors concerning the motivations pushing them towards the use of certain export information sources over others and into the value added provided by potentially using other information sources. For instance, based on the results of the qualitative studies, the companies not currently participating at trade fairs might achieve a deeper understanding into the way participation at trade fairs is useful to their competitors.

The results of the preliminary qualitative research revealed that SMEs’ managers mainly acquire export information about clients and competitors. On a less extended scale, enterprises access marketing mix-related information and they rarely access general foreign market information. The findings suggest that clients and competitors represent strong market engines that should be closely watched in order to be successful in foreign settings. The implication for SMEs’ managers is that they should continuously collect and closely watch foreign clients and competitors in order to ensure their foreign business development.

Managers can also better comprehend how their competitors use export information through the qualitative study. The recurrent outcome of the interviews is that SMEs learn by means of responding to the acquired export information. In addition, export information is used for decision-making and for grasping new business opportunities abroad. The prevalent mode of use of export information is to formulate response action. Furthermore, under a trial and error selection process, they select the practices that have worked best for them in the past for designing future action. The export information also seems to be primordial in the decision-making process. Regarding decision-making, all the managers interviewed suggested that they consult at least one person for decision-making. Most of the times, this person is the exporting or production director in their enterprise. They all agree that consulting someone else for decision-making is very useful to them because it allows for the exchange of points of view and multiple possibilities can be taken into account through creative problem-solving. Based on these findings, managers could compare themselves to their competitors regarding information use patterns in their firm and inspire themselves from the practices that seem to bear interesting fruits for their counterparts. For example, managers can consult several people for decision-making in order to exchange opinions and design efficient and creative responses to problems that need to be solved.
In addition, the results of the interviews realized can provide SMEs’ managers with information concerning the factors enhancing export information use in their competitors’ vision. Generally, interviewees believe that the previous foreign market knowledge and export experience help them to better exploit the new incoming export information. The variety, complementarity and length of export experiences determine the efficient use of export information.

Furthermore, based on the results of the qualitative study, SMEs’ managers can achieve an overview on the efficiency of several information assimilation procedures such as for instance the coordination, communication, and information transfer and integration practices. The empirical findings revealed that high levels of efficiency of communication and low formalization levels characterize the SMEs interviewed. The coordination and the information transfer and integration procedures are barely formalized. In most of the SMEs interviewed, information integration procedures are almost non-existent. Coordination is sometimes not necessarily efficient and it seems that in bigger firms, coordination appears less efficient. These results could help SMEs’ managers assess whether their company has a similar profile in terms of assimilation procedures compared to competitors and try to improve mechanisms in which they seemingly under-perform compared to the competition.

When asked what leads their company to achieve higher levels of success in export markets, both French and Romanian managers mainly mentioned their competences in terms of product development and more largely, the general export know-how. The findings suggest that managers should favor the development of their foreign market-related competences in order to achieve high levels of success in international settings.

Beyond the generalist insights referring to exporting SMEs’ export information acquisition and use, and the factors enhancing information use throughout the organization, the preliminary qualitative study also provides SMEs’ managers with information concerning the export information practices of their Romanian competitors. Within the growing E.U. context, the knowledge of the foreign business partners and competitors in the European market becomes of key importance. It is worth noting that regardless of their nationality, Romanian and French managers prefer informal information techniques to formal ones. In regards to the reasons evoked for explaining this preference, the managers also provide similar testimonies. Nonetheless, one can remark that Romanian managers make even more extensive use of personal export information sources. Another particularity is that Romanian managers have more ease when using their competitors as export information sources. However, Romanian and French managers believe it is important to keep in touch with competitors even if they do
not necessarily trust their competitors. The feeling of mistrust towards competitors seems to characterize more the French managers than the Romanian managers.

Concerning the formal information techniques, they are used more extensively by French firms. French SMEs’ managers seem to use more extensively and be more aware of export assistance-related information sources on a wider scale. The Chambers of Industry and Commerce have an especially favorable image in France. However, reservation was expressed concerning the export assistance-related information sources. The main reasons that French managers mentioned for not using export assistance-related information sources are bureaucracy, the difficulty of getting the right interlocutor to speak with, and the general and out-dated character of the information provided by governmental bodies. The main difference in perceptive between Romanian and French enterprises is the fact that most Romanian enterprises accuse governmental bodies of corruption. This is an outcome of the institutional business environment in Romania that has been constantly changing since the Romanian Revolution in 1989. The domestic environment situation might also explain the preference for informal information techniques, as there are studies that prove that under unstable and changing environmental conditions, enterprises tend to use informal information sources (Beal 2000).

The use of international marketing research is a quite common thing in the French context. In the Romanian context, export marketing research use is exceptional. The French enterprises that use export marketing research consider it useful since it can provide specific answers to their questions, they trust the person who undertakes the study, and they can discuss certain aspects with this person in the marketing research. The only Romanian enterprise using marketing research had a similar testimony. Nonetheless, from a perceptive point of view, Romanian enterprises consider export-marketing research useful. In the meanwhile, it is difficult to see to what extent Romanian enterprises understand what marketing research really is; the marketing science was only developed about 15 years ago in Romania and most of the interviewees have a technical background. This might be as well one of the reasons that could explain the fact that Romanian companies do not use on a regular basis export marketing research.

In relation to the information types primarily collected on foreign markets, both Romanian and French SMEs mainly acquire export information about foreign clients and competitors. Romanian managers use export information as French managers do, for decision-making and responding to foreign market shifts. It is notable that the Romanian managers make decisions based on intuition much more extensively than French managers.
The testimonies of Romanian and French managers converge concerning the factors enhancing export information use in small firms. They generally believe their previous experience and knowledge primarily help them to better make use of export information. Nonetheless, Romanian managers state that they have a certain sense for business and that creative intuition is necessary to grasp opportunities in the business environment.

Furthermore, as far as the assimilation practices are concerned, Romanian enterprises are very similar to French enterprises. Romanian and French enterprises are efficient in terms of communication, being characterized by low levels of formalization, planning activities, and knowledge transfer and integration practices. Coordination is sometimes less efficient in bigger firms. Decision-making is centralized. They mainly count on their low prices and product quality for ensuring competitive advantage in foreign settings.

Based on the afore-mentioned generalist description of Romanian enterprises, French SMEs can achieve a better understanding of the weak and strong points of their Romanian competitors. In addition, the description of Romanian enterprises could help the French managers better manage business exchange relationships with Romanian firms since the qualitative study provides information concerning the reasons of use of certain business contacts over others. For example, if French enterprises would become the clients of a Romanian company, they should try to establish a trust-based relationship, to interact frequently and exchange points of view with the Romanian firm, and try to provide them with adequate information specific to their needs. Resuming, the qualitative study provides SMEs’ managers with insights into the way their domestic and Romanian competitors manage their export information-related activities. Some insights include why they prefer certain information sources over others, which are the favored information sources in foreign markets, what kind of information is primarily collected about foreign markets, why and how they use export information. While the qualitative research provides a rich base of information, the results of the preliminary qualitative inquiry are suggestive rather than conclusive for small firms’ managers.

In order to fill the gap of the qualitative study and provide more generalized results for SMEs’ managers, a quantitative inquiry was further undertaken on a sample of 107 enterprises. By drawing on the descriptive results of the quantitative study, SMEs’ managers could compare themselves to their competitors in terms of export information absorptive capacity. The study draws a detailed picture of the export information absorptive capacity of French SMEs and their levels of export performance. However, one can see that the companies in this sample are generally bigger, more internationally involved and more successful. Thus, based on the
results of this study, SMEs’ managers can compare themselves to the average of the more successful SMEs from the steel industry.

The findings of this study allow for the characterization of the SMEs in the sample in terms of international experiences, export information sources richness, levels of informativity concerning foreign markets, export information assimilation practices, levels of international marketing competences and levels of export performance, export responsiveness, and export orientation.

The results relative to the international experiences of companies interviewed allow SMEs’ managers to compare themselves to domestic competitors regarding different aspects of export experiences in their own company. Such aspects are the numbers of years the company has been exporting, the number of export employees, the richness of their international experiences, the number of export countries, and the foreign presence modes employed.

The quantitative results also describe the levels of richness of export information sources characterizing SMEs in the sample. Comparing themselves to the average of these results, SMEs’ managers can assess their levels of richness of the use of export information sources. Additionally, they can try to improve the aspects of information sources richness, less developed in their company compared to the average of competitors, such as the facility of contacts or the quantity of information they get from export information sources.

As far as the levels of potential absorptive capacity of companies in the sample are concerned, they appear to be highly developed in terms of assimilation practices; the companies interviewed coordinate efficiently and they perform well in terms of knowledge transfer and integration. Again, by means of comparison to these findings, SMEs’ managers can assess how they perform compared to the average of the enterprises in the sample.

The export information acquisition dimension appears to be less developed than the assimilation dimension. Companies interviewed are only slightly above-the-average more informed concerning the foreign markets in comparison to their main competitors. Based on these findings, managers can compare themselves to the average of the companies in the sample and try to raise their informativity level regarding the information elements that they perceive as less developed when compared to their competitors.

The SMEs interviewed score quite high above the average in terms of export responsiveness capacity, the information transformation dimension. They generally perform slightly above the average in terms of international marketing competences compared to their main competitors in foreign markets. By means of comparison to the average of the companies in the sample, SMEs’ managers can evaluate their potential in terms of international marketing
competences and responsive action with respect to foreign market shifts. Moreover, they can try to improve the domains of export competence for which they under-perform.

The descriptive results allowed for an overview concerning the international performance levels companies attain in foreign markets. Responding managers appear to be satisfied with the evolution of the main export objectives over the last year, they perceive themselves as rather competitive. When compared to the main competitors in foreign markets, managers rate themselves as slightly superior in terms of attaining export objectives such as the foreign market share, the new number of foreign markets conquered abroad, the export sales volume and the profits issued from their foreign sales. Their progression in terms of export sales and profits over the last years is important as well. Their foreign sales appear as profitable as their domestic sales. Moreover, companies interviewed appear to be willing to extend their international activities, to actively look for foreign market opportunities, and they consider their international activities to be important. With regard to these results, SMEs’ managers can compare themselves to the average of companies in the sample concerning their levels of international performance and export orientation.

The research propositions’ test brought into light for SMEs’ managers several implications of practical order. The results suggest that the more SMEs access rich information sources in foreign markets, the higher levels of informativity relative to foreign market development are attained. As a result, their level of informativity relative to foreign market development depends on the way they manage the relationships with export information sources in terms of contact facility development, and the interactivity of the relationship as well as the quantity and reliability of the information they get from foreign information sources.

On a less extended measure, the richness of the “export employees” international experiences also influences the levels of informativity of SMEs concerning foreign markets. The results also show that the real number of exporting years of SMEs impacts their levels of informativity relative to foreign markets. An interesting implication of this result is that they should do their best in order to try to constitute an exporting team made up of employees with varied, complementary and long export experiences. The results imply that the degree of informativity they attain in foreign markets depends on both the richness of the international experiences of the “export employees”, but also on the aggregate levels of international experiences at the firm level. Nonetheless, the impact exerted by the richness of the international experiences of the “export employees” is stronger. This finding suggests that companies characterized by less developed levels of real export experience at the firm level
can, to some extent, overcome their lack of experience with this respect by hiring export employees with varied and complementary international experiences.

The analysis also underlines the role played by export information in providing small firms with guidance for future action. SMEs attaining higher levels of foreign market-related informational knowledge implement more efficient response actions when facing foreign market shifts. However, the aggregate impact of the assimilation practices, coordination and knowledge transfer and integration efficiency upon the export responsiveness levels of SMEs is significantly higher. To resume, while it is important for SMEs to efficiently acquire export information-related to foreign markets, the efficiency of the response actions they implement when facing foreign market shifts will depend on the efficiency of the assimilation practices in place in the organization to an important extent. Thus, export information shall be valorized in SMEs through the design of efficient information assimilation practices.

The results also suggest that export responsiveness appears as the main entrant of the positional advantage SMEs attain in foreign markets in terms of international marketing competences. It was also postulated that the levels of international experiences of SMEs would impact the levels of positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences they attain in foreign markets. Only the real number of exporting years has been found to exert a significant impact on their positional advantage levels. It is important to note that about two thirds of the variance of the levels of international marketing competences is explained by the export responsiveness capacity. This result suggests that nowadays international learning cycles have shortened and that companies seem to develop foreign market-related competences rather on a responsiveness basis than over time. Finally, SMEs’ managers should aim at the development of their levels of international marketing competences since ultimately they are the key determinants of the levels of the international performance of small firms.

Resuming, the implications for SMEs’ managers is that the successful managing of export information is a beginning-to-end and on-going process that should be carefully considered step-by-step in order to obtain rich satisfying results in terms of international performance. International performance is considered by managers as a tool that boosts corporate growth, strengthens competitive edge and ensures a company’s survival and success in the marketplace (Samiee and Walters 1990; Terpstra and Sarathy 2000). This research proposes such a model. At the aggregate level, SMEs’ managers should keep in mind that the impact of export information acquisition on business performance seems to be rather indirect. Export information provides firms with additional insights into which value-adding activities should
be undertaken in order to effectively respond to foreign markets’ shifts. Export responsiveness in turn impacts the levels of positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences attained in foreign market settings. Finally, the positional advantage SMEs achieve in terms of international marketing competences’ development directly impacts their level of international performance.

VII.2.3.4 Research contributions and implications for policy makers

This research provides also implications for public policy-makers. Nowadays, all governments in the world aims to increase exports in order to improve the commercial balance and sustain economic growth and development. As a result, most governments in the world create development support programs for SMEs at the national and regional level to enhance training, and to provide information or financial aid supporting a firm’s exporting activities (Gencturk and Kotabe 2001). Based on this study, policy-makers can gain insights into the factors determining SMEs’ international performance in order to further design more suitable support programs for enhancing knowledge and information management within SMEs.

The results of the qualitative study provide interesting insights for policy-makers. For instance, direct implications for policy-makers can be formulated based on the perception of a SME’s manager of export assistance-related information sources. Only the Chambers of Commerce and Industry are popular among small firms’ managers. For the remaining export assistance-based bodies, the managers interviewed had doubts with regard to the bureaucracy, the difficulty in getting the right interlocutor to speak with, and the general and dated character of the information provided by governmental bodies. Based on these findings, policy-makers can take corrective actions in order to improve the image of public export policies. For instance, they could facilitate the access to aid programs and try to decrease bureaucracy, and further personalize the communication with SMEs’ managers and more frequently update the content of the export information provided.

Since the qualitative analysis compared the perceptions of SMEs’ managers concerning export assistance bodies in France and Romania, directions for Romanian policy-makers can also be formulated. Most of the Romanian managers interviewed accuse governmental bodies of corruption. This finding suggests that public policy-makers in Romania should undertake corrective action in order to improve their image in the eyes of Romanian managers.
The study provides a broad measurement tool aimed at the evaluation of the export information absorptive capacity development in SMEs. By means of using the research questionnaire, policy-makers could, for instance, evaluate the levels of the absorptive capacity of export information of SMEs from specific industries and implement aid programs where needed. Policy-makers can also draw conclusions from the quantitative results with respect to the appreciation of the Chambers of Commerce and Industry (CCI). Overall, SMEs’ managers interviewed rate CCIs rather averagely. In terms of contacts with the information sources, CCIs achieve ratings that are below average. The quantitative study confirms the qualitative study; it seems that the weakness of CCIs resides in the quality of the contact with SMEs’ managers. Based on this finding, policy-makers can design programs to further personalize the contact with exporting SMEs’ managers.

The descriptive analysis of the data gathered also suggests that the enterprises interviewed are not highly informed concerning foreign markets. Thus, more efficient and personalized aid programs concerning key information elements in export markets should be developed for the small firms operating in the steel industry. The government could organize information seminars and programs aimed to inform small firms about key information elements in their export markets.

The descriptive analysis suggested that SMEs are characterized by competences that are slightly below the average concerning specifically the international marketing management. As a result, aid programs aimed at developing SMEs’ managers skills in terms of export marketing planning, formulating creative export marketing strategies, translating marketing strategies into action, and the control and evaluation of marketing costs in a foreign setting would be a great aid for the development of the levels of international performance of SMEs. Moreover, the causal analysis revealed the key role played by the international marketing competences of small firms in driving exporting firms to success in foreign settings. As a result, particular attention should be directed towards the design and implementation of aid programs for small exporters that are aimed at developing international marketing skills.

However, an important implication mainly issued from the qualitative study is the fact that in order to attract SMEs towards the use of public aid programs, policy-makers should develop the quality of the contact with SMEs. The SMEs value contact facility, the interactivity with information sources, the reliability of the information provided and information quantity. As a result, while designing appropriate public aid programs for SMEs, public policy makers should keep in mind that important communication and guidance efforts are needed in order to attract small companies to effectively use them.
VII.2.4 Limits and future research avenues

The limits and the future research avenues of this research work are analyzed from the theoretical, methodological point of view, and also in terms of results obtained. Since the future research avenues in most of the cases are meant to overcome the limits of the research, they are presented in the same section.

VII.2.4.1 Theoretical limits and prolongations

The theoretical limits of this research can be classified into the following four groups: the use of the KBV as a perspective for approaching the export information activities, the mobilization of the Absorptive Capacity (AC) concept as a perspective for capturing information activities in small firms, the use of the richness perspective for capturing the exposure to export information sources and the international experiences of SMEs, and the limitation of the study to exporting SMEs.

Using the KBV as a perspective for approaching the impact of export information activities in small firms upon their levels of international performance presents two main limitations. The first limitation refers to the fact that the KBV is not a real grounded theory. It can be better viewed as a set of ideas about the existence and the nature of the firm that emphasizes the role of knowledge, knowledge creation and the resource evolution potential. Traditionally, more scholars see KBV as an extension of the RBV of the firm, drawing on the strategic value of intangible assets enabling competitive advantage (e.g. Christensen 1995; Mahoney 1995; Barney 1996). By accepting much of the content of the RBV, the KBV “pays more attention to the process or path by which specific capabilities evolve and develop over time” (Kuivalainen and Bell 2004, p.2). This evolving character was judged to very appealing in the case of the current research work because of the dynamic nature of information.

The main limit associated with the mobilization of the KBV in the current research is the explanation of the business performance (e.g. DeNisi et al. 2003; Patriotta 2004; Kodama 2005). No agreement has yet been reached among scholars concerning the way firms achieve higher levels of business performance according to the KBV. However, Kuivalainen and Bell (2004) or Kodama (2005) suggested that KBV brings along a paradigm shift with respect to the RBV. If within the RBV of the firm, competitive advantage drives business performance,
this position has been criticized within the KBV. For instance, Khyvaleiko (1998) suggested that the competitive advantage of firms describes a reality at a certain moment in time but it does not tell much about the future development potential. As a result, Kuivalainen and Bell (2004) have suggested that firms should develop a competitive advantage in terms of competences development in key organizational areas; competences can be deployed and renewed over time when confronted with new situations, and thus will be able to predict future development. Within the current research, this assumption has been tested and received high empirical support. It was proposed that the positional advantage small firms achieve in terms of international marketing competences impacts the degree of international performance of SMEs. This research proposition has been validated and the relationship was highly significant. Meanwhile, the validity of this KBV assumption has yet to be validated by future studies in the field.

The other main limit associated with the use of the KBV in the case of the current research is that the KBV perspective does not accept the role of information. The paradigm shifts within the KBV from firms as information processors to firms as knowledge processors (Grant 1996). In the meanwhile, information was conceptualized as a flux (Nonaka 1994), conveying a meaning and continuously entering organizations and enhancing knowledge stocks. It was postulated that information provides insights into the activities that should be undertaken to match market conditions (Kohli and Jaworski 1993; Day et al. 1994; Slater and Narver 1995) in line with the market orientation literature. Again, these propositions have received empirical support but their external validity needs to be further confirmed by other studies.

In the light of the literature review, it has been concluded that the AC represents a satisfactory perspective in approaching the export information processing. The AC research stream is also a controversial literature. Nevertheless, the two main agreement points reached by scholars are the multidimensional nature of AC construct and most recently, its dynamic nature. However, these observations did not receive much empirical support. Research in the AC field is still mainly theory-driven (Zahra and George 2002; Lane et al. 2006). AC as a multi-dimensional construct was conceptualized according to Zahra and George’s (2002) conceptualization. Accordingly, AC is made up two sub-sets of AC, potential and realized AC. They also mention the AC antecedents, namely the previous experience and exposure to information sources in the environment that influence the development of PACAP.

The two sub-dimensions that make up PACAP are information acquisition and assimilation. Transposed in the case of exporting SMEs, it was conceptualized as export information acquisition and assimilation. While available measurement instruments exist for the export
information acquisition dimension, they do not exist for export information assimilation practices in SMEs. The assimilation dimension was captured by means of SMEs’ efficiency in terms of coordination and knowledge transfer and integration, which are domestic-based measures. As a result, the research proposition suggested by Zahra and George (2002) concerning the impact of PACAP antecedents on the assimilation dimension of PACAP could not be tested. The reason for not testing it is that it is not easy to establish a causal relationship between international experiences of small firms, the access to rich export information sources and the coordination and knowledge transfer and integration practices, which are domestic-based measures. Future research should be directed towards specific measures capturing the export information assimilation practices in SMEs in order to test the influence of PACAP’s antecedents upon PACAP.

RACAP is made up of the two dimensions, information transformation and exploitation. The export information transformation dimension was conceptualized as the export responsiveness capacity of small firms and the exploitation dimension as firms’ levels of international marketing competences necessary to operate in foreign markets.

This model explained about 43% of the variance of the positional advantage that SMEs attained in foreign markets in terms of international marketing competences. The implication is that other factors not taken into account in the current study influence the development levels of positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences. However, it worth to note that this research was not directed towards the explanation of the positional advantage SMEs attain in foreign settings in terms of international marketing competences. Due to the highly significant impact of the levels of positional advantage of SMEs on foreign markets in terms of international marketing competences on the international performance of SMEs, future studies should obtain deeper insights into the way companies can improve their levels of international marketing competences.

It is also worth to note that Zahra and George (2002) did not explicitly refer to the cognitive dimension of AC, firm’s capacity to take advantage of the emerging opportunities before rivals can recognize them by collecting and exploiting market information (e.g. Chiesa and Manzini 1998; Davenport et al. 1998; Nahapiet and Ghoshal 1998). The cognitive dimension is the most prevalent dimension of the AC construct. As a result, it was not taken into account in the case of the current research. Moreover, to the best of knowledge, no operational definition of this dimension has yet been proposed by the literature. Further studies should also be directed towards the operationalization of this dimension.
Other concepts present in Zahra and George’s (2002) framework have not yet been specifically empirically operationalized in the case of exporting SMEs, and thus it was not possible to test their influence. It is the case of the concepts called by Zahra and George (2002) “activation triggers”, “effectiveness rate” and “regimes of appropriability”. No specific operational definitions for these concepts exist in the case of exporting SMEs. Therefore, their moderator effect upon the influence of PACAP antecedents on PACAP, PACAP on RACAP, and RACAP on business performance has not been evaluated in this research work. Future studies should gain deeper insights into their operationalization and test these relationships.

Another observation is that by using Zahra and George’s (2002) framework, the dynamic and processual nature of AC has been implicitly assumed. Recently, scholars seem to agree that AC is rather a process than a static resource (e.g. Jansen et al. 2005; Lane et al. 2006). This study empirically supported the approach of AC as a process. Zahra and George’s (2002) AC framework was mobilized for describing the relationship between AC and business performance. The applicability of his framework in the case of export information absorption by SMEs has been supported by the empirical study. Nonetheless, the study of a process would have been better captured through a longitudinal study, allowing the observation of the evolution of the AC state of small firms over time. Thus, in the future, longitudinal studies on the topic should be envisaged.

In the light of the analysis of the literature review and also based on this qualitative preliminary study, it was concluded that the most appropriate perspective for looking at a firm’s export information sources use is the richness perspective. In a similar vein, also based on the literature review on AC, Boutary’s (1998) and Ramangalahy’s studies (2001) and the preliminary qualitative study, the richness perspective was retained for capturing the international experiences of SMEs.

While the richness concept was conceptually appealing, during the questionnaire pre-test it was observed that managers did not correctly understand the questions relative to the richness of international experiences as conceptualized by Ramangalahy (2001). As a result, the measure initially considered had to be dropped after the pre-test. The reason was because SMEs’ managers could not precisely understand the sense of the five dimensions retained to capture international experiences richness, namely (1) the length of experiences, (2) the number of projects, clients or contracts companies had to deal while using a specific foreign presence mode, (3) the challenge complexity in terms of problems that companies need to solve, (4) the context diversity that characterizes the environments companies have worked in.
(social, cultural, and economic environment), and (5) the impact on the know-how development as well as how much the company learned through this experience. Instead of this afore-mentioned measure of international experiences’ richness, based on the preliminary qualitative research, another international experience richness measure, capturing the diversity, complementarity and length of international experiences of export employees, was proposed and employed. The measure was proven to be psychometrically sound. Nevertheless, the measure issued from the qualitative research work did not refer to the firm level of analysis and therefore constitutes another limit in the assessment of the international experiences of SMEs. Further research should attempt to improve the terms of international experiences richness assessment at the firm level of analysis.

SMEs’ managers also encountered difficulties in understanding the sense of one of the information sources richness attributes, namely the contacts density. As a result, the contacts’ density dimension had to be dropped from the analysis. The remaining four dimensions are information quantity, interactivity with information sources, contact facility and information reliability; they have been used for capturing export information sources richness. For the export market research and Internet information sources, the pre-test indicated that only the information quantity and reliability dimensions were appropriate to capture the richness of these information sources. SMEs’ managers have suggested that interactivity and contact facility did not apply to characterizing these two information sources.

Finally, another theoretical limit is represented by the fact that this analysis focused on exporting SMEs. This choice was driven by the fact that exporting represents the main foreign presence mode employed by SMEs in order to sell their products abroad. With this respect, several scholars pointed out that a growing number of SMEs are using alternative foreign presence modes such as joint ventures and subsidiaries to sell their products abroad (e.g. Bell et al. 1992; Cavusgil and Knight 1997; Kuivalainen and Bell 2004). Consequently, it would be more appropriate to study the notions of international or global SMEs that further reveal the diversity of foreign presence modes used by SMEs. Although this perspective is appealing, using several foreign presence modes reflects different degrees of internationalization of SMEs that are characterized by different degrees of control, resources’ deployment and risk-taking for small firms. Under these conditions, the underlying question that could arise is whether the assessment of the international performance construct for a company selling the products abroad by means of indirect exporting or by creating a subsidiary has the same meaning. To the best of knowledge, the SMEs’ internationalization literature does not yet provide an answer to this question (Ramangalahy 2001).
Exporting SME, in line with previous studies in the field, is defined as a company selling products outside of national borders (e.g. Bartlett and Ghoshal 1989; Dunning 1980; Johanson and Vahlne 1993). Nevertheless, the difficulties to differentiate between national and international markets were acknowledged. This remark holds true, especially in the European context, where border regions are sometimes more similar to the cultural profiles of bordering countries. For instance, an Alsatian company might at least as easily sell products in Germany as in the South of France because of the equivalent knowledge of languages and the cultural and institutional similarity of the contexts in both countries.

**VII.2.4.2 Methodological limits and prolongations**

From the methodological point of view, this research presents limits in terms of the choice of research methodology, method selected for the research propositions’ test and the level of analysis retained. Because of the causal nature of the research question, the quantitative methodology, which has been suggested as the most appropriate for answering causal research questions by several scholars (e.g. Huberman et Miles 1984; Eisenhardt 1989; Easterby-Smith *et al.* 1991) was adopted. Nonetheless, the subjective and multi-dimensional character of information led to the undertaking of a preliminary qualitative study in order to obtain additional insights into the management of export information activities in small firms. One of the aims of the qualitative research was also to balance the reductive character of quantitative methodology when studying “*qualitative*”, multi-faceted constructs as information, knowledge and competences.

Another major limit of the current research is that the process of export information absorption by SMEs has been studied by means of a punctual quantitative study. A longitudinal research would have certainly been more appropriate to capture a firm’s evolution in terms of absorptive capacity over time but time and material limitations did not allow the materialization of a longitudinal study in the current research. Nevertheless, this is a research avenue seriously envisaged as a prolongation of this research.

Since one of the main aims of the research was to explain the international performance of SMEs, which is by definition an organizational level construct, it was concluded that the most appropriate level of analysis is the firm. This choice can be criticized since export information is generally collected at the individual level, and it is further transmitted among firms’ employees at the organizational level. However, the use of several levels of analysis has been also identified as a limited choice when conducting research (e.g. Klein *et al.* 1994;
Ramangalahy 2001). Differences in terms of levels of analysis induce confusion regarding results’ interpretation. As a result, limiting this investigation to the firm level of analysis appears to be the most judicious choice for the current research, all by accepting the importance of the interplay between the individual and the organizational level of analysis is limited. Nevertheless, future research should address this matter, possibly through means of qualitative research that could be more appropriate in the explanation of the interplay between the individual, group, and organizational levels of analysis.

All constructs in this research model are assessed at the firm level of analysis with two exceptions. The international experiences richness has been assessed at the group level of analysis while the international orientation of SMEs has been assessed at the managerial team level of analysis. These choices can be easily explained. Previous research in the field has suggested that the existence of an export department translates a propensity in terms of export information acquisition and use in SMEs (e.g. Ramangalahy 2001; Souchon et al. 2003). Note that SMEs do not always have a specific department that deals with the management of export operations; frequently the production or the marketing managers deal with exporting activities in small firms (Souchon and Diamantopoulos 1999). As a result, it is sometimes more appropriate to consider the number of employees dealing with the development of international activities in small firms (Reuber and Fischer 1997). Nonetheless, considering the “export employees” experiences richness was a contingency choice. Initially, the international experiences’ richness was considered at the firm level of analysis, which had to be aborted after the pre-test; instead the “export employees” experience richness was considered.

When assessing the international orientation construct, the measure of Cadogan et al. (2001) was employed in the current research. This measure has been designed at the managerial team level of analysis. Several studies highlight the importance of the managerial team in SMEs (e.g. Bijmolt and Zwart 1994; Shambharya 1996; Reuber and Fischer 1997). In SMEs, the founding team plays a much more extensive and dominant role in the export strategic decision-making in large firms (e.g. Feeser and Willard 1990; Bell et al. 1992; Chandler and Hanks 1993; Reuber and Fischer 1997). For this reason, the role of the top management experience is expected to be more pronounced in SMEs. Thus, it is considered appropriate to consider senior management’s will in terms of export activity development for assessing the degree of international orientation of SMEs.

Another observation is that the PLS approach was retained for the research propositions’ test. The PLS path modeling appears to be the most appropriate method in the case of the current research for three main reasons. The first reason is that “soft” theoretical assumptions were
used when building this research model. Insights from the KBV and AC literature were mainly mobilized and are rapidly developing theoretical fields although they cannot be regarded as grounded theories. Consequently, this research can be viewed as an initial step in terms of theory advancement and development. In this case, PLS path modeling appears as the most appropriate methodological approach to be used in the initial stages of theory development (Fornell 1992; Fornell and Larker 1992). The second reason is the relatively small sample size obtained, and the third reason is the violation of the data multi-normality conditions that are necessary in order to use a more co-variance based SEM. The data in this research was not normally distributed and the smallness of the sample size would not have permitted the use of more robust and advanced approaches like co-variance based SEM.

**VII.2.4.2 Limits and prolongations related to the results of the research**

The limits encountered in terms of results mainly refer to the sample representativity and the fact that the chosen international performance measure initially employed did not prove to be psychometrically sound. In terms of sample representativity, two remarks deserve to be made. The first remark is that in the end, the response rate in this study can be considered satisfying (19,10%), when compared to similar studies undertaken on the topic of export performance, reporting average response rates comprised between 15 and 20% (Sousa 2002). Moreover, the response rate appears as satisfying when conducted to recent studies undertaken in France, such as the study of Basly (2006) study on exporting family business (15,44% response rate) or Giannelloni and Fabvre-Bonté’s (2007) study (about 1% response rate). It worth to note that many difficulties were encountered in terms of data gathering. The data gathering was realized in four different waves over the course of one year and substantive time gaps separated the different steps of data collection. The second observation is that companies in the sample are bigger, more internationally involved and have higher percentages of sales abroad than the companies composing the population of the study. As a result, it would be difficult to extrapolate the results of this research to the whole population of the exporting SMEs from the steel industry. Further studies should test the external validity of this research propositions on bigger and more representative samples as well as companies operating in different industries.

Another limitation of the current research is the international performance measure. It was impossible to use the international performance measures initially considered. After the pre-test, several modifications had to be undertaken. The items capturing the strategic position of
SMEs on foreign markets such as major supplier, minor supplier, market leader, and the second to market leader had to be dropped. Moreover, the managers interviewed were not able to precisely calculate the average rate of growth of foreign sales and profits over the last three years. Consequently, secondary data was used and extracted from the DIANE database in order to assess the financial situation evolution of SMEs over the last three years in terms of foreign sales and export profits. In addition, managers interviewed declared they could not remember exactly how much they progressed over the past three years in terms of market share abroad, rate of new market entry, export sales and export profits. They suggested that they recall with precision what happened the last year and that they would need secondary data in order to have a better appreciation of the progression. As a result, one can observe that after the pre-test drastic changes had to be undertaken concerning the international performance assessment. Finally, within the final quantitative study, the estimation of the international performance indicator as a formative index was not psychometrically solid. The numerous modifications undertaken in terms of international performance assessment could be the cause. The simultaneous use of perceptive versus objective measures, secondary and primary data and the use of static versus longitudinal measures of the international performance construct might explain this incongruity. As a result, data reduction methods were used for reducing the number of indicators capturing the international performance construct. A reflexive indicator capturing the international performance construct had emerged on an exploratory basis. However, the international performance measure obtained proved to be highly satisfying from a psychometrical point of view. It also has the advantage of enclosing the subjective, objective, financial and strategic measures of the international performance at the same time. Nevertheless, the international performance measure obtained has never been used by previous studies, and its use limits the comparison of the results to other studies in the field.
Conclusion of Chapter VII

Chapter VII was organized in two parts. The first part detailed the validation of the research propositions along with the discussion of the results. The estimation of the causal relationships in this research model led to the validation of nine out of the ten research propositions emitted in chapter III. The results suggest that the AC perspective is an appealing and efficient framework for exploring the dynamics associated with export information processing in small firms. Concluding, Zahra and George’s (2002) AC framework seems to be appropriate when explaining the export information exploitation process and its impact upon SMEs’ international performance levels. The three research propositions emitted with respect to the influence of PACAP’s antecedents on PACAP development were validated. The quality of the exposure to export information sources assessed as the richness of export information sources consulted in foreign markets, the richness of the previous international experiences of SMEs assessed in terms of variety, complementarity and length, and the real international experience of SMEs are strong determinants of SMEs’ capacity to efficiently acquire export information. Concerning the impact of PACAP upon RACAP, all the research propositions emitted with this respect have been validated. Export information acquisition, as well as the assimilation practices determine the export responsiveness capacity of SMEs. In order of importance, the main determinant of the SMEs’ export responsiveness capacity is the efficiency of knowledge transfer and integration practices followed by the coordination capacity of small firms and the richness of the export information sources they use to keep informed concerning foreign markets.

Regarding the impact of the determinants of the SMEs’ positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences, a strong impact of the export responsiveness capacity of small firms can be observed. The results suggest that by means of responding and taking corrective action in order to better manage foreign market shifts, firms appear to build superior levels of positional advantage in terms of foreign market-related competences compared to their competitors. The real international experience of small firms also significantly and positively impacts the degree of positional advantage in terms of the international marketing competences that SMEs achieve in export markets. Surprisingly, the richness of the export experiences of export employees does not have a significant influence upon the positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences.

Finally, the impact of RACAP on the international performance of SMEs is highly significant. Detaining a positional advantage in terms of foreign market-related marketing competences drives firms to be more successful in international settings. This result suggests that the main KBV assumption is strongly validated by the current study. Firms attain high levels of international performance if they achieve superior levels of positional advantage in terms of international marketing competences compared to their competitors.

In the second part of chapter VII, the main conclusions, limits, research contributions and the future research avenues for the current research were exposed. First, the main objectives of the research are recalled along with the main theoretical and methodological choices undertaken for carrying out this research, namely the combination of both qualitative and quantitative methodology and the use of soft modeling when testing the research model. Second, the main results and conclusions of the
preliminary qualitative study and the quantitative research were synthesized. Third, the implications and contributions of the current study were enounced, distinguishing between the theoretical and methodological implications and contributions of the present study and the implications for managers and policy-makers. The main theoretical implications of the current research relate to the abandon of the classical approach of studying disparate information activities’ perceptions of SMEs’ managers. Instead, a dynamic perspective of the process of evolution of the information state of SMEs was embraced in the case of the current research by integrating insights from the KBV, MO and AC frameworks. As far as managers are concerned, the study provided multiple directions for the successful management of export information activities for achieving higher levels of export performance in small firms. For policy-makers, several implications can be formulated in terms of the design of public aid programs for small firms aimed to help them improve their export information and international marketing competence levels. Moreover, suggestions about the way aid programs should be implemented were formulated. Finally, in the forth point of the second part of the chapter VII, the main limits and future avenues for the current research were exposed. The main limit of the current research consists in the fact that the process of the evolution of SMEs’ export information state was assessed by means of a punctual study. Future research in the field should employ a longitudinal methodology for capturing the evolution over time of the export information state of SMEs.
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